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FRANSISKA, DIANA. Translation Problem Solving for Informativeness: 
Tracing the Translation Process Using Think-aloud Protocols and Screen 
Recording Methods. Yogyakarta: Department of English Letters, Faculty of 
Letters, Sanata Dharma University, 2014. 
 
This undergraduate thesis focuses on the ways different people solve 
problems in performing written translation tasks, especially on the strategies that 
they employ, and the effects of employing the strategies seen from the 
informativeness of the translations. Thus, the translation is seen in both the 
process and product. The subjects of this study were two English Letters students 
of semester 8 from Sanata Dharma University. 
There are three objectives in this study. They are to identify the translation 
problems that the subjects encounter in translating each text given in the 
experiment, to explore the subjects‟ processes of solving the problems and to rate 
the informativeness of the translations. 
This study applies field and library research. The field research is 
conducted by employing think-aloud protocols and screen recording methods, 
while the library research is by obtaining theories from books and a journal.  
This study finds out that in the process of translating the religious text, S1 
encounters 18 linguistic problems (69.23%), 2 textual problems (7.69%), 5 
extralinguistic problems (19.23%) and only 1 problem of intentionality (3.85%), 
while S2 encounters 21 linguistic problems (72.41%), 3 textual problems 
(10.34%), 3 extralinguistic problems (10.34%), 1 problem of intentionality 
(3.45%) and 1 problem relating to the TT reader (3.45%). Meanwhile, in the 
academic text, S1 encounters 27 linguistic problems (77.14%), 3 textual problems 
(8.57%), 4 extralinguistic problems (11.43%) and only 1 problem of intentionality 
(2.86%), while S2 encounters 29 linguistic problems (78.38%), 1 textual problem 
(2.70%), 1 extralinguistic problem (2.70%) and 6 problems of intentionality 
(16.22%). In the process of solving 13 problems in translating the religious text, 
S1 employs Kring‟s strategy of monitoring the most, while S2 employs Krings‟ 
strategy of comprehension. On the other hand, to solve 10 translation problems in 
the academic text, S1 employs Krings‟ strategy of comprehension the most, while 
S2 employs Krings‟ strategy of decision-making. By using Carroll‟s scale of 
informativeness, it is found that S1‟s translations are more informative than S2‟s. 
For the informativeness score, in the religious text, S1 gets 1.31, while S2 gets 
2.15, and in the academic text, S1 gets 1.1, while S2 gets 2.2. The results prove 
that translators which are from different religious and academic backgrounds may 
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Skripsi ini berfokus pada cara orang-orang yang berbeda dalam 
menyelesaikan masalah pada saat menerjemahkan teks secara tertulis, khususnya 
pada strategi yang mereka gunakan, dan pengaruh dari penggunaan strategi 
tersebut yang dilihat dari keinformatifan terjemahan yang dihasilkan. Dengan 
demikian, penerjemahan akan dilihat dari proses dan produknya. Subjek dari studi 
ini yaitu dua mahasiswi Sastra Inggris semester 8 dari Universitas Sanata Dharma. 
Tiga tujuan dari studi ini yaitu untuk mengidentifikasi masalah 
penerjemahan yang dihadapi kedua subjek dalam menerjemahkan setiap teks yang 
diberikan di dalam penelitian, mempelajari proses mereka dalam menyelesaikan 
masalah tersebut dan menilai keinformatifan terjemahan yang mereka hasilkan. 
Studi ini menerapkan penelitian lapangan dan studi pustaka. Penelitian 
lapangan dilakukan dengan menerapkan metode „think-aloud protocols‟ dan 
„screen recording‟. Sementara itu, penelitian studi pustaka dilakukan dengan 
mengumpulkan teori dari buku dan jurnal. 
Studi ini menemukan bahwa dalam proses penerjemahan teks religius, S1 
menghadapi 18 masalah linguistik (69,23%), 2 masalah yang berkaitan dengan 
cara penulisan (7,69%), 5 masalah ekstralinguistis (19,23%) dan hanya 1 masalah 
intensional (3,85%), sedangkan S2 menghadapi 21 masalah linguistik (72,41%), 3 
masalah yang berkaitan dengan cara penulisan (10,34%), 3 masalah 
ekstralinguistis (10,34%), 1 masalah intensional (3,45%) dan 1 masalah yang 
berkaitan dengan pembaca teks terjemahan (3,45%). Sementara itu, dalam teks 
akademis, S1 menghadapi 27 masalah linguistik (77,14%), 3 masalah yang 
berkaitan dengan cara penulisan (8,57%), 4 masalah ekstralinguistis (11,43%) dan 
hanya 1 masalah intensional (2,86%), sedangkan S2 menghadapi 29 masalah 
linguistik (78,38%), 1 masalah yang berkaitan dengan cara penulisan (2,70%), 1 
masalah ekstralinguistis (2,70%) dan 6 masalah intensional (16,22%). Dalam 
proses penyelesaian 13 masalah dalam menerjemahkan teks religius, S1 paling 
sering menerapkan strategi „monitoring‟ dari Kring, sedangkan S2 strategi 
pemahaman dari Kring. Di sisi lain, untuk menyelesaikan 10 masalah 
penerjemahan pada teks akademis, S1 paling sering menerapkan strategi 
pemahaman dari Kring, sedangkan S2 strategi „decision-making‟ dari Kring. 
Dengan menggunakan skala keinformatifan Carroll, ditemukan bahwa terjemahan 
S1 lebih informatif daripada terjemahan S2. S1 mendapatkan 1,31 sebagai nilai 
keinformatifan pada terjemahan teks religiusnya, sedangkan S2 mendapatkan 
2,15. Pada terjemahan teks akademis, S1 mendapatkan 1,1, sedangkan S2 
mendapatkan 2,2. Hasil ini membuktikan bahwa latar belakang agama dan 
akademik yang berbeda dari para penerjemah memungkinkan mereka untuk 
memiliki performa yang berbeda dalam menerjemahkan teks religius dan 
akademis yang sama. 





A. Background of the Study 
For centuries, there has been a growing need for translation. Translation, 
either written or oral, has played a crucial role in interlingual and intercultural 
communication. With translation, people can communicate easily with those on 
the other sides of the world who have different languages and cultures. In other 
words, if translation is absent, those people can possibly have some difficulties in 
sharing and getting any information with and from each other.  
As people have entered the globalization era, which makes the need for 
translation increases, translation has been done on many things: printed, 
published, on a screen, spoken, etc. People can now find and read various kinds of 
texts, such as religious, literary, and academic texts, translated from other 
languages. They can watch the news, talk shows, films and other television 
programmes from other countries since there is translation on the subtitles. The 
oral translation, commonly known as interpreting, has had an important role in 
international cooperation and organizations.  
Peter Newmark in his book Approaches to Translation states  
Translation is a craft consisting in the attempt to replace a written message 
and/or statement in one language by the same message and/or statement in 
another language. (1981: 7)  
This definition implies that there are translators behind the translation products, 
people who deliver a written/spoken message in a source language (SL) by 





providing it in the form of a target language (TL). This kind of craft has been 
done by many people: professional translators, translation students, language 
students and even people from other areas of education. They perform translation 
tasks with knowledge of the source and target languages, but with different 
backgrounds and experiences.  
How these different people translate is an interesting topic to study. Some 
translators may have some problems in translating a text. They may have the same 
problem such as a problem relating to the cultural differences, which is, according 
to Mildred L. Larson (1984: 163), one of the most difficult problems that 
translators face; or different problems such as problems relating to the technical or 
religious terms. Moreover, it is not impossible that some translators may find 
problems in understanding the message in the source text. In solving the 
problems, the translators employ some strategies (Bell, 2001: 187). Then, because 
of different backgrounds and experiences, there is no doubt that they may employ 
different strategies even if they have to solve the same problem.  
This study focuses on the ways different people solve problems in 
performing written translation tasks, especially on the strategies that they employ, 
and the effects of employing the strategies seen from the informativeness of the 
translations. Since the translated texts (product) may not explain all the things 
which the researcher tries to examine, such as the things happening in the 
translators‟ minds while the translators are translating the texts and making a 
decision to choose some particular strategies (process), this study sees the 
translation in both the process and product. To explore the translation process, this 





study applies think-aloud protocols and screen recording methods, while to assess 
the product, this study uses Carroll‟s scale of informativeness. 
The subjects of this study are two English Letters students of semester 8 
from Sanata Dharma University. They are asked to translate two kinds of texts. 
The first text is a religious text which is from a Christian article. This study tries 
to explore the differences in their processes of translating the text, which are 
caused by the different religious backgrounds that the two students have. The 
second is an academic text. This text is from some theses and a paper on various 
subjects, i.e. social sciences, business administration, philosophy, interior design, 
and English arts. From each subject‟s process of translating the academic text, this 
study tries to see the differences in problems they face and their ways to solve the 
problems, which are influenced by the students‟ different academic backgrounds, 
i.e. majoring in English Letters with different scores in translation classes.  
This study is useful to describe some translation problems that some 
translators may face and some strategies that have been employed to solve the 
problems. It is worth studying, as translators can learn the positive and negative 
effects of employing particular strategies in solving the problems. Furthermore, 
translation teachers and translator trainers can also have better knowledge about 
the mental process of a person while he/she is translating a text. In addition, this 
study can be learned further as a reference or/and compared to other studies on the 
same topic.  
 





B. Problem Formulation 
In this study, three problems are formulated as follows. 
1. What are the translation problems that the subjects encounter in translating 
each text? 
2. How do the subjects solve the problems? 
3. How informative are the translations done by each subject? 
 
C. Objectives of the Study 
This study has three objectives. The first objective of the study is to 
identify the translation problems that the subjects encounter in translating each 
text. The second is to explore the process of problem solving when the subjects 
translate each text. The last is to rate the informativeness of each translation using 
Carroll‟s scale. 
 
D. Definition of Terms 
Translation Problem. Roger T. Bell (2001: 188) states that a translation 
problem is the thing occurring in the process of translation, when the translator 
analyses the source text or produces the target text, which makes the message 
from the source language cannot be transferred spontaneously into the target 
language. 
Translation Strategy. Zuchridin Suryawinata and Sugeng Hariyanto (2003: 
67) define a translation strategy as a translator‟s tactic to translate words, phrases, 
clauses, or even sentences when the sentences cannot be divided into smaller units 





to translate. Citing LÖrscher, Bell in Psycholinguistic/ Cognitive Approaches 
states that “a translation strategy is a potentially conscious procedure for solving a 
problem faced in translating a text, or any segment of it” (2001: 188). In short, a 
translation strategy is a procedure to solve a translation problem which deals with 
sentences or other smaller units. 
Translation Informativeness. Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 
defines „informative‟ as “giving useful information” (2000: 666) and „-ness‟ as 
“the quality, state or character of:” (2000: 854). To measure the fidelity of a 
translation, John B. Carroll (1966: 57) uses the term “informativeness” and 
suggests the scale of informativeness. It is used to assess how informative the 
translation is in relation to the original text. Hence, translation informativeness 
can be defined as the quality of a translation in giving useful information relative 
to the original text. 
Think-Aloud Protocols. Cecilia Alvstad, Adelina Hild and Elisabet Tiselius 
state that think-aloud protocols (TAPs) is  
... a method originally borrowed from cognitive psychology (Ericsson and 
Simon 1984). It is an introspective method in which subjects are expected 
to verbalize their mental processes while they perform a task. (2011: 1) 
 
Screen Recording. As explained by Gyde Hansen (2013: 91-92), screen 
recording is a method using software to record all changes on the computer 
screen, i.e. cursor movements, clicks, corrections, uses of the Internet and 
electronic aids such as dictionaries, and even length of phases and pauses, during 
the subjects‟ writing process. 





Religious Text. The mix of historical and contemporary factors can be 
found in a religious text, since it uses the language which is “... consciously 
retrospective, ... prescriptive, ... imaginative and exploratory ...” (Crystal, 1995: 
371). Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary defines „text‟ as “any form of 
written material” (2000: 1343) and „religious‟ as “connected with religion or with 
a particular religion” (2000: 1075). Thus, a religious text can be defined as any 
form of written material connected with religion or with a particular religion, 
which uses the consciously retrospective, prescriptive, imaginative and 
exploratory language. 
Academic Text. As stated by David Crystal (1995: 372), an academic, or 
scientific, text is a text using many technical terms, which is compact in structure 
and not supported by narrative style. It usually uses an impersonal style and noun 
phrases which are complex in structure. According to Oxford Advanced Learner’s 
Dictionary, „academic‟ means “connected with education, especially studying in 
schools and universities” (2000: 6). Then, an academic text means any form of 
written material connected with education, which is compact in structure and not 
supported by narrative style; and uses many technical terms, an impersonal style 










REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This chapter covers three main parts: Review of Related Studies, Review of 
Related Theories, and Theoretical Framework. Review of Related Studies is the 
part to review other related studies on the same topic previously done by other 
researchers. Review of Related Theories presents the explanation of the theories 
applied in this study. Theoretical Framework is the part explaining the reasons 
why the theories are needed and how they are applied in solving the problems of 
this study. 
 
A. Review of Related Studies 
1. Sonja Tirkkonen-Condit‟s research paper “Uncertainty in Translation 
Processes” 
The research paper aims to explore the way translators show their 
uncertainties in performing a translation task and to show their identifiable 
patterns of uncertainty management. It is based on another research on translation 
processes which shows that there is the potential for ambiguity and uncertainty to 
appear in the process of producing a target text. This research also argues that the 
ability to deal with such ambiguity and uncertainty is needed to be a proficient 
translator. 
The same text can be interpreted in many different ways by different 
translators, which results in many different products of translation.  Because of 
that, to see the differences, Tirkkonen-Condit uses six translators‟ protocols for 





the analysis, which are taken from twenty think-aloud protocols (TAPs) 
originating from four experiments conducted by Tirkkonen-Condit, Jääskeläinen, 
and Pöntinen and Romanov at Savonlinna in the late1980‟s and early 1990‟s. Two 
of these translators translate a text from Finnish into English, whereas four 
translators translate from English into Finnish. To achieve the aim of the paper, 
she chooses the translators who represent high-quality professional performance. 
The result of her research shows that in the translation processes, the 
translators tend to produce tentative solutions. From all of the six protocols, the 
patterns of their uncertainty management are the same, which are the following: 
“to ponder on each tentative solution in turn; to produce justifications or 
endorsements; to subject them to audition; or to postpone them” (Tirkkonen-
Condit, 2000: 141). The only things that make their patterns different are their 
final decisions to choose one or the other solutions. Furthermore, Tirkkonen-
Condit states: 
... the mere fact that a translator is prepared to postpone a solution or to 
produce several tentative solutions without endorsing any one of them as a 
final solution shows that he or she can tolerate a situation in which a 
decision is pending for the time being. Similarly, when a translator 
verbalises ignorance or uncertainty in response to a problem situation, this 
verbalisation serves as a marker of a processing phenomenon (i.e. 
problem) and as a marker of uncertainty. (2000: 141) 
 
This research paper looks the same as the present undergraduate thesis. In 
her analysis, Tirkkonen-Condit sees the uncertainty and the pattern of uncertainty 
management of each translator in solving the problems in translation. She has the 
same opinion with Andrew Chesterman, who argues that “uncertainty 
management could be regarded as a dimension of translation strategies” (2000: 





123). Translation strategy in solving problems is also one of the things that the 
researcher attempts to examine in this thesis. However, this thesis is different 
from the research paper, since the subjects for each research are different. The 
subjects for this thesis are students, while for Tirkkonen-Condit‟s research are 
professional translators. To collect the data, the researcher employs not only 
think-aloud protocol, which is the only method used by Tirkkonen-Condit, but 
also screen-recording. In addition, to end the research, the researcher also makes 
an assessment on the informativeness of the translations.    
 
2. Elisabet Tiselius and Gard B. Jenset‟s research paper “Process and 
Product in Simultaneous Interpreting: What They Tell Us about 
Experience and Expertise” 
Tiselius and Jenset‟s research is on oral translation, which is on 
simultaneous interpreting. They combine the analysis on translation product with 
its process. The aim of the paper is to explore the differences in performance 
between interpreters with different levels of experience. 
For this aim, the participants of this research are nine participants with 
three different levels of interpreting experience: no, short and long. They are 
asked to interpret the same nine-minute-long speech. Immediately after 
interpreting, they perform a retrospection task. Then, the results of the 
retrospection are taken by the researchers as the starting point in the analysis on 
the simultaneous interpreting process. For the study on the products, the 
researchers let two groups of people, six professional interpreters and six students, 
rate the transcripts of the interpreting performances using Carroll‟s scales. 





The result of the research shows that the degree of experience affects the 
interpreters in the types of translation problems they encounter and the strategies 
they choose to employ. It also makes differences in the results of the assessment 
of the interpreting products. The researchers find that the no-experience 
interpreters mainly have problems with lexical access and target language delays, 
the short-experience interpreters with equivalents, and the long-experience 
interpreters with source language (SL) and target language (TL). For the 
translation strategies, they find that the most common strategy in all groups is 
deletion and the most distinctive strategy for interpreters with no experience is 
creative interpreting; interpreters with short experience is summary; and 
interpreters with long experience is overgeneralization. In the case of the 
assessment of the products, the scores of intelligibility for long and short 
experience interpreters are the same, which are higher than the scores for no 
experience interpreters.  
For informativeness, on the other hand, longer experience has a cumulative 
effect, so that a short experience leads to better scores than no experience, 
and long experience gives better scores than short experience. (2011: 291) 
 
In spite of the fact that this paper and the present study see the translation 
in both process and product, their focuses are different. This paper explores the 










3. Antin Fougner Rydning and Christian Lachaud‟s research paper “Are 
Primary Conceptual Metaphors Easier to Understand than Complex 
Conceptual Metaphors?: An Investigation of the Cognitive Processes in 
Metaphor Comprehension” 
Referring to Lakoff and Johnson‟s (1980) hypothesis that primary 
conceptual metaphors are based on a simpler conceptual architecture than 
complex conceptual metaphors, Antin Fougner Rydning and Christian Lachaud 
want to know whether primary conceptual metaphors are easier to translate than 
complex conceptual metaphors. For this purpose, they examine the cognitive 
processes of metaphor comprehension by designing and running a 
psycholinguistic experiment. 50 young adults (average age 26; min. 20, max 43) 
are tested with 80 short sentences in Norwegian of up to 8 words. The participants 
are Norwegian native speakers with a good level of English. 
From the experiment, they conclude:  
... it seems that conceptual clarity was greater in the mind of our 
participants (i) with primary metaphors than with complex metaphors, (ii) 
with literal meaning than with figurative meaning, and (iii) with literal 
primary meanings than with literal complex meanings. (2011: 183) 
 
This paper focuses on one translation problem, which is on the linguistic 
problem, in order to find the evidences to prove Lakoff and Johnson‟s hypothesis. 
For this reason, the researchers only analyze the participants‟ comprehension in 
the translation process. Because of that, the present thesis is different from the 
research paper. The thesis focuses on all translation problems that the participants 
encounter in the translation process and the ways they solve the problems. In 





addition, after examining the process, the researcher also makes an assessment of 
the translation products.  
 
B. Review of Related Theories 
1. Translation  
Peter Newmark in his book Approaches to Translation states that in 
performing translation, a translator delivers a written/spoken message in a source 
language (SL) by providing it in the form of a target language (TL): 
Translation is a craft consisting in the attempt to replace a written message 
and/or statement in one language by the same message and/or statement in 
another language. (1981: 7)  
 
Supporting Newmark‟s definition of „translation‟, Mildred L. Larson 
(1984: 3) in Meaning-based Translation: A Guide to Cross-language Equivalence 
writes that a translator, basically, changes the form of a language which is spoken 
or written into the form of another language. This change is made in order to send 
the meaning from the source language (SL) to the target language (TL). 
Therefore, in translation, the only thing that changes is the form. The meaning 
must stay the same. This is done by analyzing the source text (ST) to see the 
context in order to get its meaning and then converting the same meaning into the 
form of a target text (TT).  
Meanwhile, in his Introducing Translation Studies, Jeremy Munday gives 
several meanings for the term „translation‟: 
It can refer to the general subject field, the product (the text that has been 
translated) or the process (the act of producing the translation, otherwise 
known as translating). (2008: 5) 
 





To sum up, translation can be defined as the process of transferring a 
written/spoken message from the source language (SL) into the target language 
(TT) by a translator, as well as the translated text, and the general subject field. 
 
2. Translation Process 
Gyde Hansen in Controlling the Process: Theoretical and Methodological 
Reflections on Research into Translation Processes states that the process of 
translation is a process which involves all the things happening while a translator 
is performing a translation task: 
The translation process is defined as everything that happens from the 
moment the translator starts working on the source text until he finishes 
the target text. It is all encompassing, from every pencil movement and 
keystroke, to dictionary use, the use of the internet and the entire thought 
process that is involved in solving a problem or making a correction – in 
short everything a translator must do to transform the source text to the 
target text. (2003: 26) 
 
According to Roger T. Bell (2001: 187), there are three stages in the 
translation process: “analysis, synthesis and revision.” Analysis is the stage when 
the translator prepares for the material, which involves reading/listening to the 
source text and learning the context. “This requires processing at the syntactic, 
semantic and pragmatic levels.” Synthesis is the stage when the translator 
produces the target text; written, typed, or spoken, which is based on the 
translator‟s intention and interpretation of the text and the user‟s needs. Revision 
is the final stage of translation process. It is only available in written translation. 
This stage is when the translator makes editing/ corrections on the target text to 
make the final target text fully acceptable to the target readers. These stages 





correspond to what Eugene A. Nida and Charles R. Taber (1974: 33) call 
“analysis, transfer and restructuring”; as well as to what Daniel Gouadec (2007: 
13) calls “pre-transfer, transfer and post-transfer.” In addition to Bell‟s 
explanation of the last stage, Gouadec further elaborates that revision/ post-
transfer 
... covers anything that has to be done to meet the quality requirements and 
criteria prior to delivery of the translated material. It mostly pertains to 
quality control and upgrading. It also includes formatting and various 
preparations for delivery. (2007: 13) 
 
3. Think-aloud Protocols 
Cecilia Alvstad, Adelina Hild and Elisabet Tiselius state that think-aloud 
protocols (TAPs) is  
... a method originally borrowed from cognitive psychology (Ericsson and 
Simon 1984). It is an introspective method in which subjects are expected 
to verbalize their mental processes while they perform a task. (2011: 1) 
 
TAPs is one of many introspective methods. Riitta Jääskeläinen further 
elaborates: 
These include, for example, (traditional) introspection, where the subject 
of the experiment carries out a self-analysis of his or her own thought 
processes, and retrospective verbal reporting, which takes place after 
rather than during the performance of a given task for the experiment. In 
contrast, thinking aloud is concurrent (takes place simultaneously with the 
task performance) and undirected (subjects are not asked to verbalize 
specific information). As a result, TAP data is considered more complete 
and more reliable than introspective or retrospective reports: more 
complete because there is less likelihood of forgetting or omitting 
information, and more reliable because there is less likelihood of distortion 
(Ericsson and Simon 1984). In other words, the method of thinking aloud 
in data collection attempts, as far as possible, to elicit unedited data; it is 
then the task of the experimenter to investigate whether –and if so which –
regularities appear in the data. (2001: 266) 
 





Thus, in applying this method in the translation process research, the 
subjects are basically asked to translate a text and to reveal what they are thinking 
by verbalizing their thoughts as much as possible at the same time. Their 
verbalizations are recorded on audio- or videotape, which are later on transcribed. 
The written transcripts of the recordings are then analyzed to examine what is 
happening in their minds in the process of translation. This was the most applied 
introspection method in translation process research until the end of the 1990s 
(Muñoz 2013: 246). 
Ericsson and Simon argue that 
Social verbalizations may be quite different from the sequences of 
thoughts generated by subjects themselves while solving problems, 
performing actions and making evaluations and decisions. (qtd. in Hansen, 
2013: 90) 
 
It means that the social interaction can affect the verbalizations. Because of that, 
as stated by Gyde Hansen (2013: 90) in The Translation Process as Object of 
Research, in conducting a research with TAPs, the interaction between subjects 
and observer(s) should be eliminated during the experiments, i.e. while the 
subjects are performing a translation task and verbalizing their thoughts. In short, 
he writes that “the observers should be present during the TA experiments, but 
they should remain invisible” (2013:90). In this way, the data could not be 
distorted. However, Ericsson and Simon (qtd. in Hansen, 2013: 90) state that to 
enhance the verbalization data, the observers may prompt the subjects with 
expressions like „keep talking‟, or „what are you thinking about?‟ if the subjects 
stop talking, for these reminders may have only a very small effect on the data.  
 





Some researchers take an innovative approach to TAPs. They apply  
 
dialogue protocols, whereby pairs of translators talk together during the 
translation process, or „joint translation protocols‟, when groups work in 
teams ... (Hansen, 2013: 90) 
  
and their verbalized collaboration is, then, analyzed by the researchers 
(Jääskeläinen, 2000: 74). For this kind of method, Pavlović proposed the term 
“„collaborative translation protocols‟ (CTP)” (Hansen, 2013: 90). 
House (1988), Kussmaul (1995) and Séguinot (1996) ... observed that the 
dialogic situation increases the amount of verbalization and that the data 
were more natural and richer than with individual TA. Kussmaul (1995: 
11ff) also reported some disadvantages of this method, mainly because of 
social and psychodynamic interaction problems. (Hansen, 2013: 90) 
 
4. Screen Recording 
Screen recording, or screenshot recording, is a method using software to 
record all changes on the computer screen, i.e. cursor movements, clicks, 
corrections, uses of the Internet and electronic aids such as dictionaries, and even 
length of phases and pauses, during the subjects‟ writing process. After the 
recording process, the writing process is shown dynamically on the screen with 
the „replay function‟. This method has given the researchers the opportunity to 
monitor the translation process without much impact on the subjects‟ usual 
behavior in performing a translation task (Hansen, 2013: 91-92). 
The qualitative methods of introspection are often combined with screen 
recording in order to get the quantitative data about the process, since the data 
which are registered on a log file can be counted and evaluated (Hansen, 2013: 
91). 
 





5. Problem Indicators 
On the basis of TAPs, Krings  proposes the problem indicators to identify 
the translation problems found by the subject while translating a text: 
Primary problem indicators 
1. Explicit or implicit problem identification by the translator; 
2. Use of aids; 
3. Leaving a gap in the translated text. 
Secondary problem indicators 
1. Competing tentative translation equivalents; 
2. Changes in the TT; 
3. Underlinings in the ST; 
4. Negative evaluation of the TT; 
5. Unfilled pauses longer than 3 seconds; 
6. Paralinguistic indicators; 
7. The lack of a primary equivalent association.  
(qtd. in Dimitrova, 2005: 156) 
 
Primary indicators are stronger. Because of that, the existence of only one of the 
indicators can identify a particular segment in the verbalization made by the 
subject as the indication that he/she encounters a problem. Secondary indicators 
are weaker that it needs at least two of them for the identification of a segment as 
the indication that a problem occurs.  
Krings further gives a list of some types of verbalizations which cannot be 
considered as problem indicators: 
1. Reading the ST aloud; 
2. Repeating ST units while translating; 
3. Repeating TT units that have just been written down; 
4. Reading a TT segment aloud while writing it down; 
5. Comments on the linguistic operations done in the transfer of the ST; 
6. Spontaneous TT related self-corrections.  









6. Translation Problems 
Roger T. Bell (2001: 188) states that a translation problem is the thing 
occurring in the process of translation, when the translator analyses the source text 
or produces the target text, which makes the message from the source language 
cannot be transferred spontaneously into the target language. In other words, it is 
the thing which makes a translator find difficulties in translating a text. 
The PACTE (Process in the Acquisition of Translation Competence and 
Evaluation) group (2011: 327) acknowledges five categories of translation 
problems: 
a. Linguistic problems 
Linguistic problems are the lexical (non-specialized) and morphosyntactical 
problems encountered in performing the translation task, which occur because of 
the difficulties of both comprehension and re-expression. 
b. Textual problems 
Textual problems are the translation problems relating to the coherence, cohesion, 
text type, text genre, style, intertextuality and differences in the way texts function 
in each language. This type of problems may also occur because of the difficulties 
of both comprehension and re-expression. 
c. Extralinguistic problems 
Extralinguistic problems are the translation problems which occur because of 
cultural differences. Problems in this category can also occur when the translator 
is lack of specific field knowledge or of cultural and encyclopaedic knowledge. A 
translation problem can be categorized as an extralinguistic problem only if the 





translator has difficulty comprehending the term in the ST. Thus, if the translator 
only has difficulty finding the exact term for the TT, the translation problem is 
still classified as a linguistic problem.  
d. Problems of intentionality 
 Problems of intentionality are the translation problems which occur when the 
translator has difficulties in understanding the information contained in the source 
text. It may happen because the translator cannot comprehend the intertextual 
references, speech acts, presuppositions, or implicatures.  
e. Problems relating to the translation brief and/or the target-text reader 
These problems are the translation problems relating to the function of the 
translated text, which is based on the translation brief, and/or the target reader. 
In spite of this categorization, Nord, as quoted by the PACTE group, 
argues that not all problems a translator finds in the process of translation can be 
considered as translation problems. Some of the problems should be called as 
translation difficulties (2011: 326). She defines a translation problem as  
an objective problem which every translator (irrespective of his level of 
competence and of the technical conditions of his work) has to solve 
during a particular translation task. (qtd in PACTE, 2011: 326) 
 
Then, difficulties in translation are “subjective and have to do with the translator 
himself and his specific working conditions” (qtd in PACTE, 2011: 326). Thus, 
according to Nord‟s definition, the problems which are encountered in the 
translation process caused by the translator‟s difficulties in comprehension and re-
expression, such as linguistic problems, textual problems, problems of 
intentionality and problems relating to the translation brief and/or the target-text 





reader, should not be categorized as translation problems, for they are difficulties 
in translation. Moreover, the extralinguistic problems may be considered as 
translation problems when they occur because of the cultural differences and as 
translation difficulties when they occur due to shortcomings in the translator‟s 
knowledge of a special concept in a specific field, culture, etc. 
 
7. Translation Strategies 
Zuchridin Suryawinata and Sugeng Hariyanto (2003: 67) define a 
translation strategy as a translator‟s tactic to translate words, phrases, clauses, or 
even sentences when the sentences cannot be divided into smaller units to 
translate. Citing LÖrscher, Bell in Psycholinguistic/ Cognitive Approaches states 
that “a translation strategy is a potentially conscious procedure for solving a 
problem faced in translating a text, or any segment of it” (2001: 188). In 
Translation Problems and Translation Strategies of Advanced German Learners 
of French (L2), Hans P. Krings defines translation strategies as “potentially 
conscious plans for solving a translation problem” (1986: 268). In short, a 
translation strategy is a procedure to solve a translation problem which deals with 
sentences or other smaller units. 
The translation strategies, or translation procedures as called by Peter 










Transference is the process of borrowing word(s) from SL. In other words, in 
employing this strategy, the SL word is left without being translated. Then, the 
word(s) will be called as „loan word(s)‟. 
b. Naturalization 
Naturalization is the process of adapting the SL word by changing it so that the 
word‟s pronunciation and form are appropriate for the TL. 
c. Cultural Equivalent 
Cultural equivalent is the strategy which involves replacing an SL cultural word 
with a TL cultural word. 
d. Functional Equivalent 
In employing functional equivalent, translators explain the function of the thing 
mentioned in the SL text. This strategy is mostly employed to translate cultural 
words by using a culture-free word.  
e. Descriptive Equivalent 
Descriptive equivalent is the strategy which involves describing the SL word. 
f. Synonymy 
Synonymy is the strategy to translate an SL word by a close TL equivalent when 
there is no word in the TL which is equivalent to the SL and the SL word is not 










This strategy is known as loan translation. In employing this strategy, the 
translators translate common collocations, names of organizations, the 
components of compounds and phrases literally. 
h. Shifts or Transpositions 
Shift or transposition is the translation strategy concerned with grammar. It 
changes the grammar from SL to TL. There are four types of shift/transposition: 
i. changing from singular to plural (and vice versa) or the order of the words, 
ii. making a required change when a specific SL structure does not exist in the TL 
(e.g. changing the English gerund into a verb-noun, a subordinate clause with a 
main clause, a noun-infinitive, or an infinitive), 
iii. changing the word class (e.g. verb into adverb, etc.) or the level (e.g. words 
into phrases, phrases into clauses, etc.), and 
iv. forming two or more TL sentences from one SL sentence (and vice versa). 
i. Modulation 
Modulation is the translation strategy by reproducing the SL message into TL 
with different viewpoint, perspective, and category of thought from the SL writer. 
j. Recognized Translation 
Recognized translation is applied when the translators use the official or the 









k. Translation Label 
Translation label is the strategy employed by translators to translate a new 
institutional term by proposing the translation in inverted commas temporarily 
until it is accepted. 
l. Compensation 
Compensation occurs when the translators compensate the loss of meaning in one 
part of a sentence in another part, or in a contiguous sentence. 
m. Componential Analysis 
Componential analysis involves analyzing a lexical unit in order to translate a 
specific term using its sense components. 
n. Reduction and Expansion 
Reduction and expansion are the strategies employed when the translators have 
grammatical reduction or expansion in their translations. 
o. Paraphrase 
Paraphrase occurs when the translators add details or explain the meaning of a 
sentence in the text when it is poorly written. 
p. Notes, Additions, Glosses 
Sometimes, in their translated texts, translators supply additional information, 
which may be in various forms: 
i. within the text (as a(n) alternative to the translated word, adjectival clause, 
noun in apposition, participial group, explanation in brackets or explanation in 
parentheses), 
ii. notes at bottom of page, 





iii. notes at end of chapter or 
iv. notes or glossary at end of book. 
In her book In Other Words, Mona Baker (1992: 40) proposes another 
translation strategy: 
q. Omission 
In employing this strategy, the translators omit an SL word or expression in 
translation. The omission is done when the word or expression omitted is 
conveyed by a particular item or not too important to the text.  
Krings (1986: 268- 273) also gives other translation strategies in the 
handling of translation problems:  
r. Comprehension 
The strategy of comprehension is employed to solve comprehension problems in 
translation by inferencing and using aids, such as reference books, dictionaries, 
etc. 
s. Retrieval 
The strategy of equivalent retrieval is an attempt to recall a specific term which is 
already learnt and known by waiting for the term to appear or using some aids. In 
employing this strategy, most translators recall the fixed interlingual associations. 
If the associations cannot be recalled, they will use synonyms, paraphrases, 
superordinate terms etc. 
t. Monitoring 
The main way to employ the strategy of equivalent monitoring is called as “spot-
the-difference strategy”. In employing this strategy, a translator searches for the 





differences between the terms from the ST and for the TT by intuitions, 
grammatical rules, or reference books. If there are differences found, the translator 
will reject the term and try to search for another potential equivalent.  
u. Reduction 
In employing this strategy, most translators dispense with markedness, metaphor 
and specific semantic features.  
v. Decision-Making 
This strategy is employed when a translator has two or more potential equivalents 
seeming to be equally appropriate or equally inappropriate for a word in a source 
text. The specific way to employ decision-making is by using “translation 
principles”, such as “If one of the equivalents is to be found in the bilingual 
dictionary and the other one is not, take the one from the dictionary!”, “If all 
equivalents concerned are in the dictionary, take the one that precedes the 
others!”, “Take the shortest one!”, etc. 
As Jean-Paul Vinay and Jean Darbelnet (2004: 137) point out, a sentence 
or even a word can be translated by employing several different strategies at the 
same time, which sometimes makes them difficult to distinguish. For example, the 
translation of “Dilarang merokok!” by “no smoking area” employs both 
transposition and modulation. It uses transposition since it replaces the sentence 









8. Scale of Translation Informativeness 
John B. Carroll (1966: 57) argues that a translation should be of high 
fidelity or accuracy, which means that “the translation should as little as possible 
twist, distort, or controvert the meaning intended by the original”. To measure the 
fidelity of a translation, he uses the term “informativeness” and suggests the scale 
of informativeness. It is used to assess how informative the translation is in 
relation to the original text. The scale of informativeness is a four-point scale, 
with one being the best score.  
SCALE OF INFORMATIVENESS 
(Carroll, 1966: 58, with modification) 
Score Indicator 
4 Not informative. The translator changes or reverses the meaning 
intended by the original text. 
3 The translator makes the TT confusing by using two or more terms 
with different meanings to translate one term. 
2 The translator does not change or reverse the meaning intended by 
the original text. However, the term chosen or the strategy 
employed in the translation makes the TT less informative, which 
may cause the reader of the TT to be “on the wrong track”. 
1 Informative. The translator makes the TT as informative as the ST. 
 
C. Theoretical Framework 
In this study, the definition of translation and the theory of translation 
process are needed to give the basic understanding on translation concept and the 
things which should be examined in translation process research. The theories of 
think-aloud protocols and screen recording give the knowledge of the way to 
apply these methods to collect the data for the analysis to answer the first and 
second questions. Furthermore, to answer the first question in this study, the 
problem indicators are used for classification of some particular segments in the 





verbalizations as indicating problems. Then, the definition and categorization of 
translation problems are also needed to identify and to classify the translation 
problems which the subjects encounter during the experiments. The theory of 
translation strategies is applied to explore the ways the subjects solve their 
problems, which is related to the second question. Carroll‟s scale is used to 
measure the informativeness of the translations in order to answer the last 
question. 
 





A. Areas of Research 
The areas of translation research conducted by the researcher were 
“translation process (by conducting Protocol Studies)” and “translation quality 
assessment” (Williams and Chesterman, 2002). This study explored the ways two 
subjects solved problems found in translating texts by analyzing everything 
happening during the translation process, which included every keystroke typed 
on the keyboard; cursor movements; clicks; the use of the Internet; the use of 
electronic dictionaries; and even their thoughts, through think-aloud protocols 
(TAPs) and screen recording. Then, to see the effects of employing particular 
strategies to solve the translation problems, this study assessed the translations. 
 
B. Object of the Study 
The object of this study was the process of two students‟ problem solving 
in translating religious and academic texts. The religious text was taken from a 
Christian article; and the academic text from some theses and a paper on various 
subjects, i.e. social sciences, business administration, philosophy, interior design, 
and English arts.  
 
C. Method of the Study 
This study was qualitative and quantitative. In doing the analysis, the data 
taken from TAPs and screen recording were coded, then classified, counted and 





interpreted. Furthermore, the translations were rated using Carroll‟s scale. This 
study applied field and library research by employing TAPs and screen recording 
methods and obtaining theories from many books and a journal. The data for 
studying the translation process were taken from the subjects who performed the 
translation task and the data for the translation quality assessment were taken from 
not only the subjects but also theses, dictionaries, a paper and articles by the 
researcher. Thus, the data in this study were primary data. 
 
D. Research Procedure 
1. Types of Data 
a. Objective Data 
The objective data were the data used to be the Source Text (ST) in this 
study. The data were collected from an article, some theses and a paper. The 
article, entitled Crucifixion of Jesus Christ - Bible Story Summary: What the Bible 
Tells Us about the Crucifixion of Jesus, was written by Mary Fairchild and taken 
from christianity.about.com. The theses and paper were from various subjects. 
They were Rochelle R. Neumeyer‟s thesis on Science (Design and Human 
Environment) entitled Effects of Interior Spatial Features on Use and Perception 
of Space: An Exploratory Study in Two Assisted Living Facilities in Oregon,  
Ahuama Chika E.‟s paper on Arts In English entitled Conflict between Traditional 
and Western Culture: A Case Study of Soyinka’s Death and the King‟s Horseman 
and The Lion and the Jewel, Þóra Þorgeirsdóttir‟s thesis on Business 
Administration entitled Does Part-Time Work Make Employees More Efficient?: 





Importance of Context in Assessing Flexible Work Arrangements, Terry 
Goldsworthy‟s thesis on Philosophy (Humanities and Social Sciences) entitled A 
Sociological and Criminological Approach to Understanding Evil: A Case Study 
of Waffen- Actions on the Eastern Front during World War II 1941-1945, Marita 
Raderbauer‟s thesis on Sciences entitled The Importance of Sustainable Business 
Practices in the Viennese Accommodation Industry and Siriporn 
Kobnithikulwong‟s thesis on Interior Design entitled Creativity and Imagery in 
Interior Design Students: Exploring Relationships among Creative Personality, 
Performance, and Vividness of Visual Imagery.  
b. Genetive Data 
The genetive data were taken from the translators themselves. In this case, 
the translators were the subjects in the experiment. The subjects were two English 
Letters students of semester 8 from Sanata Dharma University who had taken two 
translation classes with different scores. The first subject (S1)‟s scores were above 
the average, while the second subject (S2)‟s were about the average. These two 
subjects were from different religious backgrounds, since the first was a Muslim 
and the other one was a Catholic. 
The subjects were asked to translate two texts (STs), which were religious 
and academic texts. The translated texts, which were the Target Texts (TTs) in 
this study, were used as the data to assess the translation products. During the 
translation process, the subjects were also asked to verbalize their thoughts as 
much as possible. Their verbalizations were recorded and, then, transcribed to be 
the data to analyze the translation process. In addition, the researcher also 





recorded all changes on the screen of the computer that they used (i.e. every 
keystroke typed on the keyboard, cursor movements, clicks, corrections, uses of 
the Internet and electronic dictionaries and length of phases and pauses) and even 
what the subjects were doing while they were translating each text. The 
recordings were also transcribed to be the data in this study. In short, the genetive 
data in this study were the translated texts and the transcripts of the recordings. 
 
2. Data Collection 
To collect the data for analyzing the translation process, two English 
Letters students of semester 8 from Sanata Dharma University who had taken two 
translation classes were chosen to be the subjects of the research. This study 
applied a mixed-method in which think-aloud protocols (TAPs) was integrated 
with screen recording. Thus, each subject was asked to translate two texts on a 
computer and, at the same time, to verbalize whatever came to her mind. There 
were ten numbers for each text. Each number consisted of one, two or three 
sentence(s). Since the texts were quite long, each subject did not translate all texts 
on the same day. Before the subject performed the translation task, the researcher 
explained the procedure of the experiment and verified that the subject understood 
clearly what she had to do. 
During the experiment, the researcher sat far from the subject silently in 
order to eliminate any interaction between the subject and the researcher so that 
the subject‟s translation process would not be disturbed. However, to enhance the 





verbalization data, the researcher sometimes reminded the subject to keep talking 
when the subject had stopped talking for a long time. 
The software called Blueberry Flashback (BB Flashback) was installed on 
the computer used in the experiment. This software recorded the subjects‟ 
verbalizations with its sound recorder, what the subjects were doing with its 
webcam recorder and all changes on the computer screen (i.e. cursor movements, 
clicks, corrections, uses of the Internet and electronic aids such as dictionaries, 
and even length of phases and pauses) with its screen recorder. Because of that, 
the subjects were only allowed to use electronic sources or aids on the computer 
so that everything happening in the translation process could be recorded. There 
were also two electronic dictionaries, i.e. Kamus2 and Cambridge Advanced 
Learner’s Dictionary- 3rd edition, installed on the computer which the subjects 
could use. BB Flashback worked in the computer‟s background so that it did not 
disturb the subjects‟ concentration, since they did not see the software icon on the 
screen. 






(Code) Computer Screen WebCam 
1 Okay   A1/1 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/2 
5 Jewish high priests and elders 
of Sanhedrin accused Jesus of 
blasphemy 
  A1/3 
3   Not looking at 
the screen 
A1/4 
13 arriving at the decision to put 
him to death. But first they 
need, needed Rome to approve 
of their death sentences, so 
Jesus was taken to Pontius 
  A1/5 





Pilate, the Roman governor in 
Judea.  
1 E-e. Moving the Kamus2 application 
window 
 A1/6 
4 Okay...  Moving her 
chair 
A1/7 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/8 
8 IM, IMAM, PARA IMAM  Typing “Para Iman”. Then, 





for the „audio‟ column: 
words in bold     : words from the ST 
WORDS IN UPPER-CASE LETTERS : words for the TT 
underlined words : words from the ST or for the TT 
which were read/said wrong 
italicized words : words which were read/said 
unclearly 
 
for the „stage (code)‟ column: 
A1/1 : The first datum for the subject‟s 
analysis stage of no. 1 
A1/2 : The second datum for the subject‟s 
analysis stage of no. 1, and so forth 
S1/1 : The first datum for the subject‟s 
synthesis stage of no. 1 
S1/2 : The second datum for the subject‟s 
synthesis stage of no. 1, and so forth 
R1/1 : The first datum for the subject‟s 
revision stage of no. 1 
R1/2 : The second datum for the subject‟s 
revision stage of no. 1, and so forth 
 
All of the things verbalized by the subjects and all of the changes on the computer 
screen were transcribed. However, for the results of the webcam recording 
process, the only things which were transcribed were the significant things done 
by the subjects during the translation process. 
 





To assess the translation products, the data from the ST and TT were 
collected and coded as follows. 
Code ST Code TT 
1/ST/RT/1 The Jewish high priests and 
elders of the Sanhedrin 
accused Jesus of 
blasphemy, ...  
1/TT1/RT/1 Para imam tinggi Yahudi 
dan tetua Sanhedrin 
menuduh Yesus melakukan 
tindakan penghujatan, ... 
1/TT2/RT/1 Para imam agung dan 
pemuka agama 
menghujat Yesus ... 
 
in which, 
1 : number of datum for whole data 
ST : Source Text 
TT1 : Target Text from the first subject 
TT2 : Target Text from the second subject 
RT : Religious Text (in another case, AT: Academic Text)  
1 : number of datum for each text 
 
3. Population and Sample 
The population of this study was all data related to problem solving in 
translation process taken from the written transcripts of the recordings, the source 
texts used in the experiments and the target texts produced by the subjects. The 
sample to answer the second and third problems of this study was taken from the 
population by employing purposive sampling method. Thus, this study only 
elaborated the subjects‟ processes of solving the same problems and assessed the 
translations of some terms, which resulted from the processes elaborated. 
 





4. Data Analysis 
To identify the translation problems that the subjects encountered in 
translating each text and to explore the ways they solved the problems, the written 
transcripts of the recordings were analyzed. Think-aloud protocols and screen 
recording complemented each other to give detailed reports on the translation 
process. When the subjects stopped talking, which made what they were thinking 
about could not be known, the researcher could interpret it by looking at the log 
files from screen recording process. When there was no or very little information 
about the subjects‟ thought during the stages, i.e. analysis, synthesis and revision, 
and the pauses, i.e. the subjects stopped typing and searching, which were seen 
from the computer screen recorded by the software, the data from TAPs would fill 
the gap. 
This study identified the translation problems each subject encountered 
using the problem indicators proposed by Krings. Then, the translation problems 
for each number of the texts were classified according to PACTE group‟s 
categorization of translation problems as follows.  
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S1 - - 













- - - - 









The codes in brackets for each problem were the codes of particular segments in 
the transcripts as the things which indicated that the subjects encountered the 
particular problem in the translation process. For the religious text, S1‟s codes 
referred to the transcript RTI, while S2‟s to RTII. Meanwhile, for the academic 
text, S1‟s codes referred to the transcript ATI, while S2‟s to ATII. 
After identifying the translation problems, this study explored the subjects‟ 
processes of problem solving by examining their ways to solve each problem, 
which included the strategies they employed, as follows. 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
16 A5/7-A5/10 
She thinks that “disciple” should mean “murid”. 
Then, she is searching for the meaning of 
“disciple” in Google Translate.  
She gets four equivalents (murid, pengikut, 
penganut, and rasul). 
9 A5/11-A5/13 
She is trying to compare “rasul” and “murid” and 
chooses “murid”. 
10 S5/5 She is typing “murid”. 
 
The codes for each activity were also the codes of particular segments in the 
transcripts. 
Finally, the translations were scored by the researcher using Carroll‟s scale 
of informativeness as follows. 
Code ST Code TT Score 
1/ST/RT/1 The Jewish high priests 
and elders of the 
Sanhedrin accused Jesus 
of blasphemy, ...  
1/TT1/RT/1 Para imam tinggi Yahudi dan tetua 




1/TT2/RT/1 Para imam agung dan pemuka 
agama menghujat Yesus ... 
4 






1 : number of datum for whole data 
ST : Source Text 
TT1 : Target Text from the first subject 
TT2 : Target Text from the second subject 
RT : Religious Text (in another case, AT: Academic Text)  
1 : number of datum for each text 




















ANALYSIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
This chapter covers three main parts. In the first part, the translation problems 
each subject encounters are identified using Krings‟ problem indicators and, then, 
classified according to PACTE group‟s categorization of translation problems. 
The second part elaborates the subjects‟ processes of solving the translation 
problems identified in the first part. Then, in the last part, the translations are rated 
using Carroll‟s scale of informativeness. 
 
A. The Problems Encountered in Translating the Religious and Academic 
Texts 
In this subchapter, the translation problems each subject encounters are 
presented according to the type of the text with the references for each problem in 
brackets. 
1. The Problems in Translating the Religious Text 
There are ten numbers of sentences in the religious text. Each number 
consists of one, two or three sentence(s). For S1, the references in the tables refer 
to the transcript RTI, while for S2, to RTII. 
a. The Jewish high priests and elders of the Sanhedrin accused Jesus of 
blasphemy, arriving at the decision to put him to death. But first they needed 
Rome to approve of their death sentence, so Jesus was taken to Pontius 
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priests and elders 





































arriving at the 
decision to put 















In translating no.1, S1 only encounters linguistic problems. The name 
“Pontius Pilate” is classified as a linguistic problem, since in A1/47, she can 





translate this name into “Pontius Pilatus”, which shows that she does not have the 
difficulty of comprehension. To make certain that her translation is right, she 
consults the Internet (A1/39, A1/47, A1/52-A1/57 and A1/59-A1/65). Thus, she 
only has difficulty re-expressing this name. The second subject (S2) has linguistic 
and extralinguistic problems to translate no. 1. The number of her linguistic 
problems shows that she encounters more lexical and morphosyntactical problems 
than the first subject (S1) does. 
 
b. A prickly crown of thorns was placed on his head and he was stripped naked. 
Too weak to carry his cross, Simon of Cyrene was forced to carry it for him.  
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In no. 2, S1 only finds an extralinguistic problem, which is to translate the 
name “Simon of Cyrene”, since it is a name related to a particular religion, i.e. 
Christianity. On the other hand, S2 has linguistic problems, because she has 
difficulty re-expressing “a prickly crown of thorns” and comprehending 





“stripped”. These problems are indicated by their activities of consulting the 
Internet and a dictionary in the translation process. 
 
c. The inscription above his head tauntingly read, "The King of the Jews."  
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Although both S1 and S2 have the same linguistic problems, it can be seen 
in the transcripts that S2 only has difficulty comprehending these two words, 
while S1 has difficulty not only comprehending but also re-expressing the words. 
In addition, S1 also finds a textual problem in translating the sentence in number 
3. It happens because once S2 gets the equivalents for the words from the 
dictionary, her religious background helps her to learn quickly what the sentence 
is about that she can translate it according to the Indonesian version of the 









d. During that time, soldiers cast lots for Jesus' clothing, while people passed by 
shouting insults and scoffing.  
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The table shows that S2 encounters more linguistic problems than S1 does. 
Besides “cast lots”, “insults” and “scoffing”, S2 also has difficulty re-expressing 
“passed by”, because she is uncertain whether to translate the words into “lewat” 
according to the meaning of “passed by” or “melihat” according to the religious 









e. From the cross, Jesus spoke to his mother Mary and the disciple John.  
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- - - - 
 
S1 has difficulty in re-expressing the word “disciple”, because she is 
uncertain whether to translate it into “rasul” or “murid” (A5/11- A5/13), which is 
caused by the different religious background she has. On the other hand, S2 
cannot comprehend the meaning of “disciple”.  
 
f. He also cried out to his father, "My God, my God, why have You forsaken 
Me?" 
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S2 - - - - 


















S1 has difficulty in comprehending “cry out” and “forsake”. She is also 
uncertain whether to translate “father” into “Ayah” or “Bapa”, which is caused by 
her different religious background. On the other hand, S2 has no linguistic 
problems in translating no. 6, because once she reads “My God, my God, why 
have You forsaken Me?”, her religious background helps her to learn quickly 
what the sentence is about that she can translate it according to the Indonesian 
version of the sentence that she has read or heard. However, this sentence gives 
her a problem relating to the TT reader. It can be seen in the transcript that she 
makes some changes in the TT (S6/8- S6/11 and R6/25- R6/31) with 4- second 
(A6/8) and 13- second (A6/20) unfilled pauses, because she has difficulty in 
deciding whether to use Hebrew or Indonesian language in the TT. To translate 
the sentence, she consults the Internet (A6/10- A6/16, A6/22- A6/32, R6/1- R6/10 
and R6/11- R6/14). 
  
g.  A little later, as Jesus gave up his spirit, an earthquake shook the ground, 
ripping the Temple veil in two from top to bottom.  
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a little later 
(A7/10 and 
R7/10- R7/12) 
- - - 
 
S1 has difficulty translating “the Temple veil”, since it is a phrase related 
to a particular religion, i.e. Christianity, and comprehending “gave up his spirit”. 
On the other hand, S2 has difficulty translating “a little later”, which are the 
linking words showing the time sequence.  
 
h. Matthew's Gospel records, "The earth shook and the rocks split. The tombs 
broke open and the bodies of many holy people who had died were raised to 
life." 
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(A8/22)   








S1 has difficulty re-expressing “records” and “raised to life”. She also 
feels uncertain about her translation for “tomb” that she consults a translation 
machine (A8/33- A8/37). The phrase “Matthew‟s Gospel” also gives her an 





extralinguistic problem. On the other hand, in the process of translating no. 8, S2 
has difficulty comprehending “split” and “tomb”; and re-expressing “holy 
people”. 
   
i. It was typical at crucifixions for Roman soldiers to show mercy by breaking 
the criminal's legs, thus causing death to come more quickly. But this night 
only the thieves had their legs broken, for when the soldiers came to Jesus, 
they found him already dead. Instead, they pierced his side.  
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death to come 
more quickly. 


























































S2 encounters more linguistic problems than S1 does. The table also shows 
that S1 and S2 have the same textual problem, extralinguistic problem and 





problem of intentionality. In translating no. 9, S1 also has another extralinguistic 
problem, which is to translate the word “side”. She has difficulty in understanding 
which part of the body this word means that she consults the offline dictionary 
(A9/40-A9/43). In the end, after a 6-second unfilled pause (A9/108), she still has 
doubts about her translation for this word (S9/48). 
 
j. Before sunset, Jesus was taken down by Joseph of Arimathea and laid in a 
tomb according to Jewish tradition. 
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- - - 
 
S1 encounters a linguistic problem in translating the name “Joseph of 
Arimathea”. She can translate the name into “Yusuf dari Arimatea” in S10/1-
S10/2, which shows that she does not have the difficulty of comprehension. To 
make certain that her translation is right, she consults the Internet (S10/2- 
A10/19). Thus, she only has difficulty re-expressing this name. On the other hand, 









From the explanation above, it can be concluded as follows: 
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Pontius Pilate 
2 - - Simon of Cyrene - - 
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tauntingly the sentence in 
number 3 




- - - - insults 
scoffing 
5 disciple - - - - 
6 
cry out 
- - - - forsake 
Father 
7 
gave up his 
spirit 
- 







- - raised to life 
tomb 
9 
instead ...thus causing 
death to come 
more quickly. 














- - - - 
Total 18 problems 2 problems 5 problems 1 problem - 
 
S1‟s problems in translating the religious text: 
(18+2+5+1+0) problems = 26 problems 
Linguistic Problems  : 18 problems = 18/26 x 100% = 69.23% 
Textual Problems  : 2 problems = 2/26 x 100% = 7.69% 
Extralinguistic Problems : 5 problems = 5/26 x 100% = 19.23% 
Problems of Intentionality : 1 problem = 1/26 x 100% = 3.85% 
Problems Relating to the Trans. Brief and/or the TT Reader: 0 
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arriving at the 
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him to death 






















5 disciple - - - - 
6 - - - - 




7 - a little later - - - 
8 
split  
- - - - tomb 
holy people 
9 
criminals thus causing 
death to come 
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S1’s problems in translating the religious text 











- - - 
Total 21 problems 3 problems 3 problems 1 problem 1 problem 
 
S2‟s problems in translating the religious text: 
(21+3+3+1+1) problems = 29 problems 
Linguistic Problems  : 21 problems = 21/29 x 100% = 72.41% 
Textual Problems  : 3 problems = 3/29 x 100% = 10.34% 
Extralinguistic Problems : 3 problems = 3/29 x 100% = 10.34% 
Problems of Intentionality : 1 problem = 1/29 x 100% = 3.45% 
Problems Relating to the Trans. Brief and/or the TT Reader:  
 1 problem = 1/29 x 100% = 3.45% 
 
 
In translating the religious text, S2 encounters more problems than S1 
does. S1 finds 26 problems, while S2 29 problems. The problems they have the 


















the TT … 
Chart 1.2. 
S2’s problems in translating the religious text 





which is the second highest, shows that her different religious background can 
affect her translation process. 
 
2. The Problems in Translating the Academic Text 
There are ten numbers of sentences in the academic text. Each number 
consists of one or two sentence(s). For S1, the references in the tables refer to the 
transcript ATI, while for S2, to ATII. 
a. The population in the United States is experiencing a dramatic increase in the 
number of older adults and this trend will continue with the aging of the baby 
boomer generation. 
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The first subject encounters more problems in translating no.1 than the 
second does. Besides linguistic and extralinguistic problems, S1 has a textual 
problem that she makes many changes in the TT (S1/11, S1/13, S1/14, S1/16, 
S1/21- S1/24 and S1/28- S1/29) with two 7- second unfilled pauses in the 
transcript (A1/104 and A1/106). 
 
b. The aim of this study is to examine employee perceptions of flexible work 
arrangements with special emphasis on part-time work, in light of the 
different contexts they find themselves in.  
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and A2/87)  
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The subjects encounter problems of linguistics and intentionality in no. 2. 
S2‟s activities of consulting an offline dictionary (A2/13- A2/14, A2/16- A2/17, 
A2/45, A2/54- A2/55, A2/66- A2/67 and A2/71) and leaving a gap in the TT 
(A2/76) indicate that she has more lexical problems than S1 does. 
 
c. This thesis is an exploration of the concept of evil. It attempts to define what 
we mean by this elusive concept and its relevance to human behaviour.  
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It attempts to 
(A3/15 and 

















The table shows not only that S2 encounters more problems in no. 3 but 
also that the word “evil” in the text gives the subjects different kinds of problem. 
S1 gets a linguistic problem in translating this word, since she has difficulty re- 
expressing it into the target language. On the other hand, S2 gets a problem of 
intentionality, because she cannot comprehend the meaning of “evil” in the 
context of the text. 
 
d. This study investigates the importance of sustainable business practices in 
accommodation businesses in Vienna.  
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S2 investigate - - - - 

















Linguistic problems are the only problems encountered by both subjects in 
translating the sentence no. 4 with S2 as the one who has the more problems. The 
subjects‟ activities of consulting dictionaries and a translation machine; and 
making changes in the TT show that S1 and S2 encounter the same problems to 
comprehend “sustainable” and to re-express “importance”. S1 also has difficulty 
re-expressing “Vienna” that she consults the Internet to make certain that her 
translation is right. Thus, this problem is classified as a linguistic problem, since 
she does not have the difficulty of comprehension.  
 
e. To increase creativity in interior design, it is recommended that educators 
should consider and encourage the importance of visual imagery in the 
design curriculum.  
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Using some aids, i.e. a dictionary, a translation machine and the Internet, 
in the translation process indicates that S1 and S2 only have linguistic problems in 
translating the sentence no. 5. 
 
f. The thesis then applies the operational definition of evil to the case study and 
determines that the acts committed by the Waffen-SS were in fact evil.  
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In the process of translating this sentence, S1 encounters more linguistic 
problems than S2. She also has difficulty in translating “the Waffen- SS” that she 
identifies this problem implicitly (A6/24) and consults the Internet (A6/20- A6/26, 
A6/45- A6/48 and A6/51), while S2 in understanding the meanings of “thesis” 
and “operational” in the context of the text that she consults an offline dictionary 
(A6/6 and A6/13) and makes changes in the TT (S6/9- S6/12) after some unfilled 
pauses (A6/7, A6/15, A6/16 and A6/19). 
  
g. Creativity relates to the ability to visualize information; however, only a few 
studies have focused on this potential connection in design.  
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The sentence in no. 7 gives the subjects different problems. S1 encounters 
a linguistic problem to comprehend “relates to” that she consults two offline 
dictionaries (A7/5- A7/6 and A7/15- A7/18), while S2 a problem of intentionality 
to understand what “potential connection” means in the context of the sentence 
that she consults the Internet (R7/31- R7/37) to search for the meaning and 
identifies this problem implicitly (R7/44). 
 





h. It is important for design practitioners and researchers to understand 
whether current purpose-built housing for older adults, such as assisted 
living facilities, are addressing their shelter and healthcare needs.  
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The first subject encounters more problems in no. 8 than the second does. 
In the translation process, she identifies one of the problems implicitly (A8/61), 
leaves a gap in the translated text (A9/1) and uses some aids such as dictionaries, 










i. The study was conducted through 13 qualitative interviews conducted in the 
first 6 months of 2011 in the Netherlands.  
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and R9/13)  
- - - - 
 
It can be seen from the table that the first subject does not have any 
translation problems in no. 9, while the second has difficulty in comprehending 
“conducted” that she consults an offline dictionary (R9/8- R9/9). She identifies 
this problem implicitly (R9/7). In the translation process, she has 5-second 
(R9/11) and 7-second (R9/13) unfilled pauses. 
 
j. This study has adopted the sociological theory by focusing on Soyinka’s texts; 
The Lion and the Jewel and Death and the King‟s Horseman because they 
best suit our study.  
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In no. 10, each subject encounters a linguistic problem. S1 has difficulty 
re-expressing “suit” that she uses aids to translate this word, such as offline 
dictionaries (A10/7 and A10/14- A10/15) and a translation machine (A10/19- 
A10/21), while S2 “has adopted” that she makes changes in the TT (R10/8- 
R10/18) with an 8- second unfilled pause (R10/11). 
 
From the explanation above, it can be concluded as follows: 
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7 relates to  - - - - 
8 
practitioner such as purpose-built 
housing - - address 
healthcare assisted living 






9 - - - - - 
10 suit - - - - 
Total 27 problems 3 problems 4 problems 1 problem - 
 
S1‟s problems in translating the academic text: 
(27+3+4+1+0) problems = 35 problems 
Linguistic Problems  : 27 problems = 27/35 x 100% = 77.14% 
Textual Problems  : 3 problems = 3/35 x 100% = 8.57% 
Extralinguistic Problems : 4 problems = 4/35 x 100% = 11.43% 
Problems of Intentionality : 1 problem = 1/35 x 100% = 2.86% 
Problems Relating to the Trans. Brief and/or the TT Reader: 0 
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S1’s problems in translating the academic text 


















































9 conducted  - - - - 
10 has adopted - - - - 
Total 29 problems 1 problem 1 problem 6 problems - 
 
S2‟s problems in translating the academic text: 
(29+1+1+6+0) problems = 37 problems 
Linguistic Problems  : 29 problems = 29/37 x 100% = 78.38% 
Textual Problems  : 1 problem = 1/37 x 100% = 2.70% 
Extralinguistic Problems : 1 problem = 1/37 x 100% = 2.70% 
Problems of Intentionality : 6 problems = 6/37 x 100% = 16.22% 
Problems Relating to the Trans. Brief and/or the TT Reader: 0 







S2 encounters more problems than S1 in the process of translating the 
academic text. S1 finds 35 problems, while S2 37 problems. The problems they 
have the most are linguistic problems. 
 
B. The Process of Problem Solving in Translating the Religious and 
Academic Texts 
In this subchapter, the subjects‟ processes of problem solving are 
elaborated according to the type of the text. This study uses sample that it only 
elaborates the subjects‟ processes of solving the same problems.  
1. The Process of Problem Solving in Translating the Religious Text 
In translating the religious text, both subjects encounter problems relating 
to “blasphemy”, “inscription”, “tauntingly”, “cast lots”, “insults”, “scoffing”, 
“disciple”, “tombs”, “typical”, “instead”, “to show mercy”, “crucifixions” and “... 





















S2’s problems in translating the academic text 





a. blasphemy  
i. The process done by S1 (blasphemy – tindakan penghujatan) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
3 A1/4 
(3-second unfilled pause after reading 
“blasphemy”) 
10 A1/11 
She is searching for the meaning of “blasphemy” 
in an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
11 A1/12-A1/15 
From the dictionary, she gets two equivalents 
(penghujahan and pemfitnahan). She thinks 
“pemfitnahan” must not be the right answer. 
17 A1/17-A1/21 
She is consulting Google for “blasphemy”. Then, 
she chooses to open “Blasphemy-Wikipedia”. 
9 A1/22 
While waiting for the loading page, she is opening 
a translation machine (Google Translate) without 
using it. 
3 A1/23-A1/24 
She is moving back to the page, but it is still 
loading, so she is moving to the worksheet. 
5 S1/12 She is typing “tindakan penghujatan”. 
16 A1/40-A1/44 
She is reading the article in “Blasphemy-
Wikipedia”. Then, she changes the language of the 
article into Indonesian. 
12 A1/49-A1/51 
From the Indonesian version of the article, she 
gets “penghujatan” as the equivalent for 
“blasphemy”.  
 
S1 spends 86 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
81 seconds 5 seconds - 
 
To comprehend the meaning of “blasphemy”, the first subject employs 
Krings‟ strategy of comprehension by consulting an offline bilingual dictionary, 
which gives two equivalents: “penghujahan” and “pemfitnahan”. She thinks 
“pemfitnahan” must not be the right answer. It is interpreted that here the subject 
infers from the Indonesian text that she has read or listened to (comprehension), 
because she spontaneously reads “penghujahan” shown in the dictionary as 





“penghujatan” (A1/12). Then, she employs Krings‟ strategy of monitoring by 
consulting the Internet (Wikipedia), which gives “penghujatan” as the equivalent 
for “blasphemy”. This makes her satisfied with her translation. In typing the TT, 
she employs Newmark‟s strategy of expansion by adding the word “tindakan”.  
 
ii. The process done by S2 (blasphemy – menghujat) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
13 A1/52-A1/53 
She is searching for the meaning of “blasphemy” 
in an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2).  
She gets two equivalents (penghujahan and 
pemfitnahan). 
4 S1/3 She is typing “penghujatan”. 
2 S1/15 She is deleting “penghujatan”. 
7 A1/107 (7- second unfilled pause) 
1 S1/16 She is typing “m”. 
20 A1/108- S1/17 
After thinking for 14 seconds, she is typing 
“enghujat”. 
 
S2 spends 47 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
34 seconds 13 seconds - 
 
The second subject consults an offline bilingual dictionary and gets two 
equivalents: “penghujahan” and “pemfitnahan” (Krings‟ strategy of 
comprehension). In S1/3, she types “penghujatan”. It is interpreted that here the 
subject infers from the Indonesian religious text that she has read or listened to 
(comprehension), because she spontaneously types “penghujatan” not 
“penghujahan” as shown in the dictionary. In the end, she decides to employ 
Newmark‟s strategy of shift by changing the word class from noun into verb. 





The subjects employ the same strategy by consulting the dictionary and 
inferring from a religious text, but then, the first subject, who spends more time to 
solve this problem, also employs monitoring and expansion, while the second 
employs shift, which makes their translations different. 
 
b. inscription 
i. The process done by S1 (inscription – tertulis) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
13 A3/10-A3/11 
She is searching for the meaning of “inscription” 
in an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets two equivalents (prasasti and 
persembahan). 
3 A3/12 
She is considering using “tulisan” without giving 
any reasons. 
9 A3/13-A3/15 
She is searching for the meaning of “inscription” 
in an offline monolingual dictionary (CALD3). 
2 S3/1 She is typing “tulisan”. 
4 A3/17 (4- second unfilled pause) 
2 S3/3 She is deleting “tulisan”. 
2 S3/12 She is typing “tertulis”. 
 
S1 spends 35 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
29 seconds 6 seconds - 
 
It is interpreted that S1 employs Krings‟ strategy of retrieval when she 
considers using “tulisan”, because this term suddenly appears in her mind 
although the offline bilingual dictionary does not have this term as the equivalent 
for “inscription”. Then, she employs Krings‟ strategy of monitoring by consulting 





the offline monolingual dictionary and decides to use “tulisan”. In typing the TT, 
she changes the word class from noun into verb (Newmark‟s strategy of shift). 
 
ii. The process done by S2 (inscription – kayu) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
7 A3/6 
She is searching for the meaning of “inscription” 
in an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2).  
She gets two equivalents (prasasti and 
persembahan). 
12 A3/10-A3/13 
After thinking for 9 seconds, she thinks “prasasti” 
must not be the right answer.  
7 A3/14-A3/15 
After thinking for 4 seconds, she thinks it must be 
“batu”, but then she thinks it must be “kayu”. 
8 S3/1 She is typing “Sebuah Kayu”. 
4 A3/16 
She says that “prasasti” does not suit the context 
of the text. 
5 A3/17 (5-second unfilled pause) 
1 S3/2 She says, “sebuah kayu”. 
30 R3/4 
She is explaining that she chooses “kayu” as the 
translation for “inscription”, because she thinks in 
the Indonesian version of John‟s Gospel, 
“inscription” is written as “kayu”. 
 
S2 spends 74 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
35 seconds 9 seconds 30 seconds 
 
S2 consults the dictionary to search for the meaning of “inscription”. After 
comprehending the meaning, she reads again the ST and learns the context of the 
sentence. Inferring from the Indonesian version of John’s Gospel, she decides to 
translate “inscription” into “kayu”. From these activities, it is clearly seen that the 
subject employs Krings‟ strategy of comprehension to solve this problem. 
 





The second subject spends more time to solve this problem than the first 
does. Both of them consult the offline bilingual dictionary, but the second subject 
does not employ monitoring to see whether the equivalent she has is really 
appropriate or not and shift to change the word class. Their translations for this 
term are very different. 
 
c. tauntingly  
i. The process done by S1 (tauntingly-ejekan) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
12 A3/4-A3/5 
She is searching for the meaning of “taunting” in 
an offline monolingual dictionary (CALD3). 
22 A3/6-A3/7 
She is searching for the meaning of “taunting” in 
an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets two equivalents (celaan and ejekan). 
2 S3/3 She is considering using “ejekan”.  
18 A3/22-A3/24 
She is consulting Google Translate for the 
meaning of “tauntingly”. 
She gets three equivalents (dengan 
mencemoohkan, secara mengejek and dengan 
mencela). 
2 S3/12 She is typing “ejekan”. 
 
S1 spends 56 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
52 seconds 4 seconds - 
 
After consulting the dictionaries, the subject gets two equivalents: “celaan” 
and “ejekan” (Krings‟ strategy of comprehension). Then, she employs Krings‟ 
strategy of decision-making and considers using “ejekan”. In the end, after 
employing Krings‟ strategy of monitoring by consulting the translation machine, 





she decides to use “ejekan”. It is seen that here she also employs Newmark‟s 
strategy of shift by changing the word class from adverb into noun. 
 
ii. The process done by S2 (tauntingly - (omitted)) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
9 A3/20 She thinks “tauntingly” means “gantung”. 
12 A3/21-A3/22 
She is searching for the meaning of “taunting” in 
an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2).  
She gets two equivalents (celaan and ejekan). 
3 A3/23 (3- second unfilled pause) 
11 S3/5 She omits “tauntingly”. 
17 R3/4 
She is explaining that she decides not to translate 
“tauntingly” in order to make the sentence can be 
read smoothly. 
 
S2 spends 52 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
24 seconds 11 seconds 17 seconds 
 
Inferring from the context of the ST, the second subject translates 
“tauntingly” into “gantung” (Krings‟ strategy of comprehension). Then, she 
searches for the meaning of this word in a dictionary (comprehension). In the end, 
she decides to employ Baker‟s strategy of omission by omitting the translation of 
“tauntingly” in the TT. 
 
Both of them employ comprehension, but they have different results in the 
TTs because they also employ different strategies. The first subject spends more 
time to solve this problem. 





d. cast lots  
i. The process done by S1 (cast lots-melempar undian)   
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
9 A4/3-A4/4 
She is searching for the meaning of “cast lots” in 
an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2) without 
success (not found). 
20 A4/5-A4/8 
She is searching for the meaning of “lots” in an 
offline monolingual dictionary (CALD3) and is not 
satisfied with the results. 
7 A4/9 
She is searching for the meaning of “cast lot” in an 
offline monolingual dictionary (CALD3) without 
success (not found). 
68 A4/10-A4/26 
She is consulting Google for “cast lots meaning”. 
She clicks the links to open Dictionary.com and 
the Free Online Dictionary for the definition of 
“cast lots”. 
24 A4/29-A4/32 
She is reading the definition of “cast lots” from 
Dictionary.com. 
2 S4/2 She is thinking of typing “melakukan undian”. 
9 A4/47-A4/49 
She is reading the definition of “casting lots” from 
the Free Online Dictionary. 
1 A4/50 She thinks that it should be “mengundi”. 
18 A4/51- A4/55 
She is searching for the meaning of “cast a lot” in 
a translation machine (Google Translate) and is 
not satisfied with the result (melemparkan 
banyak). 
7 A4/56- A4/57 
She is searching for the meaning of “cast lots” in 
Google Translate.  
She gets “membuang undi”. 
1 S4/9 She is considering using “melempar undian”. 
4 S4/11 She is typing “membuang”. 
7 S4/12-S4/13 
She is changing “membuang” into “melempar 
undian”. 
 
S1 spends 177 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
163 seconds 14 seconds - 
 
The subject thinks of typing “melakukan undian” after consulting and 
inferring from the dictionaries (Krings‟ strategy of comprehension). Then, she 





evaluates her translation (Krings‟ strategy of monitoring) by consulting another 
dictionary and a translation machine and decides to type “melempar undian” 
(Krings‟ strategy of decision-making). 
 
ii. The process done by S2 (cast lots - membagi-bagikan (membuang undi)) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
A4/4 4 (4- second unfilled pause) 
S4/3 3 She is typing “membagikan”. 




She thinks it should be “membagi- bagikan”, so 
she is changing “membagikan” into “membagi- 
bagikan”. 
R4/6 12 





She is asking herself what “cast lots” should be 
translated into in order to make the sentence can 




She is searching for the meaning of “cast” in an 
offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2).  
She gets some equivalents (melemparkan, 




She is asking why there is no “membagikan” as 




She is searching for the meaning of “lots” in an 
offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2).  
She gets some equivalents (bidang, tanah kapling, 
kumpulan, tumpukan, rombongan, kesatuan, 
bagian and nasib). 
R4/25 6 
She is deleting “membagi- bagikan”, because she 




She thinks in one version of Injil Yohanes, it is 
written as “membuang undi”, but in another 















S2 spends 106 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
7 seconds 7 seconds 92 seconds 
 
Inferring from the context of the ST, the second subject has two 
equivalents for “cast lots”: “membagi-bagikan” and “membuang undi” (Krings‟ 
strategy of comprehension). She employs Krings‟ strategy of decision-making 
when she asks herself what “cast lots” should be translated into in order to make 
the sentence can be read smoothly. Then, she consults a dictionary to find the 
meaning of “cast lots” (comprehension). Inferring from the meaning of “cast” 
given by the dictionary (“melemparkan”), she thinks “cast lots” should mean 
“membuang undi”. But, then, inferring from the Indonesian versions of John’s 
Gospel, she thinks the two equivalents seem to be equally appropriate. In the end, 
she decides to employ Krings‟ strategy of decision-making by typing both 
equivalents. 
 
The subjects employ comprehension in different ways. S1 infers from the 
dictionaries, while S2 infers from the ST and the Indonesian versions of John’s 
Gospel. S1, who spends more time in solving this problem, employs monitoring 
and decision-making before deciding her translation. On the other hand, S2 










i. The process done by S1 (insults-ejekan) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
8 A4/44 
She is searching for the meaning of “insult” in an 
offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2).  
She gets three equivalents (penghinaan, cercaan, 
and nista). 
5 S4/6 She decides to use “penghinaan”. 
2 S4/14 She is typing “ejekan”. 
 
S1 spends 15 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
8 seconds 7 seconds - 
 
In employing Krings‟ strategy of comprehension, the first subject consults 
the dictionary, which gives her three equivalents: “penghinaan”, “cercaan” and 
“nista”. Then, she decides to use “penghinaan” (Krings‟ strategy of decision-
making). However, in the synthesis stage, she types “ejekan” (Newmark‟s 
strategy of synonymy). She changes the word from plural into singular 
(Newmark‟s strategy of shift). 
 
ii. The process done by S2 (insults-menghina) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
4 A4/24 She thinks “insult” means “berteriak”. 
5 A4/25- A4/26 
She is searching for the meaning of “insults” in an 
offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2).  
She gets some equivalents (penghinaan, cercaan 
and nista). 
3 S4/16 She is typing “menghina”. 
2 A4/32 
She says that it is like what is written in the 
Indonesian version of Bible. 





S2 spends 14 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
11 seconds 3 seconds - 
 
S2 thinks “insult” means “berteriak” (Krings‟ strategy of retrieval). After 
consulting the dictionary (Krings‟ strategy of monitoring), she gets some 
equivalents. Then, she employs Krings‟ strategy of decision-making by deciding 
to use “menghina” which is like the term written in the Indonesian version of the 
Bible. It is seen that here she also employs Newmark‟s strategy of shift by 
changing the word class from noun into verb. 
  
S1 and S2 employ different strategies in solving this problem. After 
comprehending the meaning of “insults”, S1 decides to employ synonymy and 
shift (type 1) in typing the TT. On the other hand, after understanding this word, 
S2 decides to employ decision-making by inferring from the Indonesian Bible and 
shift (type 3). 
 
f. scoffing  
i. The process done by S1 (scoffing - cacian) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
7 A4/45-S4/7 
She is searching for the meaning of “scoffing” in 
an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets one equivalent (mengejek). 
2 A4/46 
She is searching for the meaning of “scoff” in an 
offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2).  
She gets three equivalents (cacian, cercaan, and 
ejekan). 





2 S4/14 She is typing “cacian”. 
 
S1 spends 11 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
7 seconds 4 seconds - 
 
From the dictionary, the subject gets four equivalents: “mengejek”, 
“cacian”, “cercaan” and “ejekan” (Krings‟ strategy of comprehension). Then, she 
decides to employ Newmark‟s strategy of shift by changing the word class (verb 
into noun) and to use “cacian” (Krings‟ strategy of decision-making).  
 
ii. The process done by S2 (scoffing – mengejek) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
6 A4/27 
She thinks “scoffing” and “insult” have the same 
meaning. 
She is searching for the meaning of “scoffing” in 
an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets one equivalent (mengejek). 
3 S4/16 She is typing “mengejek- ejek”. 
2 A4/32 
She says that it is like what is written in the 
Indonesian version of Bible. 
2 R4/74 She is deleting “-ejek”. 
 
S2 spends 13 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
8 seconds 3 seconds 2 seconds 
 
In the beginning, S2 thinks “scoffing” and “insult” have the same meaning 
(Krings‟ strategy of retrieval). After consulting the dictionary (Krings‟ strategy of 





monitoring), she gets one equivalent. Then, inferring from the dictionary and the 
Indonesian version of the Bible, she decides to type “mengejek” (Krings‟ strategy 
of comprehension). 
 
The second subject spends more time to solve this problem than the first 
does. After consulting the dictionary, S1 employs decision-making and shift to 
type the TT, while S2 infers from the Indonesian Bible (comprehension). 
 
g. disciple 
i. The process done by S1 (disciple-murid) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
16 A5/7-A5/10 
She thinks that “disciple” should mean “murid”. 
Then, she is searching for the meaning of 
“disciple” in Google Translate.  
She gets four equivalents (murid, pengikut, 
penganut, and rasul). 
9 A5/11-A5/13 
She is trying to compare “rasul” and “murid” and 
chooses “murid”. 
10 S5/5 She is typing “murid”. 
 
S1 spends 35 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
25 seconds 10 seconds - 
 
The subject thinks “disciple” means “murid” (Krings‟ strategy of 
retrieval). Then, she consults the translation machine, which gives her  four 
equivalents: “murid”, “pengikut”, “penganut” and “rasul”, and tries to compare 





“rasul” and “murid” (Kring‟s strategy of monitoring), which makes her decide to 
use “murid”.  
 
ii. The process done by S2 (disciple – murid) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
2 A5/8 (2- second unfilled pause) 
5 S5/4 She is typing “murid kesayangan”. 
4 A5/9 
She says that “disciple” means “murid 
kesayangan”. 
16 A5/10- A5/12 
She is consulting an offline bilingual dictionary 
(Kamus2) for the meaning of “disciple”.  
She gets one equivalent (murid). 
4 A5/13 (4- second unfilled pause) 
5 S5/6- S5/7 She is deleting “kesayangan”. 
 
S2 spends 36 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
26 seconds 10 seconds - 
 
In solving this problem, the second subject employs Krings‟ strategy of 
comprehension. Inferring from the context of the text, she translates “disciple” 
into “murid kesayangan”. But, then, after consulting the dictionary (Krings‟ 
strategy of monitoring), she decides to delete “kesayangan”. 
 











i.  The process done by S1 (tombs – makam-makam) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
1 A8/31 (1-second unfilled pause) 
2 A8/32 She says, “makam”. 
17 A8/33-A8/38 
She is searching for the meaning of “tomb” in 
Google Translate.  
She gets some equivalents (makam, kuburan, 
pusara, jirat, kubur, batu nisan, batu kubur and 
ruang kuburan). 
1 S8/4 She chooses “makam”. 
4 S8/6 She is typing “Makam-makam”. 
 
S1 spends 25 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
20 seconds 5 seconds - 
 
S1 waits for the term for the TT to appear and, then, consults the 
translation machine to make certain that her term is right. She employs Krings‟ 
strategies of retrieval and monitoring. 
 
ii. The process done by S2 (tombs – makan-makan) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
7 A8/28 
She says that she forgot the meaning of “tomb”. 
Thus, she decides to consult an offline bilingual 
dictionary (Kamus2) for the meaning of “tomb”. 
She gets some equivalents (kuburan, makam and 
pusara). 
2 A8/29 She chooses “makam”. 
4 S8/18 She is typing “Makan- makan”. 
 
 





S2 spends 13 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
9 seconds 4 seconds - 
  
The subject employs Krings‟ strategy of retrieval by consulting the 
dictionary to help her recall the translation for “tomb”. 
 
Although they employ the same strategy, the first subject spends more 
time in the process of solving this problem than the second does, because S1 also 
employs monitoring before deciding the translation for the TT. 
 
i. typical 
i.  The process done by S1 (typical – khas) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
9 A9/7-A9/8 
She is searching for the meaning of “typical” in an 
offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2).  
She gets three equivalents (khas, khusus, and 
tipis). 
8 
S9/1, S9/3, and 
S9/4 
She is trying to compare “khas”, “khusus”, and 
“biasa”. 
15 A9/12 
She is searching for the meaning of “typical” in 
Kamus2 again. 
4 A9/13 (4-second unfilled pause) 
6 A9/15 (6-second unfilled pause) 
9 A9/16-A9/18 
She is searching for the meaning of “typical” in an 
offline monolingual dictionary (CALD3). 
7 A9/19-A9/21 
She is searching for the meaning of “typical” in 
Google Translate.  
She gets four equivalents (khas, khusus, tipical, 
and typis). 
2 S9/6 She chooses to use “khas”. 
1 S9/17 She is typing “khas”. 
 





S1 spends 61 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
50 seconds 11 seconds - 
 
It is interpreted that in A9/7- A9/8, the subject employs Krings‟ strategy of 
retrieval by consulting the dictionary, because after getting the equivalents from 
the dictionary, she employs Kring‟s strategy of monitoring by trying to compare 
“khas”, “khusus”, and “biasa”; and consulting another dictionary. It can be seen 
that one of the equivalents compared, i.e. “biasa”, is not from the dictionary. 
Thus, S1 consults the dictionary not to comprehend the meaning of “typical”, but 
to recall the equivalents for this word. In the end, she decides to use “khas” after 
consulting the translation machine (Krings‟ strategy of decision-making).   
 
ii. The process done by S2 (typical - kekhasan (kebiasaan)) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
2 S9/1 She says “typical” is “kebiasaan”. 
6 A9/22- A9/23 
She says that “typical” can mean “kebiasaan” and 
“sifat”. 
5 A9/24- A9/25 
She is consulting an offline bilingual dictionary 
(Kamus2) for the meaning of “typical”.  
She gets some equivalents (khas, khusus and 
tipis). 
14 A9/26- S9/2 
After thinking for 11 seconds, she is typing 
“kekhasan”. 
5 R9/5 











S2 spends 32 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
22 seconds 5 seconds 5 seconds 
 
To see whether the equivalents she has as the results of employing Krings‟ 
strategy of retrieval (“kebiasaan” and “sifat”) are appropriate or not, S2 employs 
Krings‟ strategy of monitoring by consulting the dictionary to search for the 
meaning of “typical”. Because both equivalents are not included in the 
translations of “typical” given by the dictionary, she decides to employ Krings‟ 
strategy of decision-making by using the first equivalent given by the dictionary 
and one of the equivalents that she has in the beginning. In typing the TT, she 
employs Newmark‟s strategy of shift by changing the word class from adjective to 
noun. 
  
The subjects employ decision-making in different ways: S1 by using the 
first equivalent given by the dictionary and translation machine, while S2 by using 
the first equivalent given by the dictionary and another equivalent she has. S1 
spends more time to solve this problem than S2 does. 
 
j. instead  
i. The process done by S1 (instead - alih-alih) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
2 S9/16 
She spontaneously has “alih-alih” for the 
translation. 






She is searching for the meaning of “instead” in an 
offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2).  
She gets two equivalents (malahan and daripada). 
2 A9/98 
She thinks that “instead” is supposed to be “alih-
alih”. 
17 A9/99-A9/102 
She is searching for the meaning of “instead” in 
Google Translate.  
She gets two equivalents (malah and malahan). 
2 A9/103 She says that it should not be “malahan”. 
3 S9/46 She is typing “alih-alih”. 
 
S1 spends 37 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
32 seconds 5 seconds - 
 
S1 has “alih-alih” as the fixed equivalent for “instead” that she still uses 
“alih-alih” in the TT although the dictionary and the translation machine do not 
give that term as one of the equivalents for “instead”. Thus, it can be concluded 
that the subject employs Krings‟ strategy of retrieval to solve this problem. 
 
ii. The process done by S2 (instead – ketika) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
15 A9/67- A9/69 
She is searching for the meaning of “instead” in 
an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2).  
She gets two equivalents (malahan and daripada). 
2 S9/39 She is typing “Bahkan”. 
2 R9/42 She is deleting “Bahkan”. 
12 R9/43- R9/47 She is reading the TT for no. 9. 
5 R9/48 She is typing “sambil”. 
34 R9/49- R9/60 She is thinking of her translation. 
5 R9/61 She is deleting “sambil”. 
3 R9/62 She is typing “ketika”. 
 
 





S2 spends 78 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
15 seconds 2 seconds 61 seconds 
 
To search for the meaning of “instead”, S2 consults the dictionary (Krings‟ 
strategy of comprehension). In typing the TT, she decides to employ Krings‟ 
strategy of decision-making by using the word that she thinks best suits the 
context of the sentence. 
 
In the process of solving this problem, the second subject spends more 
time than the first does. They employ different strategies, which results in 
different translations for the word “instead”. 
 
k. to show mercy 




Code Activities  
6 A9/22 (6-second unfilled pause) 
4 A9/23- A9/24 She is moving to Mozilla Firefox. 
2 S9/8 
She suddenly has “menunjukkan belas kasih” for 
the translation. 
6 A9/25 
She is searching for the meaning of “show mercy” 
in Google Translate.  
She gets “menunjukkan belas kasihan”. 
4 S9/22 She says, “untuk menunjukkan belas kasih”. 
4 A9/57-A9/58 She says that “mercy” is not “belas kasih”.  
9 A9/59-A9/61 
She is searching for the meaning of “mercy” in 
Google Translate.  
She gets some equivalents (belas kasihan, belas, 
rahmat, ampun, kemurahan hati, kerahiman, 
ridwan, and kekasihan). 






She thinks that “ampun” must not be the right 
translation. 
15 A9/70-A9/71 
She is consulting an offline monolingual 
dictionary (CALD3) for the meaning of “mercy”. 
5 A9/72-A9/74 
She is clicking to see the meaning of “mercy 
killing” in CALD3. 
9 A9/75- A9/76 
She is searching for the meaning of “mercy” in an 
offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2).  
She gets some equivalents (kemurahan hati, 
belaskasihan, rahmat, and kerahiman). 
18 S9/23-A9/79 
She is thinking of some equivalents (menunjukkan 
belas kasih, mengasihani, and menunjukkan belas 
kasihan). 
5 S9/26 She is typing “untuk menunjukkan belaskasihan”. 
 
S1 spends 103 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
84 seconds 19 seconds - 
 
Krings‟ strategies of retrieval, monitoring and comprehension are 
employed to solve this problem. Firstly, S1 waits for the term to appear and 
consults the translation machine. After reading the ST, she thinks that “to show 
mercy” in the context of the text does not mean “untuk menunjukkan belaskasih”. 
Then, she consults the translation machine and dictionaries to search for the other 
meanings of “mercy”. In the end, inferring from CALD3 and Kamus2, she decides 
to type “untuk menunjukkan belaskasihan”. 
 




Code Activities  
2 A9/19 (2- second unfilled pause) 
3 A9/20 She says “mercy” is “belas kasihan”.  





She is consulting an offline bilingual dictionary 
(Kamus2) to search for other meanings of 
“mercy”. 
She gets some equivalents (kemurahan hati, 
belaskasihan, rahmat and kerahiman). 
13 S9/7- S9/8 She is typing “menunjukan”. 
13 A9/34 (13- second unfilled pause) 
4 S9/9 She is typing “belas kasihan”. 
5 R9/9- R9/11 She still has doubts about her translation. 
 
S2 spends 40 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
22 seconds 13 seconds 5 seconds 
 
In solving this problem, Krings‟ strategies of retrieval and comprehension 
are employed by S2. From the negative evaluation made by the subject in the end 
of the process of solving this problem, it is interpreted that she thinks that “to 
show mercy” in the context of the text does not mean “untuk menunjukkan 
belaskasihan”. Because of that, she consults Kamus2 to search for the other 
equivalents for “mercy” although she has already had the equivalent for this word. 
But then, inferring from the result given by the dictionary, she decides to type 
“untuk menunjukan belas kasihan”. 
 
In the beginning, inferring from the context of the ST, both of the subjects 
have doubts about their translations. Then, both of them employ comprehension to 
search for other equivalents for “mercy”. Although they have the same result in 
the TT, the first subject spends more time to solve this problem than the second 
and the second still has doubts about the translation. 






i. The process done by S1 (crucifixions – penyaliban) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
1 A9/9 (1-second unfilled pause) 
3 S9/2 She says, “penyaliban”. 
6 A9/10 
She is searching for the meaning of “crucifixion” 
in an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2).  
She gets one equivalent (penyaliban). 
2 S9/18 She is typing “penyaliban”. 
 
S1 spends 12 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
7 seconds 5 seconds - 
 
By waiting for the term for the TT to appear and consulting the dictionary 
to make certain, the subject employs Krings‟ strategies of retrieval and 
monitoring. In typing the TT, she employs Newmark‟s strategy of shift by 
changing the word from plural to singular. 
 
ii. The process done by S2 (crucifixions – (omitted)) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
5 A9/12- A9/14 
She is searching for the meaning of “crucifixion” 
in an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2).  
She gets one equivalent (penyaliban). 
4 S9/3 She omits “crucifixion”. 
 
S2 spends 9 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
5 seconds 4 seconds - 





Krings‟ strategy of comprehension is employed by S2 when she consults 
the dictionary to search for the meaning of “crucifixion”. In the end, she employs 
Baker‟s strategy of omission by omitting the translation of “crucifixion”. 
 
The first subject spends more time to solve this problem than the second 
does. After comprehending the meaning of “crucifixion”, S1 employs shift, while 
S2 employs omission. 
 
m. ... thus causing death to come more quickly. ... 
i. The process done by S1 (... thus causing death to come more quickly. ... - 
... sehingga kematian datang lebih cepat. ...) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
4 S9/10 She says, “sehingga mereka”. 
15 A9/29-S9/13 
After thinking for 7 seconds, she says, “untuk 
mempercepat kematian mereka”. 
33 S9/27-A9/86 
She is thinking of translating it into “sehingga 
kematian mereka lebih cepat” and typing 
“sehingga kematian”. 
4 S9/35 
She thinks that “sehingga kematian mereka lebih 
cepat” is not the right translation. 
7 S9/36-S9/37 
She says, “sehingga kematian mereka datang lebih 
cepat” and types “mereka datang lebih cepat.” 
3 S9/42 She is deleting “mereka” in “kematian mereka”. 
 
S1 spends 66 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
23 seconds 43 seconds - 
 
After trying to solve this textual problem by employing different 
strategies: adding “mereka” in the TT (Newmark‟s strategy of expansion), 





changing the viewpoint (Newmark‟s strategy of modulation) and omitting 
“causing” and “to come” (Newmark‟s strategy of reduction), she decides to omits 
“causing”. 
 
ii. The process done by S2 (... thus causing death to come more quickly. ... - 
... dengan demikian hal tersebut dapat mempercepat kematian. ...) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
4 S9/19- S9/20 She is typing “dengan demikian”. 
6 A9/48 (6- second unfilled pause) 
8 S9/21 She is typing “bisa mempercepat kematian”. 
2 R9/16 She says “dengan demikian”. 
4 R9/17 (4- second unfilled pause) 
1 R9/18 She says again “dengan demikian”. 
5 R9/19 (5- second unfilled pause) 
3 R9/20 
She decides to type “hal tersebut”. 
She is deleting “bisa”. 
9 R9/21- R9/25 
She is typing “hal tersebut dapat” after “dengan 
demikian”. 
4 R9/26- R9/27 She still has doubts about her translation. 
 
S2 spends 46 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
6 seconds 12 seconds 28 seconds 
 
In the problem solving process, S2 employs Newmark‟s strategies of 
modulation by changing the viewpoint and expansion by adding “hal tersebut”. 
 
The subjects employ different strategies, which results in different 
translations. The first subject spends more time to solve this problem than the 
second does. 





From the elaboration above, it can be seen that the subjects employ 
different strategies with different frequencies of use to solve some translation 
problems. 






 Frequency (time) 
Krings‟ Strategies Newmark‟s Strategies 
Comprehension Retrieval Monitoring 
Decision-
Making 
Synonymy Reduction Expansion Shift 
a 2  1    1  
b  1 1     1 
c 1  1 1    1 
d 1  2 1     
e 1   1 1   1 
f 1   1    1 
g  1 2      
h  1 1      
i  1 1 1     
j  1       
k 2 1 1      
l  1 1     1 
m      1   
 8 7 11 5 1 1 1 5 
 
The strategy S1 employs the most is Krings‟ strategy of monitoring. She 
employs this strategy 11 times to solve problems a, b, c, d, g, h, i, k and l by trying 
to compare the equivalents she has and consulting the dictionaries, the translation 
machine, and the Internet. 
 






 Frequency (time) 
Krings‟ Strategies Newmark‟s Strategies 
Baker‟s 
Strategy 
Comprehension Retrieval Monitoring 
Decision-
Making 
Modulation Expansion Shift Omission 
a 2      1  
b 2        
c 1       1 
d 4   2     
e  1 1 1   1  
f 1 1 1      
g 1  1      
h  1       
i  1 1 1   1  
j    1     
k 2 1       





l 1       1 
m     1 1   
 14 5 4 5 1 1 3 2 
 
On the other hand, Krings‟ strategy of comprehension is the strategy that 
S2 employs the most. She employs this strategy 14 times by consulting the 
dictionaries and inferring from the Indonesian religious text and the context of the 
ST to solve problems a, b, c, d, f, g, k and l. 
 
2. The Process of Problem Solving in Translating the Academic Text 
In translating the academic text, both subjects encounter problems relating 
to “baby boomer”, “in light of”, “arrangements”, “the different contexts they find 
themselves in”, “elusive”, “sustainable”, “importance”, “consider”, “encourage” 
and “determines”. 
a. baby boomer 
i. The process done by S1 (baby boomer - ledakan kelahiran) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
4 A1/48 She is reading “aging of the baby boomer”. 
6 A1/55- A1/56 
She is searching for the meaning of “boomer” in 
an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets one equivalent (pendentum).  
6 A1/57- A1/58 
She is searching for the meaning of “baby 
boomer” in an offline bilingual dictionary 
(Kamus2) without success (not found). 
11 A1/73- A1/76 
She is searching for the meaning of “baby 
boomer” in a translation machine (Google 
Translate) without success (baby boomers). 
10 A1/79- A1/84 
She is searching for the meaning of “baby 
boomer” in a translation machine (Google 
Translate) again. 




She is searching for “baby boomer” in Google. 
5 A1/100 She chooses to open “Baby boomers – 











She is searching for “baby boomer definition” in 




She is reading the article in “Baby boomers- 
Wikipedia”. 
3 A1/113 
She is clicking the link to open “Post- World War 
II baby boom” in a new tab. 
5 A1/114 
She is scrolling the “Baby boomers- Wikipedia” 










She is clicking the link to change the page into 
Indonesian language. 
1 A2/1 







She is reading the Indonesian version of “Post- 
World War II baby boom” (“Ledakan kelahiran 
pasca Perang Dunia II). 
5 S1/27 She is typing “ledakan kelahiran”. 
 
S1 spends 123 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
118 seconds 5 seconds - 
 
The table above shows that in order to translate “baby boomer”, S1 
employs Krings‟ strategy of comprehension by consulting the dictionary, 
translation machine and the Internet. In S1/27, inferring from an article in the 









ii. The process done by S2 (baby boomer – generasi platinum (baby boomer 
: orang2 yang lahir pada masa perang dunia II (1946-1964)) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
3 A1/7 She is reading “baby boomer”. 
12 A1/8- A1/10 
She is searching for the meaning of “boomer” in 
an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets one equivalent (pendentum).  
2 A1/36 She is reading “the aging of baby boomer”. 
4 A1/37 (4- second unfilled pause) 
41 A1/38- A1/44 
She is consulting Google to search for “the aging 
of the baby boomer generation”. 
She chooses to open “Baby boomers- Wikipedia” 
and “Aging Baby Boomers becoming the 
Roommate Generation” in new tabs. 
2 A1/45 
While waiting for the loading pages, she is 
moving back to the worksheet. 






She is reading the articles in “Baby boomers- 
Wikipedia” and “Aging Baby Boomers becoming 
the Roommate Generation” pages. 
3 A1/64 She leaves a gap in the TT and moves to no. 2. 
3 A1/67 (3- second unfilled pause) 
4 A1/68 
She is asking what “baby boomer generation” 
means. 
9 A1/70 (9- second unfilled pause) 
7 A1/71- A1/74 
After thinking for 6 seconds, she is moving to the 
Internet.  
2 A1/75 She says “bayi tua”. 
9 A1/76- A1/81 
She is reading the articles in “Baby boomers- 
Wikipedia” and “Aging Baby Boomers becoming 
the Roommate Generation” pages. 
17 A1/82- A1/86 
She is consulting Google to search for “baby 
boomers”. 
She chooses to open “the images of baby 
boomers”. 
14 A1/87 
She is looking at the images of baby boomers 
shown in Google. 
1 A1/88 She is moving back to the worksheet. 
14 A1/89 (14- second unfilled pause) 
3 A1/90 She thinks “bayi tua” is not a good term. 
8 A1/91- A1/95 
She is looking at the images of baby boomers 
shown in Google. 
26 A1/96- A1/104 
She is consulting Google to search for “baby 
boomers adalah”. 
7 A1/105- She is reading the article in “Baby Boomers – 









After thinking for 2 seconds, she is considering 




She is scrolling the page in Google. 
She chooses to open “Pengertian atau definisi dari 
generasi baby boomers...”, “Danang S. Nugroho: 
Baby Boomers” and “Siapa sih kaum baby 
boomers itu? – Yahoo Answers” in new tabs. 




She is reading the articles in “Danang S. Nugroho: 
Baby Boomers” and “Pengertian atau definisi dari 




She is reading the articles in“Pengertian atau 
definisi dari generasi baby boomers...”, “Danang 
S. Nugroho: Baby Boomers” and “Siapa sih kaum 
baby boomers itu? – Yahoo Answers”. 
3 S1/28 She decides to type “golongan tua”. 
23 S1/29 
She is typing “golongan tua (baby boomer: orang2 
yang lahir pada masa perang dunia”. 
7 S1/30 
She is changing “golongan tua” into “generasi 
platinum”. 




She is reading the article in “Siapa sih kaum baby 
boomers itu? – Yahoo Answers”. 
10 S1/32- S1/33 She is typing “(1946- 1964)”. 
 
S2 spends 477 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
429 seconds 48 seconds - 
 
There are some strategies that S2 employs to solve this problem. In the 
beginning, she consults the dictionary and the Internet (Krings‟ strategy of 
comprehension). Inferring from what she has read from the Internet, she considers 
using “bayi tua” to translate “baby boomer” (comprehension). Then, she employs 
Krings‟ strategy of monitoring by consulting the Internet again, which makes her 
find other equivalents: “ledakan penduduk”, “generasi platinum” and “golongan 
tua”. In the end, she employs Krings‟ strategy of decision making by typing 





“generasi platinum” and adding “baby boomer : orang2 yang lahir pada masa 
perang dunia II (1946-1964)” in brackets (Newmark‟s strategy of additions). 
 
The second subject spends more time to solve this problem than the first 
does. They employ different strategies, which results in different translations. 
 
b. in light of 
i. The process done by S1 (in light of – dengan mempertimbangkan) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
9 A2/21- A2/22 
She is searching for the meaning of “in light” in an 
offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets “untuk memecahkan” as the equivalent 
for “in light of”.  
14 A2/25- A2/28 She is searching for “in light meaning” in Google. 
2 A2/31 She is asking herself what “in light” means. 
18 A2/32- A2/39 
She is scrolling the page in Google to see the 
results. 
She chooses to open “In light of | Define In light 
of at Dictionary.com” and “in light of – Idioms – 
by the Free Dictionary, Thesaurus and ...” in new 
tabs. 
5 A2/40- A3/1 
Because the pages are still loading, she is moving 
back to the worksheet. After 3 seconds, she is 




She is reading the page in The Free Dictionary. 
2 S2/18 She thinks it means “mempertimbangkan”. 
14 S2/19- S2/21 
She is wondering whether to type “dengan 
mempertimbangkan” or “yang 
mempertimbangkan”. 
9 A2/70- A2/74 She is reading the page in Dictionary.com. 
32 A2/75- A2/80 
She is consulting Dictionary.com to search for the 
meaning of “in light”. 









S1 spends 138 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
121 seconds 17 seconds - 
 
After consulting two dictionaries (Krings‟ strategy of comprehension), the 
first subject gets two equivalents: “dengan mempertimbangkan” and “yang 
mempertimbangkan”. To decide which equivalent to use in the TT, she consults 
another dictionary (Krings‟ strategy of monitoring). Then, she types “dengan 
mempertimbangkan”. 
 
ii. The process done by S2 (in light of – dalam) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
16 A2/71- A2/72 
She is searching for the meaning of “light” in an 
offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets some equivalents (cahaya, lampu, api, 
keterangan, tokoh, etc.).  
1 S2/24 She is typing “pada”. 
6 A2/73 (6- second unfilled pause) 
4 S2/25 She is deleting “pada”. 
1 S2/26 She is typing “dalam”. 
 
S2 spends 28 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
22 seconds 6 seconds - 
 
After consulting the dictionary to search for the meaning of “light”, S2 
employs Krings‟ strategy of decision-making by using the word that she thinks 
best suits the context of the sentence. 





Both subjects consult the dictionaries, but the first subject uses more 
dictionaries than the second does, which makes the first subject spend more time 
in solving this problem. After the comprehension, they employ different 
strategies. S1 employs monitoring, while S2 decision- making. 
 
c. arrangements 
i. The process done by S1 (arrangements – rencana) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
2 S2/13 She is typing “pengaturan”. 
6 A2/42 
She is searching for the meaning of “arrangement” 
in an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets some equivalents (rencana, susunan, 
aransemen, susunan musik, persiapan and 
penetapan.)  
12 A2/43- A2/47 
She thinks it should be “rencana” not 
“pengaturan”. 
1 S2/15 She is changing “pengaturan” into “rencana”. 
 
S1 spends 21 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
18 seconds 3 seconds - 
 
In S2/13, S1 translates “arrangements” into “pengaturan” (Krings‟ strategy 
of retrieval) and changes the word from plural into singular (Newmark‟s strategy 
of shift). In order to make certain that her translation for “arrangements” is right, 
she consults a dictionary (Krings‟ strategy of monitoring), which gives her other 
equivalents. Then, she employs Krings‟ strategy of decision- making by choosing 
“rencana”. 
 





ii. The process done by S2 (arrangements – (omitted)) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
4 A2/52 She says “arrangement” means “alat”. 
13 A2/53- A2/55 
She is searching for the meaning of “arrangement” 
in an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets some equivalents (rencana, susunan, 
aransemen, susunan musik, persiapan and 
penetapan.)  
15 A2/56 (15- second unfilled pause) 
20 A2/57- S2/20 
After reading the ST again, she decides to omit 
“arrangement”. 
 
S2 spends 52 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
48 seconds 4 seconds - 
 
To translate “arrangements”, S2 employs Krings‟ strategies of retrieval 
and monitoring by waiting for the equivalent to appear and consulting a 
dictionary, which gives her some equivalents. However, she decides to omit 
“arrangements” in the TT (Baker‟s strategy of omission).   
 
Although both subjects consult the same dictionary, they have the different 
TTs. S1 uses “rencana”, while S2, who spends more time to solve this problem, 











d. the different contexts they find themselves in 




Code Activities  
3 S2/23 She is typing “konteks”. 
16 A2/82- A2/86 
After thinking for 14 seconds, she is asking whom 
the word “they” refers to. 
6 A2/87 (6- second unfilled pause) 
48 A2/88- A2/102 
She is consulting the online monolingual 
dictionaries (The Free Dictionary and 
Dictionary.com) to search for the meaning of “find 
in”. 
4 A2/103 She is moving back to the worksheet. 
7 A2/104 (7- second unfilled pause) 
3 S2/25 She is typing “masing-masing”. 
 
S1 spends 87 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
79 seconds 8 seconds - 
 
In S2/23, she translates “contexts” into “konteks” (Newmark‟s strategies 
of naturalization and shift). To comprehend the meaning of “they find themselves 
in”, she consults dictionaries (Krings‟ strategy of comprehension). Then, she 
decides to employ Newmark‟s strategy of reduction by reducing “the different 









ii. The process done by S2 (the different contexts they find themselves in –  
konteks yang berbeda ketika mereka mengelaminya) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
12 S2/26- S2/27 She is typing “konteks yang berbeda”. 
8 A2/75 (8- second unfilled pause) 
5 A2/76 She leaves a gap in the TT. 
2 A2/82 (2- second unfilled pause) 
9 S2/34 She is typing “saat mereka mengelaminya”. 
10 A2/83- S2/37 
After 5 seconds, she is changing “saat” into 
“ketika”. 
 
S2 spends 46 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
21 seconds 25 seconds - 
 
In translating “the different contexts”, the second subject employs 
Newmark‟s strategies of naturalization and shifts by using “konteks”, changing 
the word from plural into singular and changing the order of the words. Then, 
after thinking for several seconds, she decides to employ Krings‟ strategy of 
decision-making to translate “they find themselves in” by typing the words that 
she thinks best suit the context of the sentence. 
 
The first subject spends more time to solve this problem than the second 
does. They employ the same strategies to translate “contexts”, but different 
strategies to translate the other words in this phrase. 
 
 






i. The process done by S1 (elusive – yang sulit dipahami) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
6 A3/24- A3/25 
She is searching for the meaning of “elusive” in an 
offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets two equivalents (sukar untuk dipahami 
and sukar ditangkap). 
4 S3/17 She says, “yang susah, yang sulit dipahami.” 
5 S3/24 She is typing “yang sulit dipahami”. 
 
S1 spends 15 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
6 seconds 9 seconds - 
 
To comprehend the meaning of “elusive”, the subject employs Krings‟ 
strategy of comprehension by consulting the dictionary, which gives her two 
equivalents: “sukar untuk dipahami” and “sukar ditangkap”. Then, she decides to 
use “yang sulit dipahami” (Krings‟ strategy of decision- making). 
 
ii. The process done by S2 (elusive – elusif) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
17 A3/19- A3/23 
She is searching for the meaning of “elusive” in an 
offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets two equivalents (sukar untuk dipahami 
and sukar ditangkap). 
She reads “sukar dipahami”. 
3 A3/24 (3- second unfilled pause) 
3 S3/10 
She decides to type “elusif”. 
She is typing “elusi”. 




She is searching for the meaning of “elusif” in an 
online monolingual dictionary (KBBI Daring). 





A3/34- A3/44 She gets “sukar dipahami atau diartikan” and 
“sukar diidentifikasi”. 
1 A3/45 She is moving back to the worksheet. 
5 S3/12- S3/13 After 2 seconds, she is typing “elusif”. 
 
S2 spends 115 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
105 seconds 10 seconds - 
 
Although the second subject has gotten two equivalents from the 
dictionary (Krings‟ strategy of comprehension), she decides not to use any of 
them. She employs Newmark‟s strategy of naturalization by using “elusif”. To 
make certain that she uses the right term, she also consults another dictionary 
(Krings‟ strategy of monitoring). Then, she types “elusif”. 
 
The second subject spends more time to solve this problem than the first 
does. Although they start the problem solving process with the same strategy 
(comprehension), they make different decisions in translating the word. Because 
of that, they have different results in the TTs. 
 
f. sustainable 
i. The process done by S1 (sustainable – berkelanjutan) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
3 A4/5 She is asking what “sustainable” is. 
8 A4/6- A4/8 
She is searching for the meaning of “sustainable” 
in an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2) 
without success (not found). 
9 A4/9- A4/10 
She is searching for the meaning of “sustain” in an 
offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 





She gets some equivalents (menopang, menderita, 
menyokong, membenarkan, menahan, 
memungkinkan, memperpanjang and 
meneruskan). 
2 S4/3 She thinks it should be “yang dapat ditopang”. 
15 A4/16- A4/19 
She is searching for the meaning of “sustainable” 
in a translation machine (Google Translate). 
6 S4/13 She is typing “yang dapat disangga”. 
2 A4/29 
From Google Translate, she gets “berkelanjutan” 
as the equivalent for “sustainable”. 
2 A4/30- A4/31 She is moving back to the worksheet. 
8 A4/32- S4/15 
After 1 second, she is changing “dapat disangga” 
into “berkelanjutan”. 
1 S4/16 She is deleting “yang”. 
 
S1 spends 56 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
40 seconds 16 seconds - 
 
The first subject consults the dictionary to search for the meaning of 
“sustainable” (Krings‟ strategy of comprehension). Because there is no equivalent 
for this word given by the dictionary, she employs Newmark‟s strategy of 
componential analysis by translating it into “yang dapat ditopang” in S4/3. To 
make certain, she, then, consults a translation machine (Krings‟ strategy of 
monitoring), which gives “berkelanjutan” as the equivalent for “sustainable”. 
Inferring from the result given by the translation machine, she decides to type 
“berkelanjutan” (comprehension). 
 
ii. The process done by S2 (sustainable – kelanjutan) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
5 A4/10 
She is searching for the meaning of “sustainable” 
in an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2) 





without success (not found). 
24 A4/11- A4/12 
She is searching for the meaning of “sustain” in an 
offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets some equivalents (menopang, menderita, 
menyokong, membenarkan, menahan, 
memungkinkan, memperpanjang and 
meneruskan). 
12 A4/13- A4/14 
She is searching for the meaning of “sustainable” 
in an offline monolingual dictionary (CALD3). 
8 A4/15 (8- second unfilled pause) 
2 S4/4 
She is considering using “berlanjut” and 
“kelanjutan”. 
5 A4/16 (5- second unfilled pause) 
4 S4/5 She is typing “kelanjutan”. 
 
S2 spends 60 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
54 seconds 6 seconds - 
 
The subject searches for the meaning of “sustainable” in two dictionaries 
(Krings‟ strategy of comprehension). Inferring from the dictionaries, she then 
translates “sustainable” into “berlanjut” and “kelanjutan”. In typing the TT, she 
decides to use “kelanjutan”. It can be seen here that she changes the word class 
from adjective into noun (Newmark‟s strategy of shift). It is interpreted that she 
makes this change in order to make the translation of this word suit the context of 
the sentence (Krings‟ strategy of decision-making). 
  
In employing comprehension, both subjects consult the bilingual 
dictionary in the same way. Being unsuccessful to search for the meaning of 
“sustainable”, they try to search for it by the word‟s root, “sustain”. But then, the 
first subject employs componential analysis and monitoring, while the second 





continues employing comprehension by consulting another dictionary, which 
leads her to employ shift and decision-making. The second subject spends more 
time to solve this problem. 
 
g. importance 
i. The process done by S1 (importance – pentingnya) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
2 S4/1 She is considering using “pentingnya”. 
3 S4/5 She is typing “pentingnya”. 
4 A4/22 (4- second unfilled pause) 
2 A4/23 
She thinks “pentingnya” is not the right 
translation. 
5 A4/24 
She is searching for the meaning of “importance” 
in an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets two equivalents (pentingnya and 
kepentingan). 
5 A4/25 (5- second unfilled pause) 
1 A4/26 She says “kepentingan”. 
8 A4/27- S4/8 
After thinking for 7 seconds, she says 
“pentingnya”. 
 
S1 spends 30 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
19 seconds 11 seconds - 
 
In the beginning, the subject has “pentingnya” as the equivalent for 
“importance” (Krings‟ strategy of retrieval). But, in A4/23, she thinks it is not the 
right translation. Because of that, she consults the dictionary (Krings‟ strategy of 
monitoring), which gives her two equivalents: “pentingnya” and “kepentingan”. 
In the end, she decides not to change the translation for this word. 
  





ii. The process done by S2 (importance – pentingnya) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
3 A4/7 
She decides to search for the other equivalents for 
“importance” besides “kepentingan”. 
5 A4/8 
She is searching for the meaning of “importance” 
in an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets two equivalents (pentingnya and 
kepentingan). 
5 S4/3 She is typing “pentingnya”. 
 
S2 spends 13 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
8 seconds 5 seconds - 
 
The subject consults the dictionary to search for other equivalents for 
“importance” besides “kepentingan” (Krings‟ strategy of retrieval). Then, she 
decides to use “pentingnya” (Krings‟ strategy of decision-making). 
 
In solving this problem, S1 spends more time than S2 does. They employ 
the different strategies after employing retrieval, which, then, lead them to the 
same result.  
 
h. consider 
i. The process done by S1 (consider - mempertimbangkan)  
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
1 S5/3 She is considering using “mempertimbangkan”. 
2 S5/8 She is typing “mempertimba”. 
2 A5/26 
She thinks “consider” does not always mean 
“mempertimbangkan”. 
5 A5/27 She is searching for the meaning of “consider” in 





an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets some equivalents (mempertimbangkan, 
menganggap, memikirkan and mengingat). 
2 A5/28 
She says “mempertimbangkan” is the right 
translation. 
1 S5/9 She is typing “ngkan”. 
 
S1 spends 13 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
9 seconds 4 seconds - 
 
The first subject has “mempertimbangkan” as the equivalent for 
“consider” (Krings‟ strategy of retrieval), but she feels uncertain about her 
translation that she consults the dictionary (Krings‟ strategy of monitoring). 
Because “mempertimbangkan” is also included in the list of equivalents given by 
the dictionary, she decides not to change her TT. 
  
ii. The process done by S2 (consider – mempertimbangkan) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
2 S5/7 She is typing “menyadari”. 
4 R5/17- R5/18 
After thinking for 2 seconds, she is searching for 
the meaning of “consider” in an offline bilingual 
dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets some equivalents (mempertimbangkan, 
menganggap, memikirkan and mengingat). 
5 R5/19 She decides to use “mempertimbangkan”. 
7 R5/20- R5/21 











S2 spends 18 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
- 2 seconds 16 seconds 
 
The second subject has “menyadari” as the equivalent for “consider” 
(Krings‟ strategy of retrieval). To make certain that her translation is correct, she 
employs Krings‟ strategy of monitoring by consulting the dictionary in the 
revision stage. Because “menyadari” is not included in the list of equivalents 
given by the dictionary, she decides to use “mempertimbangkan” (Krings‟ 
strategy of decision-making). 
 
In the beginning, both subjects employ retrieval. Then, in order to make 
certain that their translations are correct, the subjects employ monitoring, which 
leads the second subject, who spends more time in this process, to employ 
decision-making. They have the same result in their TTs. 
 
i. encourage 
i. The process done by S1 (encourage – menganjurkan) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
6 A5/4- S5/4 
After thinking for 4 seconds, she is considering 
using “mendukung”. 
13 A5/6- A5/10 
She is searching for the meaning of “encourage” 
in an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets some equivalents (membesarkan hati, 
menganjurkan and mendorong). 
2 S5/9 She is typing “mendorong”. 
4 S5/10- S5/11 
She thinks it should be “menganjurkan”. 
She is deleting “dorong”. 





13 A5/29- A5/32 
She is searching for the meaning of “encourage” 
in an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2) again. 
8 S5/12- S5/15 She is typing “ganjurkan”. 
 
S1 spends 46 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
30 seconds 16 seconds - 
 
After thinking for 4 seconds, S1 has “mendukung” as the equivalent for 
“encourage” (Krings‟ strategy of retrieval). Then, she employs Krings‟ strategy of 
monitoring by consulting the dictionary, which gives her other equivalents. In 
typing the TT, she employs Krings‟ strategy of decision-making by choosing the 
word from the dictionary that she thinks best suits the sentence. 
 
ii. The process done by S2 (encourage – menganjurkan) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
2 S5/7 She is typing “berani”. 
1 A5/4 (1-second unfilled pause) 
7 S5/8- S5/9 
She is changing “berani” into “memberanikan 
diri”. 
7 R5/22- R5/24 
She is searching for the meaning of “encourage” 
in an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets some equivalents (membesarkan hati, 
menganjurkan and mendorong). 
1 R5/25 She is considering using “mendorong”. 
5 R5/26 (5- second unfilled pause) 
3 R5/27 She is considering using “menganjurkan”. 
8 R5/28- R5/29 










S2 spends 34 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
1 seconds 9 seconds 24 seconds 
 
S2 types “memberanikan diri” as the equivalent for “encourage” (Krings‟ 
strategy of retrieval). She, then, consults a dictionary to make certain that her 
translation is correct (Krings‟ strategy of monitoring). In the end of the process of 
solving this problem, she employs Krings‟ strategy of decision-making by 
choosing one equivalent given by the dictionary. 
 
The first subject spends more time to translate “encourage” than the 
second does. In the process of solving this problem, both of them employ the 
same strategies, which results in the same term for the TTs. 
 
j. determines 
i. The process done by S1 (determines – menentukan) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
7 A6/11- A6/12 
She is searching for the meaning of “determine” in 
an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets some equivalents (menentukan, 
menetapkan and memutuskan). 
3 S6/13, S6/14 She is typing “menentukan”. 
7 A6/32 (7- second unfilled pause) 









S1 spends 18 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
14 seconds 4 seconds - 
 
The first subject searches for the meaning of “determine” in the dictionary 
(Krings‟ strategy of comprehension), which gives her some equivalents: 
“menentukan”, “menetapkan” and “memutuskan”. Then, she decides to use 
“menentukan” (Krings‟ strategy of decision-making). 
 
ii. The process done by S2 (determines – cara menentukannya) 
Time 
(second) 
Code Activities  
3 A6/25 (3- second unfilled pause) 
7 S6/17- S6/18 She is typing “cara membaginya”. 
2 A6/48 (2- second unfilled pause) 
5 A6/49- A6/51 
She is searching for the meaning of “determines” 
in an offline bilingual dictionary (Kamus2). 
She gets some equivalents (menentukan, 
menetapkan and memutuskan). 
15 A6/52- S6/37 
After thinking for 9 seconds, she is deleting 
“mbaginya”. 
She decides to use “cara menentukannya”. 
2 A6/56 (2- second unfilled pause) 
1 S6/38 She is typing “n”. 
4 A6/57 (4- second unfilled pause) 
4 S6/39 She is typing “entukannya”. 
 
S2 spends 43 seconds solving this problem. 
Time spent to solve the problem 
Analysis Synthesis Revision 
24 seconds 19 seconds - 
 





The second subject employs Krings‟ strategy of retrieval by waiting for the 
term to appear, which makes her have “cara membaginya” as the translation for 
“determines”. To make certain that her translation is correct, she employs Krings‟ 
strategy of monitoring by consulting the dictionary, which gives some equivalents 
but not “cara membaginya”. Then, she decides to use “cara menentukannya” 
(Krings‟ strategy of decision-making). It can be seen that here S2 also employs 
Newmark‟s strategies of shift by changing the word class from verb into noun and 
expansion by adding “cara” and “nya” in the TT. 
 
S1 and S2 use different terms to translate “determines” although they 
consult the same dictionary, since they employ different strategies. In the process 
of problem solving, S2 spends more time than S1 does.  
 
From the elaboration above, it can be seen that the subjects employ 
different strategies with different frequencies of use to solve some translation 
problems. 






 Frequency (time) 
Krings‟ Strategies Newmark‟s Strategies 
Comprehension Retrieval Monitoring Decision-Making Naturalization Reduction Shift 
a 2       
b 1  1     
c  1 1 1   1 
d 1    1 1 1 
e 1   1    
f 2  1     
g  1 1     
h  1 1     
i  1 1 1    
j 1   1    
 8 4 6 4 1 1 2 
 





In solving the translation problems, S1 employs Krings‟ strategy of 
comprehension the most. She employs this strategy 8 times to solve problems a, b, 
d, e, f and j by inferring from an article and consulting the dictionaries, the 
translation machine, and the Internet. 
 






 Frequency (time) 
Krings‟ Strategies Newmark‟s Strategies 
Baker‟s 
Strategy 
Comprehension Retrieval Monitoring 
Decision-
Making 
Naturalization Expansion Additions Shift Omission 
a 2  1 2   1   
b    1      
c  1 1      1 
d    1 1   2  
e 1  1  1     
f 2   1    1  
g  1  1      
h  1 1 1      
i  1 1 1      
j  1 1 1  1  1  
 5 5 6 9 2 1 1 4 1 
 
In the process of problem solving, S2 employs Krings‟ strategy of 
decision-making the most. She employs this strategy 9 times to solve problems a, 
b, d, f, g, h, i and j by using the terms that she thinks best suit the contexts of the 
sentences. 
 
C. The Informativeness of the Translations in the Religious and Academic 
Texts 
In this subchapter, the results of the subjects‟ processes of problem solving 
elaborated in the second part, which are the translations of some terms, are rated 
according to the type of the text.  
 





1. The Informativeness of the Translations in the Religious Texts 
By dividing the total score of all data by the number of data, S1‟s 
translation gets 1.31 for the informativeness, while S2‟s translation gets 2.15. It 
means that S1‟s translation is more informative than S2‟s. The data are analyzed 
as follows: 
a. blasphemy 
Code ST Code TT Score 
1/ST/RT/1 The Jewish high priests 
and elders of the 
Sanhedrin accused Jesus 
of blasphemy, ...  
1/TT1/RT/1 Para imam tinggi Yahudi dan tetua 




1/TT2/RT/1 Para imam agung dan pemuka 
agama menghujat Yesus ... 
4 
 
S1 and S2 translate blasphemy differently. Blasphemy is “behaviour or 
language that insults or shows a lack of respect for God or religion” (Hornby, 
2000: 116). According to KBBI, hujat means “caci; cela; fitnah” (2007: 410). 
From the definitions, it can be seen that hujat is not the Indonesian equivalent for 
blasphemy, since in the definition of hujat, the behaviour or language that insults 
or shows a lack of respect is not specifically for God or religion, which means that 
it can be for other people or things. Thus, the translation from the first subject: 
penghujatan, which is defined by KBBI as “proses, cara, perbuatan menghujat” 
(2007: 410), is less informative and scores 2.  
On the other hand, S2‟s translation: menghujat, defined as “mencaci; 
mencela; memfitnah” (2007: 410), scores 4, since it changes the message from the 
ST. S2 makes her TT mean that the behaviour or language that insults or shows a 
lack of respect is for Jesus, not for God or religion. 






Code ST Code TT Score 
2/ST/RT/2 The inscription above 
his head tauntingly read, 
"The King of the Jews."  
 
2/TT1/RT/2 Di atas kepala-Nya tertulis ejekan, 
“Raja Orang Yahudi.” 
1 
2/TT2/RT/2 Sebuah Kayu di atas kepalanya 




Inscription, which is defined as “words written in the front of a book or 
cut in stone or metal” (Hornby, 2000:671), is translated accurately by S1. It can be 
seen that in the process of translating this word (elaborated in subchapter B part 
1), S1 chooses the term tulisan, which, according to KBBI, means “hasil menulis” 
(2007: 1219) (back- translated into „the result of writing‟). These two terms have 
the similar definition. In addition, her translation is still given the best score 
although she changes the word from a noun into a verb (tertulis), since it does not 
change the meaning of the sentence from the ST. 
S2 uses the word kayu, defined as “bagian batang (cabang, dahan, dsb) 
pokok yg keras (yg biasa dipakai untuk bahan bangunan, dsb)” by KBBI (2007: 
519), to translate inscription. She gets 4 for her translation, because kayu is very 




Code ST Code TT Score 
3/ST/RT/3 The inscription above 
his head tauntingly 
read, "The King of the 
Jews."  
3/TT1/RT/3 Di atas kepala-Nya tertulis ejekan, 
“Raja Orang Yahudi.” 
1 
3/TT2/RT/3 Sebuah Kayu di atas kepalanya 









S1 uses the term ejekan, defined by KBBI as “perbuatan mengejek; olok-
olok; sindiran” (2007: 286), which means „the act of taunting; unkind remark; 
satire‟, to translate tauntingly and to change it from an adverb into a noun. This 
translation is considered informative, since ejekan and taunt, which means “an 
insulting or unkind remark that is intended to make sb angry or upset” (Hornby, 
2000: 1331), have the similar meaning. 
S2 omits translating tauntingly that she gets the score of 2. This omission 
makes the TT‟s readers get the meaning which is different from the one intended 
by the ST. Omitting tauntingly may make some TT‟s readers who do not have 
the background of Christian religion assume that the inscription is a kind of 
respect for Jesus, not taunt. 
 
d. cast lots 
Code ST Code TT Score 
4/ST/RT/4 During that time, 
soldiers cast lots for 
Jesus' clothing, ...  
4/TT1/RT/4 Sementara itu, para prajurit 
melempar undian atas baju 
Yesus, ... 
4 
4/TT2/RT/4 Pada waktu, para prajurit 
membagi-bagikan (membuang 
undi) Jubah Yesus, ...  
3 
 
The idiom cast lots is defined as “to choose sb/sth by lot” (Hornby, 2000: 
763), while lot as “the drawing of such objects as a method of deciding 
something” (Dictionary.com). This idiom is translated accurately by S2 into 
membuang undi, which is also an idiom, defined by KBBI as “menentukan 
sesuatu dng mengundi” (2007: 168), while mengundi means “menentukan 
(memilih, memutuskan, dsb) dng undi” (2007: 1245). However, because S2 also 





uses the term membagi-bagikan, which is not the equivalent for cast lots and, 
according to KBBI, means “memberikan (kpd banyak orang)” (2007: 86), she gets 
the score of 3. Her translation is confusing, since she uses two different terms with 
different meanings to translate this idiom. 
S1 does not translate this idiom accurately. She uses melempar undian, 
which does not have the same meaning as cast lots. According to KBBI, 
melempar means “membuang jauh- jauh; melontari” (2007: 657) and undian 
means “sesuatu yg diundi; lotre” (2007:1245). Thus, melempar undian means to 
throw the things used in a lot. The words change the meaning intended by the ST, 
since they make the sentence mean that soldiers throw the things used in a lot to 
Jesus‟ clothing. Because of that, she scores 4. 
  
e. insults 
Code ST Code TT Score 
5/ST/RT/5 ..., while people passed 
by shouting insults and 
scoffing.  
5/TT1/RT/5 ..., dan orang-orang yang lewat 
meneriakkan ejekan dan cacian. 
1 
5/TT2/RT/5 ..., sementara orang-orang yang 
lewat didepan - Nya mengejek dan 
menghina Dia.  
1 
 
Although S1 and S2 translate insults differently, both of them get the 
score of 1. Insult is “a remark or an action that is said or done in order to offend 
sb” (Hornby, 2000: 675), while according to KBBI, ejekan means “perbuatan 
mengejek; olok-olok; sindiran” (2007: 286) („the act of taunting; unkind remark; 
satire‟) and menghina means “menyinggung perasaan orang (spt memaki-maki, 
menistakan)” (2007: 402), which is from the noun hinaan, defined as “cercaan; 









Code ST Code TT Score 
6/ST/RT/6 ..., while people passed 
by shouting insults and 
scoffing.  
6/TT1/RT/6 ..., dan orang-orang yang lewat 
meneriakkan ejekan dan cacian. 
1 
6/TT2/RT/6 ..., sementara orang-orang yang 
lewat didepan - Nya mengejek dan 
menghina Dia.  
1 
 
The verb scoff, which means “to talk about sb/ sth in a way that makes it 
clear that you think they are stupid or ridiculous” (Hornby, 2000: 1143), is 
translated differently by both subjects. KBBI defines cacian as “kata-kata buruk 
yg dipakai untuk menjelekkan (mencerca, mencela, atau memaki)” (2007: 185) 
and mengejek as “mengolok-olok (menertawakan, menyindir) untuk 
menghinakan” (2007: 286). Although the three terms have a slight difference in 
meanings, i.e. cacian and mengejek do not always intend to show that you think 
somebody or something is stupid or ridiculous, the translations are still considered 
informative, since the difference is not significant.  
S1‟s decision to change the verb scoff into a noun gives another slight 
difference to the meaning of the sentence. The change makes the sentence mean 
that the people in the text are shouting two kinds of things: insults and scoffs, 
while in the original text, it may mean that the people are only shouting the 
insults. Because of that, in TT1, the word scoffing should be translated into 
mencaci. However, because this difference is not too significant, S1 still gets the 
score of 1. 






Code ST Code TT Score 
7/ST/RT/7 From the cross, Jesus 
spoke to his mother 
Mary and the disciple 
John.  
 
7/TT1/RT/7 Dari atas salib, Yesus berbicara 
kepada Maria, ibu-Nya, dan 
Yohanes, murid-Nya. 
1 
7/TT2/RT/7 Dari atas Salib, Yesus berbicara 
kepada Ibu Maria dan murid-Nya 
Yohanes.   
1 
 
In the context of the sentence, disciple is “one of the people who followed 
Jesus Christ and his teachings when he was living on earth, especially one of the 
twelve apostles” (Hornby, 2000: 356). This term is translated accurately by both 
subjects into murid, which is the term usually used in Indonesian language to 
refer to Jesus‟ apostles. 
 
h. tombs 
Code ST Code TT Score 
8/ST/RT/8 ...The tombs broke 
open and the bodies of 
many holy people who 
had died were raised to 
life." 
8/TT1/RT/8 ... Makam-makam terbuka, dan 
orang-orang suci yang telah 
meninggal dibangkitkan. 
1 
8/TT2/RT/8 ... Makan-makan pun terbuka 
lebar dan jasad orang-orang 
beriman yang telah meninggal 
mulai bangkit.”  
1 
 
Tomb is “a large grave, especially one built of stone above or below the 
ground” (Hornby, 2000: 1368). Both subjects give the accurate translations for 
this term (S2‟s term, i.e. makan-makan, is considered as her mistake in typing 
and read as makam-makam, since in the translation process seen from the 
transcript RTII, S2 reads it as makam-makam). Makam, which, according to 
KBBI, means “kubur” (2007: 700), is the best equivalent for tomb. Thus, both 
subjects score 1. 






Code ST Code TT Score 
9/ST/RT/9 It was typical at 
crucifixions for Roman 
soldiers ...  
9/TT1/RT/9 Dalam penyaliban, adalah hal yang 
khas bagi para prajurit Roma ... 
1 
9/TT2/RT/9 Sudah menjadi kekhasan 
(kebiasaan) prajurit romawi ...  
3 
 
In Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English, Hornby 
defines typical as “having the usual qualities or features of a particular type of 
person, thing or group” (2000: 1403). This term is translated accurately by the two 
subjects. According to KBBI, khas is “khusus; teristimewa” (2007: 563), which 
means „special; in particular‟, and biasa is “lazim; umum” (2007: 146), which 
means „usual; common‟. Although S2 changes the adjective into a noun, her 
translation is still informative, since she makes this change in order to make her 
TT suit the TL structure. However, in spite of the fact that kekhasan and 
kebiasaan can be the equivalents for typical, it is better for S2 to write only one 




Code ST Code TT Score 
10/ST/RT/10 ..., for when the 
soldiers came to Jesus, 
they found him 
already dead. Instead, 
they pierced his side.  
10/TT1/RT/10 ..., karena ketika mereka 
mendatangi Yesus, Dia telah 
tiada. Alih-alih, mereka 
menusuk badan-Nya. 
1 
10/TT2/RT/10 ..., ketika para prajurit datang ke 
tempat Yesus, mereka 
menemukan Dia telah mati 









Hornby defines instead as “in the place of sb/sth” (2000: 673). This word 
is translated accurately by S1 into alih- alih, which according to KBBI Pusat 
Bahasa, means “sbg pengganti” (2008: 40). On the other hand, S2 uses the term 
ketika, which is defined as “kata penghubung untuk menandai waktu yg 
bersamaan; tatkala; pd waktu (yg bersamaan)” by KBBI (2007: 561). It can be 
seen that instead and ketika have very different definitions. Thus, S2‟s 
translation is not informative. 
 
k. to show mercy 
Code ST Code TT Score 
11/ST/RT/11 It was typical at 
crucifixions for 
Roman soldiers to 
show mercy by 
breaking the criminal's 
legs, ...  
11/TT1/RT/11 Dalam penyaliban, adalah hal 
yang khas bagi para prajurit 
Roma untuk menunjukkan 
belaskasihan mereka dengan 
mematahkan kaki para 
terhukum, ...  
1 
11/TT2/RT/11 Sudah menjadi kekhasan 
(kebiasaan) prajurit romawi 
untuk menunjukan belas 
kasihan dengan mematahkan 
kaki-kaki para penjahat, ...  
1 
 
Hornby defines show as “to make it clear that you have a particular 
quality” (2000: 1189) and mercy as “a kind or forgiving attitude towards sb that 
you have the power to harm or right to punish” (2000: 801). In KBBI, 
menunjukkan means “memperlihatkan; menyatakan” (2007: 1226), 
belaskasihan means “rasa belas dan kasihan” (2007: 125), belas means “perasaan 
iba atau sedih melihat orang lain menderita” (2007: 125) and kasihan means “rasa 
iba hati” (2007: 512). Belaskasihan and mercy have the similar meaning, since it 
can be seen from the definitions that belaskasihan is an example of kind attitudes 





towards somebody. Thus, S1 and S2‟s translations are considered informative and 
given score 1. 
  
l. crucifixions 
Code ST Code TT Score 
12/ST/RT/12 It was typical at 
crucifixions for 
Roman soldiers ...  
12/TT1/RT/12 Dalam penyaliban, adalah hal 
yang khas bagi para prajurit 
Roma ... 
1 
12/TT2/RT/12 Sudah menjadi kekhasan 
(kebiasaan) prajurit romawi ... 
2 
 
Crucifixion and penyaliban have the same definition. In Oxford 
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English, Hornby defines crucifixion 
as “the act of killing sb by fastening them to a cross” (2000: 302). Then, in KBBI, 
penyaliban means “proses, cara, perbuatan menyalib” and menyalib means 
“menghukum mati pd kayu salib (tangan dan kaki orang yg dihukum direntangkan 
dng dipakukan pd kayu salib)” (2007: 984). Because of that, S1 gives the accurate 
translation for this word. Although she changes the word from plural into singular, 
she still gets the best score of informativeness for she intends to make her 
translation suit the TL structure. S2 scores 2, because by omitting this term in the 
TT, she makes the translated text less informative that the TT readers may not get 
the important point that the Roman soldiers‟ typical thing happens at crucifixions. 
 
m. ... thus causing death to come more quickly 
Code ST Code TT Score 
13/ST/RT/13 ... to show mercy by 
breaking the criminal's 
legs, thus causing 
death to come more 
quickly. ...  
13/TT1/RT/13 ... untuk menunjukkan 
belaskasihan mereka dengan 
mematahkan kaki para 
terhukum, sehingga kematian 
datang lebih cepat. ... 
1 





13/TT2/RT/13 ... untuk menunjukan belas 
kasihan dengan mematahkan 
kaki-kaki para penjahat, dengan 
demikian hal tersebut dapat  
mempercepat kematian. ...  
1 
  
In English, S1‟s translation, sehingga kematian datang lebih cepat, 
means „thus death comes more quickly‟, and S2‟s translation, dengan demikian 
hal tersebut dapat mempercepat kematian, means „thereby it can quicken 
death‟. Both translations are informative, since the messages delivered in the TTs 
are the same as the message in the ST. 
 
2. The Informativeness of the Translations in the Academic Texts 
By dividing the total score of all data by the number of data, S1‟s 
translation gets 1.1 for the informativeness, while S2‟s translation gets 2.2. It 
means that S1‟s translation is more informative than S2‟s. The data are analyzed 
as follows: 
a. baby boomer 
Code ST Code TT Score 
14/ST/AT/1 ... and this trend will 
continue with the aging 
of the baby boomer 
generation. 
14/TT1/AT/1 ..., dan tren peningkatan jumlah 
ini akan berlanjut seiring dengan 
pertambahan usia generasi 
ledakan kelahiran. 
2 
14/TT2/AT/1 ... dan gejala ini akan berlanjut 
sampai kejayaan generasi 
platinum (baby boomer : 
orang2 yang lahir pada masa 
perang dunia II (1946-1964). 
4 
 
Hornby defines baby boomer as “a person born during a baby boom, 
especially after the Second World War” (2000: 74) and baby boom as “a period 
when many more babies are born than usual” (2000:74). It can be seen in 





14/TT1/AT/1 that S1 translates the phrase baby boomer into ledakan kelahiran. 
According to KBBI, ledakan is “peningkatan jumlah yg terjadi amat cepat dan 
banyak” (2007: 650) (back- translated into „the increase in number which happens 
very quickly‟) and kelahiran is “perihal lahir” (2007: 625) (back- translated into 
„concerning birth‟). Thus, her translation is considered less informative and given 
score 2, since the phrase she uses does not specifically refer to the situation 
happening after World War II.  
In 14/TT2/AT/1, S2 gives a confusing translation for this phrase: generasi 
platinum (baby boomer : orang2 yang lahir pada masa perang dunia II 
(1946-1964). This translation is not informative. Wahyu Atmaji states that 
“generasi platinum adalah terminologi yang diberikan para pakar kepada anak-
anak yang lahir pada awal abad ke-21” (suaramerdeka.com), which means 
„generasi platinum is a terminology given by the experts for the children born in 
the beginning of the 21
st
 century‟. She also changes the meaning of baby boomer 
by giving the definition orang2 yang lahir pada masa perang dunia II (1946-
1964), back- translated into „the people born during World War II (1946-1964)‟. 
Thus, her TT scores 4. 
 
b. in light of 
Code ST Code TT Score 
15/ST/AT/2 ... with special 
emphasis on part-time 
work, in light of the 
different contexts they 
find themselves in.  
 
15/TT1/AT/2 ... dengan penekanan khusus pada 




15/TT2/AT/2 ... dengan tekanan yang luar biasa 
pada pekerja paruh waktu, dalam 
konteks yang berbeda ketika 
mereka mengelaminya. 
1 





To translate in light of (sth), defined by Dictionary.com as “taking into 
account; because of; considering”, S1 decides to use dengan 
mempertimbangkan (with considering), while S2 dalam (in). The different 
translations given by the two subjects do not change the message from the ST. 
Thus, they get the best score. 
 
c. arrangements 
Code ST Code TT Score 
16/ST/AT/3 The aim of this study is 
to examine employee 
perceptions of flexible 
work arrangements ...  
16/TT1/AT/3 Tujuan dari studi ini adalah 
untuk meneliti persepsi 
karyawan tentang rencana kerja 
yang fleksibel ... 
1 
16/TT2/AT/3 Tujuan dari riset ini adalah untuk 
menguji fleksibilitas kerja ... 
4 
 
Arrangement is “a plan or preparation that you make so that sth can 
happen” (Hornby, 2000: 56), while rencana, according to KBBI, is “rancangan; 
buram (rangka sesuatu yg akan dikerjakan)” (2007: 946), which means „the plan; 
the concept (the draft of something which is going to be done)‟. By using the 
word rencana, S1 gets the score of 1, since it is an informative translation and by 
omitting arrangements, S2 gets 4, since she changes the message intended by the 
ST. 
 
d. the different contexts they find themselves in 
Code ST Code TT Score 
17/ST/AT/4 ... with special 
emphasis on part-time 
work, in light of the 
different contexts 
they find themselves 
in.  
17/TT1/AT/4 ... dengan penekanan khusus pada 




17/TT2/AT/4 ... dengan tekanan yang luar biasa 
pada pekerja paruh waktu, dalam 
1 
 





 konteks yang berbeda ketika 
mereka mengelaminya. 
 
In Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English, Hornby 
defines different as “not the same as sb/sth; not like sb/sth else” (2000: 348), 
context as “the situation in which sth happens and that helps you to understand it” 
(2000: 267) and find as “to discover sb/sth/yourself doing sth or in a particular 
situation, especially when this is unexpected” (2000: 474). The subjects translate 
the phrase the different contexts they find themselves in differently. S1 uses the 
phrase konteks masing-masing (each context). This phrase gives the same 
information to the TT. According to KBBI, konteks is “situasi yg ada 
hubungannya dng suatu kejadian” (2007: 591), which means „the situation which 
has the relation to an event‟, and masing-masing is “seorang- seorang; sendiri-
sendiri; tiap-tiap orang” (2007: 719), which means „each‟.  
On the other hand, S2 uses the phrase konteks yang berbeda ketika 
mereka mengalaminya (the different contexts when they experience them). She 
also gets the score of 1 for the informativeness, for it does not change the 
message. However, this phrase sounds a bit strange in the TL. Thus, it is 
recommended to use konteks yang berbeda yang mereka alami (the different 
contexts which they experience). 
 
e. elusive 
Code ST Code TT Score 
18/ST/AT/5 ... It attempts to define 
what we mean by this 
elusive concept ... 
18/TT1/AT/5 ... Tesis ini akan mencoba untuk 
mendefinisikan konsep yang 
sulit dipahami ini ... 
1 
18/TT2/AT/5 ... Dengan cara mendifinisikan 1 





maksud dari sebuah konsep elusif 
... 
 
Although the subjects have different translations for elusive, defined as 
“difficult to find, define, or achieve” (Hornby, 2000: 407), both of them get the 
best score, because they make their TTs as informative as the ST. S1 uses the 
definition of elusive, i.e. yang sulit dipahami (difficult to understand), while S2 
uses elusif, which KBBI defines as “sukar dipahami atau diartikan; sukar 
diidentifikasi” (2007: 295), back- translated into „difficult to understand or define; 
difficult to identify‟. 
 
f. sustainable 
Code ST Code TT Score 
19/ST/AT/6 This study investigates 
the importance of 
sustainable business 
practices ... 
19/TT1/AT/6 Studi ini menyelidiki pentingnya 
praktik bisnis berkelanjutan ... 
1 
19/TT2/AT/6 Riset ini meneliti tentang 




To translate sustainable, defined as “that can continue or be continued for 
a long time” (Hornby, 2000: 1312), S1 chooses the term berkelanjutan, which 
KBBI defines as “berlangsung terus-menerus; berkesinambungan” (2007:637), 
which means „happening continuously; that can continue‟. She gets the best score, 
because her TT is as informative as the ST.  
S2 uses the term kelanjutan, which is “perkembangan (berikutnya)” 
(2007: 637), which means „the development (the next). It can be seen in 
19/TT2/AT/6 that the way she translates sustainable makes her TT have the 
different message from the ST. As the result, she scores 4. 






Code ST Code TT Score 
20/ST/AT/7 This study investigates 
the importance of 
sustainable business 
practices ... 
20/TT1/AT/7 Studi ini menyelidiki pentingnya 
praktik bisnis berkelanjutan ... 
1 
20/TT2/AT/7 Riset ini meneliti tentang 




Importance is defined as “the quality of being important” (Hornby, 2000: 
651) in Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English, while penting 
as “sangat berharga (berguna)” (2007: 851) in KBBI, which means „very 
important (useful)‟. Because of that, the two subjects make their TTs informative 
by translating importance into pentingnya. 
 
h. consider 
Code ST Code TT Score 
21/ST/AT/8 ..., it is recommended 
that educators should 
consider and 
encourage the 
importance of ...  
 
21/TT1/AT/8 ..., tenaga pengajar disarankan 
untuk mempertimbangkan dan 
menganjurkan pentingnya  ... 
1 
21/TT2/AT/8 ... , sangat dianjurkan jika para 
pendidik harus 
mempertimbangkan dan 
menganjurkan siswanya betapa 
pentingnya ...  
1 
 
The verb consider, defined by Hornby as “to think about sth carefully, 
especially in order to make a decision” (2000: 262), is translated accurately into 
mempertimbangkan by both subjects. According to KBBI, mempertimbangkan 
means “memikirkan baik-baik untuk menentukan (memutuskan dsb)” (2007: 
1193), which means „to think carefully in order to determine (to decide, etc.) 
something‟. They score 1, since their translations are informative. 
 






Code ST Code TT Score 
22/ST/AT/9 ..., it is recommended 
that educators should 
consider and 
encourage the 
importance of ...  
 
22/TT1/AT/9 ..., tenaga pengajar disarankan 
untuk mempertimbangkan dan 
menganjurkan pentingnya  ... 
1 
22/TT2/AT/9 ..., sangat dianjurkan jika para 
pendidik harus 
mempertimbangkan dan 
menganjurkan siswanya betapa 
pentingnya ...  
1 
 
Encourage means “to make sth more likely to happen or develop” 
(Hornby, 2000: 412). S1 and S2 translate this word into menganjurkan, which 
makes their TTs informative. KBBI defines menganjurkan as “mengemukakan 
sesuatu supaya diturut (dilakukan, dilaksanakan, dsb); mengajukan usul (saran 
dsb); mempropagandakan” (2007: 54), which means „to suggest something in 
order to make it done by the people: to give a suggestion; to propagandize‟. From 
the definitions, it can be seen that encourage and menganjurkan have the similar 
meaning. Thus, the subjects score 1. 
 
j. determines 
Code ST Code TT Score 
23/ST/AT/10 The thesis then 
applies the operational 
definition of evil to 
the case study and 
determines that the 
acts committed by the 
Waffen-SS were in 
fact evil.  
 
23/TT1/AT/10 Lalu tesis ini mengaplikasikan 
definisi operasional tentang 
kejahatan ke dalam studi kasus, 
dan menentukan bahwa 
perbuatan-perbuatan yang 
dilakukan oleh Waffen-SS 
sebenarnya adalah kejahatan. 
1 
23/TT2/AT/10 Riset/ studi ini mengaplikasikan 
masalah dalam pengertian kata 
„Jahat/buruk‟ ke dalam studi 
kasus dan cara 
menentukannya seperti yang 
telah dilakukan oleh Waffen-SS 
sebagai sebuah fakta kejahatan. 
4 
 





Determine, which, in Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current 
English, is defined as “to discover the facts about sth” (Hornby, 2000: 343), is 
translated differently by the subjects. S1 translates this verb into menentukan, 
which, according to KBBI, means “membuat menjadi tentu (pasti); menetapkan; 
memastikan” (2007: 1176) („to make certain; to determine; to make sure‟). These 
meanings are similar to the meaning of determine. Using menentukan in the TT 
does not change the message intended by the ST. Because of that, S1 gets the best 
score. On the other hand, S2 gives the different meaning to her TT by using cara 
menentukannya, which means „the way to determine it‟. Thus, she gets the score 
of 4. 






This study finds out that translators which are from different religious and 
academic backgrounds may have different performances in translating the same 
religious and academic texts. It is proved by the results of the analysis elaborated 
on the previous chapter. 
The subjects of this study are two English Letters students of semester 8 
from Sanata Dharma University. S1 is a Muslim whose academic score is above 
the average, while S2 is a Catholic whose academic score is about the average. In 
translating the same religious and academic texts, the subjects encounter different 
problems. Of 26 problems S1 encounters in the process of translating the religious 
text, 18 problems are linguistic problems (69.23%), 2 problems are textual 
problems (7.69%), 5 problems are extralinguistic problems (19.23%) and only 1 
problem is the problem of intentionality (3.85%), while of 29 problems S2 
encounters, 21 problems are linguistic problems (72.41%), 3 problems are textual 
problems (10.34%), 3 problems are extralinguistic problems (10.34%), 1 problem 
is the problem of intentionality (3.45%) and 1 problem is the problem relating to 
the TT reader (3.45%). Meanwhile, in the academic text, of 35 problems S1 
encounters, 27 problems are linguistic problems (77.14%), 3 problems are textual 
problems (8.57%), 4 problems are extralinguistic problems (11.43%) and only 1 
problem is the problem of intentionality (2.86%), while of 37 problems S2 
encounters, 29 problems are linguistic problems (78.38%), 1 problem is a textual 





problem (2.70%), 1 problem is an extralinguistic problem (2.70%) and 6 problems 
are problems of intentionality (16.22%). 
To solve the same translation problems, the subjects employ strategies 
which are also different. In the process of solving 13 problems in translating the 
religious text, S1 employs Krings‟ strategies of comprehension, retrieval, 
monitoring and decision-making; and Newmark‟s strategies of synonymy, 
reduction, expansion and shift, with strategy of monitoring as the strategy she 
employs the most, while S2 employs Krings‟ strategies of comprehension, 
retrieval, monitoring and decision-making; Newmark‟s strategies of modulation, 
expansion and shift; and Baker‟s strategy of omission, with strategy of 
comprehension as the strategy she employs the most. On the other hand, to solve 
10 translation problems in the academic text, S1 employs Krings‟ strategies of 
comprehension, retrieval, monitoring and decision-making; and Newmark‟s 
strategies of naturalization, reduction and shift, with strategy of comprehension as 
the strategy she employs the most, while S2 employs Krings‟ strategies of 
comprehension, retrieval, monitoring and decision-making; Newmark‟s strategies 
of naturalization, expansion, additions and shift; and Baker‟s strategy of omission 
with strategy of decision-making as the strategy she employs the most. 
By using Carroll‟s scale of informativeness, it is found that S1‟s 
translations are more informative than S2‟s. For the informativeness score, in the 
religious text, S1 gets 1.31, while S2 gets 2.15, and in the academic text, S1 gets 
1.1, while S2 gets 2.2. 





In relation to the backgrounds, it can be concluded that S1 can solve the 
translation problems in the academic and even religious texts better than S2 
because of her academic background, which is better than S2‟s. From the score of 
informativeness, it can also be seen that S2‟s religious background can help her in 
translation that she has better performance in solving the problems in the process 
of translating the religious text than in the academic text. 
Moreover, the strategies that the subjects employ influence the results of 
their translations. In the process of problem solving, S1 employs Krings‟ 
strategies of monitoring the most in the religious text and comprehension in the 
academic text, while S2 Krings‟ strategy of comprehension in the religious text, 
which makes the translations more informative than S2‟s translations in the 
academic text. In this case, the strategies of comprehension and monitoring are the 
effective translation strategies in solving the problems. It is not surprising 
considering the fact that in employing these strategies, a translator makes use of 
inferences and some aids, such as the dictionary, the translation machine and the 
Internet, which give the results which are more valid than those which are made 
from employing the strategy of decision-making, which S2 employs the most in 
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Appendix 1: S1‟s Translation for the Religious Text  
 
1. The Jewish high priests and elders of the Sanhedrin accused Jesus of 
blasphemy, arriving at the decision to put him to death. But first they needed 
Rome to approve of their death sentence, so Jesus was taken to Pontius Pilate, 
the Roman governor in Judea.  
Para imam tinggi Yahudi dan tetua Sanhedrin menuduh Yesus melakukan 
tindakan penghujatan, dan mereka memtuskan untuk menjatuhkan hukuman 
mati kepada-Nya. Akan tetapi, mereka membutuhkan persetujuan Roma 
untuk hukuman mati ini. Maka, Yesus dibawa menghadap Pontius Pilatus, 
gubernur Roma di Yudea.  
 
2. A prickly crown of thorns was placed on his head and he was stripped naked. 
Too weak to carry his cross, Simon of Cyrene was forced to carry it for him.  
Mahkota duri diletakkan di atas kepala-Nya, dan dia ditelanjangi. Karena Dia 
terlalu lelah untuk mengangkat salib-Nya, Simon dari Kirene dipaksa untuk 
membawanya.  
 
3. The inscription above his head tauntingly read, "The King of the Jews."  
Di atas kepala-Nya tertulis ejekan, “Raja Orang Yahudi.”  
 
4. During that time, soldiers cast lots for Jesus' clothing, while people passed by 
shouting insults and scoffing.  
Sementara itu, para prajurit melempar undian atas baju Yesus, dan orang-orang 
yang lewat meneriakkan ejekan dan cacian. 
 
5. From the cross, Jesus spoke to his mother Mary and the disciple John.  
Dari atas salib, Yesus berbicara kepada Maria, ibu-Nya, dan Yohanes, murid-Nya.  
 
6. He also cried out to his father, "My God, my God, why have You forsaken 
Me?" 
Dia juga berteriak memanggil Bapa-Nya, “Oh, Tuhanku, mengapa Engkau 
meninggalkan-Ku?”  
 
7.  A little later, as Jesus gave up his spirit, an earthquake shook the ground, 
ripping the Temple veil in two from top to bottom.  
Beberapa saat kemudian, ketika Yesus menyerahkan hidup-Nya, terjadilah gempa 
bumi, yang membelah tabir bait dari atas ke bawah menjadi dua bagian.  
 
8. Matthew's Gospel records, "The earth shook and the rocks split. The tombs 
broke open and the bodies of many holy people who had died were raised to 
life." 
Injil Matius mencatat, “Bumi berguncang dan tanah terbelah. Makam-makam 
terbuka, dan orang-orang suci yang telah meninggal dibangkitkan.  





9. It was typical at crucifixions for Roman soldiers to show mercy by breaking 
the criminal's legs, thus causing death to come more quickly. But this night 
only the thieves had their legs broken, for when the soldiers came to Jesus, 
they found him already dead. Instead, they pierced his side.  
Dalam penyaliban, adalah hal yang khas bagi para prajurit Roma untuk 
menunjukkan belaskasihan mereka dengan mematahkan kaki para terhukum, 
sehingga kematian datang lebih cepat. Akan tetapi, malam ini, mereka hanya 
mematahkan kaki para pencuri, karena ketika mereka mendatangi Yesus, Dia 
telah tiada. Alih-alih, mereka menusuk badan-Nya.  
 
10. Before sunset, Jesus was taken down by Joseph of Arimathea and laid in a 
tomb according to Jewish tradition. 
Sebelum matahari terbenam, Yesus diturunkan dari salib-Nya oleh Yusuf 



































Appendix 2: S2‟s Translation for the Religious Text  
 
1. The Jewish high priests and elders of the Sanhedrin accused Jesus of 
blasphemy, arriving at the decision to put him to death. But first they needed 
Rome to approve of their death sentence, so Jesus was taken to Pontius Pilate, 
the Roman governor in Judea.  
Para imam agung dan pemuka agama menghujat Yesus agar dia dapat dihukum 
mati.  Tetapi mereka ingin Roma yang memberi hukuman tersebut, maka 
Yesus dibawa ke Ponsius Pilatus, seorang  Gubernur Roma yang berkuasa di 
tanah Yudea.  
 
2. A prickly crown of thorns was placed on his head and he was stripped naked. 
Too weak to carry his cross, Simon of Cyrene was forced to carry it for him.  
Mahkota duri terpasang dikepala-Nya dan Ia pun telanjang. Karena kelelahan 
memanggul salib-Nya, Simon dari Kirene membantu Yesus membawakan 
salib.  
 
3. The inscription above his head tauntingly read, "The King of the Jews."  
Sebuah Kayu di atas kepalanya bertuliskan, “Inilah Raja orang Yahudi.”  
 
4. During that time, soldiers cast lots for Jesus' clothing, while people passed by 
shouting insults and scoffing.  
Pada waktu, para prajurit membagi-bagikan (membuang undi) Jubah Yesus, 
sementara orang-orang yang lewat didepan - Nya mengejek dan menghina 
Dia.  
 
5. From the cross, Jesus spoke to his mother Mary and the disciple John.  
Dari atas Salib, Yesus berbicara kepada Ibu Maria dan murid-Nya Yohanes.   
 
6. He also cried out to his father, "My God, my God, why have You forsaken 
Me?" 
Lalu Ia berteriak kepada Bapa, “Eli, Eli, Lama Sabakhtani (Allahku ya Allahku, 
mengapa Kau tinggalkan daku)?”. 
 
7. A little later, as Jesus gave up his spirit, an earthquake shook the ground, 
ripping the Temple veil in two from top to bottom.  
Beberapa saat kemudian, sesudah yesus menyerahkan nyawa-Nya, terjadilah 
gempa bumi, dan membelah Bait Allah menjadi dua.  
 
8. Matthew's Gospel records, "The earth shook and the rocks split. The tombs 
broke open and the bodies of many holy people who had died were raised to 
life." 
Menurut kitab Matius, “ Bumi terguncang dan tanah retak.  Makan-makan pun  
terbuka lebar dan jasad orang-orang beriman yang telah meninggal mulai 
bangkit.”  
 





9. It was typical at crucifixions for Roman soldiers to show mercy by breaking 
the criminal's legs, thus causing death to come more quickly. But this night 
only the thieves had their legs broken, for when the soldiers came to Jesus, 
they found him already dead. Instead, they pierced his side.  
Sudah menjadi kekhasan (kebiasaan) prajurit romawi untuk menunjukan belas 
kasihan dengan mematahkan kaki-kaki para penjahat, dengan demikian hal 
tersebut dapat  mempercepat kematian. Akan tetapi saat ini hanya para 
pencuri saja yang kakinya di patahkan, ketika para prajurit datang ke tempat 
Yesus, mereka menemukan Dia telah mati ketika mereka menusuk 
lambungnya.  
 
10. Before sunset, Jesus was taken down by Joseph of Arimathea and laid in a 
tomb according to Jewish tradition. 
Sebelum fajar (matahari terbit), Yesus dibawa oleh Yusuf dari Arimathea dan 

































Appendix 3: S1‟s Translation for the Academic Text 
 
1. The population in the United States is experiencing a dramatic increase in the 
number of older adults and this trend will continue with the aging of the baby 
boomer generation.  
Populasi lansia di Amerika Serikat tengah mengalami peningkatan jumlah yang 
dramatis, dan tren peningkatan jumlah ini akan berlanjut seiring dengan 
pertambahan usia generasi ledakan kelahiran.  
 
2. The aim of this study is to examine employee perceptions of flexible work 
arrangements with special emphasis on part-time work, in light of the 
different contexts they find themselves in.  
Tujuan dari studi ini adalah untuk meneliti persepsi karyawan tentang rencana 
kerja yang fleksibel dengan penekanan khusus pada pekerjaan paruh waktu, 
dengan mempertimbangkan konteks masing-masing.  
 
3. This thesis is an exploration of the concept of evil. It attempts to define what 
we mean by this elusive concept and its relevance to human behaviour.  
Tesis ini merupakan eksplorasi dari konsep kejahatan. Tesis ini akan mencoba 
untuk mendefinisikan konsep yang sulit dipahami ini dan keterkaitannya 
dengan perilaku manusia.  
 
4. This study investigates the importance of sustainable business practices in 
accommodation businesses in Vienna.  
Studi ini menyelidiki pentingnya praktik bisnis berkelanjutan dalam bisnis 
akomodasi di Wina.  
 
5. To increase creativity in interior design, it is recommended that educators 
should consider and encourage the importance of visual imagery in the design 
curriculum.  
Untuk meningkatkan kreativitas di dalam bidang desain interior, tenaga pengajar 
disarankan untuk mempertimbangkan dan menganjurkan pentingnya  
perbandingan visual dalam kurikulum desain.  
 
6. The thesis then applies the operational definition of evil to the case study and 
determines that the acts committed by the Waffen-SS were in fact evil.  
Lalu tesis ini mengaplikasikan definisi operasional tentang kejahatan ke dalam 
studi kasus, dan menentukan bahwa perbuatan-perbuatan yang dilakukan oleh 
Waffen-SS sebenarnya adalah kejahatan.  
 
7. Creativity relates to the ability to visualize information; however, only a few 
studies have focused on this potential connection in design.  
Kreativitas berhubungan dengan kemampuan memvisualisasikan informasi. Akan 
tetapi, hanya ada beberapa studi yang berfokus pada koneksi/hubungan yang 
potensial dalam desain.  
 





8. It is important for design practitioners and researchers to understand whether 
current purpose-built housing for older adults, such as assisted living 
facilities, are addressing their shelter and healthcare needs.  
Adalah penting bagi para praktisi dan peneliti untuk memahami apakah 
perumahan bertujuan khusus bagi para lansia sekarang ini, seperti fasilitas 
bagi berkebutuhan khusus, menjawab kebutuhan tempat tinggal dan layanan 
kesehatan.   
 
9. The study was conducted through 13 qualitative interviews conducted in the 
first 6 months of 2011 in the Netherlands.  
Studi ini dilakukan dengan 13 wawancara kualitatif yang dilaksanakan selama 
enam bulan pertama tahun 2011 di Belanda.  
 
10. This study has adopted the sociological theory by focusing on Soyinka‟s 
texts; The Lion and the Jewel and Death and the King’s Horseman because 
they best suit our study.  
Studi ini telah mengadopsi teori sosiologi dengan berfokus pada teks The Lion 
and the Jewel dan Death and the King’s Horseman karena kedua teks ini 





























Appendix 4: S2‟s Translation for the Academic Text 
 
1. The population in the United States is experiencing a dramatic increase in the 
number of older adults and this trend will continue with the aging of the baby 
boomer generation.  
Populasi (jumlah penduduk)  di Amerika Serikat mengalami kenaikan yang 
dramatis pada jumlah usia lanjut dan gejala ini akan berlanjut sampai 
kejayaan generasi platinum (baby boomer : orang2 yang lahir pada masa 
perang dunia II (1946-1964). 
 
2. The aim of this study is to examine employee perceptions of flexible work 
arrangements with special emphasis on part-time work, in light of the 
different contexts they find themselves in.  
Tujuan dari riset ini adalah untuk menguji fleksibilitas kerja dengan tekanan yang 
luar biasa pada pekerja paruh waktu, dalam konteks yang berbeda ketika 
mereka mengelaminya. 
 
3. This thesis is an exploration of the concept of evil. It attempts to define what 
we mean by this elusive concept and its relevance to human behaviour.  
Studi/ riset  ini adalah sebuah eksplorasi terhadap suatu konsep buruk (jahat). 
Dengan cara mendifinisikan maksud dari sebuah konsep elusif dan kaitannya 
dengan tingkah laku manusia. 
 
4. This study investigates the importance of sustainable business practices in 
accommodation businesses in Vienna.  
Riset ini meneliti tentang pentingnya kelanjutan praktek bisnis dalam bisnis 
akomodasi di Vienna.  
 
5. To increase creativity in interior design, it is recommended that educators 
should consider and encourage the importance of visual imagery in the design 
curriculum.  
Untuk meningkatkan kreatifitas dalam desain interior, sangat dianjurkan jika para 
pendidik harus mempertimbangkan dan menganjurkan siswanya betapa 
pentingnya daya visual pada kurikulum desain.  
 
6. The thesis then applies the operational definition of evil to the case study and 
determines that the acts committed by the Waffen-SS were in fact evil.  
Riset/ studi ini mengaplikasikan masalah dalam pengertian kata „Jahat/buruk‟ ke 
dalam studi kasus dan cara menentukannya seperti yang telah dilakukan oleh 
Waffen-SS sebagai sebuah fakta kejahatan. 
 
7. Creativity relates to the ability to visualize information; however, only a few 
studies have focused on this potential connection in design.  
Sebuah kreatifitas sangat berkaitan dengan kemampuan untuk memvisualisasi 
(menggambarkan/mendeskripsikan) sebuah informasi; akan tetapi ; hanya 
beberapa siswa yang fokus dalam hubungan potensial dalam mendesain. 






8. It is important for design practitioners and researchers to understand whether 
current purpose-built housing for older adults, such as assisted living 
facilities, are addressing their shelter and healthcare needs.  
Sangat penting bagi para arsitek dan ahli riset untuk memahami bagaimana tujuan 
membangun rumah untuk kaum lansia, seperti membantu menyediakan 
fasilitas tempat tinggal yang ditujukan sebagai kebutuhan bertempat tinggal 
dan sarana kesehatan. 
 
9. The study was conducted through 13 qualitative interviews conducted in the 
first 6 months of 2011 in the Netherlands.  
Riset ini sudah dilakukan 13 kali wawancara kualitatif  pada enam bulan pertama 
dilakukan pada tahun 2011 di Belanda 
 
10. This study has adopted the sociological theory by focusing on Soyinka‟s 
texts; The Lion and the Jewel and Death and the King’s Horseman because 
they best suit our study.  
Riset ini mengadaptasi/ diadaptasi dari teori sosial yg berfokus pada karya 
Soyinka; The Lion and the jewel dan Death and the King’s Horseman 




























Appendix 5:  






(Code) Computer Screen WebCam 
1 Okay   A1/1 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/2 
5 Jewish high priests and elders 
of Sanhedrin accused Jesus of 
blasphemy 
  A1/3 
3   Not looking at 
the screen 
A1/4 
13 arriving at the decision to put 
him to death. But first they 
need, needed Rome to approve 
of their death sentences, so 
Jesus was taken to Pontius 
Pilate, the Roman governor in 
Judea.  
  A1/5 
1 E-e. Moving the Kamus2 application 
window 
 A1/6 
4 Okay...  Moving her 
chair 
A1/7 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/8 
8 IM, IMAM, PARA IMAM  Typing “Para Iman”. Then, 
changing “Iman” into “Imam”. 
 S1/1 
2 PARA IMAM TINGGI  
 
  S1/2 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/9 
5 DAN SESEPUH SANHEDRIN 
MENUDUH 
  S1/3 
1 Blasphemy blasphemy 
blasphemy 
  A1/10 
10 Blas-phe-my Searching for the meaning of 
“blasphemy” in Kamus2 
 A1/11 
(Kamus2 shows blasphemy: kb. 
(j.-mies) penghujahan, 
pemfitnahan.) 
3 Ck, PENGHUJATAN   A1/12 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/13 
3  Deleting the “y” from the word 
“blasphemy” in Kamus2. Then, 
typing the “y” again and pressing 
the “Enter” button. 
 A1/14 
3 FITNAHAN noooo way Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A1/15 
4 Eh, sss... double ini Opening two tabs in Mozilla 
Firefox 
 A1/16 
6 Blasphemy Going to the first tab and 




- Blasphemy – Wikipedia, the 
free encyclopedia 
- Blasphemy | Define 
Blasphemy at Dictionary.com 









Blasphemy – New Adver ... 
- Blasphemy – The Free 
Dictionary 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/18 
2 PENGHUJATAN Clicking the link to “Blasphemy 
– Wikipedia, the free 
encyclopedia” 
 A1/19 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/20 
1  Moving to the second tab  A1/21 
9 Emmmm Searching for “Google 
Translate” 
 A1/22 
1  Moving back to the first tab (but, 
it is still loading) 
 A1/23 
2  Going back to the worksheet  A1/24 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/25 
1 PARA, PARA IMAM   S1/4 
4 IMAM Deleting “Imam”. Then, typing 
“imam”. 
 S1/5 
2 TINGGI Typing “tinngi”  S1/6 
2 Eh TINGGI Changing “tinngi” into “tinggi”  S1/7 
6 DAN TETUA SANHEDRIN  Typing “dan tetua Sanhedrin”  S1/8 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/26 
3 PARA IMAM TINGGI 
YAHUDI  
  S1/9 
5 but this with YAHUDI DAN 
TETUA SANHEDRIN 
Inserting “Yahudi” between 
“tinggi” and “dan” 
 S1/10 
8 MENUDUH YESUS 
MELAKUKAN 
Typing “menuduh Yesus 
melakukan” 
 S1/11 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/27 
5 TINDAKAN PENGHUJATAN Typing “tindakan 
penghujatan,” 
 S1/12 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/28 
1 DAN    S1/13 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/29 
4 DAN IMAM haah... eeee...   S1/14 
11 DAN SAMPAI PADA 
KEPUTUSAN UNTUK MENG 
Typing “dan sampai pada 
keputusan untuk meng” 
 S1/15 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/30 
3 KEPUTUSAN HUKUMAN 
MATI UNTUKNYA 
Deleting “meng”  S1/16 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/31 
9 PENJATUHAN HUKUMAN 
MATI UNTUK 
Typing “penjatuhan hukuman 
mati untuk” 
 S1/17 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/32 
2 NYA Typing “Nya.”  S1/18 
2   Still looking A1/33 





at the screen 
4 AKAN TETAPI Typing “Akan tetapi,”  S1/19 
2 MEREKA MEMBUTUHKAN   S1/20 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/34 
2 PERSETUJUAN ROMA   S1/21 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/35 
2 AKAN HUKUMAN MATI INI   S1/22 
9 AKAN TETAPI MEREKA 
MEMBUTUHKAN 
PERSETUJUAN ROMA 
Typing “mereka membutuhkan 
persetujuan Roma” 
 S1/23 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/36 
13 UNTUK HUKUMAN MATI 
INI. MAKA YESUS DIBAWA 
Typing “untuk hukuman mati 
ini. Maka, Yesus dibawa” 
 S1/24 
3 DIHADAPKAN KE oh 
DIHADAPKAN 
  S1/25 
1  Deleting “bawa” and typing 
“hada” 
 S1/26 
3 DI eh DIBAWA UNTUK 
MENGHADAP  
  S1/27 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/37 
2 em taken to Pontius Pilate   A1/38 
3  Going to Mozilla Firefox (the 
first tab) 
 A1/39 
5 Eeeeeeee blasphemy. Em no, not 
this one 
(“blasphemy-Wikipedia”)  A1/40 
2 should, eh   A1/41 
4  Clicking the link to “Catholic 
prayers and reparations for 
blasphemy”  
 A1/42 
1  Going back to the top  A1/43 
4  Clicking the link to change the 
language of the text into Bahasa 
Indonesia 
 A1/44 
1  Moving to the second tab 
(Google Translate) 
 A1/45 
2 Google Translate Opening a new tab  A1/46 
8 Em tadi mau cari em PONTIUS 
PILATUS 
Searching for “pontius pilatus” in 
Google 
 A1/47 
1  Moving to the second tab 
(Google Translate) 
 A1/48 
2  Moving to the first tab  A1/49 
8  (“Penghujatan-Wikipedia”) Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/50 
2 PENGHUJATAN Moving to the third tab   A1/51 
3  Clicking the link to “Pontius 
Pilate-Wikipedia, the free 
encyclopedia” 
 A1/52 




1  Moving to the first tab  A1/54 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/55 
1 PENGHUJATAN Moving to the third tab   A1/56 
1  (the page is still loading) Waiting for 
the loading 
A1/57 






1  Going back to the worksheet  A1/58 
3 DIHAD DIBAWA  Deleting “hada”  S1/28 
7 MENGHADAP PONTIUS heh Typing “bawa menghadap 
Pntius” 
 S1/29 
2  Deleting “ntius”  S1/30 
12 PONTIUS PILATUS 
GUBERNUR ROMA DI 
YUDEA 
Typing “ontius Pilatus, 
gubernur Roma di Yudea.” 
 S1/31 
1  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A1/59 
10  Clicking the link to change the 
language of the text into Bahasa 
Indonesia 
 A1/60 
2  Moving to the first tab 
(“Penghujatan –Wikipedia”) 
 A1/61 
9   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/62 
2 Em Moving to the third tab (“Pontius 
Pilatus –Wikipedia”) 
 A1/63 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/64 
2 PONTIUS PILATUS   A1/65 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/66 
1 YUDEA    A1/67 
2  Going to the worksheet  A1/68 
1 Okay   A1/69 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
S1/32 
1  Moving to no. 2  A2/1 
6 A prickly crown of thorns was 
placed on his head and he was 
stripped naked 
  A2/2 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/3 
6 Too weak to carry his cross, 
Simon of Cyrene was forced to 
carry it for him 
  A2/4 
4 Simon of Cyrene Going to Mozilla Firefox  A2/5 
1  Opening a new tab  A2/6 
4 Simon of Cyrene Searching for “Simon of 
Cyrene” in Google 
 A2/7 




1 Eem  Going to the worksheet  A2/9 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/10 
4 MAHKOTA DURI  Typing “Mahkota duri”  S2/1 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/11 
1 DI   S2/2 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/12 
3 DIBERIKAN Typing “diberikan”  S2/3 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/13 
2 Ah DILETAKKAN Deleting “berikan”  S2/4 
8 DILETAKKAN DI ATAS 
KEPALANYA  
Typing “letakkan di atas 
kepala-Nya,” 
 S2/5 





2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/14 
5 DAN DIA DITELANJANGI Typing “dan dia ditelanjangi.”  S2/6 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/15 
1  Going to Mozilla Firefox  A2/16 
4  Clicking the link to “Simon of 
Cyrene- Wikipedia” 
 A2/17 




1  Going back to the worksheet  A2/19 
4 KARENA DIA  Typing “Karena Dia”  S2/7 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/20 
2 TERLALU  Typing “terlalu”  S2/8 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/21 
1 LELAH  Typing “lelah”  S2/9 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/22 
6 UNTUK MENGANGKAT 
SALIB ei 
Typing “untuk mengangkat 
salbi” 
 S2/10 
2 LIBNYA Deleting “bi” and typing “ib-
Nya,” 
 S2/11 
3 Simon of Cyrene Going to the fourth tab of 
Mozilla Firefox 
 A2/23 
9 Simon of Cyrene, uda ada, 
Simon, Cyrene  
Clicking the link to change the 
language of the text into Bahasa 
Indonesia 
 A2/24 




4 KIR, ow, KIRENE, SIMON 
DARI KIRENE 
(“Simon dari Kirene –
Wikipedia”) 
 A2/26 
4 SIMON DARI KIRENE Going back to the worksheet  A2/27 
3 Ssssss   A2/28 
11 SIMON DARI KIRENE 
DIPAKSA UNTUK MEM  
Typing “Simon dari Kirene 
dipaksa untuk m” 
 S2/12 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/29 
2 BAWA Typing “embawa”  S2/13 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/30 
8 MEMBAWA SA e-em 
MAHKOTA DURI 
DILETAKKAN DI ATAS 
KEPALANYA DIPAKSA 
UNTUK MENGGANTIKAN 
KARENA DIA TERLALU 
LELAH UNTUK  
MENGKAT SALIBNYA 
  S2/14 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/31 
5 SIMON DARI KIRENE 
DIPAKSA UNTUK 
MEMBAWA 
  S2/15 
1 NYA Typing “nya.”  S2/16 
4 Okay  Moving to no. 3  A3/1 
3   Still looking A3/2 





at the screen 
4 inscription above his head 
tauntingly  
  A3/3 
10 Taun-ting-ly taunting Searching for the meaning of 
“taunting” in CALD3 
 A3/4 
(CALD3 shows taunt: v to 
intentionally annoy and upset 
someone by making unkind 
remarks to them, laughing at 
them, etc. The other children 
used to taunt him in the 
playground because he was fat 
and wore glasses.) 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/5 
11 Hem taunting Searching for the meaning of 
“taunting” in Kamus2 
 A3/6 
(Kamus2 shows taunt: kb. 
celaan,ejekan. -kkt. mencela, 
mengejek.) 
11   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/7 
5 The inscription above his head 
tauntingly read Kings of Jews 
  A3/8 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/9 
10 eh inscription inscription 
inscriptions inscription 
Searching for the meaning of 
“inscription” in Kamus2 
 A3/10 
(Kamus2 shows inscription: kb. 
1 prasasti. 2 persembahan (in a 
book)) 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/11 
3 Say TULISAN aja sss    A3/12 
6 scription Searching for the meaning of 
“inscription” in CALD3 
 A3/13 
(CALD3 shows inscription: 
words that are written or cut in 
something. The inscription read 
'To darling Molly. Christmas 
1904.'  
The inscriptions on the 
gravestones were worn away.)  
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/14 
1 Okay   A3/15 
5 TULISAN YANG Typing “Tulisan yang me”  S3/1 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/16 
3  Deleting “yang me”  S3/2 
4   Not looking at 
the screen 
A3/17 
2 EJEKAN YANG TERTULIS eh Deleting “Tulisan”  S3/3 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/18 
11 above his head tauntingly read 
inscription above his head 
tauntingly read inscription 
above his head tauntingly read 
  A3/19 
2   Still looking A3/20 





at the screen 
1 TULISAN DI ATAS 
KEPALANYA 
  S3/4 
11   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/21 
8  Typing “Tulisan, yang 
merupakan” 
 S3/5 
1 Wait wait wait tauntingly  Going to Mozilla Firefox  A3/22 
6 tauntingly tauntingly Moving to the second tab and 
searching for the meaning of 
“tauntingly” in Google 
Translate 
 A3/23 
(Google Translate shows 
tauntingly: adv dgn 
mencemoohkan, secara 
mengejek, dgn mencela) 
11   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/24 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A3/25 
14   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/26 
3 TULISAN DI ATAS 
KEPALANYA 
  S3/6 
6  Deleting “, yang merupakan” 
and typing “di atas kepala” 
 S3/7 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/27 
2 TULISAN DI ATAS 
KEPALANYA TERTULIS? 
  S3/8 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/28 
1 DI ATAS KEPALANYA 
TERTULIS 
  S3/9 
1  Deleting “Tulisan”  S3/10 
4 DI ATAS KEPALANYA    S3/11 
8 TERTULIS EJEKAN RAJA Typing “ tertulis ejekan, “Raja 
da ” 
 S3/12 
1  Deleting “da”  S3/13 
6 ORANG YAHUDI Typing “Orang Yahudi.””  S3/14 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
S3/15 
1  Moving to no. 4  A4/1 
15 During that time, soldiers cast 
lots for Jesus' clothing, while 
people passed by shouting 
insults and scoffing. cast lots 
cast lots 
  A4/2 
7  Searching for the meaning of 
“cast lots” in Kamus2 
 A4/3 
(Kamus2 shows cast lots: not 
found) 
2 Gak ada ya   A4/4 
8 Lot  Searching for the meaning of 
“lots” in CALD3 
 A4/5 
(CALD3 shows lot: n large 
amount, group, sale, land, life, 
chance) 
4 (humming)    A4/6 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/7 





6 bukan bukan bukan bukan bukan 
bukan. Bukan. 
  A4/8 
7  Searching for the meaning of 
“cast lot” in CALD3 
 A4/9 
(CALD3 shows cast lot: not 
found) 
3 Hem Going to the first tab of Mozilla 
Firefox 
 A4/10 
10 cast lots meaning Searching for “cast lots 
meaning” in Google 
 A4/11 
2 PONTIUS PILATUS  Moving to the third tab  A4/12 
1 SIMON DARI KIRENE Moving to the fourth tab  A4/13 
3  Scrolling the page  A4/14 
1 Okay Going back to the first tab  A4/15 
4  (the results: 
- cast lots 1. See lot 
- What Does It Mean to Cast 
Lots in the Bible? – Ask.com 
- What was the practice of 
casting lots?-GotQuestion.org 
- Cast lots | Define Cast lots at 
Dictionary.com 
- Lots – Holman Bible 
Dictionary –Dictionaries-
StudyLight.org  ) 
Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/16 
6 Eh Clicking the link to open “lot” in 
a new window 
 A4/17 
5  Closing the window and going 
back to the first tab 
 A4/18 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/19 
1  Going to the second tab (Google 
Translate) 
 A4/20 
2  Moving to the first tab  A4/21 
6  Scrolling the page 
(The other results: 
- The Casting of Lots in the 
Bible | Bob Enyart Live 
- Daily Bible Study – Casting 
Lots 
- What is casting lots? – Bible 
Study 
- Casting lots – definition of 
casting lots by the Free Online 
Dictionary) 
 A4/22 
1  Clicking the link to open “Cast 
lots | Define Cast lots at 
Dictionary.com”  in a new tab 
 A4/23 
12  Moving the cursor to “What was 
the practice of casting lots?-
GotQuestions.org” and “What is 
casting lots? – Bible Study” 
without clicking them 
 A4/24 
4  Clicking the link to open 
“Casting lots – definition of 
casting lots by the Free Online 
Dictionary” in a new tab 
 A4/25 
1  Going to the second tab 
(“Casting lots – definition of 
casting lots by the Free Online 
Dictionary”) (but, it is still 
 A4/26 






2  Going back to the worksheet  A4/27 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/28 
2 DI ATAS KEPALANYA   S3/16 
2  Typing “-Nya” after “kepala” 
for the translation of no. 3 
 S3/17 
2 TERTULIS EJEKAN RAJA 
ORANG YAHUDI 
  S3/18 
3  Going to the second tab of 
Mozilla Firefox 
 A4/29 
16 Cast lots one of a set of objects 
as straws or pebbles drawn, or 
thrown from a container to 
decide a question or choice by 
chance. The casting or drawing 
of such objects as a method of 
deciding something.  
  A4/30 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/31 
2 Hem what‟s cast lots?   A4/32 
3  Going back to the worksheet  A4/33 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/34 
3 SEMENTARA ITU PARA 
PRAJULIT 
Going to no. 4  S4/1 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/35 
4 MELAKUKAN UNDIAN ATAS 
BAJU je BAJU YESUS 
  S4/2 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/36 
1 DAN ORANG ORANG YANG   S4/3 
3   Not looking at 
the screen 
A4/37 
2 SEMENTARA ITU lagi? no   S4/4 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/38 
2 DAN ORANG ORANG YANG 
LEWAT 
  S4/5 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/39 
5 Eh... insult ins insults insult Opening Kamus2  A4/40 
2 ins Eich   A4/41 
3 Insult Typing “insult”  A4/42 
1 Lho kok ke situ Deleting “insult”  A4/43 
8 Insult  Searching for the meaning of 
“insult” in Kamus2 
 A4/44 
(Kamus2 shows insult: kb. 
penghinaan, cercaan, nista. to 
add i. to injury sudah menderita 
rugi. dihina lagi.-kkt. menghina. 
-insulting ks. yang menghina.) 
5 MENGHINA. MENERIAKAN 
PENGHINAAN DAN 
  S4/6 
5 scoff Searching for the meaning of 
“scoffing” in Kamus2 
 A4/45 
(Kamus2 shows scoffing: 
mengejek) 
2 DAN MENGEJEK   S4/7 





2  Searching for the meaning of 
“scoff” in Kamus2 
 A4/46 
(Kamus2 shows scoff: kki. to s. 
at mengejek(kan). -scoffing kb. 
cacian, cercaan, ejekan. -
scoffingly kk. secara mengejek.) 
4 HINAAN DAN EJEKAN 
CACIAN. Okay 
  S4/8 
5  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A4/47 
1  Going to the third tab (“Casting 
lots – definition of casting lots by 
the Free Online Dictionary”) 
 A4/48 
3  (The result: noun. casting lots – 
making a chance decision by 
using lots (straws or pebbles etc.) 
that are thrown or drawn) 
Still looking 
at the screen 
 
A4/49 
1 MENGUNDI right   A4/50 
2 MENGUNDI  Going to the fourth tab (Google 
Translate) 
 A4/51 
5 cast lot Searching for “cast a lot” in 
Google Translate 
 A4/52 
3 Should be yet Closing the third tab and going 
back to Google Translate (now it 
becomes the third tab) 
 A4/53 
3  (Google is still translating.) Waiting for 
the translation 
A4/54 
5 Hem? E no (Google Translate shows cast a 
lot: melemparkan banyak) 
 A4/55 
4  Searching for “cast lots” in 
Google Translate 
 A4/56 
(Google Translate shows cast 
lots: membuang undi) 
3 Oh ah BUANG UNDI Going back to the worksheet  A4/57 
1 MELEMPAR UNDIAN   S4/9 
10  Typing “Sementara itu, para”  S4/10 
8 PARA PRAJURIT 
MEMBUANG 
Typing “prajurit membuang”  S4/11 
5 ah MENGUNDI MEMBUANG 
UN MELEMPAR UNDIAN 
Deleting “mbuang”  S4/12 
2  Typing “lempar undian”  S4/13 
23 ATAS BAJU YESUS DAN 
ORANG ORANG YANG 
LEWAT MENERIAKKAN 
EJEKAN DAN CACIAN 
Typing “atas baju Yesus, dan 
orang- orang yang lewat 
meneriakkan ejekan dan 
cacian.” 
 S4/14 
2  Moving to no. 5  A5/1 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/2 
1 From the cross    A5/3 
2 DARI ATAS SALIB   S5/1 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/4 
1 Jesus    A5/5 
3 spoke Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A5/6 
8 What‟s disciple? disciple itu 
MURID. yes 
Searching for the meaning of 
“disciple” in Google Translate 
 A5/7 
2 kebalik Swapping the language in 
Google Translate 
 A5/8 
3 MURID (Google Translate shows 
disciple: n murid, pengikut, 
penganut, rasul.) 
 A5/9 





3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/10 
4 RAS RASUL or MURID   A5/11 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/12 
1 MURID   A5/13 
4  Going back to the worksheet  A5/14 
20 DARI ATAS. SALIB YESUS 
BERBICARA KEPADA 
IBUNYA MARIA DAN  
Typing “Dari atas salib, Yesus 
berbicara kepada ibu-Nya 
Maria dan” 
 S5/2 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/15 
2 Eh MARIA IBUNYA   S5/3 
15 DAN Changing “ibu-Nya Maria” into 
“Maria, ibu-Nya,” 
 S5/4 
10 weee MURIDNYA  Typing “murid-Nya”  S5/5 
4  Typing “Joh” before “murid-
Nya” 
 S5/6 
7 YOHANES Changing “Joh” into “Yohanes,” 
and typing “.” in the end of the 
sentence 
 S5/7 
3  Moving to no. 6  A6/1 
2 DIA JUGA    S6/1 
3 cried out to, cried out   A6/2 
5 Cry out Searching for the meaning of 
“cry out” in Kamus2 
 A6/3 
(not found) 
3 No? alright   A6/4 
7 Cry out Searching for the meaning of 
“cry out” in CALD3 
 A6/5 
(CALD3 shows cry out: to shout 
or make a loud noise because you 
are frightened, hurt, etc. She 
cried out in pain as the bullet 
grazed her shoulder.  ) 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/6 
4 to shout or make a loud noise 
because you are frightened 
  A6/7 
2   Not looking at 
the screen 
A6/8 
1 BERTERIAK   A6/9 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/10 
1 MEMANGGIL   A6/11 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/12 
5 He also cried out to his father 
my God, my God, why have 
You forsaken Me 
  A6/13 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/14 
9 DIA JUGA BERTERIAK 
MEMANGGIL AYAH  
Typing “Dia juga berteriak 
memanggil Ayah” 
 S6/2 
1 eiii  Deleting “Ayah”  S6/3 
6 A-YAH-NYA Typing “Ayah-Nya, “ ”  S6/4 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/15 
2 BA-PA   S6/5 
3  Changing “Ayah” into “Bapa”  S6/6 





5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/16 
5 Eh AYAH Changing “Bapa” into “Ayah”  S6/7 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/17 
3 BAPA Changing “Ayah” into “Bapa”  S6/8 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/18 
5 OH TUHANKU Typing “ “Oh, Tuhanku,”  S6/9 
2 forsake Opening Kamus2  A6/19 
2  Typing “for”  A6/20 
5 Eh No Deleting “for”  A6/21 
8 forsake Searching for the meaning of 
“forsake” in Kamus2 
 A6/22 
(Kamus2 shows forsake: kkt. 
(forsook, forsaken) 
meninggalkan, mengabaikan. to 
f. home and family 
meninggalkan rumah dan 
keluarga.) 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/23 
3 MENINGGALKANKU okay   A6/24 
6 MENGAPA Typing “mengapa”  S6/10 








3  Moving to no. 7  A7/1 
7 A little later as Jesus gave up 
his spirit, an earthquake shook 
the ground 
  A7/2 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/3 
7 ripping the Temple veil, in two 
from top to bottom. the Temple 
  A7/4 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/5 
1 veil   A7/6 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/7 
4 in to two from top to bottom Opening the fourth tab of Mozilla 
Firefox 
 A7/8 
4 wait Clicking the link to “Yesus” in 
Wikipedia 
 A7/9 
5 What Temple Going to the fifth tab and closing 
it 
 A7/10 
3  Going back to the worksheet  A7/11 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/12 
1  Moving to no. 8  A8/1 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/2 
11 Matthew Gospel records the 
earth shook and the rocks split. 
The tombs broke open and the 
bodies of many holy people 
who had died were raised to 
life 
  A8/3 
2  Moving to no. 9  A9/1 





9   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/2 
23 It was typical at crucifixions 
for Roman soldiers to show 
mercy, by breaking the 
criminal's legs. Thus causing 
death to come more quickly. 
But this night only the thieves 
had their legs broken, for when 
the soldiers came to Jesus, they 
found him already dead. 
Instead, they pierced his side.  
  A9/3 
2  Moving to no. 10  A10/1 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/2 
10 Before sunset, Jesus was taken 
down by Joseph of Arimathea 
laid and laid in tomb according 
to Jewish tradition. 
  A10/3 
5 (humming)  Taking the 
drink 
A10/4 
1  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A7/13 
2 wait Scrolling the page (“Yesus-
Wikipedia”) 
 A7/14 
10   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/15 
1  Clicking the link to “Kronologi 
Kehidupan Yesus” 
 A7/16 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/17 
1 no Moving to the third tab (Google 
Translate) 
 A7/18 
3 wait Going back to the worksheet.  A7/19 
4  Moving to no. 7  A7/20 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/21 
2 Ck ck ck bek cep bek cep Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A7/22 
7 Temple veil Searching for “veil” in Google 
Translate 
 A7/23 
(Google Translate shows veil : 
(n) kerudung, cadar, selubung, 
tudung, kudung. (v) 
menyelubungi, mengerudungi.) 
6   Opening the 
drink (Still 
looking at the 
screen) 
A7/24 
1 What temple   A7/25 
2  Going back to the worksheet  A7/26 
3 A little later, as Jesus gave up 
his spirit 
  A7/27 
5   Drinking the 
water 
A7/28 
24 Ouch. Hah emm  Copying the sentence from no 7 
to paste it in Google Search (the 
fourth tab) 
 A7/29 
4 Temple what veil (the page is still loading)  A7/30 
7  (Some of the results: 
- Crucifixion of Jesus Christ –
Bible Story Summary – 
Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/31 






- Timeline of the Death of Jesus 
- East Boom newsletter – Easter 
issue 
- His Love – JESUS and Pearly 
– Google Sites 
- Crucifixion of Jesus Christ – 
CareCure Community 
- The Duquesne Hunky | 
Growing Up  in Duquesne ...) 
2 Temple veil what is   A7/32 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/33 
4 A little later as Jesus gave up his 
spirit an earthquake shook the 
ground 
  A7/34 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/35 
8 ripping the Temple veil in to two 
from top to bottom. Earthquake.  
  A7/36 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/37 
4 shook the ground ripping the 
Temple veil what temple veil 
  A7/38 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/39 
5 Emmm emmm   A7/40 
12 temple veil Searching for “temple veil” in 
Google Search 
 A7/41 




2 Oooo (Google shows the pictures of 
temple veil.) 
 A7/43 
13  Scrolling down the page 
(Some of the results:  
- The Thickness of the Temple 
Veil | Orchard Keeper 
- What was the significance of 
the temple veil being torn in 
two 
- Temple Veil | News and Latest 
Information | Onesheet 
- Matthew 27:51 At that 
moment the curtain of the 
temple was ... 
- Holy of Holies – Wikipedia, 
the free encyclopedia 
- Contradictions: When Was the 
Temple Veil Torn in Two ... 
- Temple Veil | Facebook 
- The Holy of Holies and the Veil 
– The Tabernacle Place) 
 A7/44 
1  Clicking the link to open “Holy 
of Holies – Wikipedia” in a new 
tab 
 A7/45 
9  Scrolling the page 
(The other results: 
- Significance of the Temple Veil 
Being Torn in Two – SWRC ... 
- The Rent Veil – The Spurgeon 
 A7/46 






1  Clicking the link to open “what 
did the temple veil look like” in 
a new tab 
 A7/47 
3  Moving to the fifth tab (“Holy of 
Holies – Wikipedia”) 
 A7/48 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/49 
6 Hemm hemm   A7/50 
9   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/51 
1 What is this  Going to the sixth tab  A7/52 
3 temple veil   A7/53 
6  Scrolling the page 
(The results: 
- What Did the Temple Look 
Like in Jesus‟ Time? – Justin 
Ta... 
- The Temple Veil – Home 
Intekom 
- The Thickness of the Temple 
Veil | Orchard Keeper) 
 A7/54 
2 temple veil Moving to the third tab  A7/55 
10 Google‟s can help me Searching for “temple veil” in 
Google Translate 
 A7/56 
4 temple veil Moving to the fourth tab  A7/57 
6  Searching for “temple veil 
meaning” in Google 
 A7/58 
3  Moving to the fifth and, then, the 
sixth tabs 
 A7/59 
3  Clicking for more images of 
temple veil 
 A7/60 
3  Moving to the third tab  A7/61 
3  (Google Translate shows temple 
veil: tabir bait) 
Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/62 
1 TABIR BAIT   A7/63 
4 Oh iya ya benar benar juga Going back to the worksheet  A7/64 
18 BEBERAPA SAAT 
KEMUDIAN KETIKA YESUS  
Typing “Beberapa saat 
kemudian, ketika Yesus” 
 S7/1 
5 gave up his spirit gave up his 
spirit 
Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A7/65 
6 No Going to the fourth tab  A7/66 
9 one‟s spirit Searching for “give up one‟s 
spirit” in Google 
 A7/67 
6  Closing the fifth tab and going to 
the third tab (Google Translate) 
 A7/68 
9 Ah Searching for “ temple veil” in 
Google Translate 
 A7/69 
1  Moving to the fourth tab   A7/70 
3 Ck huhhh (it is still loading)  A7/71 
1  Moving to the third tab  A7/72 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/73 
3 TABIR BAIT TABIR BAIT  Moving to the fourth tab   A7/74 
2 TABIR BAIT TABIR BAIT Going to the worksheet  A7/75 
8  Typing “, gemp”. Then, deleting 
“gemp” 
 S7/2 
10 TERJADILAH GEMPA YANG Typing “terjadilah gempa, 
yang” 
 S7/3 
4   Still looking A7/76 





at the screen 
9 MEMBELAH TABIR BAIT 
MENJADI DUA  
Typing “membelah tabir bait 
menjadi dua” 
 S7/4 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/77 
7 MEMBELAH TABIR BAIT 
DARI ATAS KE BAWAH  
Inserting “dari atas ke bawah” 
between “bait” and “menjadi” 
 S7/5 
9 MENJADI. DUA BAGIAN. 
okay 
Typing “bagian.” in the end of 
the sentence 
 S7/6 
2 eh Going to the fourth tab of 
Mozilla Firefox (Give up one’s 
spirit) 
 A7/78 
7 Give up one‟s spirit. meaning Searching for “Give up one‟s 
spirit meaning” in Google 
 A7/79 
2  Going to the fifth tab  A7/80 
8  Scrolling the page (images for 
“what did the temple veil look 
like”) 
 A7/81 
1  Moving to the fourth tab  A7/82 
5 Haah... give up Clicking the link to “give up - 
definition of give up by the Free 
Online Dictionary” 
 A7/83 




1  Moving to the third tab  A7/85 
2  Moving to the fourth tab  A7/86 




10 Aaaa em hem Scrolling the page  A7/88 
7 up Searching for “up” in the Free 
Dictionary 
 A7/89 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/90 
1 Give up    A7/91 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/92 
13 to cease to do or perform, to part 
with, relinguish, to lose hope, to 
admit defeat, to abandon 
  A7/93 
7  Searching for the meaning of 
“give up” in Kamus2 
 A7/94 
(Kamus2 shows come under the 
yoke; give up in despair; 
knuckle under: menyerah kalah, 
give up his life: menyerahkan 
hidup nya, give up one life: 
menyerahkan hidup satu orang.) 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/95 
4 ah. MENYERAHKAN 
HIDUPNYA 
Going to the worksheet  A7/96 
4 It makes sense Going to the fifth and, then, the 
third tabs of Mozilla Firefox 
 A7/97 
2  Going back to the worksheet  A7/98 
12 MENYERAHKAN HIDUPNYA  Typing “menyerahkan hidup-
Nya” after “Yesus” 
 S7/7 
8 TERJADILAH GEMPA YANG 
MEMBELAH TABIR BAIT 
  S7/8 





DARI ATAS KE BAWAH 
MENJADI DUA BAGIAN. 
Alright 
2  Moving to no. 8  A8/4 
3 Matthew Gospel records   A8/5 
2  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A8/6 
4 Gospel Searching for the meaning of 
“gospel” in Google Translate 
 A8/7 
(Google Translate shows gospel: 
n ajaran, pewarta rahayu) 
12   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/8 
1 hem Moving to the fifth tab  A8/9 
10 Matthew‟s gospel Searching for “Matthew‟s 
gospel” in Google 
 A8/10 
4  Clicking the link to “Gospel of 
Matthew - Wikipedia” 
 A8/11 




1  Moving to the fourth tab  A8/13 
2 heeeemm Moving to the fifth tab  A8/14 
7  Clicking the link to open the 
Indonesian version of the article 
in a new tab 
 A8/15 
7  Scrolling the page  A8/16 
1 ah Moving to the sixth tab (Injil 
Matius – Wikipedia) 
 A8/17 
2 INJIL MATIUS  Going back to the worksheet  A8/18 
2 MENULISKAN   A8/19 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/20 
11 record Searching for the meaning of 
“record” in Kamus2 
 A8/21 
(Kamus2 shows record: kb. 1 
Mus.: peringan hitam. 2 catatan. 
3 rekor. 4 dokumen (resmi). 5 
riwayat pekerjaan (of s.o.). -ks. 
rekor. -kkt. 1 mencatat (by s.o.). 
2 merekam (on tape pada pita 
suara). record-breaking ks. 
memecahkan rekor. -recording 
kb. rekaman.) 
3 MENCATAT okay   A8/22 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/23 
1  Moving to no. 7  A7/99 
1  Typing “bumi” after “gempa”  R7/1 
4  Moving to no. 8  A8/24 
7 INJIL MATIUS MENCATAT Typing “Injil Matius mencatat”  S8/1 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/25 
12 BUMI BERGUNCANG DAN 
TANAH TERBELAH 
Typing “ , “Bumi berguncang 
dan tanah terbelah” 
 S8/2 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/26 
1  Typing “ . “  S8/3 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/27 
1 The rocks split    A8/28 





2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/29 
3 The tombs broke open    A8/30 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/31 
2 eeeee MAKAM   A8/32 
3  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A8/33 
1  Moving to the third tab  A8/34 
4 tombssssss Searching for the meaning of 
“tomb” in Google Translate 
 A8/35 
2  Closing the fifth tab  A8/36 
1  Moving to the third tab  A8/37 
(Google Translate shows tomb: 
n makam, kuburan, pusara, jirat, 
kubur, batu nisan, batu kubur, 
ruang kuburan; v mengubur, 
menguburkan, memakamkan.) 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/38 
2 MAKAM MAKAM MAKAM 
TERBUKA 
Going back to the worksheet  S8/4 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/39 
2 Broke open TERBUKA   S8/5 
8  Typing “Makam-makam 
terbuka, dan” 
 S8/6 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/40 
3 DAN ORANG ORANG SUCI 
YANG TELAH MATI 
  S8/7 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/41 
3 Raised to. DIHIDUPKAN 
HIDUP KEMBALI 
Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A8/42 
11 No wait. Raise to life Searching for the meaning of 
“raise to life” in Google 
Translate 
 A8/43 
(Google Translate shows raise to 
life: Meningkatkan kehidupan.) 
4 no Moving to the fourth tab (the 
Free Dictionary) 
 A8/44 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/45 
1  Moving to the third tab  A8/46 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/47 
1 DIBANGKITKAN Going back to the worksheet  A8/48 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/49 
13 DAN ORANG ORANG SUCI 
YANG TELAH MENINGGAL 
DIBANGKITKAN 
Typing “orang-orang suci yang 
telah meninggal dibangkitkan.” 
 S8/8 
2  Moving to no. 9  A9/4 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/5 
2 It‟s typical   A9/6 
7 typical Searching for the meaning of 
“typical” in Kamus2 
 A9/7 
(Kamus2 shows typical: ks. 
khas. He's a t. boy Dia seorang 





anak laki-laki yang khas. -
typically kk. khas, khusus, tipis. 
t. American khas Amerika.) 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/8 
3 ADALAH YANG KHAS   S9/1 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/9 
3 PADA PENYALIBAN   S9/2 
6 crucifixion Searching for the meaning of 
“crucifixion” in Kamus2 
 A9/10 
(Kamus2 shows crucifixion: kb. 
penyaliban.) 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/11 
3 PADA HAL YANG HAL 
KHUSUS BIAS no 
  S9/3 
2 BIASA   S9/4 
15 typical Searching for the meaning of 
“typical” in Kamus2 
 A9/12 
(Kamus2 shows typical: ks. 
khas. He's a t. boy Dia seorang 
anak laki-laki yang khas. -
typically kk. khas, khusus, tipis. 
t. American khas Amerika.) 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/13 
1 eem   A9/14 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/15 
6 typical Searching for the meaning of 
“typical” in CALD3 
 A9/16 
(CALD3 shows typical: adj 1. 
showing all the characteristics 
that you would usually expect 
from a particular group of things  
I must look like the typical tourist 
with my shorts and my camera.  
This sort of hot and spicy food is 
very typical of the food in the 
south of the country.  
Typical symptoms would include 
severe headaches, vomiting and 
dizziness.  
2. DISAPPROVING showing all the 
bad characteristics that you 
expect from someone or 
something, often in a way that is 
annoying  
It's just typical of Ian to spend all 
that money on the equipment and 
then lose interest half way 
through the course.  
"He phoned in at the last minute 
to say he wasn't coming." 
"Typical!") 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/17 
1 okay   A9/18 
1  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A9/19 
3 typical Searching for the meaning of  A9/20 





“typical” in Google Translate 
(Google Translate shows 
typical: adj khas, khusus, tipical, 
typis) 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/21 
1 ADALAH HAL YANG   S9/5 
2 KHAS Going back to the worksheet  S9/6 
3 BAGI PARA PRAJURIT 
ROMA 
  S9/7 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/22 
3 Show mercy   A9/23 
1  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A9/24 
2 UNTUK MENUNJUK UNTUK 
MEN-KAN BELAS KASIH 
  S9/8 
6 Show mercy Searching for the meaning of 
“show mercy” in Google 
Translate 
 A9/25 
(Google Translate shows show 
mercy: menunjukkan belas 
kasihan) 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A9/26 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/27 
5 DENGAN. MEMATAHKAN. 
KAKI.  
  S9/9 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/28 
6 ORANG YANG DIHUKUM. 
SEHINGGA. MEREKA. thus 
causing death 
  S9/10 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/29 
2 thus causing   A9/30 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/31 
2 Death to come more quickly    A9/32 
2 UNTUK MEMPERCEPAT   S9/11 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/33 
1 KEMATI-   S9/12 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/34 
6 KEMATIAN MEREKA. But 
this night TAPI MALAM INI 
HANYA PARA PENCURI 
  S9/13 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/35 
7 HANYA MEREKA HANYA 
MEMATAHKAN KAKI PARA 
PENCURI KARENA KETIKA 
MEREKA DATANG 
MENDATANGI YESUS 
  S9/14 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/36 
3 YESUS. SUDAH MENINGGAL   S9/15 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/37 
4 Instead ALIH ALIH they   S9/16 





pierced his side 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/38 
1 Side   A9/39 
8 Side Searching for the meaning of 
“side” in CALD3 
 A9/40 
(CALD3 shows side can be a 
noun- surface, edge, next to, 
part, opposing group, opinion, 
character-, verb, and adjective.) 
18   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/41 
2 Eeeeee part Clicking to see the meaning of 
side as “part” 
 A9/42 
(CALD3 shows side:  
- [ C ] a part of something, 
especially in relation to a real 
or imagined central line  
He likes to sleep on the right side 
of the bed.  
In Britain, cars drive on the left 
side of the road.  
There is no money on my 
mother's side (of the family) .  
I could just see Joan on the 
far/other side of the room.  
Children came running from all 
sides (= from all directions) .  
-  [ C usually singular ] the part 
of the body from under the arm 
to the top of the leg  
I have a pain in my side.  
-  [ C ] UK a television channel  
What side is 'Coronation Street' 
on? ) 
11   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/43 
1 okay   A9/44 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/45 
7 ADALAH HAL YANG KHAS Typing “Adalah hal yang khas 
di” 
 S9/17 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/46 
4 DALAM PENYALIBAN Deleting “i” and typing “alam 
penyaliban” 
 S9/18 
9   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/47 
2 Ah bukan bukan bukan bukan 
bukan 
  A9/48 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/49 
5 It‟s typical at crucifixions em 
em em em em em em 
  A9/50 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/51 
4 To show mercy by breaking the 
criminal‟s legs 
  A9/52 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/53 
2 ADALAH HAL YANG KHAS   S9/19 






9   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/54 
4 DALAM PENYALIBAN 
ADALAH HAL YANG KHAS 
BAGI PARA 
  S9/20 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/55 
2 Peeeeeee PRAJURIT ROMA   S9/21 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/56 
4 UNTUK MENUNJUKKAN 
BELAS KASIH.  
  S9/22 
1 no. Mercy is not   A9/57 
3 Mercy is not BELAS KASIH Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A9/58 
1 Mercy Searching for the meaning of 
“mercy” in Google Translate 
 A9/59 





3  (Google Translate shows mercy: 
n belas kasihan, belas, rahmat, 
ampun, kemurahan hati, 
kerahiman, ridwan, kekasihan.) 
Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/61 
1 AMPUN no   A9/62 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/63 
2 Mercy is not like   A9/64 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/65 
2 Ck wait   A9/66 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/67 
1 We will search it again   A9/68 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/69 
6 mercy Searching for the meaning of 
“mercy” in CALD3 
 A9/70 
(CALD3 shows mercy: n [ U ] 
kindness and forgiveness shown 
towards someone you have 
authority over  
She appealed to the judge to 
have mercy on her husband.  
The prisoners pleaded for mercy.  
The gunmen showed no mercy, 
killing innocent men and women.  
2. be at the mercy of sb/sth  
to be in a situation where 
someone or something has 
complete power over you  
Poor people are increasingly at 
the mercy of money-lenders.  
3. [ S ] an event or situation 
which you are grateful for 
because it stops something 
unpleasant  
After months of suffering, his 
death was a mercy.  
They were on a mercy mission to 
take food to the refugees when 
they were attacked.) 





9   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/71 
1 Mercy killing Clicking “mercy killing”  A9/72 
(CALD3 shows “mercy killing”: 
the act of killing someone who is 
very ill or very old so that they 
do not suffer any more.) 
2  Moving to Google Translate  A9/73 
2  Moving back to CALD3  A9/74 
1 sebentar   A9/75 
8 mercy Searching for the meaning of 
“mercy” in Kamus2 
 A9/76 
(Kamus2 shows mercy: kb. (j. -
cies) 1 kemurahan hati. 2 
belaskasihan, rahmat, kerahiman. 
to have m. on mengasihani, 
merahimi.) 
4 MENUNJUKKAN BELAS 
KASIH. MENGASIHANI 
  S9/23 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/77 
2 MENUNJUKKAN BELAS 
KASIH 
  S9/24 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/78 
2 MENUNJUKKAN BELAS 
KASIHAN 
  S9/25 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
 
2 More like it   A9/79 
32 DALAM PENYALIBAN 
ADALAH HAL YANG KHAS 






Deleting “Adalah hal yang khas 
dalam penyaliban” and typing 
“Dalam penyaliban, adalah hal 
yang khas bagi para prajurit 
Roma untuk menunjukkan 
belaskasihan mereka dengan 
mematahkan kaki para” 
 S9/26 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/80 
6 TERHUKUM SEHINGGA Typing “terhukum, sehingga”  S9/27 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/81 
1 KEMATIAN MEREKA   S9/28 
1   Not looking at 
the screen 
A9/82 
4 LEBIH CEPAT no SEHINGGA 
AKAN 
  S9/29 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/83 
3 SEHINGGA KEMATIAN 
MEREKA LEBIH CEP- 
  S9/30 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/84 
2 SE Typing “sehingga”  S9/31 
2 Ei SEHINGGAnya uda Deleting “sehingga”  S9/32 
1 SEHINGGA   S9/33 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/85 
2  Typing “kematian”  S9/34 





3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/86 
4 SEHINGGA KEMATIAN 
MEREKA LEBIH CEPAT? No 
  S9/35 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/87 
10 Ck DALAM PENYALIBAN 
ADALAH HAL HAL YANG 





KAKI PARA TERHUKUM 
SEHINGGA KEMATIAN 
  S9/36 
15 MEREKA DATANG LEBIH 
CEPAT AKAN TETAPI 
MALAM INI HAN- 
Typing “mereka datang lebih 
cepat. Akan tetapi, malam ini 
hanya” 
 S9/37 
6 MEREKA HANYA MEMATAH 
hah? HANYA PARA PENCURI 
  S9/38 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/88 
6 Bukan. DAN MEREKA 
HANYA MEMATAHKAN 
KAKI PARA PENCURI 
  S9/39 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/89 
1 KARENA   S9/40 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/90 
6 Sssssss bukan kaya gitu 
SEHINGGA KEMATIAN 
MEREKA DATANG LEBIH 
CEPAT 
  S9/41 
3 No MEREKA Deleting “mereka” in 
“kematian mereka” 
 S9/42 
16   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/91 
4 MEREKA HANYA 
MEMATAHKAN KAKI PARA 
PENCURI KARENA KETIKA 
  S9/43 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/92 
14 MEREKA HANYA MEREKA 
HANYA MEMATAHKAN 
KAKI PARA PENCURI 
Deleting “hanya” and typing 
“mereka hanya mematahkan 
kaki para pencuri,” 
 S9/44 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/93 
15 KARENA KETIKA MEREKA 
MENDATANGI YESUS DIA 
TELAH TIADA 
Typing “karena ketika mereka 
mendatangi Yesus, Dia telah 
tiada.” 
 S9/45 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/94 
1 Instead?   A9/95 
6  Searching for the meaning of 
“instead” in Kamus2 
 A9/96 
(Kamus2 shows instead: kk. 
malahan. He got mad i. Malahan 
ia marah. 2 daripada. i. of 
complaining daripada mengeluh.) 





5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/97 
2 Instead is supposed to be ALIH 
ALIH 
  A9/98 
3  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A9/99 
7 instead Searching for the meaning of 
“instead” in Google Translate 
 A9/100 





3  (Google Translate shows 
instead: adv malah, malahan.) 
Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/102 
2 Bukan MALAHAN. ALIH ALIH   A9/103 
2  Going back to the worksheet  A9/104 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/105 
6  Typing “Alih-alih, mereka”  S9/46 
3 Pierced his side   A9/106 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/107 
2  Typing “menusuk”  S9/47 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/108 
7 I‟m not sure Typing “badan-Nya.”  S9/48 
2  Moving to no. 10  A10/5 
2 Before sunset   A10/6 
24 SEBELUM MATAHARI 
TERBENAM YESUS 
DITURUNKAN DARI SALIB-
NYA OLEH YUSUF 
Typing “Sebelum matahari 
terbenam, Yesus diturunkan 
dari salib-Nya oleh Yusuf” 
 S10/1 
4 DARI ARIMATEA Moving to Mozilla Firefox  S10/2 
1  Moving to the fifth tab  A10/7 
2 Let‟s see about this   A10/8 
6 Joseph of Arimathea Searching for “Joseph of 
Arimathea” in Google 
 A10/9 




2 Em em em em em em   A10/11 
2  Clicking the link to “Joseph of 
Arimathea – Wikipedia” 
 A10/12 




6 eeeem Clicking the link to open the 
Indonesian version of the text in 
a new tab 
 A10/14 
21  Scrolling the page  A10/15 
2 Em em em em   A10/16 
16   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/17 
2 Oh yaya Moving to the sixth tab (“Yusuf 
dari Arimatea-Wikipedia”) 
 A10/18 
39  Reading an article in the page 
(“Penguburan Yesus”) 
 A10/19 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A10/20 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/21 
3  Typing “dari Arimatea”  S10/3 
3 Right? Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A10/22 
5 (mumbling)   A10/23 





1  Going back to the worksheet  A10/24 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/25 
1  Typing “,”  S10/4 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/26 
5 DAN DILETAKKAN DI 
DALAM 
Deleting “,” and typing “dan 
diletakkan di dalam” 
 S10/5 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/27 
3 DAN DIKUBURKAN SESUAI   S10/6 
4 ADAT Deleting “di dalam”  S10/7 
11 DAN DIKUBURKAN SESUAI 
ADAT ORANG YAHUDI 
Deleting “diletakkan” and 
typing “dikuburkan sesuai adat 
orang Yahudi.” 
 S10/8 




4  Moving to no. 1  R1/1 
6 The Jewish Jewish high priests 
and elders of the Sanhedrin 
  R1/2 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/3 
9 MEREKA MEMUTUSKAN Deleting “sampai pada 
keputusan” and typing “mereka 
memutuskan” 
 R1/4 
4 UNTUK MENJATUHKAN 
HUKUMAN MATI 
  R1/5 
2 MENJATUHKAN Deleting “penjatuhan” and 
typing “menjatuhkan” 
 R1/6 
2 HUKUMAN MATI   R1/7 
2 KEPADANYA Deleting “untuk” and typing 
“kepada” 
 R1/8 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/9 
9 AKAN TETAPI MEREKA 
MEMBUTUHKAN 
PERSETUJUAN ROMA 
UNTUK HUKUMAN MATI INI 
MAKA YESUS DIBAWA 
MENGHADAP PONTIUS 
PILATUS GUBERNUR ROMA 
DI YUDEA 
  R1/10 
1  Moving to no. 2  R2/1 
9 MAHKOTA DURI 
DILETAKKAN DI ATAS 
KEPALANYA DAN DIA 
DITELANJANGI. KARENA 
DIA TERLALU LELAH 
UNTUK MENGANGKAT 
SALIBNYA SIMON DARI 
KIRENE DIPAKSA UNTUK 
MEMBAWAKANNYA 
  R2/2 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/3 
1 No   R2/4 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/5 
1 MEMBAWANYA   R2/6 
1  Moving to no. 3  R3/1 





6 The inscription above his head 
tauntingly read The King of 
the Jews. DI ATAS KEPALA-
NYA TERTULIS EJEKAN 
RAJA ORANG YAHUDI. 
  R3/2 
1  Moving to no. 4  R4/1 
6 During that time. SEMENTARA 
ITU PARA PRAJURIT 
MELEMPAR UNDIAN ATAS 
BAJU YESUS DAN ORANG-
ORANG YANG LEWAT 
MENERIAKKAN EJEKAN 
DAN CACIAN 
  R4/2 
1  Moving to no. 5  R5/1 
4 From the cross. DARI ATAS 
SALIB, YESUS BERBICARA 
KEPADA MARIA em em em em 
  R5/2 
1  Moving to no. 6  R6/1 
2 he also cried out to his father   R6/2 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R6/3 
2 MENGAPA ENGKAU 
MENINGGALKANKU 
  R6/4 
1  Moving to no. 7  R7/1 
1 a little later   R7/2 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/3 
7 TERJADILAH GEMPA BUMI 
YANG MEMBELAH TABIR 
BAIT DARI ATAS KE BAWAH 
MENJADI DUA BAGIAN 
  R7/4 
1  Moving to no. 8  R8/1 
11 INJIL MATIUS MENCATAT 
BUMI BERGUNCANG DAN 
TANAH TERBELAH MAKAM 
MAKAM TERBUKA. DAN 
ORANG ORANG SUCI YANG 
TELAH MENINGGAL 
DIBANGKITKAN 
  R8/2 
1  Moving to no. 9  R9/1 
10 DALAM PENYALIBAN 
ADALAH HAL YANG KHAS 





KAKI PARA TERHUKUM 
SEHINGGA KEMATIAN 
DATANG LEBIH CEPAT. 
AKAN TETAPI MALAM INI 
MEREKA HANYA 
MEMATAHKAN KAKI PARA 
PENCURI  
  R9/2 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/3 
7 KARENA KETIKA MEREKA 
MENDATANGI YESUS DIA 
TELAH TIADA ALIH ALIH 
MEREKA MENUSUK 
BADANNYA. 
  R9/4 





1  Moving to no. 10  R10/1 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/2 
7 Hm em em SEBELUM 
MATAHARI TERBENAM 
YESUS DITURUNKAN DARI 
SALIBNYA OLEH YUSUF 
DARI 
  R10/3 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/4 
3 YUSUF ORANG ARIMATEA 
YUSUF ARIMATEA 
  R10/5 
3  Deleting “dari”  R10/6 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/7 
3 DAN DIKUBURKAN SESUAI 
ADAT ORANG YAHUDI cet 



























Appendix 6:  






(Code) Computer Screen WebCam 
1 Okay   A1/1 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/2 
1 Baik    A1/3 
12   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/4 
21 The high eh the Jewish high 
priests and elders of the 
Sanhedrin accused Jesus of 
blasphemy, arriving at the 
decision to put him to death. 
But first they needed Rome to 
approve of their death 
sentence, so Jesus was taken to 
Pontius Pilate, the Roman 
governor in Judea. 
  A1/5 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/6 
3 Berarti yang harus dicari   A1/7 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/8 
1 eeee   A1/9 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/10 
6 Kalimat the Jewish high priests 
and elders of the Sanhedrin 
accused Jesus of blasphemy 
  A1/11 
7 Aduh Pak Harris, lagi jelek ini. 
Jangan direkam. hahahahaha 
 Talking to the 
lecturer 
(Still looking 
at the screen) 
A1/12 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/13 
2 He-he-he Opening CALD3  A1/14 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/15 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A1/16 
3 IMAM AGUNG apa ya? the 
Jewish high priests 
  A1/17 
10 Jewish high priests Searching for the meaning of 
“high priest” in Kamus2 
 A1/18 
(Kamus2 shows high priest: not 
found.) 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/19 
2 Eh kok gak jalan   A1/20 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/21 
22 Eh gak jalan nih. Aku nyoba di 
sini gak jalan. Di-Indonesia-in 
sini gak bisa. Inggris-Indonesia 
nggak jalan. Nggak jalan. Oh, not 
found toh, pie donk? ... oh, gitu. 
Gak bilang. 
 Talking to the 
researcher 
A1/22 





3 Kalo nggak, pake kamusku Searching for the meaning of 
“high” in Kamus2 
 A1/23 
(Kamus2 shows high: kb. 1 
ketinggian, puncak. 2 Meteor.: 
tekanan udara yang tinggi. 3 
Auto.: persneling tiga. ks. 1 
tinggi. 2 mahal, tinggi (of prices). 
3 besar. 4 tinggi, nyaring (of a 
voice). 5 Inf.: mabuk. -highly 
kk. sangat, terlalu.) 
5 Oh gitu yah. baiklah Searching for the meaning of 
“priest” in Kamus2 
 A1/24 
(Kamus2 shows priest: kb. 1 
(Islam) kiyai, imam. 2 Chr.: 
pendeta.) 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/25 
1 eeeeem   A1/26 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/27 
2 Eeeeem em em   A1/28 
2 the Jewish high priests berarti   A1/29 
5 IMAM AGUNG IMAM 
AGUNG 
Typing “Imam agung”  S1/1 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/30 
5 And elders and elders berarti 
DAN TETUA of Sahen- 
Sanhedrin  
  A1/31 
3 Sanhedrin Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A1/32 
2  Opening two new tabs  A1/33 
2 Yuk googling dulu   A1/34 
4 Sanhedrin Searching for “Sanhedrin” in 
Google (the first tab) 
 A1/35 
2 Sanhedrin Sanhedrin (the page is still loading)  A1/36 




2 Dicari dulu dicari dulu   A1/38 
4  (the results: 
- Sanhedrin – Wikipedia, the 
free encyclopedia 
- The Sanhedrin | Jewish Virtual 
Library 
-  Sanhedrin – Definition Of 
Sanhedrin – Christianity – 
About.com) 
Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/39 
1  Clicking the link to open 
“Sanhedrin – Definition Of 
Sanhedrin – Christianity – 
About.com” in a new tab 
 A1/40 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/41 
1  Clicking the link to open 
“Sanhedrin – Wikipedia” in a 
new tab 
 A1/42 
4  Scrolling the page  
(the other results: 
- CATHOLIC 
ENCYCLOPEDIA:  Sanhedrin 
 A1/43 





– New Advent 
- Sanhedrin (Judaism) – 
Encyclopedia Britannica 
1  Moving to the third tab (but, it is 
still loading) 
 A1/44 
1  Moving to the second tab (but, it 
is still loading) 
 A1/45 
2  Moving to the third tab (but, it is 
still loading) 
 A1/46 
2 Eeeeem Going back to the worksheet  A1/47 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/48 
3 Ini dilewatin siti‟ ini dilewatin 
dulu 
  A1/49 
6 Accused MENUDUH Typing “menuduh”  S1/2 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/50 
3 Jesus of blasphemy blasphemy 
blasphemy 
  A1/51 
10 blasphemy blasphemy Searching for the meaning of 
“blasphemy” in Kamus2 
 A1/52 
(Kamus2 shows blasphemy: kb. 
(j.-mies) penghujahan, 
pemfitnahan.) 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/53 
3 Booooo MENUDUH   A1/54 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/55 
1 Accused of   A1/56 
6 PENGHUJATAN YESUS Typing “penghujatan Yesus”  S1/3 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/57 
4 Arriving at decision to put him 
death 
  A1/58 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/59 
2 Arriving at decision to put him 
to death 
  A1/60 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/61 
7 Arriving at decision to put him 
death. But first they needed 
Rome approve of their death 
sentence 
  A1/62 
9 Pak Harris udah pergi yah? Asik 
aku bisa ngerjain bisa teriak 
teriak. Kalo ada Pak Harris malu 
aku. hahaha 
 Talking to the 
researcher 
O/1 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/63 
3 Sek bentar   A1/64 
5 Sanhedrin kok di sini gak ada 
sih 
Searching for the meaning of 
“sanhedrin” in CALD3 
 A1/65 
(CALD3 shows sanhedrin: not 
found.) 
4 Em gak ada Moving to Mozilla Firefox 
(“Sanhedrin - Wikipedia”) 
 A1/66 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/67 





3 Ooooh gini aja   A1/68 
1 em Going back to the worksheet  A1/69 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/70 
1 IMAM   S1/4 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/71 
5 Berarti the Jew- the Jewish high 
priests and elders ini di artinya 
gini ja 
  A1/72 
3 IMAM IMAM AGUNG Inserting “-imam” between 
“Imam” and “agung” 
 S1/5 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/73 
1 DAN Typing “dan”  S1/6 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/74 
1 TETUA Typing “tetua”  S1/7 
3 Sanhedrin ki opo la Opening CALD3  A1/75 
2  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A1/76 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/77 
2 Sanhedrin Sanhedrin  Moving to the second tab 
(“Sanhedrin – Definition Of 
Sanhedrin – Christianity – 
About.com”) 
 A1/78 
13   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/79 
1  Opening CALD3  A1/80 
7 sanhedrin sanhedrin Searching for the meaning of 
“sanhedrin” in Kamus2 
 A1/81 
(Kamus2 shows sanhedrin: not 
found.) 
3 Ini kok gak bisa sih. Coba kita 
cari kamus lain 
  A1/82 
8  Moving to the fourth tab and 
going to www.sederet.com 
 A1/83 
2 sanhedrin sanhedrin   A1/84 
9  Searching for the meaning of 
“sanhedrin” in sederet.com 
 A1/85 
5  (sederet.com is still translating) Waiting for 
the translation 
A1/86 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A1/87 
20   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/88 
1  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A1/89 
 (sederet.com shows sanhedrin: 
no result) 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/90 
1  Moving to the third tab 
(“Sanhedrin -Wikipedia”) 
 A1/91 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/92 
2 sanhedrin sanhedrin   A1/93 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/94 
3 Assembly of two, of twenty   A1/95 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/96 





6 Assembly of twenty to twenty 
three men appointed in every city 
the land of Israel. The Mishnah. 
  A1/97 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/98 
8 Arrives at number twenty three 
based on an exegetical 
derivation. Community ya berarti 
TETUA bener 
  A1/99 
2  Going back to the worksheet  A1/100 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/101 
4 MENUDUH MENUDUH Typing “menuduh” after “tetua”  S1/8 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/102 
3 Eh bukan bukan Deleting “menuduh”  S1/9 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/103 
2 Jesus of blasphemy 
PENGHUJATAN 
  A1/104 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/105 
1 Eeeee   A1/106 
5  Deleting “menuduh”  S1/10 
3 PARA IMAM AGUNG aja 
enaknya 
  S1/11 
2  Deleting “Imam-”  S1/12 
1  Typing “Para” in the beginning 
of the sentence 
 S1/13 
5 PARA IMAM AGUNG DAN 
TETUA 
  S1/14 
2  Deleting “penghujatan”  S1/15 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/107 
1  Typing “m” after “tetua”  S1/16 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/108 
1 eeeeee   A1/109 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/110 
4 accused Jesus of blasphemy, 
arriving at the decision to put 
him to death 
  A1/111 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/112 
1 eeeeeee   A1/113 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/114 
6 MENGHUJAT YESUS aja 
MENGHUJAT YESUS 
Typing “enghujat” after “m”  S1/17 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/115 
3 arriving at the decision to put 
him to death 
  A1/116 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/117 
1 eeeeeee   A1/118 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/119 
3 Enaknya apa nih arriving at the   A1/120 





decision to put him to death 
9   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/121 
3 Tadi blasphemy-nya tadi udah 
udah dapet 
  A1/122 
8 Ouch ouch blasphemy Searching for the meaning of 
“blasphemy” in Kamus2 
 A1/123 
(Kamus2 shows blasphemy: kb. 
(j.-mies) penghujahan, 
pemfitnahan.) 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/124 
5 Ow PENGHUJAHAN 
PEMFITNAHAN PENGHUJAT 
  A1/125 
11   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/126 
4 AGAR. eh Typing “agar”  S1/18 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/127 
7 DIA DAPAT DIHUKUM MATI. 
Liat dulu 
Typing “dia dapat dihukum 
mati.” 
 S1/19 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/128 
2 But first they need to   A1/129 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/130 
2 But first they need to   A1/131 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/132 
1 they need   A1/133 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/134 
1 But first   A1/135 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/136 
1 But nya nggak usah diartiin   A1/137 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/138 
2 DENGAN CARA eh Typing “C”, but then deleting it.  S1/20 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/139 
1 First they need nanti aja   A1/140 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/141 
4 MEREKA Typing “Mereka”  S1/21 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/142 
3 MEREKA INGIN Typing “ingin”  S1/22 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/143 
1 Eh they needed   A1/144 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/145 
2 ROMA MENJA- Typing “roma men”  S1/23 
9 ROMA YANG 
MENJATUHKAN HUKUMAN 
MATI AGAR 
Deleting “men” and typing 
“yang menjatuhkan hukuman 
mati agar” 
 S1/24 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/146 
1 Eh   A1/147 





1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/148 
3 oh Deleting “agar”  S1/25 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/149 
1 MAK- Typing “,”  S1/26 
2 Eh nggak deh HUKUMAN 
MATI 
  S1/27 
16 MAKA YESUS DIBAWA KE 
PONTIUS PILATUS 
GUBERNUR 
Typing “maka Yesus dibawa ke 
Ponsius Pilatus, Gubernur” 
 S1/28 
5 Eh eeeee e-e kan?  Deleting “ubernur”  S1/29 
2 GUBERNUR Typing “ubernur”  S1/30 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/150 
14 GUBERNUR ROMA YANG 
BERKUASA DI TANAH 
YUDEA 
Typing “Roma yang berkuasa 
di tanah Yudea.” 
 S1/31 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/151 
9 The Jewish high priests high 
priests and elders of the 
Sanhedrin accused Jesus of 
blasphemy 
  A1/152 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/153 
2 YAHUDI kali yak?   A1/154 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/155 
5 PARA IMAM AGUNG DAN 
TETUA YAHUDI kali ya? Masa 
Sanhedrin sih 
  A1/156 
1 Jeng jeng Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A1/157 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/158 
2 Oh my god Moving to the fourth tab 
(sederet.com) 
 A1/159 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/160 
2  Moving to the first tab  A1/161 
2 Liat ah Clicking the link to see the 
images of “Sanhedrin” 
 A1/162 




4 Iya nih ORANG YAHUDI niii 
Sanhedrin 
(the page is still loading)  A1/164 
1  Moving to the second tab 
(“Sanhedrin – Definition Of 
Sanhedrin – Christianity – 
About.com”) 
 A1/165 
1  Moving to the first tab  A1/166 




5 O-oh iki. Aduh. Sanhedrin itu 
ORANG YAHUDI 
Google shows the images of 
“Sanhedrin”. 
 A1/168 
2 He-em Scrolling the page  A1/169 
2  Going back to the worksheet  A1/170 
3   Still looking A1/171 





at the screen 
2 Sek sek saya ingat ingat dulu   A1/172 
10   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/173 
2 YAHUDI Typing “yahudi” after “tetua”  S1/32 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/174 
5 IMAM AGUNG. IMAM 
AGUNG. KEPALA 
  A1/175 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/176 
2 Eeeeee elders TETUA   A1/177 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/178 
3 IMAM AGUNG IMAM 
AGUNG IMAM AGUNG 
  A1/179 
3  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A1/180 
2 Ah Moving to the fifth tab  A1/181 
6  Going to www.google.com  A1/182 
3 eeeeem Moving to the fourth, third, 
second and fifth tabs 
 A1/183 
17 Eem coba kita cari di kitab 
Yohanes deh 
Searching “kisah sengsara Yesus 
menurut kitab Yohanes” in 
Google 
 A1/184 
4 eem (the page is still loading)  A1/185 
9  Scrolling the page 
(the results: 
- Perbedaan Kisah Sengsara – 
Hidup Katolik 
- Pustaka digital kristiani: Kisah 
Sengsara Yesus Menurut 
Inji... 
- Kisah Hidup Yesus Menurut 
Injil Yohanes – pustaka 
digital... 
- KISAH SENGSARA YESUS 
menurut YOHANES (Yoh 
18:1 ... 
- Kisah Sengsara Yesus 
menurut Yohanes – YouTube 
- Tubuh kemuliaan Yesus – 
Wikipedia bahasa Indonesia... 
- Injil Yohanes – Wikipedia 
bahasa Indonesia, 
ensiklopedia... 
- Ulasan Kisah Sengsara 
Menurut Yohanes (Yoh 18:1-
19:42... 
- KISAH SENGSARA YESUS 
DALAM: Tiga Injil Sinoptik 
- Yesus Menurut Injil Yohanes 
– Iman Katolik....Media...) 
 A1/186 
1 aduh   A1/187 
18  Scrolling the page  A1/188 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A1/189 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/190 
2 Tapi kayanya sih bener sih   A1/191 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/192 





16 PARA IMAM DAN. The Jewish 
high priests and elders of the 
Sanhedrin accused, accused 
Jesus of blasphemy, arriving at 
the decision to put him to 
death. Eeem aduh 
  A1/193 
31   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/194 
3 Oke oke lanjut lagi   A1/195 
6  Searching for the meaning of 
“accused” in Kamus2 
 A1/196 
(Kamus2 shows accused: kb. 
terdakwa, tertuduh. --ks. yang 
terdakwa. the a. man orang laki-
laki yang terdakwa.) 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/197 
1 eeeeem   A1/198 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/199 
7 Accused tu TERDAKWA man 
man man TERDAKWA 
TERTUDUH YANG 
TERDAKWA 
  A1/200 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/201 
3 kalo accuse Searching for the meaning of 
“accuse” in Kamus2 
 A1/202 
(Kamus2 shows accuse: kkt. 1 
menuduh. 2 menyalahkan.) 
3 MENUDUH. Sama aja   A1/203 
16   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/204 
5 arriving at the decision to put 
him to death 
  A1/205 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/206 
1 eeeeeem   A1/207 
5 arriving Searching for the meaning of 
“arriving” in Kamus2 
 A1/208 
(Kamus2 shows arrive: kki. 1 
tiba, sampai. 2 datang. 3 
mencapai (hasil). to a. at 1 
mengambil, mencapai. 2 tiba di 
(a place).) 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/209 
4 Eeeem arriving at Searching for the meaning of 
“arriving at” in Kamus2 
 A1/210 
(Kamus2 shows arriving at: tiba 
di) 
3  Searching for the meaning of 
“arriving” in Kamus2 
 A1/211 
(Kamus2 shows arrive: kki. 1 
tiba, sampai. 2 datang. 3 
mencapai (hasil). to a. at 1 
mengambil, mencapai. 2 tiba di 
(a place).) 
4  Searching for the meaning of 
“arrive” in Kamus2 
 A1/212 





(Kamus2 shows arrive: kki. 1 
tiba, sampai. 2 datang. 3 
mencapai (hasil). to a. at 1 
mengambil, mencapai. 2 tiba di 
(a place).) 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/213 
1 eeeeem   A1/214 
18   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/215 
3 Ya udah nanti dilewat dulu deh. 
Kita cari yang lain dulu 
  A1/216 
1  Moving to no. 2  A2/1 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/2 
3 A prickly crown of thorns was 
placed  
  A2/3 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/4 
2 Oh my gosh hehehehe   A2/5 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/6 
3 Prickly crown MAHKOTA 
DURI 
  A2/7 
7 Prickly Searching for the meaning of 
“prickly” in Kamus2 
 A2/8 
(Kamus2 shows prickly: ks. 
berduri, banyak durinya. p. heat 
biang keringat, biring peluh, 
keringat buntat.) 
2 BERDURI   A2/9 
8 Eh Diana ini itu yah. book of 
John ya. Book of John ya ini ya. 
 Talking to the 
researcher 
A2/10 
7  Typing “Mahkota berduri”  S2/1 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/11 
3 Kok ini aku kaya balik lagi jumat 
agung sih 
 Talking to the 
researcher 
A2/12 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/13 
1 eeem   A2/14 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/15 
3 thorn kan DURI. berarti   A2/16 
3 Kan uda paskah ke dua sekarang Searching for the meaning of 
“duri” in Kamus2 
 A2/17 
(Kamus2 shows duri: not found) 
5 Thorn Searching for the meaning of 
“thorn” in Kamus2 
 A2/18 
(Kamus2 shows thorn: kb. duri, 
onak. I have a t. in my finger 
Ada duri didalam jariku. to be a 
t. in o's flesh or side duri (di) 
dalam daging, suka menyusahkan 
orang.) 
3 DURI DURI DURI   A2/19 
10   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/20 
2  Deleting “berduri”  S2/2 
8   Still looking A2/21 





at the screen 
3 MAHKOTA BERDURI Typing “berduri”  S2/3 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/22 





7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/23 
2 IA Typing “Ia”  S2/5 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/24 
2 Stripped naked ya 
TELANJANG 
  A2/25 
12 (Sneezing) ... stripped stripped Searching for the meaning of 
“stripped” in Kamus2 
 A2/26 
(Kamus2 shows stripped: 
melepaskan) 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/27 
4  Searching for the meaning of 
“strip” in Kamus2 
 A2/28 
(Kamus2 shows strip: kb. 1 
carik. 2 potong (of meat). 3 
bidang (of land). 4 Av.: landasan. 
5 bilah, kepingan. -kkt. 
(stripped) 1 mengupas, 
menguliti. 2 menelanjangi, 
menggunduli. 3 
merampok/mencuri. 4 
mengosongkan. 5 mematahkan. 6 
menggunduli. 7 mencopoti, 
melucuti.) 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/29 
1 Ya iya   A2/30 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/31 
6 MAHKOTA BER- BER- 
MAHKOTA BERDURI eh 
MAHKOTA DURI aja mending 
MAHKOTA DURI 
  S2/6 
2  Deleting “ber” in “berduri”  S2/7 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/32 
2 TERPASANG DI 
KEPALANYA DAN IA 
  S2/8 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/33 
6 TELANJANG Typing “telanjang.”  S2/9 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/34 
1 Too weak to carry his cross   A2/35 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/36 
2 KARENA LELAH Typing “Karena”  S2/10 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/37 
4  Typing “lelah”  S2/11 
14 MEMANGGUL SALIBNYA 
SIMON DARI KIRENE 
Typing “memanggul salib-Nya, 
Simon dari Kirene” 
 S2/12 





4   Still looking 









13   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/39 
3 Eeeeem nanti lagi   A2/40 
1  Moving to no. 3  A3/1 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/2 
11 Number three. The inscript- the 
inscription above his head 
taunt- tauntingly read the King 
of Jews. Eeee aaaaaaaaa pilek 
pilek 
  A3/3 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/4 
2 the inscription the inscription    A3/5 
7 inscription Searching for the meaning of 
“inscription” in Kamus2 
 A3/6 
(Kamus2 shows inscription: kb. 
1 prasasti. 2 persembahan (in a 
book).) 
17 Eh aku pake kaya gini biar apa 
sih? Aku kaya gini biar apa sih? 
Oh dikirain bisa dengarin lagu. 
Hahaha hahaha kaya gitu 
biasanya aku malah enak banget. 
Hahaha. Santai banget. Dengarin 
youtube langsung jreng hahaha 
 Talking to the 
researcher 
O/2 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/7 
34 Hahaha katanya buat senyaman 
mungkin........ Aku tu kalo 
ngerjain translation tu begitu. 
Kemaren aja ngerjain skripsi aja 
malah makan, sambil makan, 
sambil nonton. Ha........ Nanti 
aku tu udah bawa minum. Nanti 
gak pa pa nih 
buatku.......Nantilah aku minum 
gampang. 
 Talking to the 
researcher 
O/3 
3   Looking at the 
screen 
A3/8 
3 Tadi sampai mana sih. Oh lupa. 
The inscription 
  A3/9 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/10 
2 Coba bawa temen enak nih   A3/11 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/12 
3 Oh jangan ngomong PRASASTI   A3/13 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/14 
3 BATU. YANG. KAYU dink   A3/15 
8 KAYU SEBUAH KAYU Typing “Sebuah Kayu”  S3/1 
4 Ya iyalah kalo PRASASTI mah 
ngapa PRASASTI mah balik ke 
zaman hindu budha 
  A3/16 





5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/17 
1 SEBUAH KAYU   S3/2 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/18 
3 Eh tauntingly sek tauntingly itu   A3/19 
9 Taunting itu kayanya ntar 
GANTUNG deh tauntingly 
Searching for the meaning of 
“taungtingly” in Kamus2 
 A3/20 
(Kamus2 shows taungtingly: not 
found) 
6 hem Searching for the meaning of 
“taungting” in Kamus2 
 A3/21 
(Kamus2 shows taungting: not 
found) 
6 Eh aku yang salah dink taunting Searching for the meaning of 
“taunting” in Kamus2 
 A3/22 
(Kamus2 shows taunt: kb. 
celaan,ejekan. -kkt. mencela, 
mengejek.) 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/23 
2 Oh I see   A3/24 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/25 
5 SEBUAH KAYU DI ATAS DI 
ATAS 
Typing “diatas”  S3/3 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/26 
2 Dipisah nih DI ATAS Changing “diatas” into “di atas”  S3/4 
11 KEPALANYA BERTULISKAN 
INILAH 
Typing “kepalanya bertuliskan, 
“Inilah” 
 S3/5 
4 INRI INILAH   S3/6 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/27 
7 RAJA YAHUDI Typing “Raja Yahudi””  S3/7 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/28 
3 Eeeem nanti lagi ya om   A3/29 
1  Moving to no. 4  A4/1 
11 Four. During that time soldiers 
cast lots for Jesus clothing 
while people passed by 
shouting insults and scoffing. 
SEMENTARA ITU 
  A4/2 
6 Kayanya sih gitu Typing “Sementara itu,”  S4/1 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/3 
5 Eeeeeee PARA PRAJURIT aduh 
ini 
Typing “para prajurit”  S4/2 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/4 
9 MEMBAGIKAN PAKAIAN 
PAKAIAN YESUS 
Typing “membagikan pakaian 
Yesus” 
 S4/3 
1 Alias JUBAH bro   S4/4 
5  Inserting “(Jubah)” between 
“pakaian” and “Yesus” 
 S4/5 
3 SEMENTARA ITU PRAJURIT 
MEMBAGIKAN JUBAH 
YESUS 
  S4/6 
1  Typing “,”  S4/7 





4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/5 
1 eeeeem   A4/6 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/7 
1 eh   A4/8 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/9 
2 Bukan bukan bukan   A4/10 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/11 
1 During that time-nya bukan itu   A4/12 
3  Deleting “Sementara itu”  S4/8 
2 SEMENTARA ITU   S4/9 





2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/13 
3 YANG MELIHAT gitu aja Typing “yang melihat”  S4/11 
3 Kok ORANG ORANG YANG 
LEWAT? ORANG ORANG 
YANG LEWAT sih bisa sih 
  S4/12 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/14 
1 shouting   A4/15 
4 BERTERIAK Typing “berteriak”  S4/13 
3 Aduh   A4/16 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/17 
5 Sssssss aduh kenapa sih mesti 
pilek 
  A4/18 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/19 
5 Diana miyanne miyanne so hehe  Talking to the 
researcher 
A4/20 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/21 
13 Eh gak pa pa. Untunglah aku ini. 
Uda apa. Bukan uda baikan. 
Maksudnya pakai jaket. Kalo aku 
gak pake jaket nanti tambah wae. 
 Talking to the 
researcher 
(Still looking 
at the screen) 
A4/22 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/23 
4 BERTERIAK insult insult kan 
iya BERTERIAK toh 
  A4/24 
3 insults Searching for the meaning of 
“insults” in Kamus2 
 A4/25 
(Kamus2 shows insult: kb. 
penghinaan, cercaan, nista. to 
add i. to injury sudah menderita 
rugi. dihina lagi.-kkt. menghina. 
-insulting ks. yang menghina.) 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/26 
6 Iya sama aja sih scoffing Searching for the meaning of 
“scoffing” in Kamus2 
 A4/27 
(Kamus2 shows scoffing: 
mengejek) 
3 aaaaah   A4/28 
4 I got SEMENTARA ORANG Deleting “berteriak”  S4/14 






1 MELIHAT   S4/15 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/29 
1 Eeeeem   A4/30 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/31 
8 MENGEJEK EJEK DAN 
MENGHINANYA 
Typing “mengejek-ejek dan 
menghina-Nya.” 
 S4/16 
2 Iya kalo di alkitab kaya begitu e   A4/32 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/33 
1 PADA WAKTU ITU   S4/17 
6 PADA WAKTU ITU Typing “Pada waktu” in the 
beginning of the sentence 
 S4/18 
4 Murid apa lupa deh itu jadi inget 
lagunya Gisye 
  A4/34 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/35 
2 PARA PRAJURIT MEMBAGI   S4/19 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/36 
1 MEMBAGI BAGIKAN   S4/20 
3 MEMBAGI BAGIKAN Changing “membagikan” into 
“membagi-bagikan” 
 S4/21 
4 MEMBAGI MEMBAGI 
BAGIKAN JUBAH YESUS aja 
  S4/22 
9 MEMBAGI JUBAH YESUS Deleting “pakaian ()”  S4/23 
4 JUBAH YESUS SEMENTARA 
ORANG ORANG YANG 
MELIHAT  
  S4/24 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/37 
4 MENGEJEK EJEK DAN 
MENGHINA DAN 
MENGHINANYA gitu wae 
  S4/25 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/38 
2 Wes nanti diperiksa lagi Moving to no. 5  A5/1 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/2 
8 Haaaa oh oke. number five.  
From the cross, Jesus spoke to 
his mother Mary and the 
disciple John. 
  A5/3 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/4 
1 Aa   A5/5 
2 DARI SALIB DARI Typing “Dari”  S5/1 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/6 
6 DARI ATAS SALIB YESUS Typing “atas Salib, Yesus”  S5/2 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/7 
7 BERBICARA KEPADA IBU 
MARIA DAN 
Typing “berbicara kepada Ibu 
Maria dan” 
 S5/3 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/8 
5 MURID KESAYANGANNYA Typing “murid kesayangannya”  S5/4 
2  Deleting “nya”  S5/5 





4 He‟eh disciple gitu kok   A5/9 
12 disciple disciple Searching for the meaning of 
“disciple” in Kamus2 
 A5/10 
(Kamus2 shows disciple: kb. 
murid. d.of Christ murid Kristus. 
Tagore had many disciple 
Tagore mempunyai banyak 
murid.) 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/11 
1 oooooh   A5/12 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/13 
3 Gak usah pake MURID 
KESAYANGAN 
  S5/6 
2 Cukup aja MURID Deleting “kesayangan”  S5/7 
1 DAN MURID   S5/8 
1 NYA Typing “-Nya”  S5/9 
4 YOHANES nah Typing “Yohanes”  S5/10 
3  Moving to no. 6  A6/1 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/2 
4 Hah ini mah aku tau yesss   A6/3 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/4 
2 Haa Diana   A6/5 
4 DIA BERTERIAK KE LANGIT  Typing “Di”  S6/1 
3 ELOI ELOI LAMA 
SABAKHTANI udaaa.  
  S6/2 
10 Kemaren Jo bisa gak? Kemaren 
Jo gitu gak? ELOI kemaren Jo Jo 
gitu gak jawabnya? ... hahaha. 
Nggak kemaren kan gini toh 
 Talking to the 
researcher 
O/4 
1  Typing “a”  S6/3 
24 Aku kan liat di facebook. Jadi 
Pak Harris itu. Rekamannya itu 
ditaro tu lho fotonya Jo lagi di 
sini. Aduh. Aku pikir. aduh uda 
tulisannya kan religious text trus 
apa gitu. Aduh ya ampun. 
Kayanya susah ni besok. Ya 
udahlah gak aku pikirin. Cuman 
aku tuh malu tuh lho direkam 
rekam. Haha. Maksudnya 
mending kalo ini. 
 Talking to the 
researcher 
O/5 
2 hahaha Deleting “Dia”  S6/4 
5 Aduh LALU DIA BERTERIAK Typing “Lalu dia berteriak”  S6/5 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/6 
11 KEPADA BAPA ALLAHKU 
YA ALLAHKU gitu aja ya 
Typing “kepada Bapa, “Allah ”  S6/6 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/7 
2 Mau pake bahasa apa nih?   S6/7 
3 Oh gini aja Deleting “Allah”  S6/8 
3 E- ELOI Typing “Eloi”  S6/9 
2 ELI ELI Deleting “oi”  S6/10 
9 ELI ELI LAMA SABAKHTANI Typing “i Eli Lama 
Sabakhtani” 
 S6/11 
4   Still looking A6/8 





at the screen 
2 ELOI ELOI apa ELI ELI sih aku 
lupa 
  S6/12 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/9 
2 Sek mari kita liat di youtube dulu Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A6/10 
3 hahahaha   A6/11 
4 Nih buka sek Clicking the link to open 
“Pustaka digital kristiani: Kisah 
Sengsara Yesus Menurut 
Inji...” in a new tab 
 A6/12 
2  Closing the fifth tab  A6/13 
1 Kutanya papaku aja nih hihi   A6/14 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/15 
2 Pa ELI ELI apa ELOI ELOI Moving to the fourth and, then, 
third tabs 
 A6/16 
2  Going back to the worksheet  A6/17 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/18 
7 ALLAHKU YA ALLAHKU Typing “(Allahku ya Allahku”  S6/13 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/19 
10 MENGAPA MENGAPA KAU –
GALKAN AKU 
Typing “, mengapa Kau 
tinggalkan aku?” ” 
 S6/14 
13   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/20 
6  Changing “Eli Eli” into “Eli, 
Eli,” 
 S6/15 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/21 
1  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A6/22 
2  Moving to the fifth tab (“Pustaka 
digital kristiani: Kisah Sengsara 
Yesus Menurut Inji...”) 
 A6/23 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/24 
2 Kok ini sih?   A6/25 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/26 
2 aaaaah Closing the fifth tab  A6/27 
2  Opening a new tab  A6/28 
13 Coba cari Searching for “eloi eloi lama 
sabakhtani” in Google 
 A6/29 
2 Coba coba pasti ada   A6/30 




4 Aduh sss aduh kakiku   A6/32 
2  Going back to the worksheet  A6/33 
1  Moving to no. 7  A7/1 
1 Next lanjut lagi   A7/2 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/3 
12 A little later as Jesus gave eh as 
Jesus gave up his spirit, an 
earthquake shook the ground, 
ripping the tem- aduh mak 
hehehe ini  
  A7/4 
4   Still looking A7/5 





at the screen 
4 Haah aduuuuh. Aduh a lit- a 
little later. 
  A7/6 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/7 
1 eeeeee   A7/8 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/9 
5 Ini nanti aja deh ni a little later 
nih ini kayanya conjunction 
sekali ini 
  A7/10 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/11 
15 SETELAH YESUS SETELAH 
YESUS MENYERAHKAN 
NYAWANYA 
Typing “Setelah yesus 
menyerahkan nyawa-Nya,” 
 S7/1 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/12 
10 TERJADILAH GEMPA BUMI Typing “terjadilah gempa 
bumi,” 
 S7/2 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/13 
14 DAN MEMBELAH BAIT 
ALLAH MENJADI DUA 
Typing “dan membelah Bait 
Allah menjadi dua.” 
 S7/3 
4 Makasih ya Tuhan untung aku 
lektor jadi aku tau huhuhu 
hahaha 
  A7/14 
1  Moving to no. 8  A8/1 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/2 
1 Oh oke.    A8/3 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/4 
3 Matthew's Gospel record 
records  
  A8/5 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/6 
1 MENURUT   S8/1 
8 MENURUT KITAB MATIUS Typing “Menurut kita Ma”  S8/2 
4 Matthew's Gospel records iya 
kan 
  A8/7 
4 MENURUT KITAB MATIUS Typing “tius ”  S8/3 
2 Atau DALAM KITAB MATIUS 
juga bisa 
  S8/4 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/8 
2 BUMI BERGONCANG   S8/5 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/9 
2 BUMI BERGONCANG DAN   S8/6 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/10 
4 Ya iya BUMI BER- masa 
BATUNYA MUTER MUT- 
hehehe 
  A8/11 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/12 
1 ooh   A8/13 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/14 





2 The tombs broke open   A8/15 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/16 
1 Eeee BANGKIT   A8/17 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/18 
2 oh iya ya nanti nanti MENURUT   S8/7 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/19 
4 MENURUT KITAB MATIUS. 
MENURUT KITAB 
  S8/8 
2  Makes “kita” into “kitab”  S8/9 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/20 
2 MENURUT KITAB MATIUS   S8/10 
3  Typing “ , “ ”  S8/11 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/21 
5 Split split Searching for the meaning of 
“split” in Kamus2 
 A8/22 
(Kamus2 shows split: kb. 1 
robek, sobek (in clothing). 2 
keretakan (in furniture, a group). 
3 Sl.: pembagian (of the profits). 
4 gerak mengangkang. -ks. retak, 
belah (wall).  -kkt. (split) 1 
membelah (wood). 2 membagi. 3 
Fin.: menambah (stock). 4 
memisahkan.) 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/23 
2 Oh iya ya   A8/24 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/25 
6 BUMI TERGUNCANG DAN Typing “Bumi terguncang dan”  S8/12 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/26 
3 TANAH RETAK Typing “tanah retak.”  S8/13 
1 Tombs broke   A8/27 
7 Aku lali e Searching for the meaning of 
“tomb” in Kamus2 
 A8/28 
(Kamus2 shows tomb: kb. 
kuburan, makam, pusara.) 
2 Oh iya tomb MAKAM   A8/29 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/30 
7 MAKAM MAKAM MULAI 
TERBUKA LEBAR. DAN, 
TUBUH TUBUH ORANG 
  S8/14 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/31 
2 SUCI YANG SUDAH MATI 
BANGKIT 
  S8/15 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/32 
1 Gitu bukan hehe   A8/33 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/34 
2 BUMI TERGUNCANG   S8/16 
1   Still looking A8/35 





at the screen 
2 BUMI TERGUNCANG DAN 
TANAH RETAK 
  S8/17 
6 MAKAM MAKAM TERBUKA Typing “Makan-makan 
terbuka” 
 S8/18 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/36 
1 MAKAM MAKAM TERBUKA   S8/19 
2 DAN Typing “dan”  S8/20 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/37 
1 Eeee   A8/38 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/39 
5 JASAD ORANG ORANG 
MATI 
Typing “jasad orang-orang”  S8/21 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/40 
2 Kenapa harus holy people sih?   A8/41 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/42 
3 Oh nggak boleh nggak boleh 
protes hehehe 
  A8/43 
2  Searching for the meaning of 
“holy” in Kamus2 
 A8/44 
(Kamus2 shows holy: ks. 1 suci, 
kudus. 2 keramat. H. Bible Kitab 
Injil. H. City Baitul Mukaddas. 
H. Father Sri Paus. H. Scripture 
Kitab Injil.) 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/45 
2  Searching for the meaning of 
“holy people” in Kamus2 
 A8/46 
(Kamus2 shows holy people: not 
found) 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/47 
1 Eeeee enaknya apa ya Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A8/48 
3 Holies holy people holy people Moving to the fourth tab 
(sederet.com) 
 A8/49 
7 holy people Searching for the meaning of 
“holy people” in sederet.com 
 A8/50 
4  (sederet.com is still translating) Waiting for 
the translation 
A8/51 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A8/52 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/53 
2 Ya udah ditulis dulu. DAN 
JASAD JASAD ORANG  
  S8/22 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/54 
5 Ooooh iya dink. orang uda pake 
who had had kok. Berarti 
JASAD 
  A8/55 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/56 
1  Typing “ora”  S8/23 
1 ORANG ORANG  Deleting “ora”  S8/24 
3 masa ORANG ORANG SUCI Typing “suci”  S8/25 






5 YANG TELAH MENINGGAL Typing “yang telah meninggal”  S8/26 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/57 
5 BANGKIT Typing “bangkit”  S8/27 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/58 
6 Raised to life 
DIBANGKITKAN nanti nanti 
lagi nanti lagi yak lanjut lagi yak 
  A8/59 
1  Moving to no. 9  A9/1 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/2 
8 It was, typical at, crucifixion 
for Roman soldiers to show 
mercy by breaking the criminal 
legs 
  A9/3 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/4 
3 thus causing death to come 
more quickly 
  A9/5 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/6 
2 Aduh   A9/7 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/8 
2 Cruci-   A9/9 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/10 
1 fixion   A9/11 
2  Searching for the meaning of 
“crucifixions” in Kamus2 
 A9/12 
(Kamus2 shows crucifixion: kb. 
penyaliban.) 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/13 
1 PENYALIBAN   A9/14 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/15 
2 oooo   A9/16 
11   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/17 
1 To show mercy   A9/18 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/19 
3 Selain BELAS KASIHAN apa Searching for the meaning of 
“mercy” in Kamus2 
 A9/20 
(Kamus2 shows mercy: kb. (j. -
cies) 1 kemurahan hati. 2 
belaskasihan, rahmat, kerahiman. 
to have m. on mengasihani, 
merahimi.) 
13   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/21 
2 SUDAH MENJADI 
KEBIASAAN 
  S9/1 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/22 
5 Typical. Typical itu bisa 
KEBIASAAN juga sih SIFAT 
  A9/23 





3 yes Searching for the meaning of 
“typical” in Kamus2 
 A9/24 
(Kamus2 shows typical: ks. 
khas. He's a t. boy Dia seorang 
anak laki-laki yang khas. -
typically kk. khas, khusus, tipis. 
t. American khas Amerika.) 
2 KHAS nah benar kan   A9/25 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/26 
1 aduh   A9/27 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/28 
2 Aduh   A9/29 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/30 
7 SUDAH MENJADI 
KEKHASAN 
Typing “Sudah menjadi 
kekhasan” 
 S9/2 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/31 
3 Aduh mau mau mau flu gak bisa 
bisa 
  A9/32 
4  Typing “prajurit ro”  S9/3 
2 (sneezing) aduh enak   O/6 
3 SUDAH MENJADI 
KEKHASAN 
Deleting “prajurit ro”  S9/4 
2 PASUKAN ROMAWI Typing “pasukan”  S9/5 
2 (sneezing) aduh   O/7 
3 PASUKAN ROMAWI Typing “romawi”  S9/6 
7 UNTUK MENUNJUKKAN Typing “untuk menujukan”. 
Then, deleting “ukan” 
 S9/7 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/33 
2 MENUNJUKKAN Deleting “j” and typing 
“njukan” 
 S9/8 
13   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/34 
4 BELAS KASIHAN Typing “belas kasihan”  S9/9 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/35 
5 DENGAN MEMATAHKAN Typing “dengan mematahkan”  S9/10 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/36 
4 KAKI MEREKA Typing “kaki mere”  S9/11 
2 KAKI MEREKA ki sopo hehe Typing “ka”  S9/12 
2  Deleting “mereka”  S9/13 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/37 
1 eeeeeee   A9/38 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/39 
5 KAKI oh KAKI ORANG 
ORANG criminal itu ORANG 
ORANG 
  S9/14 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/40 
1 Victim bukan sih   A9/41 
1  Searching for the meaning of 
“criminals” in Kamus2 
 A9/42 
(Kamus2 shows criminal: kb. 





penjahat, narapidana. -ks. 1 
kriminal, pidana. c. court 
pengadilan perkara-perkara 
pidana. 2 yang bersifat kejahatan, 
kriminal. c. behavior tingkah 
laku kriminil.) 
1 He‟em KAKI KA-   S9/15 
4 MEMATAHKAN KAKI KAKI Typing “-kaki”  S9/16 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/43 
3 KAKI KAKI PENJAHAT he‟em Typing “penjahat”  S9/17 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/44 
1  Typing “,”  S9/18 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/45 
1  Searching for the meaning of 
“thus” in Kamus2 
 A9/46 
(Kamus2 shows thus: kk. 1 
demikian. Do it t. Kerjakanlah 
demikian. 2 jadi. She is ill ; t. she 
can't come Ia sakit, jadi ia tak 
dapat datang. 3 hingga. t. for 
hingga kini.) 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/47 
1 DENGAN DEMIKIAN   S9/19 
3  Typing “dengan demikian”  S9/20 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/48 
8 BISA MEMPERCEPAT 
KEMATIAN 
Typing “bisa mempercepat 
kematian” 
 S9/21 
3 Iyalah langsung tinggal di- biar 
cepat mati 
Typing “.”  S9/22 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/49 
1 eeeee   A9/50 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/51 
3 AKAN TETAPI   S9/23 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/52 
4  Typing “Akan tetapi”  S9/24 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/53 
4 But this night only the thieves 
had their legs broken 
  A9/54 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/55 
3 eee AKAN TETAPI   S9/25 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/56 
3 SAAT INI Typing “saat ini”  S9/26 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/57 
2 HANYA Typing “hanya”  S9/27 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/58 
10 PARA PENCURI SAJA YANG 
KAKINYA DIPATAHKAN 
Typing “para pencuri saja yang 
kakinya di patahkan,” 
 S9/28 





1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/59 
4 KETIKA Typing “ketika”  S9/29 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/60 
2 PARA PRAJURIT Typing “para”  S9/30 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/61 
4 Oooo DAN PASUKAN deh. 
PRAJURIT aja  
  S9/31 
7 kalo PASUKAN mah kamu 
perang.PRAJURIT 
Changing “pasukan romawi” 
into “prajurit romawi” 
 S9/32 
3 KETIKA PARA PRAJURIT Typing “prajurit”  S9/33 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/62 
1 KETIKA PARA PRAJURIT 
mana nih 
  S9/34 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/63 
6 DATANG KE TEMPAT YESUS Typing “datang ke tempat 
Yesus” 
 S9/35 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/64 
10 MEREKA MENEMUKAN DIA 
SUDAH MATI 
Typing “, mereka menemukan 
Dia sudah” 
 S9/36 
1 Bukan DIA TELAH MATI Deleting “sudah”  S9/37 
3 Gitu aja Typing “telah mati.”  S9/38 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/65 
1 Eeeem instead   A9/66 
5 instead Searching for the meaning of 
“instead” in Kamus2 
 A9/67 
(Kamus2 shows instead: kk. 
malahan. He got mad i. Malahan 
ia marah. 2 daripada. i. of 
complaining daripada mengeluh.) 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/68 
3 Hmmm wah MALAHAN 
MALAHAN pierced 
  A9/69 
3  Searching for the meaning of 
“pierced” in Kamus2 
 A9/70 
(Kamus2 shows pierce: kkt. 1 
menembus (of a needle, 
screams). 2 menyerbu. 3 
menusuk. -piercing ks. tajam-
menusuk (of eyes, screams).) 
11   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/71 
11 BAHKAN BAHKAN MEREKA 
MENUSUK 
Typing “Bahkan mereka 
menusuk” 
 S9/39 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/72 
3 LAMBUNGNYA Typing “lambungnya.”  S9/40 
2 Nanti lagi yak Moving to no. 10  A10/1 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/2 
2 SEBELUM SU- SEBELUM 
FAJAR  
  S10/1 
6 before sunset SEBELUM Typing “Sebelum fajar,”  S10/2 





FAJAR aja SEBELUM FAJAR 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/3 
2 YESUS Typing “Yesus”  S10/3 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/4 
15 DIBAWA OLEH YES- YUSUF 
DARI ARIMATEA 
Typing “dibawa oleh Yusuf 
dari Arimathea” 
 S10/4 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/5 
4 DAN MEMBARINGKAN Typing “dan membaringkan”  S10/5 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/6 
4 MEMBARINGKAN DIA 
MENURUT 
Typing “dia menurut”  S10/6 
5 Eh bukan dink DAN 
MENGUBURKAN DIA 
Deleting “mbaringkan dia 
menurut” 
 S10/7 
4 MENGUBURKAN DIA 
MENURUT 
Typing “nguburjan dia 
menurut” 
 S10/8 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/7 
4 TRADISI ROMAWI Typing “tradisi romawi.”  S10/9 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/8 
3 Oke sekarang tinggal dibetulin   A10/9 
10  Moving to no. 1  O/8 
11 The Jewish high high priests 
and elders of the Sanhedrin 
accuse accused Jesus of 
blasphemy, arriving at the 
decision to  
  R1/1 
8 aduh ya ampun mak  Looking at her 
bag 
O/9 
14 arriving at the decision to put 
him to death. But first they 
needed Rome to approve of 
their death sentence, so Jesus 
was taken, Pontius Pi-, Pontius 
Pilate, the Roman governor in 
Judea. 
  R1/2 
2   Drinking 
water 
O/10 
9   Looking at the 
screen 
R1/3 
3 Ooooo bukan TETUA   R1/4 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/5 
4 IMAM KEPALA IMAM 
KEPALA 
  R1/6 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/7 
2  Deleting “tetua”  R1/8 
1 Mana tadi Moving to Mozilla Firefox  R1/9 
2 Bener gak sih ORANG YAHUDI Moving to the second tab 
(“Sanhedrin – Definition Of 
Sanhedrin – Christianity – 
About.com”) 
 R1/10 
3 Nggak salah Moving to the first tab (the 
images of Sanhedrin) 
 R1/11 
8  Scrolling the page  R1/12 





4 Iya nih ORANG YAHUDI nih 
sanhedrin 
  R1/13 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/14 
2 Oh ORANG FARISI   R1/15 
1 ORANG FARISI Going back to the worksheet  R1/16 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/17 
2 DAN TETUA   R1/18 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/19 
4 Iya gak sih ORANG ORANG 
FARISI bukan sih Sanhedrin 
Deleting “yahudi”  R1/20 
8 He‟eh gak sih. He‟eh gak Diana 
Sanhedrin hehe iya bukan 
  R1/21 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/22 
8 ORANG apa Sanhedrin ... 
ORANG FARISI bukan. Iya 
bukan. 
 Talking to the 
researcher 
R1/23 
1  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  R1/24 
11   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/25 
1  Clicking the link to open “THE 
RETURN OF THE 
SANHEDRIN” in a new tab 
 R1/26 
4 Mama mama Going back to the worksheet  R1/27 
2 Mamamite papamite   R1/28 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/29 
1 Susah banget   R1/30 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/31 
2 Iya nih iya nih   R1/32 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/33 
1 Elders of Sanhedrin   R1/34 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/35 
6 Iya kalo gak KEPALA ato gak 
TETU- ORANG ORANG YA- 
ORANG ORANG YAHUDI 
ORANG ORANG FARISI bukan 
  R1/36 
1  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  R1/37 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/38 
2 I want to know about Moving to the sixth tab 
(the results: 
Did you mean: Eloi eloi lama 
sabachthani 
- Bahasa Aram Yesus – 
Wikipedia bahasa Indonesia ... 
- Eli, Eli, lama sabakhtani dan 
mengapa Yesus berdoa? 
- JALAN KEBENARAN DAN 
HIDUP: Eli, Eli, lama 
sabakhtani 
- Apa arti eli eli lama 
sabakhtani?- Yahoo Answers 
 R6/1 
2   Still looking R6/2 





at the screen 
2 aaaaaaa   R6/3 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R6/4 
1 aaaaaaa   R6/5 
2  Clicking the link to “Eloi eloi 
lama sabachthani” 
 R6/6 





1   R6/8 
1 Ini bener  R6/9 
1   R6/10 
2 Ya udah ini sek Moving to the second tab (the 
page is still loading) 
 R1/39 
2  Going back to the worksheet  R1/40 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/41 
3  Deleting “dan”  R1/42 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/43 
9  Typing “dan orang-orang 
farisi” 
 R1/44 
12   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/45 
4 Nah ini nih arriving at the 
decision to put him to death 
  R1/46 
17   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/47 
1  Moving to Mozilla Firefox 
(“THE RETURN OF THE 
SANHEDRIN”) 
 R1/48 
10   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/49 
1 behold   R1/50 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/51 
1 Sanhedrin   R1/52 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/53 
3 Aku mau lari ke tempat Romo 
Andre aja ah 
  R1/54 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/55 
2 Apa nih Sanhedrin   R1/56 
11  Scrolling the page Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/57 
1 eee Moving to the first tab (the 
images of Sanhedrin) 
 R1/58 
2  Searching for “Sanhedrin” in 
Google 
 R1/59 




2 Eh iya ya    R1/61 
1 iya ya Opening a new tab  R1/62 
7  Searching for “Google 
Translate” 
 R1/63 




1  Moving to the first tab  R1/65 





4  Searching for “Sanhedrin itu 
apa” in Google 
 R1/66 




1  Going back to the worksheet  R1/68 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/69 
4 Nah tinggal nyari Sanhedrin trus 
nanti baru diubah lagi 
  R1/70 
2 oke Moving to Mozilla Firefox  R1/71 
10  (the results: 
- Sanhedrin – Wikipedia bahasa 
Indonesia, ensiklopedia bebas 
- „Mereka Memanggil Sanhedrin 
untuk Berkumpul ... 
- SarapanPagi Biblika – 
Mahkamah Agama – 
Sanhedrin : Taura... 
- Apakah Kubur Kosong Yesus 
Itu Historis?) 
Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/72 
3 Haa „njok trus artinya apa? Clicking the link to open 
“Sanhedrin – Wikipedia” in a 
new tab 
 R1/73 
3  Clicking the link to open 
“„Mereka Memanggil Sanhedrin 
untuk Berkumpul ...” in a new 
tab 
 R1/74 
1 Lha trus artinya apa Moving to the eight tab 
(the results: 
- Sayings of Jesus on the cross – 
Wikipedia, the free ... 
- eli eli lama sabachthani – 
YouTube 
- Matthew 27: 46 About three in 
the afternoon Jesus cried out ... 
- Eloi; Eloi; Lama; Sabachtha; 
Eli; Eli; Lama Sabachthani ... 
- Bible Study – Eloi, Eloi, Lama 
Sabachthani?) 
 R6/11 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
R6/12 
2  Scrolling the page 
(the other results: 
- Why didn‟t the Jews understand 
“Eli, Eli, lama sabachthani”? 
- What does ELI ELI LAMA 
SABACHTHANI mean? – 
Bible Study) 
 R6/13 
1 Nah ya bener   R6/14 
1 udah Moving to the ninth tab  R1/75 
4  Clicking the link to “Google 
Translate” 
 R1/76 
2  Moving to the first tab  R1/77 
2  Moving to the second tab (the 
page is still loading) 
 R1/78 
2 Ah ini gak penting Closing the fourth tab (“THE 
RETURN OF THE 
SANHEDRIN”) 
 R1/79 
5 ini juga Moving to “Sanhedrin – 
Definition Of Sanhedrin – 
 R1/80 





Christianity – About.com” and 
closing it 
2  Moving to “Sanhedrin – 
Wikipedia, the free 
encyclopedia” and closing it 
 R1/81 
6  sederet.com (the fourth tab) Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/81 
1 Ih apa sih Moving to the second tab 
(“Sanhedrin – Wikipedia”) (the 
page is still loading) 
 R1/83 
2  Moving to the fifth tab (the 
results of “Eloi Eloi Lama 
Sabachthani”) 
 R1/84 
1  Moving to the first tab (the 
results of “Sanhedrin itu apa”) 
 R1/85 
1  Moving to the second tab (the 
page is still loading) 
 R1/86 
2  Moving to the third tab 
(“„Mereka Memanggil 
Sanhedrin untuk Berkumpul ...”) 
 R1/87 
1  Moving to the second tab  R1/88 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/89 
4 Haaah ah asik uda ketemu   R1/90 
2  Going back to the worksheet  R1/91 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/92 
5  Deleting “orang-orang farisi”  R1/93 
5 Ah PARA IMAM AGUNG DAN 
PEMUKA AGAMA 
Typing “pemuka agama”  R1/94 
6 Nah. Wes. Yes. PARA IMAM 
AGUNG DAN PEMUKA 
AGAMA  
  R1/95 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/96 
6 Nah ini tinggal ini nih susah. 
accused Jesus of blasphemy 
arriving at the decision to put 
him to death 
  R1/97 
11   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/98 
3 Selain MENGHUJAT apa sih itu 
blasphemy masa cuman itu 
doang sih 
  R1/99 
7  Searching for the meaning of 
“blasphemy” in Kamus2 
 R1/100 
(Kamus2 shows blasphemy: kb. 
(j.-mies) penghujahan, 
pemfitnahan.) 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/101 
4 accused Searching for the meaning of 
“accused” in Kamus2 
 R1/102 
(Kamus2 shows accused: kb. 
terdakwa, tertuduh. --ks. yang 
terdakwa. the a. man orang laki-
laki yang terdakwa.) 
18   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/103 
3 Kalo accuse doang Searching for the meaning of  R1/104 





“accuse” in Kamus2 
(Kamus2 shows accuse: kkt. 1 
menuduh. 2 menyalahkan.) 
30   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/105 
1 eeeeeem   R1/106 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/107 
3 PARA IMAM AGUNG DAN 
PEMUKA AGAMA 
MENGHUJAT YESUS 
  R1/108 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/109 
3 AGAR DIA DAPAT 
DIHUKUM MATI kalo gua sih 
mikirnya gitu  
  R1/110 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/111 
1 AKAN TETAPI but   R1/112 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/113 
5 TETAPI Typing “Akan tetapi” after 
“dihukum mati” 
 R1/114 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/115 
1  Changing “Mereka” into 
“mereka” 
 R1/116 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/117 
1 MEREKA INGIN   R1/118 
5  Changing “roma” into “Roma” Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/119 
3 MEREKA INGIN ROMA   R1/120 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/121 
5 approve approve Searching for the meaning of 
“approve” in Kamus2 
 R1/122 
(Kamus2 shows approve: kkt., 
kki. menyetujui, setuju.) 
12   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/123 
5 Oooo oke. TAPI MEREKA 
INGIN ROMA 
  R1/124 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/125 
4  Deleting “yang menjatuhkan”  R1/126 
12   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/127 
5  Typing “mengakui” after 
“Roma” 
 R1/128 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/129 
2  Typing “pili” after “mengakui”  R1/130 
2  Deleting “pili”  R1/131 
12   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/132 
2  Deleting “hukuman mati”  R1/133 
21   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/134 
3 IMAM AGUNG DAN   R1/135 






MENGHUJAT YESUS AGAR 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/136 
4 AGAR DIA DAPAT 
DIHUKUM MATI AKAN 
TETAPI 
  R1/137 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/138 
1 TETAPI   R1/139 
1  Deleting “Akan”  R1/140 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/141 
2  Changing “tetapi” into “Tetapi”  R1/142 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/143 
2 MEREKA INGIN ROMA 
MENGAKUI 
  R1/144 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/145 
3 Jangan deh Deleting “mengakui”  R1/146 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/147 
3 Need need rome to approve   R1/148 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/149 
1 Of their death sentence   R1/150 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/151 
1  Typing “yang” after “Roma”  R1/152 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/153 
1  Typing “men” after “yang”  R1/154 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/155 
3 YANG MEMBERI Deleting “n” in “men” and 
typing “mberi” 
 R1/156 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/157 
2  Typing “hukuman” after 
“memberi” 
 R1/158 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/159 
3 MEMBERI HUKUMAN 
TERSEBUT 
Typing “tersebut” after 
“hukuman” 
 R1/160 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/161 
2 MAKA YESUS DIBAWA   R1/162 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/163 
1 KE PONTIUS PILATUS   R1/164 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/165 
2 SEORANG GUBERNUR 
ROMA 
  R1/166 
3  Typing “seorang” before 
“Gubernur” 
 R1/167 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/168 
3 YANG BERKUASA DI   R1/169 





TANAH YUDEA yo wes 
22   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/170 
1 nah Typing “.” in the end of the 
sentence 
 R1/171 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/172 
2 The Jewish high priests and 
elders of  
  R1/173 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/174 
1 He‟eh jadi gitu ya Diana   R1/175 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/176 
1 Jadi punyaku   R1/177 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/178 
4 Number one itu. Aku translate. 
Aduh mak 
  R1/179 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/180 
36 The Jewish high priests and 
elders of the Sanhedrin accused 
of, eh YES- accused Jesus of 
blasphemy, jadinya PARA 
IMAM AGUNG DAN 
PEMUKA AGAMA 
MANGHUJAT YESUS, 
arriving at the decision to put 
him to death. AGAR DIA 
DAPAT DIHUKUM MATI ya 
kira kira seperti itu. But first 
they needed Rome to approve 
of their death sentence, 
TETAPI MEREKA INGIN 
ROMA YANG MEMBERI 
HUKUMAN TERSEBUT. so 
Jesus was taken to Pontius 
Pilate, the Roman governor in 
Judea. MAKA 
  R1/181 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/182 
11 YESUS DIBAWA KE 
PONTIUS PILATUS 
SEORANG GUBERNUR 
ROMA YANG BERKUASA DI 
TANAH YUDEA atau bisa juga 
MAKA MEREKA MEMBAWA 
YESUS juga bisa sih 
  R1/183 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/184 
2 Eeee tapi   R1/185 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/186 
11 Ini kan ini ya pasif ya udah ini 
aja MAKA YESUS DIBAWA 
KE PONTIUS PILATUS 
SEORANG GUBERNUR 
ROMA YANG BERKUASA DI 
TANAH YUDEA 
  R1/187 
1  Moving to no. 2  R2/1 





5   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/2 
2 Eeeeee kayanya Moving back to no. 1  R1/188 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/189 
4 Theng the Jewish high priests, 
and elders of Sanhedrin 
  R1/190 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/191 
1 Ini kalo di   R1/192 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/193 
1 Translation ini namanya kayanya   R1/194 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/195 
2 Cultural bukan sih   R1/196 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/197 
1 Atau formal yah?   R1/198 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R1/199 
6 Aku sudah lupa ya pokoknya 
sekitar itulah. Translation 
translation gitu. tekniknya 
  R1/200 
3  Moving to no. 2  R2/3 
2 Sekarang langsung yah ke nomer 
dua 
  R2/4 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/5 
14 A prickly crown of thorns was 
placed on his head and he was 
strip stripped stripped stripped 




  R2/6 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/7 
4 DAN IA PUN TELANJANG 
gitu aja. Tak tambahin ya 
  R2/8 
2 IA PUN TELANJANG Inserting “pun” between “Ia” 
and “telanjang” 
 R2/9 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/10 
7 Too weak to carry his cross, 
Simon of Cyrene was forced to 
carry he carry it for him. 
  R2/11 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/12 
6 KARENA LELAH 
MEMANGGUL SALIBNYA 




  R2/13 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/14 
1 titik Typing “.” in the end of the 
sentence 
 R2/15 
1   Still looking R2/16 





at the screen 
4 Eeeeem tapi kok ini ya. Aduh 
aduh mak mak 
  R2/17 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/18 
6 Apa diganti aja ya yang, on his 
head and he was stripped 
naked 
  R2/19 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/20 
2 MAHKOTA DURI 
TERPASANG DI 
KEPALANYA 
  R2/21 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/22 
3 Itu enaknya DAN IA PUN 
TELANJANG enaknya diganti 
apa ya 
  R2/23 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/24 
1 eeeeee   R2/25 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/26 




  R2/27 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/28 
2 IA PUN TELANJANG   R2/29 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/30 
2 KARENA LELAH 
MEMANGGUL SALIBNYA 
  R2/31 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/32 
3 KARENA TERLALU LELAH 
too 
  R2/33 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/34 
1 KARENA TERLALU Typing “ter” after “Karena”  R2/35 
2 Atau KELELAHAN aja deh Deleting “ter”  R2/36 
4 KARENA KELELAHAN Changing “lelah” into 
“kelelahan” 
 R2/37 
9 Kan too kan bisa KELELAHAN 
KELELAHAN TERLALU 
LELAH he lebay KARENA 
KELELAHAN MEMANGGUL 
SALIBNYA SIMON DARI 
KIRENE 
  R2/38 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/39 
1 MEMBANTU   R2/40 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/41 
3 MEMBANTU YESUS 
MAMBAWAKAN SALIB gitu 
aje 
  R2/42 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/43 









2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/45 
3 Eem wess Deleting “-Nya”  R2/46 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/47 
3 MEMBAWAKAN SALIB nah 
dah 
Deleting “untuk”  R2/48 
4 Number three   R3/1 
5 The inscription above his head 
taunt tauntingly read, the King 
of Jews. 
  R3/2 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R3/3 
51 Translasinya, terjemahannya, 
kalo em yang aku jawab, the 
inscription, itu kan kalo di 
kamus online ini, yang elektronik 
di sini itu kan PRASASTI, nah 
kalo di kitab aslinya, di book of 
John atau Kitab Yohanes itu 
KAYU. SEBUAH KAYU apa 
KERTAS ya KAYU deh 
kayanya. SEBUAH KAYU DI 
ATAS KEPALANYA 
BERTULISKAN INILAH RAJA 
YAHUDI. Nah, kalo di kamus 
elektronik itu tauntingly itu kan, 
artinya itu NGECE MENGEJEK. 
Nah tapi aku li- bikin secara 
literal literal literal aja. Biar 
gampang SEBUAH, biar lebih 
enak dibacanya. SEBUAH 
KAYU DI ATAS KEPALANYA 
BERTULISKAN INILAH RAJA 
  R3/4 
4 ORANG YAHUDI Inserting “orang” between 
“Raja” and “Yahudi” 
 R3/5 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R3/6 
8 Bener kah? Eh be- pasti benerlah 
kalo salah gak mungkin. Masa 
gak, gak pernah ke gereja 
ahahaha 
  R3/7 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R3/8 
5 Tapi gak tau ya kalo Pak Harris, 
bener atau salah hehe. Number 
four 
  R3/9 
3  Moving to no. 4  R4/1 
9 During that time, soldiers cast 
lots for Jesus clothing, while 
people passed by shouting 
insults and scoffing.  
  R4/2 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/3 
1 Kalo terjemahan saya   R4/4 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/5 
12 Itu, jadinya, during that time,   R4/6 





PADA WAKTU ITU, PARA 
PRAJURIT MEMBAGI 
BAGIKAN JUBAH YESUS, 
bisa juga MEMBUANG UNDI 
sih. 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/7 
1 Tapi enaknya gimana yah?   R4/8 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/9 
3 Coba deh kita cari cast-nya itu 
lebih enaknya apa 
  R4/10 
5 Wait a minute cakkamman Searching for the meaning of 
“cast” in Kamus2 
 R4/11 
(Kamus2 shows cast: kb. 1 
pembalut (dari) gigi. 2 Thea.: 
para pelaku. 3 cetakan. 4 warna 
tambahan, semu. -kkt. (cast) 1 
melemparkan (a stone, line). 2 
membuat. 3 memberikan, 
memasukkan. -casting kb. 1 
Thea.: pemilihan pemain-pemain. 
2 tuangan.) 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/12 
9 Iya kalo di sini tuh di kamus on- 
eh, kok kamus online sih, kalo 




  R4/13 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/14 
2 Kenapa nggak MEMBAGIKAN 
aja sih 
  R4/15 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/16 
1 Di sini   R4/17 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/18 
1 Mbok sama kek   R4/19 
4 lotsssss Searching for the meaning of 
“lots” in Kamus2 
 R4/20 
(Kamus2 shows lot: kb. 1 
bidang, tanah kapling. 2 
kumpulan, tumpukan. 3 
rombongan, kesatuan. 4 bagian. 5 
nasib. -kk. jauh. -lots j. Inf.: 
banyak. lots of work banyak 
pekerjaan.) 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/21 
2 Lots di sini tu artinya   R4/22 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/23 
7 KUMPULAN TUMPUKAN 
ROMBONGAN KESATUAN 
BAGIAN. Ya udah berarti 
MEMBAGI BAGIKAN. Atau 
nggak jangan MEMBAGIKAN 
deh 
  R4/24 





6 MEMBUANG UNDI Deleting “membagi-bagikan”  R4/25 
1 Tapi kalo di alkitabnya   R4/26 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/27 
3 Kalo di kitab Yohanes bilangnya    R4/28 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/29 
1 MEMBUANG UNDI   R4/30 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/31 
2 Eeeeee MEMBAGI-BAGI   R4/32 
5 Sek ditulis dulu deh. MEMBAGI 
BAGIKAN 
Typing “membagi-bagikan” 
after “para prajurit” 
 R4/33 
3 Ada yang bilang MEMBUANG 
UNDI 
  R4/34 
5 Ada yang bilang MEMBAGI 
BAGIKAN. Ini yang bener yang 
mana sih 
Typing “(membuang undi)” 
after “membagi-bagikan” 
 R4/35 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/36 
2 Kasihan nih yang translate   R4/37 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/38 
3 while people passed by 
shouting insult and scoffing.  
  R4/39 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/40 
7 SEMENTARA, ORANG 
ORANG YANG MELIHAT 
MENGEJEK EJEK DAN 
MENGHINA. MENGHINA. 
DAN MENGHINANYA 
  R4/41 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/42 
4 People, pass baik enaknya 
diganti apa ya 
  R4/43 
3 Kok ror ror agak gimana gitu   R4/44 
6  Searching for the meaning of 
“passed” in Kamus2 
 R4/45 
(Kamus2 shows passed: 
[lulus/lewat]) 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/46 
2 Ooo ORANG ORANG YANG 
LEWAT 
  R4/47 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/48 
1 ORANG ORANG YANG 
LEWAT 
  R4/49 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/50 
3 Eeeeeeeem ya sudahlah ORANG 
ORANG YANG LEWAT 
  R4/51 
2  Deleting “melihat”  R4/52 
3 ORANG ORANG YANG 
LEWAT 
Typing “lewat” after “orang 
orang yang” 
 R4/53 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/54 
2 Ih, tapi gimana gitu ya   R4/55 
5   Still looking R4/56 





at the screen 
9 Eh Diana nih aku kaya monolog 
deh. Sumpah hahahahahaha. Ato 
gak bikin tutor aja nih structure 
trus dimasukin di youtube 
  R4/57 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/58 
10 Kok structure sih? Translation 
tutor he. By Pingkan hahahaha. 
Apa apaan ini what the 
  R4/59 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/60 
6 while people passed by 
shouting insults and scoffing. 
Nah ini people passed masa 
ORANG ORANG YANG 
LEWAT? 
  R4/61 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/62 
7 Aku tuh lupa e ORANG 
ORANG YANG LEWAT apapa 
ORANG ORANG YANG 
LEWAT yah? Padahal dulu tuh 
sempat passeo e, kok lupa 
  R4/63 
10   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/64 
3 Iya kok passed by kan malah 
ORANG ORANG YANG 
LEWAT 
  R4/65 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/66 
5 ORANG ORANG YANG 
LEWAT DI DEPANNYA aja. 
Tak tambahi hihihi 
Typing “didepanNya” after 
“lewat” 
 R4/67 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/68 
2 Nanti deh periksa lagi deh   R4/69 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/70 
3 Biar gampang Changing “didepanNya” into 
“didepan-Nya” 
 R4/71 
1 ORANG ORANG YANG 
LEWAT DI DEPANNYA 
  R4/72 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/73 
2 MENGEJEK Deleting “-ejek”  R4/74 
3 DAN MENGHINA DIA ngono 
wae gak usah pake banyak 
banyak NYA 
  R4/75 
10  Changing “menghina-Nya” into 
“menghina Dia” 
 R4/76 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/77 
1 em Typing “.” in the end of the 
sentence 
 R4/78 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/79 
4 SEMENTARA ORANG 
ORANG, YANG LEW, YANG 
  R4/80 
7   Still looking R4/81 





at the screen 
2 Nanti deh nanti lewat dulu. Na 
gitu yah 
  R4/82 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/83 
13 Berarti jadinya PADA WAKTU 
ITU PRA- PARA PRAJURIT 
MEMBAGI BAGIKAN ATAU 
MEMBUANG UNDI JUBAH 
YESUS SEMENTARA ORANG 
ORANG YANG LEWAT DI 
DEPANNYA MENGEJEK DAN 
MENGHINA DIA. Nah, number 
five  
  R4/84 
2  Moving to no. 5  R5/1 
5 From the cross, Jesus spoke to 
his, mother Mary and the 
disciple John.  
  R5/2 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/3 
3 Ters, terjemahanku hehe malah 
translasi sih 
  R5/4 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/5 
8 Jadinya DARI ATAS SALIB, 
YESUS BERBICARA KEPADA 
IBU MARIA DAN MURIDNYA 
YOHANES gitu  
  R5/6 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/7 
2  Typing “.” in the end of the 
sentence 
 R5/8 
4 Iyalah masa DARI SALIB, tapi 
kalo aku sih secara itunya aja sih 
  R5/9 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/10 
2 Dari alkitab DARI ATAS SALIB   R5/11 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/12 
2 Kalo DARI SALIB, SALIB 
sebelah mana 
  R5/13 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/14 
3 Ya aku sih mikirnya gitu. 
Logikanya aja he 
  R5/15 
1  Moving to no. 6  R6/15 
2 Lalu nomer enam number six   R6/16 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R6/17 
7 He also cried out to his father, 
my God, my God, why have 
You forsaken Me  nah 
  R6/18 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R6/19 
3 Terjemahannya, dari aku   R6/20 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R6/21 
2 LALU, IA BERTERIAK   R6/22 
4 Iya DIA jadi IA. LALU IA 
BERTERIAK KEPADA BAPA 
Changing “dia” into “Ia”  R6/23 





1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R6/24 
5 ELOI, ELOI Changing “Eli, Eli” into “Eloi, 
Eloi” 
 R6/25 
5 LAMA SABAKHTANI eh pake 
bahasa Indonesia aja deh 
  R6/26 
7 ELI ELI LAMA SABAKHTANI Changing “Eloi, Eloi” into “Eli, 
Eli” 
 R6/27 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R6/28 
10 Itu bahasa Ibrani yang artinya, 
ALLAHKU YA ALLAHKU, 
MENGAPA KAU 
TINGGALKAN AKU 
  R6/29 
1  Inserting “)” between “aku” and 
“?” 
 R6/30 
4 Itu ya Diana ya. Jawabannya ya Changing “aku” into “daku”  R6/31 
14   Still looking 
at the screen 
R6/32 
9 Oke. Tinggal ini kok, tinggal 
betulin aja e-em. Udah selesai. 
 Talking to the 
researcher 
O/11 
4  Moving to no. 7  R7/1 
8 A little later, as Jesus gave up 
his spirit, an earthquake shook 
the ground, ripping the Temple 
veil in in two from top to 
bottom.  
  R7/2 
4 Pikirku dua jam lho sampe jam 
dua. Aku ngapain nih habis ini 
yah ck 
 Talking to the 
researcher 
O/12 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/3 
2 Pada mau ke perpus S2   O/13 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/4 
1 eeeee   R7/5 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/6 
3 Nah ini a little later enaknya apa 
yah? 
  R7/7 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/8 
4 Ini kucari dulu deh di kamus 
online 
  R7/9 
2 Yang lain Moving to Mozilla Firefox  R7/10 
1  Moving to the sixth tab (Google 
Translate) 
 R7/11 
5  Searching for the meaning of “a 
little later” in Google Translate 
 R7/12 
(Google Translate shows a little 
later: Beberapa saat kemudian) 
3 Oh iya oke. Sama aja ya berarti 
ya 
Going back to the worksheet  R7/13 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/14 
7 BEBERAPA SAAT 
KEMUDIAN berarti a little later 
BEBERAPA SAAT 
KEMUDIAN 
Typing “Beberapa saat 
kemudia” in the beginning of the 
sentence 
 R7/15 
2   Still looking R7/16 





at the screen 
7 SESUDAH YESUS, 
BEBERAPA SAAT 
KEMUDIAN 
  R7/17 
1  Typing “n,”  R7/18 
2  Changing “Setelah” into 
“setelah” 
 R7/19 
4 SETELAH YESUS, SESUDAH 
deh 
  R7/20 





  R7/22 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/23 
2 TERJADILAH GEMPA BUMI   R7/24 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/25 
1 Oh   R7/26 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/27 
3 Eeeeee, jangan, jangan 
TERJADILAH GEMPA BUMI 
  R7/28 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/29 
2 an earthquake shook the 
ground 
  R7/30 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/31 
2 Eeeee ya bisa aja sih sebenernya   R7/32 
10   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/33 
6 Ya udah gitu aja TERJADILAH 
GEMPA BUMI DAN, 
MEMBELAH BAIT ALLAH 
MENJADI DUA.  
  R7/34 
2 betul   R7/35 
1  Moving to no. 8  R8/1 
1 Number eight   R8/2 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/3 
14 Matthew's Gospel records, the 
the earth shook the earth shook 
and the rocks split. The tombs 
broke open and the bodies of 
many holy people who had died 
were raise to life. 
  R8/4 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/5 
7 Kalo terjemahan menurutku 
MENURUT KITAB MATIUS, 
BUMI TERGUNCANG DAN 
TANAH RETAK.   
  R8/6 
3 MAKAM-MAKAM PUN  
TERBUKA LEBAR  
Inserting “pun” between 
“makan-makan” and “terbuka” 
 R8/7 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/8 
2 Iya he-eh. –sih ingat aku Typing “lebar” after “terbuka”  R8/9 
3 DAN JASAD, JASAD ORANG-
ORANG 
  R8/10 





1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/11 
3 ORANG ORANG BERIMAN 
holy people 
Changing “suci” into “beriman”  R8/12 
2 YANG TELAH MENINGGAL   R8/13 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/14 
2 YANG TELAH MENINGGAL   R8/15 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/16 
2 MULAI BANGKIT Typing “mulai” after 
“meninggal” 
 R8/17 
7 Nah, yap, yesss, ya, bener, ya 
kaya gitu yes 
  R8/18 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/19 
2 Terus nomor sembilan Moving to no. 9  R9/1 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/2 
30 It was typical at crucifixion for 
Roman soldiers to show mercy 
by breaking the criminal, 
criminal's leg, just causing 
death to come more quickly. 
But this night only thieves had 
their legs broken, for when the 
soldiers came to Jesus, they 
found him already dead. 
Instead, they per, they pierced 
his side. Kalo terjemahan aku, 
SESUDAH, O, SUDAH 
MENJADI KEKHASAN 
  R9/3 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/4 
5 ATAU, ini kali ya 
KEBIASAAN, KEBIASAAN 
Typing “(kebiasaan)” after 
“kekhasan” 
 R9/5 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/6 
2 PRAJURIT ROMAWI   R9/7 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/8 
1 UNTUK MENUNJUKKAN   R9/9 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/10 
2 BELAS KASIHAN, masa gitu 
yak 
  R9/11 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/12 
4 DENGAN, MEMATAHKAN, 
KAKI KAKI, PARA 
PENJAHAT 
  R9/13 
3  Typing “para” after “kaki-kaki”  R9/14 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/15 
2 Aaaaa DENGAN DEMIKIAN   R9/16 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/17 
1 DENGAN DEMIKIAN   R9/18 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/19 





3 HAL TERSEBUT gitu aja 
DENGAN DEMIKIAN 
Deleting “bisa”  R9/20 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/21 
4 HAL TERSEBUT Typing “hal tersebut” after 
“dengan demikian” 
 R9/22 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/23 
2 DAPAT MEMPERCEPAT Typing “dapat” after “hal 
tersebut” 
 R9/24 
1 KEMATIAN   R9/25 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/26 
3 Ya gitu ah ha agak aneh nih hihi   R9/27 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/28 
8 But this night only the thieves 
had their legs broken AKAN 
TETAPI, SAAT INI aku 
bilangnya itu sih SAAT INI 
  R9/29 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/30 
3 HANYA PARA PENCURI 
SAJA YANG KAKINYA 
DIPATAHKAN 
  R9/31 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/32 
5 KETIKA, when, for when the 
soldiers came to Jesus, 
KETIKA PARA 
  R9/33 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/34 
7 KETIKA PARA PRAJURIT 
DATANG KE TEMPAT 
YESUS, they found him 
already dead. MEREKA 
MENEMUKAN DIA TELAH 
MATI 
  R9/35 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/36 
2 Eeeeee, oh   R9/37 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/38 
2 Ini diganti aja   R9/39 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/40 
3 Eee BAHKAN MEREKA 
MENUSUK LAMBUNGNYA 
nih tak ganti wae 
  R9/41 
7 Nih tak pindah posisi aja. 
transposition 
Deleting “Bahkan mereka 
menusuk lambungnya.” 
 R9/42 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/43 
3 KETIKA PARA PRAJURIT 
DATANG KE TEMPAT YESUS 
  R9/44 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/45 
4 MEREKA MENEMUKAN DIA 
TELAH MATI 
  R9/46 
1   Still looking R9/47 





at the screen 
9 SEMBARI eh SAMBIL 
MENUSUK 
Typing “sambil menusuk”  R9/48 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/49 
4 LAMBUNGNYA Typing “lambungnya”  R9/50 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/51 
1 Iya nggak sih   R9/52 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/53 
3 MEREKA MENEMUKAN, kan, 
kan udah mati toh 
  R9/54 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/55 
3 Tapi kan di, di-itu dulu yah   R9/56 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/57 
1 Oh   R9/58 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/59 
3 MEREKA MENEMUKAN DIA 
TELAH, DIA TELAH MATI 
  R9/60 
5 KETIKA gitu aja deh, gitu aja 
yah 
Deleting “sambil”  R9/61 
3 KETIKA Typing “ketika” after “mati”  R9/62 
1 MENUSUK    R9/63 
3 KETIKA MEREKA  Typing “mereka” after “ketika”  R9/64 
3 MENUSUKKAN 
LAMBUNGNYA dan percaya 
deh langsung 
Typing “.” in the end of the 
sentence 
 R9/65 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/66 
3 Dah, and then number ten Moving to no. 10  R10/1 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/2 
7 Before sunset, Jesus was taken 
down by Joseph of Arimathea 
and laid in a tomb according to 
Jewish tradition. 
  R10/3 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/4 
4 SEBELUM FAJAR ATAU 
SEBELUM MATAHARI 
TERBIT 
  R10/5 
5  Typing “(matahari terbit)” after 
“fajar” 
 R10/6 
1 Aku tak bikin kurung yah   R10/7 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/8 
6 YESUS DIBAWA OLEH 
YUSUF DARI ARIMATEA, 
DAN MENGUBURKAN 
  R10/9 
2 MENGUBURKANNYA Changing “menguburjan” into 
“menguburkan” 
 R10/10 
2 MENURUT TRADISI 
ROMAWI 
  R10/11 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/12 
1 eeeeee   R10/13 





2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/14 
2 Enaknya diganti aja kali ya   R10/15 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/16 
3 SEBELUM FAJAR, MENURUT 
TRADISI ROMAWI 
  R10/17 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/18 
1 kok aneh sih   R10/19 
18   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/20 
1 Eeeee   R10/21 
2  Deleting “menurut tradisi 
romawi” 
 R10/22 
13   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/23 
2  Deleting “uburkan dia”  R10/24 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/25 
7 Diana kayanya aku ganti deh. 
Gak ngikutin yang dari sini 
Deleting the translation for no. 
10 
 R10/26 
7 MENURUT TRADISI  Typing “Menurut trasdisi”  R10/27 
2 aduh salah TRADISI Changing “trasdisi” into 
“tradisi” 
 R10/28 
1 ROMAW- eh  Typing “Roma”  R10/29 
3 TRADISI YAHUDI kok 
ROMAWI sih 
Deleting “Roma”  R10/30 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/31 
4 TRADISI ORANG YAHUDI Typing “orang Yahudi”  R10/32 
3 Jewish jewish Changing “orang” into “Orang”  R10/33 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/34 
7 SEBELUM FAJAR ATAU 
MATAHARI TERBIT YESUS 
DIBAWA OLEH 
Typing “, sebelum fajar 
(matahari terbit), Yesus 
dibawa oleh“ 
 R10/35 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/36 
8 YUSUF DARI ARIMATEA Typing “Yusuf dari Arimathea”  R10/37 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/38 
2 UNTUK Typing “untuk”  R10/39 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/40 
1 Eh Deleting “untuk”  R10/41 
8 DAN MENGUBURKANNYA 
DI MAKAM 
Typing “dan menguburkannya 
di makan.” 
 R10/42 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/43 
3 Tapi, kaya gitu jadinya, ini dong   R10/44 
11   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/45 
2 Oh, gini   R10/46 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/47 
3 Diganti aja, lagi, balik lagi Deleting “Menurut tradisi 
Orang Yahudi,” 
 R10/48 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/49 





1 SEBELUM FAJAR Changing “sebelum” into 
“Sebelum” 
 R10/50 
7 ATAU SE- ATAU MATAHARI 
TERBIT YESUS DIBAWA 
OLEH YUSUF, ARIMATEA 
  R10/51 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/52 
5 DAN MENGUBURKANNYA 
DI MAKAM koma MENURUT 
Typing “menurut”  R10/53 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/54 
2 TRADISI Typing “tradiis”  R10/55 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/56 
2 ORANG YUNANI Changing “tradiis” into 
“tradisi” 
 R10/57 
1 Eh kok ORANG YUNANI sih   R10/58 
4 ORANG YAHUDI gimana 
malah lupa 
Typing “orang Yahudi.”  R10/59 
1  Changing “orang” into “Orang”  R10/60 
5 YUSUF DARI ARIMATEA 
eeem 
  R10/61 
9   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/62 
4  Changing “menguburkannya” 
into “menguburkan-Nya” 
 R10/63 
4 Udah Diana udah cukup. Kaya 
gitu aja. oke 


























Appendix 7:  






(Code) Computer Screen WebCam 




14 The population of the United 
States is experiencing a 
dramatic increase in the 
number of older adults and this 
trend will continue with the 
aging baby boomer generation. 
  A1/2 
7  Searching for the meaning of 
“dramatic” in Kamus2 
 A1/3 
(Kamus2 shows dramatic: ks. 1 
dramatis. 2 yang berhubungan 
dengan drama, sandiwara. 3 
beraksi.) 
2 DRAMATISsss   A1/4 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/5 
4 Okay hem   A1/6 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/7 
1 Ck apa ya?   A1/8 
1  Going to Mozilla Firefox  A1/9 
9  Opening a new tab and searching 
for Google Translate 
 A1/10 




2 Hmfffhhh   A1/12 
17  Searching for the meaning of 
“dramatic” in Google Translate 
 A1/13 
(Google Translate shows 
dramatic: adj. Dramatis) 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/14 
1 DRAMATIS   A1/15 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/16 
2  Going back to the worksheet  A1/17 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/18 
3  Typing “Populasi”  S1/1 
12 POPULASI DI AMERIKA 
SERIKAT TENGAH 
MENGALAMI hufh 
Typing “di Amerika Serikat 
tengah mengalami” 
 S1/2 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/19 
3 Increase increase   A1/20 
8 Increase increase Searching for the meaning of 
“increase” in Kamus2 
 A1/21 
(Kamus2 shows increase: kb. 1 
pertambahan. 2kenaikan. -kkt. 1 
memperluas. 3 menaikkan. 4 
mempertinggi, meningkatkan.  -





kki. 1 bertambah. 2 meningkat. 3 
naik. -increased ks. meningkat, 
naik. -increasing ks. yang 
bertambah /meningkat.-
increasingly kk. makin 
bertambah.) 
9   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/22 
1 Hem hem increased   A1/23 
1   Still looking 




  A1/25 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/26 
4 Hem MENGALAMI, 
KENAIKAN 
  A1/27 
3   Thinking A1/28 
1   Looking at the 
screen 
A1/29 
12 Hem MENGALAMI 
PENINGKATAN YANG 
DRAMATIS DALAM JUMLAH 
Typing “peningkatan yang 
dramatis dalam jumlah” 
 S1/3 
2 Older adults   A1/30 
5 adults Searching for the meaning of 
“adult” in Kamus2 
 A1/31 
(Kamus2 shows adult: kb. 
(orang) dewasa, dewasawan, 
akil-balikh. She has grown into 
an a. Ia telah menjadi dewasa. --
ks. dewasa. an a. movie/film 
pilem untuk orang dewasa. a. 
education pendidikan 
masyarakat.) 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/32 
2 Older adults   A1/33 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/34 
4 Older, adults Going to the first tab of Mozilla 
Firefox 
 A1/35 
9 Older adults classi-cation Searching for “older adult 
classification” in Google 
 A1/36 




2 hmmmffhh   A1/38 
9  (the results: 
- Scholarly articles for older 
adult classification 
- WHO | Definition of an older 
or elderly person 
- A Comparison of Young, 
Middle-Aged, and Older 
Adult ... 
- Old age – Wikipedia, the free 
encyclopedia 
- Preventing Chronic Disease | 
Classification of Older 
Adults ...) 
Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/39 
1  Clicking the link to open “WHO |  A1/40 





Definition of an older or elderly 
person” in a new tab 
5  Clicking the link to open “Old 
age – Wikipedia, the free 
encyclopedia” in a new tab 
 A1/41 
2  Scrolling the page  A1/42 
(The other results: 
-Classification of Diabetes in 
Older Adults – Diabetes Care 
-Using Body Mass Index) 
1  Moving to the second tab (the 
page is still loading) 
 A1/43 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A1/44 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/45 
8 DAN TREN INI AKAN 
BERLANJUT 
Typing “dan tren ini akan 
berlanjut” 
 S1/4 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/46 
2 SEIRING DENGAN   S1/5 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/47 
4 Eeeee aging of the baby 
boomer 
  A1/48 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/49 
1 Aging   A1/50 
4 age Searching for the meaning of 
“age” in Kamus2 
 A1/51 
(Kamus2 shows age: kb. 1 umur, 
usia.2 ketuaan, tua. 3 zaman, 
masa, abad --kkt. mempercepat 
menjadi tua, menuakan. --kki. 1 
bertambah/menjadi tua. 2 
menyimpan, menua.) 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/52 
1 age   A1/53 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/54 
3 boomer Searching for the meaning of 
“boomer” in Kamus2 
 A1/55 
(Kamus2 shows boomer: 
pendentum) 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/56 
5 Baby boomer maybe Searching for the meaning of 
“baby boomer” in Kamus2 
 A1/57 
(Kamus2 shows baby boomer: 
not found) 
1 no   A1/58 
3 Gak ada baby boomer Going to Mozilla Firefox  A1/59 
5 So we would define Going to the third tab (“Old age 
– Wikipedia, the free 
encyclopedia”) and moving to 
the second tab (“WHO | 
Definition of an older or elderly 
person”) (the pages are still 
loading) 
 A1/60 
4  (The page is still loading) Waiting for A1/61 







1  Moving to the third tab (The 
page is still loading) 
 A1/62 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A1/63 
6 SEIRING PENINGKATAN 
USIA GENERASI  
  S1/6 
2   Looking at the 
keyboard 
A1/64 
7 SELANJUT SEIRING 
DENGAN PERTAMBAHAN 
USIA 
Typing “seiring dengan 
pertambahan usia” 
 S1/7 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/65 
4 GENERASI bla bla bla wait a 
minute 
Typing “generasi”  S1/8 
2  Going to Mozilla Firefox (the 
page is still loading) 
 A1/66 
1 hufhhh Moving to the second tab (the 
page is still loading) 
 A1/67 




1  Closing the second tab  A1/69 
4 Kecepatannya lambat   A1/70 




5  Checking the network connection  O/1 
2  Moving to the first tab  A1/72 
2  Moving to the third tab (Google 
Translate) 
 A1/73 
4  Searching for the meaning of 
“baby boomer” in Google 
Translate 
 A1/74 
3 Baby boomer   A1/75 
2  (Google Translate shows baby 
boomer: baby boomers.) 
 A1/76 
2  Moving to the second tab (“Old 
age – Wikipedia, the free 
encyclopedia”)  
 A1/77 




1  Moving to the third tab (Google 
Translate) 
 A1/79 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/80 
1 hem   A1/81 
1  Clicking the link to translate the 
word from English 
 A1/82 





1  (Google Translate shows baby 
boomer: baby boomer.) 
 A1/84 
2 Gak ada ya   A1/85 
2  Opening a new tab  A1/86 
3 baby Typing “baby boo” in Google 
Search 
 A1/87 
7 ck (Mozilla Firefox is not  A1/88 






2 responding (Mozilla Firefox is responding.)  A1/89 
2 Baby boomer Searching for “baby boomer” in 
Google 
 A1/90 
2  Moving to the second tab  A1/91 
14  (The page is being shown.) Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/92 
5 Old age, the end, number those   A1/93 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/94 
5 Africa, we-ha-o (WHO), lima 
puluh 
  A1/95 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/96 
3 Inability to make active 
contribution to society 
  A1/97 
1  Moving to the fourth tab  A1/98 
(The results: 
- Baby boomers – Wikipedia, 
the free encyclopedia 
- Aging Baby Boomers 
Becoming the Roommate 
Generation 
- Baby Boomers – Facts & 
Summary – HISTORY.com) 
2 Okay   A1/99 
5  Clicking the link to open “Baby 
boomers – Wikipedia, the free 
encyclopedia” in a new tab 
 A1/100 
5 Baby boomer definition Searching for “baby boomer 
definition” in Google 
 A1/101 




1  Going back to the worksheet  A1/103 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/104 
1 PENINGKATAN   S1/9 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/105 
1 JUMLAH   S1/10 
1  Deleting “jumlah”  S1/11 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/106 
2 PEN, PENINGKATAN    S1/12 
3 JUMLAH Typing “jumlah” after 
“peningkatan” 
 S1/13 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/107 
1 LANSIA Typing “lansia” after “jumlah”  S1/14 
2 YANG DRAMATIS DALAM ei 
no 
  S1/15 
2 DALAMnya hilang Deleting “dalam”  S1/16 




  S1/17 
2 Baby boomer Going to Mozilla Firefox  A1/108 
1 hmffhh   A1/109 
4 When there was a temporary   A1/110 





marked increase in the birth rate. 
1  Moving to the fifth tab (“Baby 
boomers – Wikipedia, the free 
encyclopedia”) 
 A1/111 
6 Are people born during the 
demographic post world war 
baby boom 
  A1/112 
3  Clicking the link to open “Post-
World War II baby boom” in a 
new tab 
 A1/113 
5 Dah ah gak ada literature 
indonesia-nya em 
Scrolling the page  A1/114 
1  Moving to the sixth tab (“Post-
World War II baby boom”) 
 A1/115 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/116 
2 aaaa   A1/117 
3 Baby boom Clicking the link to read the 
article in Indonesian 
 A1/118 
1 mers   A1/119 




1  Going back to the worksheet  A1/121 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/122 
4 Aim of this study is to examine, 
employee, perceptions of 
Moving to no. 2  A2/1 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/2 
8 flexible work arrangements 
with special emphasis on part-
time work, in light of the 
different contexts they find 
themselves in 
  A2/3 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/4 
1 okay Going to the sixth tab of Mozilla 
Firefox (“Ledakan kelahiran 
pasca Perang Dunia II”)  
 A1/123 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/124 
1 LEDAKAN KELAHIRAN   A1/125 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/126 
1 Em   A1/127 
2 Hmm okay Going back to the worksheet  A1/128 
4 POPULASI DI AMERIKA 
TENGAH PENINGKATAN 
JUMLAH LANSIA YANG 
Moving back to no. 1  S1/18 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/129 
1 tunggu   A1/130 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/131 
6 POPULASI JUMLAH LANSIA 




  S1/19 





1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/132 
2 YANG DRAMA auuu   S1/20 
7  Blocking the words “jumlah 
lansia” 
 S1/21 
3 POPULASI ei Inserting the words “jumlah 
lansia” between “Populasi” and 
“di” 
 S1/22 
2 POPULASI LANSIA only Undoing the insertion  S1/23 
3 POPULASI LANSIA DI 
AMERIKA SERIKAT 
Moving and inserting the words 
“lansia” between “Populasi” and 
“di” 
 S1/24 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/133 
5 TENGAH MENGALAMI 
PENINGKATAN JUMLAH 
YANG DRAMATIS 
  S1/25 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/134 
2 DAN INI AKAN BERLANJUT 
SEIRING PERTAMBAHAN 
USIA GENERASI 
  S1/26 
1  Going to Mozilla Firefox  A1/135 
3 Ledakan kelahiran pasca perang 
dunia 
  A1/136 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/137 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A1/138 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/139 
5 LEDAKAN LEDAKAN 
KELAHIRAN 
Typing “ledakan kelahiran.”  S1/27 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/5 
3 TUJUAN DARI STUDI INI   S2/1 
4  Typing “Tujuan dari studi”  S2/2 
2 Do we call it study?   A2/6 
8  Searching for the meaning of 
“study” in Kamus2 
 A2/7 
(Kamus2 shows study: kb. (j. -
dies) 1 pelajaran. 2 mata 
pelajaran (in school). 3 
penyelidikan. 4 bahan pelajaran. 
5 lokakarya, kamar kerja. -kkt. 1 
mempelajari (a map, customs). 2 
belajar. 3 memikirkan (ways to 
do s.t.). 4 mernghapalkan (a part 
in a play). -kki. belajar.) 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/8 
2 Ada STUDI gak di ka-be-be-i 
(KBBI) 
Going to Mozilla Firefox  A2/9 
2  Opening a new tab  A2/10 
5  Searching for “kbbi online” in 
Google 
 A2/11 




1  Going back to the worksheet  A2/13 
2   Still looking A2/14 





at the screen 
1  Typing “ini”  S2/3 
5 ADALAH UNTUK MEeee Typing “adalah untuk me”  S2/4 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/15 
2 NELITI Typing “neliti”  S2/5 
2 (sneezing)  Not looking at 
the screen 
O/2 
5   Looking at the 
screen 
A2/16 
3 PERSEPSI, PEKERJA    S2/6 
3 PERSEPSI KARYAWAN? Typing “persepsi pekerja”  S2/7 
3 KARYAWAN Deleting “pekerja”  S2/8 
4 TENTANG Typing “karyawan tentang”  S2/9 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/17 
2 PENGATURAN KERJA YANG 
FLEKSIBEL? 
  S2/10 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/18 
3 DENGAN PENEKANAN 
KHUSUS PADA 
  S2/11 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/19 
3 KER PEKERJAAN PARUH 
WAKTU  
  S2/12 
3 in light of the different 
contexts, in light 
  A2/20 
6  Searching for the meaning of “in 
light” in Kamus2 
 A2/21 
(Kamus2 shows in light of: 
untuk memecahkan.) 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/22 
1  Going to Mozilla Firefox  A2/23 
2 em Clicking the link to “Kamus 
Besar Bahasa Indonesia (KBBI) 
Online – definisi kata” 
 A2/24 
2  Moving to the sixth tab and 
closing it 
 A2/25 
2  Closing the fifth tab  A2/26 
4  Searching for “in light meaning” 
in Google (the fourth tab) 
 A2/27 
6  (the page is still loading) Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/28 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A2/29 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/30 
29 PENGATURAN KERJA YANG 
FLEKSIBEL DENGAN 
PENEKANAN KHUSUS PADA 
PEKERJAAN PARUH WAKTU 
Typing “pengaturan kerja yang 
fleksibel dengan penekanan 
khusus pada pekerjaan paruh 
waktu,” 
 S2/13 
2 Heh in light in apa   A2/31 
1  Going to Mozilla Firefox  A2/32 
3  (the results: 
- In Light is the debut studio 
album by the American rock 
band ... (Web definitions) 
- The meaning of a phrase “in 
light of” – WordReference 
 A2/33 






- In light of | Define In light of 
at Dictionary.com 
- in light of –Idioms – by the 
Free Dictionary, Thesaurus and 
...) 
3  Scrolling the page  A2/34 
(Another result: 
- in light – definition of in light 
by the Free Online Dictionary 
...) 
2  Clicking the link to open “In 
light of | Define In light of at 
Dictionary.com” in a new tab 
 A2/35 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/36 
1  Clicking the link to open “in 
light of –Idioms – by the Free 
Dictionary, Thesaurus and ...” in 
a new tab 
 A2/37 
1  Moving to the seventh tab (the 
page is still loading) 
 A2/38 
3  Moving to the sixth tab (the page 
is still loading) 
 A2/39 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A2/40 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/41 
1  Moving to no. 3  A3/1 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/2 
1  Typing “the”  S3/1 
1 ei Deleting “he”  S3/2 
1 TESIS Typing “Tesis”  S3/3 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/3 
11 INI MERUPAKAN 
EKSPLORASI KONSEP 
Typing “ini merupakan 
eksplorasi konsep” 
 S3/4 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/4 
1 evil   A3/5 
6  Searching for the meaning of 
“evil” in Kamus2 
 A3/6 
(Kamus2 shows evil: kb. 
kejahatan. -ks. ks. 1 jahat. 2 
malang. e. -minded ks. 1 berhati 
busuk. 2 (berpikiran) jahat.) 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/7 
2 KE-KEJAHATAN   A3/8 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/9 
1 KEJAHATAN   S3/5 
4  Typing “kejahatan,”  S3/6 
20   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/10 
1 YANG Deleting “,”  S3/7 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/11 
2   Looking at the 
keyboard 
A3/12 





1 Bukan YANG   S3/8 
3 DAN Typing “, dan”  S3/9 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/13 
3 What the use attempts   A3/14 
4 Attempt USAHA Searching for the meaning of 
“attempt” in Kamus2 
 A3/15 
(Kamus2 shows attempt: kb. 
percobaan, usaha. He will 
succeed or perish in the a. Ia 
akan berhasil atau mati didalam 
percobaan. -kkt. mencoba. The 
plane attemped a landing Kapal 
terbang itu mencoba mendarat.) 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/16 
2 Attempt PERCOBAAN 
UNTUK 
  S3/10 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/17 
2  Typing “percobaan”  S3/11 
4 PERCOBAAN emmmmmmm   S3/12 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/18 
4 UNTUK MENDEFINISIKAN Typing “untuk mendefinisikan”  S3/13 
1 AP   S3/14 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/19 
1 What we mean    A3/20 
4 MENDEFINISIKAN MAKSUD 
KAMI 
  S3/15 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/21 
1 TENTANG   S3/16 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/22 
1 elusive   A3/23 
3  Searching for the meaning of 
“elusive” in Kamus2 
 A3/24 
(Kamus2 shows elusive: ks. 1 
sukar untuk dipahami. e. reply 
jawaban yang sukar dipahami. 2 
sukar ditangkap. The fox was too 
e. for me Rubah itu bagiku 
terlalu sukar untuk ditangkap.) 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/25 
4 MENDEFINISIKAN KONSEP 
YANG SUSAH, YANG SULIT 
DIPAHAMI INI  
  S3/17 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/26 
1 DAN RELEVANSINYA   S3/18 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/27 
5 TERHADAP, human behavior 
PERILAKU MANUSIA 
MENDEFINISIKAN 
  S3/19 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/28 





2  Deleting “, dan”  S3/20 
5 TESIS INI AKAN MENCOBA 
maybe 
Typing “. Tesis ini akan” after 
“konsep kejahatan” 
 S3/21 
3 MENCOBA UNTUK Deleting “percobaan” and 
typing “mencoba” 
 S3/22 
1 MENDEFINISIKAN   S3/23 
14 KONSEP YANG SULIT 
DIPAHAMI INI DAN 
RELEVANSINYA TERHADAP 
Typing “konsep yang sulit 
dipahami ini dan relevansinya 
terhada” 
 S3/24 
8 When we talk about relevance 
should KEPADA or PADA 
Searching for the meaning of 
“relevance” in Kamus2 
 A3/29 
(Kamus2 shows relevance: kb. 
perlunya, hubungan, pertalian, 
sangkut-pautnya.) 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/30 
1 DENGAN   S3/25 
2  Deleting “terhada”  S3/26 
2  Typing “dengan”  S3/27 
4 -NGAN PERILAKU MANUSIA Typing “perilaku manusia.”  S3/28 
1 There we go   A3/31 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/32 
1  Moving to no. 1  A1/140 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/141 
1  Typing “,” after “dramatis”  S1/28 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/142 
5 PENINGKATAN JUMLAH Inserting “peningkatan jumlah” 
between “tren” and “ini” 
 S1/29 





  S1/30 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/143 
9 The aim of this study TUJUAN 
DARI STUDI INI ADALAH 




Moving to no. 2  S2/14 
6 Eee Searching for the meaning of 
“arrangement” in Kamus2 
 A2/42 
(Kamus2 shows arrangement: 
kb. 1 rencana 2 susunan, 
rencana. 3 aransemen, susunan 
musik. 4 persiapan. 5 penetapan.) 
3 RENCANA supposed as well   A2/43 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/44 
2 Bukan PENGATURAN, okay   A2/45 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/46 
2 Oow a plan   A2/47 
1 RENCANA Changing “pengaturan” into 
“rencana” 
 S2/15 
3   Still looking A2/48 





at the screen 
6 Was arranged MENGATUR apa 
e RENCANA KERJA YANG 
FLEKSIBEL 
  S2/16 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/49 
5 DENGAN PENEMPATAN ei 
PENEKANAN KHUSUS PADA 
PEKERJAAN PARUH WAKTU  
  S2/17 
1 in light   A2/50 
2  Going to Mozilla Firefox  A2/51 
3  (The sixth tab: The Free 
Dictionary shows in light of: 
- in (the) light of something 
Fig. because of certain 
knowledge now in hand; 
considering something. (As if 
knowledge or information shed 
light on something.) In light of 
what you have told us, I think we 
must abandon the project. In 
light of the clerk's rudeness, we 
didn't return to that shop. 
- in (the) light of something 
for the reason given In light of 
how much our own costs have 
gone up, we have to raise prices 
to our customers. 
Related vocabulary: in view of 
something ) 
 A2/52 
1  Moving to the fifth tab (“In light 
of | Define In light of at 
Dictionary.com”) 
 A2/53 
1 Tadi aku mau cari di kamus 
bahasa 
Moving to the seventh tab 
(“Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia 
(KBBI) Online – definisi kata”) 
 A2/54 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A2/55 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/56 
2 study Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A2/57 
3  Searching for the meaning of 
“studi” in KBBI Online 
 A2/58 




1  Moving to the the sixth tab  A2/60 
3 In light of how much our own   A2/61 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/62 
5 (sneezing)  Not looking at 
the screen 
O/3 
3   Looking at the 
screen 
A2/63 
2 In view of something   A2/64 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/65 
5 in light of some- because of 
certain knowledge now in hand 
considering something 
  A2/66 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/67 







  S2/18 
3 MEMPERTIMBANGKAN Going back to the worksheet  S2/19 
3   Still looking 




  S2/20 
2   Still looking 






  S2/21 
2  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A2/70 
1 ah Moving to the fifth tab  A2/71 
2 In light Scrolling the page 
(Dictionary.com shows the 
meaning of light as a noun, an 
adjective and a verb.) 
 A2/72 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/73 
2 In eeemmmm   A2/74 
2  Searching for the meaning of “in 
light” in Dictionary.com 
 A2/75 
11  Scrolling the page 
(Dictionary.com shows in light 
of, in the light of in view of; 
taking into account; considering) 
 A2/76 
3 Ou considering 
MEMPERTIMBANGKAN 
  A2/77 
11  Scrolling the page 
(Dictionary.com also shows the 
definition of light in Bible 
Dictionary and the meaning of in 
light of as idioms and phrases) 
 A2/78 
4 In light, weather, we‟ve 
canceled, DENGAN 
MEMPERTIMBANGKAN 
  A2/79 






2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/81 
3  Typing “konteks”  S2/23 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/82 
2 KONTEKS YANG    S2/24 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/83 
2 they find themselves in   A2/84 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/85 
2 They siapa ini?   A2/86 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/87 
1  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A2/88 
1  Moving to the sixth tab  A2/89 
7  Searching for the meaning of 
“find in” in The Free Dictionary 
 A2/90 
2  Moving to the fifth tab  A2/91 





4  Scrolling the page  A2/92 
1 In light of   A2/93 
3  Scrolling the page  A2/94 
7 How about find ? Searching for the meaning of 
“find” in Dictionary.com 
 A2/95 
1  Moving to the sixth tab 
(The Free Dictionary shows find 
someone in: to learn or discover 
that one is at home, to learn or 
discover that one is in one‟s 
office. I never expected to find 
you in at this time of night. Did 
you really expect to find me in on 
a Friday night?) 
 A2/96 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/97 
6 Ah, to learn or discover, is at 
home, one‟s office 
  A2/98 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/99 
1 Find me in   A2/100 
3  Moving to the fifth tab (the page 
is still loading) 
 A2/101 
2 What‟s difference? Closing the sixth tab  A2/102 
4  Going back to the worksheet  A2/103 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/104 
3 MASING MASING Typing “masing-masing.”  S2/25 
2 Okays Moving to no. 3  A3/33 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/34 
2  Changing “merupakan” into 
“adalah” 
 S3/29 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/35 
3 Bukan, just fine Undoing the change  S3/30 
1  Moving to no. 4  A4/1 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/2 
1  Moving to no. 3  A3/36 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/37 
2 TERKAITANNYA Moving the cursor to the word 
“relevansinya” 
 S3/31 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/38 
4 TERKAITANNYA Deleting “relevansi”  S3/32 
3 KETERKAITAN Typing “keterkaitan”  S3/33 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/39 
11 This study investigates the 
importance of sustainable 
business practice in 
accommodation business in 
Vienna. Vienna, this study 
  A4/1 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/2 
5 STUDI INI MENYELIDIKI em 
PENTINGNYA 
  S4/1 
1   Still looking A4/3 





at the screen 
2 PRAKTEK BISNIS YANG   S4/2 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/4 
3 Sustainable what is sustainable   A4/5 
5 sustainable Searching for the meaning of 
“sustainable” in Kamus2 
 A4/6 
(Kamus2 shows sustainable: not 
found) 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/7 
1 No?   A4/8 
6 Sustain, how about sustain Searching for the meaning of 
“sustain” in Kamus2 
 A4/9 
(Kamus2 shows sustain: kkt. 1 
menopang (a roof, wall). 2 
menderita (a loss). 3 menyokong. 
4 membenarkan. 5 menahan. 6 
memungkinkan (life). 7 
memperpanjang (a musical note). 
8 meneruskan (tanpa henti-
hentinya) (an attack). -sustained 
ks. 1 terus-menerus. 2 berlarut-
larut. 
Sustainability: ketahanan) 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/10 
2 YANG DAPAT DITOPANG   S4/3 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/11 
1 okay   A4/12 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/13 
2 DI BISNIS AKOMODASI DI 
WINA 
  S4/4 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/14 
1 I see   A4/15 
2  Moving to Mozilla Firefox (the 
fifth tab) 
 A4/16 
4  Scrolling the page 
(Dictionary.com) 
(the page is still loading) 
 A4/17 
3  Moving to the third tab (Google 
Translate) 
 A4/18 
6  Searching for the meaning of 
“sustainable” in Google 
Translate 
 A4/19 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A4/20 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/21 
8  Typing “Studi ini menyelidiki 
pentingnya” 
 S4/5 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/22 
2 No bukan PENTINGNYA Opening Kamus2  A4/23 
5 importance Searching for the meaning of 
“importance” in Kamus2 
 A4/24 
(Kamus2 shows importance: kb. 
pentingnya, kepentingan.) 





5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/25 
1 KEPENTINGAN   A4/26 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/27 
2 PRAK-TEK   S4/6 
3 ????? (mumbling something)   S4/7 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/28 
1 PENTINGNYA   S4/8 
3 PRAKTEK  Typing “praktik”  S4/9 
2 ei Deleting “ik” and typing “e”  S4/10 
1 PRAKTIK Deleting “e” and typing “ik”  S4/11 
1 PRAKTIK   S4/12 
19 PRAKTIK BISNIS YANG 
DAPAT DISANGGA DALAM 
BISNIS AKOMODASI DI 
WINA 
Typing “bisnis yang dapat 
disangga dalam bisnis 
akomodasi di Wina.” 
 S4/13 
2  Moving to no. 5  A5/1 
6 MENINGKATKAN 
KREATIVITAS DI BIDANG 
INTER- DESAIN INTERIOR 
  S5/1 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/2 
16 TUK MENINGKATKAN 
KREATIVITAS DI DALAM 
BIDANG DESAIN INTERIOR 
Typing “untuk meningkatkan 
kreativitas di dalam bidang 
desain interioi,” 
 S5/2 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/3 






  S5/3 
2   Thinking (not 
looking at the 
screen) 
A5/4 
2 Encourage encourage 
encourage  
  A5/5 
2 MEeee MENDUKUNG   S5/4 
5 Encourage Searching for the meaning of 
“encourage” in Kamus2 
 A5/6 
(Kamus2 shows encourage: kkt. 
membesarkan hati, 
menganjurkan, mendorong.  He 
encouraged his son to continue 
his education Ia menganjurkan 
pada anak lelakinya supaya 
melanjutkan pelajarannya. -
encouraging ks. yang 
membesarkan hati/harapan, yang 
mendorong.) 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/7 
1 MENGANJURKAN   A5/8 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/9 
2 Ck MENDORONG   A5/10 
1   Still looking A5/11 





at the screen 
1 PENTINGNYA   S5/5 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/12 
3 Haaaah PENGGAMBARAN 
VIS  
  S5/6 
1 no, what is imagery?   A5/13 
3  Searching for the meaning of 
“imagery” in Kamus2 
 A5/14 
(Kamus2 shows imagery: kb. (j. 
-ries) tamsil, perumpamaan, 
perbandingan.) 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/15 
1 TAMSIL?   A5/16 
2 Wait Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A5/17 
2 ????? (mumbling something)   A5/18 
1  Moving to the fifth tab 
(Dictionary.com) 
 A5/19 
2  Scrolling the page (the page is 
still loading) 
 A5/20 
2 Hem the signal payah Closing the fifth tab  A5/21 
1  Moving to the third tab (Google 
Translate) 
 A5/22 
1  Moving to the fifth tab (KBBI 
Online) 
 A5/23 
2  (KBBI Online shows “STUDI”: n 
penelitian ilmiah; kajian; 
telaahan: ia melakukan – suku-
suku terasing di Indonesia: -- 
kasus pendekatan untuk meneliti 
gejala sosial dng menganalisis 
satu kasus secara mendalam dan 
utuh) 
 A2/105 
3 Okay so we can use study Moving to the third tab  A2/106 
2 Ck BERKELANJUTAN (Google Translate shows 
sustainable: berkelanjutan) 
 A4/29 
1 there Going back to the worksheet  A4/30 
1  Moving back to no. 4  A4/31 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/32 
2 BISNIS YANG 
BERKELANJUTAN 
  S4/14 
5  Changing “dapat disangga” into 
“berkelanjutan” 
 S4/15 
3 Vienna is WINA right? Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A4/33 
2  Moving to the fourth tab  A4/34 
3 See about that Searching for “Vienna” in 
Google 
 A4/35 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A4/36 
2  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A4/37 
2  Clicking the link to “Vienna – 
Wikipedia, the free 
encyclopedia” 
 A4/38 
2  Going back to the worksheet  A4/39 
3  Moving to no. 5  A5/24 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/25 
4 INTERIOR Changing “interioi” into 
“interior” 
 S5/7 





11 TENAGA PENGAJAR 
DISARANKAN UNTUK 
MEMPERTIMBANG 




2 Wait consider is not always 
MEMPERTIMBANGKAN 
  A5/26 
5 consider Searching for the meaning of 
“consider” in Kamus2 
 A5/27 
(Kamus2 shows consider: kkt. 1 
mempertimbangkan. 2 
menganggap. 3 memikirkan, 
mengingat. -considered ks. 
betul-betul dipertimbangkan. -
considering kd. mengingat.) 
2 MEMPERTIMBANGKAN 
Right 
  A5/28 
4 DAN MENDORONG Typing “ngkan dan 
mendorong” 
 S5/9 
2 No ME-   S5/10 
2 NGANJURKAN Deleting “dorong”  S5/11 
1  Moving the cursor to Kamus2’s 
window 
 A5/29 
2 Wait, no   A5/30 
8 encourage Searching for the meaning of 
“encourage” in Kamus2 
 A5/31 
(Kamus2 shows encourage: kkt. 
membesarkan hati, 
menganjurkan, mendorong.  He 
encouraged his son to continue 
his education Ia menganjurkan 
pada anak lelakinya supaya 
melanjutkan pelajarannya. -
encouraging ks. yang 
membesarkan hati/harapan, yang 
mendorong.) 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/32 
2  Inserting “menganjur” between 
“dan” and “men” 
 S5/12 
1 no   S5/13 






3 visual imagery no   A5/33 
1  Moving to Mozilla Firefox 
(“Vienna- Wikipedia”) 
 A4/40 
4 Where is bahasa indonesia Scrolling the page  A4/41 
5  Scrolling the page  A4/42 
1  Clicking the link to change the 
language into Bahasa Indonesia 
 A4/43 
2  Moving to the second and, then, 
the third tabs 
 A5/34 
3 Imagery Searching for the meaning of 
“imagery” in Google Translate 
 A5/35 
(Google Translate shows 
imagery: n perumpamaan, 
perbandingan, tamsil.) 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/36 
2 PERBANDINGAN VISUAL 
okay 
  S5/16 





2  Moving to the fourth tab (“Wina-
Wikipedia”) 
 A4/44 
2 WINA correct Going back to the worksheet  A4/45 
1 PENTINGNYA   S5/17 
10 PERBANDINGAN VISUAL 
DALAM KURIKULUM 
DESAIN 
Typing “perbandingan visual 
dalam kurikulum desain.” 
 S5/18 
2 There we go Moving to no. 4  A4/46 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/47 
1  Deleting “yang”  S4/16 
2  Moving to no. 6  A6/1 
5 The thesis then applies the 
operational definition of evil 
  A6/2 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/3 
2 To the case   A6/4 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/5 
1 Study and   A6/6 
2 STUDI KASUS   S6/1 
2 and determines   A6/7 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/8 
1 DAN   S6/2 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/9 
1 determine   A6/10 
6  Searching for the meaning of 
“determine” in Kamus2 
 A6/11 
(Kamus2 shows determine: kkt. 
1 menentukan. 2 menetapkan. 3 
memutuskan. -kki. memutuskan. 
-determined ks. tekun.) 
1 MENENTUKAN   A6/12 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/13 
2 Waffen-SS   A6/14 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/15 
2 TESIS INI Typing “Thesis i”  S6/3 
1 ei Deleting “Thesis i”  S6/4 
6 TESIS INI LALU Typing “Tesis ini lalu meng”  S6/5 
4 LALU TESIS INI 
MENGAPLIKASIKAN 
Deleting “lalu meng”  S6/6 
1 Kebalik   S6/7 
4  Deleting “T”  S6/8 
2 LALU TESIS INI Typing “Lalu t” in the beginning 







4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/16 
1  Typing “tentang”  S6/11 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/17 
3  Typing “kejahatan”  S6/12 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/18 
8 KE STUDI KASUS DAN MEN Typing “ke studi kasus dan  S6/13 






16   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/19 
1  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A6/20 
2  Moving to the third tab (Google 
Translate) 
 A6/21 
2  Moving to the fourth tab (“Wina-
Wikipedia”) 
 A6/22 
4 Waffen SS Searching for “Waffen SS” in 
Google 
 A6/23 
2 What‟s that? Let‟s see   A6/24 
2  Clicking the link to “Waffen-SS 
– Wikipedia, the free 
encyclopedia” 
 A6/25 




1  Moving to the third tab  A6/27 
10  Searching for the meaning of 
“operational definition” in 
Google Translate 
 A6/28 
Google Translate shows 
operational definition: definisi 
operasional. 
2 DEFINISI OPERASIONAL 
right? 
  A6/29 
1 wait Going back to the worksheet  A6/30 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/31 
2 DAN MENENTUKAN Typing “ntukan”  S6/14 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/32 
1 MEMBUKTIKAN   S6/15 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/33 
2 BAHWA Typing “bahwa”  S6/16 
1 Acts   A6/34 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/35 
1 AKSI   S6/17 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/36 
1 no   A6/37 
2 Bisa sih AKSI Searching for the meaning of 
“act” in Kamus2 
 A6/38 
(Kamus2 shows act: kb. 1 
perbuatan, fi'il, paal. 2 tindakan 3 
babak. 4 undang-undang, 
keputusan, penetapan. 5 main-
main, pura-pura.) 
4 YANG DILAKUKAN OLEH 
WAFFEN SS 
  S6/18 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/39 
1 PERBUATAN   S6/19 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/40 
3 ????? (mumbling something) Searching for the meaning of “in 
fact” in Kamus2 
 A6/41 
(Kamus2 shows in fact: not 






4 Okay in fact gak ada Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A6/42 
3  Searching for the meaning of “in 
fact” in Google Translate 
 A6/43 
(Google Translate shows in fact: 
adv bahkan, sebenarnya, 
sesungguhnya, sebetulnya.) 
1 SEBENARNYA   A6/44 
1  Moving to the fourth tab 
(“Waffen-SS-Wikipedia”) 
 A6/45 
2  Scrolling the page  A6/46 
1  Clicking the link to change the 
language into Bahasa Indonesia 
 A6/47 




1  Going back to the worksheet  A6/49 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/50 
11 PERBUATAN PERBUATAN 
YANG DILAKUKAN OLEH 
Typing “perbuatan-perbuatan 
yang dilakukan oleh” 
 S6/20 
1  Moving to Mozilla Firefox 
(“Waffen-SS-Wikipedia”) 
 A6/51 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A6/52 
6 WAFFEN SS ADALAH Typing “Waffen-SS adalah”  S6/21 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/53 
3 SEBENARNYA Deleting “adalah”  S6/22 
3 SEBENARNYA Typing “sebenarnya”  S6/23 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/54 
2 KEJAHATAN Typing “kejahatan”  S6/24 




  S6/25 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/55 
1 KE   S6/26 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/56 
2 DALAM STUDI KASUS   S6/27 
2  Inserting “dalam” between “ke” 
and “studi” 
 S6/28 
1 DAN UNTUK   S6/29 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/57 
5 MENENTUKAN BAHWA 
PERBUATAN YANG 
DILAKUKAN OLEH WAFFEN 
SS SEBENARNYA ADALAH 
  S6/30 
2  Inserting “adalah” between 
“sebenarnya” and “kejahatan” 
 S6/31 
1 KEJAHATAN   S6/32 
2  Moving to no. 7  A7/1 
2 Creativity relates   A7/2 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/3 
3 Wait wait wait relates to   A7/4 
4 Relate to Searching for the meaning of  A7/5 





“relate to” in Kamus2 
(Kamus2 shows relate to: not 
found) 
4 relate Searching for the meaning of 
“relate” in Kamus2 
 A7/6 
(Kamus2 shows relate: kkt. 1 
menceritakan (an account). 2 
mempertalikan, menghubungkan 
(two matters). -kki. berkenaan, 
berhubungan (to dengan). -
related ks. 1 berhubungan. 2 
bertalian.) 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/7 
1 MENGHUBUNGKAN   A7/8 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/9 
2 KREA e KREATIVITAS 
MENGHUBUNGKAN 
KEMAMPUAN 
  S7/1 
1   Still looking 




  S7/2 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/11 
4 Hah MENGHUBUNGKAN 
DENGAN. Okay 
  S7/3 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/12 
1 BERHUBUNGAN   S7/4 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/13 
2 ????? (Mumbling something)   A7/14 
8 Relate to Searching for the meaning of 
“relate to” in CALD3 
 A7/15 
(CALD3 shows relate to: relate 
to sb/sth phrasal verb  
1. to be connected to, or to be 
about someone or something  
Chapter nine relates to the 
effects of inflation on consumers.  
2. relating to  
connected with something  
Anything relating to maths is a 
complete mystery to me.  
relate to sb phrasal verb  
to understand someone and be 
able to have a friendly 
relationship with them  
Many parents find it hard to 
relate to their children when they 
are teenagers.) 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/16 
2 Aaah BERHUBUNGAN   S7/5 
3  Scrolling the result in CALD3  A7/17 
(CALD3 shows relate to sth 
phrasal verb  
to understand a situation or 
someone's feelings because you 





have experienced a similar 
situation or similar feelings  
The culture that he describes is 
so different from mine that I 
sometimes find it hard to relate 
to.) 
9   Still looking 










1   Still looking 







4 AKAN TETAPI HANYA 
BEBERAPA STUDI YANG 
  S7/8 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/20 
3 TELAH MEMFOKUSKAN no 
have e 
  S7/9 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/21 
4 Hm AKAN TETAPI Typing “Akan tetapa”  S7/10 
5 Hei hei hei   S7/11 
1  Deleting “a” and typing “i,”  S7/12 
5 HANYA ADA BEBERAPA Typing “hanya ada beberapa”  S7/13 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/22 
8 STUDI YANG BERFOKUS 
PADA 
Typing “studi yang berfokus 
pada” 
 S7/14 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/23 
1 potential   A7/24 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/25 
1 HUBUNGANNYA   S7/15 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/26 
2 This connection in design   A7/27 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/28 
2 KONEKSI YANG POTENSIAL   S7/16 
8  Typing “koneksi/hubungan 
yang potensial” 
 S7/17 
3 DALAM DESAIN Typing “dalam desain.”  S7/18 
2  Moving to no. 8  A8/1 
4 It‟s important for design 
practitioners 
  A8/2 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/3 
2 practitionersssss   A8/4 
5 PRAKTISI titioner Searching for the meaning of 
“practitioner” in Kamus2 
 A8/5 
(Kamus2 shows practitioner: 
kb. pelaksana. general p. dokter 
praktek umum.) 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/6 





2 Should be prac-   A8/7 
2 wait Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A8/8 
2  Moving to the third tab (Google 
Translate) 
 A8/9 
7 Practitioner Searching for the meaning of 
“practitioner” in Google 
Translate 
 A8/10 




1  Going back to the worksheet  A8/12 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/13 
3 PENTING BAGI PRAKTISI 
DESAIN DAN 
  S8/1 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/14 
2 PENELITI UNTUK 
MEMAHAMI 
  S8/2 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/15 
1 BAHWA   S8/3 
11   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/16 
2 PERUMAHAN   S8/4 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/17 
2 DENGAN TUJUAN    S8/5 
1 purpose built   A8/18 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/19 
2 DENGAN TUJUAN 
TERTENTU PADA SAAT INI 
  S8/6 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/20 
1 wait   A8/21 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/22 
6 PENTING BAGI PRAKTISI 
DESAIN DAN PENELITI 
UNTUK MEMAHAMI 
BAHWA 
  S8/7 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/23 
2 PERUMAHAN   S8/8 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/24 
1 BER   S8/9 
2   Not looking at 
the screen 
A8/25 
1 PERUMAHAN BERTUJUAN 
BAGI 
 Looking at the 
screen 
S8/10 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/26 
4 PARA LANSIA PADA MASA 
KINI 
  S8/11 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/27 
1 SEPERTI   S8/12 
1   Still looking A8/28 





at the screen 
2 E FASILITAS HIDUP   S8/13 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/29 
2 YANG TERBANTU   S8/14 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/30 
1 TENGAH   S8/15 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/31 
6 Addressing eeeeee wait. Let‟s 
type it up 
  A8/32 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/33 
14 ADALAH PENTING BAGI 
PARA PRAKTISI DAN 
PENELITI UNTUK 
MEMAHAMI BAHWA 
Typing “Adalah penting bagi 
para praktisi dan peneliti 
untuk memahami bahwa” 
 S8/16 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/34 
2 Bukan BAHWA   S8/17 
1   Not looking at 
the screen 
A8/35 
1 It would be that  Looking at the 
screen 
A8/36 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/37 
1 APAKAH Deleting “bahwa”  S8/18 
1 Itu kan kata tanya   S8/19 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/38 
4 ADALAH PENTING BAGI 
PARA PRAKTISI DAN 
PENELITI UNTUK 
MEMAHAMI APAKAH 
  S8/20 
2  Typing “apakah”  S8/21 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/39 
4 addressing their shelter and 
healthcare needs 
  A8/40 
5 address Searching for the meaning of 
“address” in Kamus2 
 A8/41 
(Kamus2 shows address: kb., 1 
alamat. 2 amanat, pidato 3 
berbicara, menegur. 4 
memanggil, menyapa, 
menyebut.) 
2 eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee   A8/42 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/43 
2 No, MENUJU   A8/44 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/45 
2 MENG- MENGALAMI no   A8/46 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/47 
1 Wait   A8/48 
5  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A8/49 
4 PELAKSANA is of is fine (Google Translate shows 
practitioner: pelaksana.) 
 A8/50 





6 address Searching for the meaning of 
“address” in Google Translate 
 A8/51 
(Google Translate shows 
address: n alamat, pidato, 
sapaan, amanat. V berbicara, 
menyapa, menyebut, memanggil, 
mengalamatkan, menujukan, 
menyampaikan pesan, menegur) 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/52 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A8/53 
11   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/54 
1  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A8/55 
2  Moving to the fourth and, then, 
the fifth tabs 
 A8/56 
6 Purpose built Searching for “purpose-built” in 
Google 
 A8/57 
3  Going back to the worksheet  A8/58 
1  Moving to no. 9  A9/1 
2 STUDI INI   S9/1 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/2 
1 DILAKUKAN   S9/2 
6  Typing “Studi ini dilakukan”  S9/3 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/3 
6 DILAK- MELALUI 
INTERVIEW 
Typing “melalui interview”.  S9/4 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/4 
2 TIGA BELAS INTERVIEW Inserting “13” between 
“melalui” and “interview” 
 S9/5 
16 KUALITATIF YANG 
DILAKSANAKAN SELAMA 
ENAM BULAN PERTAMA 
Typing “kualitatif yang 
dilaksanakan selama enam 
bulan pertana” 
 S9/6 
1 SATU SEMESTER?   S9/7 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/5 
3 SELAMA SATU SEMESTER 
PERTAMA ENAM BULAN 
PERTAMA 
  S9/8 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/6 
6 TAHUN DUA RIBU SEBELAS 
DI BELANDA 
Typing “tahun 2011 di 
Belanda.” 
 S9/9 
11   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/7 
1  Moving to no. 10  A10/1 
13 STUDI INI TELAH 
MENGADOPSI TEORI 
SOSIOLOGI 
Typing “Studi ini telah 
mengadopsi teori sosiologi” 
 S10/1 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/2 
4 DENGAN BERFOKUS Typing “dengan berfokus”  S10/2 
3 DIFOKUSKAN PADA FOKUS 
PADA TEKS 
  S10/3 
4  Typing “pada teks”  S10/4 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/3 





2 Kalo judul mari bermain   S10/5 
8 THE LION AND THE JEWEL 
DAN THE 
Typing “The Lion and the Jewel 
dan The” 
 S10/6 
2 Ei DEATH Deleting “The”  S10/7 
13 AND THE KING‟S 
HORSEMAN KARENA 
KEDUA TEKS INI 
Typing “Death and the King’s 
Horseman karena kedua teks 
ini” 
 S10/8 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/4 
2 Suit our study   A10/5 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/6 
2 COCOK BAGI COCOK BAGI 
STUDI KAMI 
  S10/9 
2  Searching for the meaning of 
“suit” in Kamus2 
 A10/7 
(Kamus2 shows suit: kb. 1 
setelan. 2 Law : gugatan. 3 
(courting) rayuan, lamaran, 
peminangan. 4 Bridge : 
warna/rupa kartu main. -suiting 
kb. bahan setelan.) 
15   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/8 
1 wait   A10/9 
2  Moving to no. 8  A8/59 
5 I need ??? ADALAH PENTING 
BAGI PARA PRAKTISI DAN 
PENELITI UNTUK 
MEMAHAMI APAKAH 
  S8/22 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/60 
3 Housing what is housing. Bukan 
PERUMAHAN 
  A8/61 
2  Searching for the meaning of 
“house” in Kamus2 
 A8/62 
2 It‟s house Searching for the meaning of 
“housing” in Kamus2 
 A8/63 
(Kamus2 shows housing: 
memondokkan) 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/64 
1 MONDOKAN   A8/65 
9   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/66 
2 Hope other will see what 
purpose-built mean 
Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A8/67 
4  (The results: 
- Purpose-built – Merriam-
Webster Online 
- Home | Purpose Built 
CommunitiesPurpose Built 
Communities 
- Purpose-built – The Free 
Dictionary 
- Purpose-Built 
- purpose-built adjective – 
Cambridge Dictionary) 
 A8/68 
1  Clicking the link to open 
“Purpose-built – Merriam-
 A8/69 





Webster Online” in a new tab 
2  Moving to the fourth tab 
(“Waffen-SS – Wikipedia”) 
 A8/70 
2  Moving to the third tab (Google 
Translate) 
 A8/71 
10 housing Searching for the meaning of 
“housing” in Google Translate 
 A8/72 
(Google Translate shows 
housing: n perumahan, papan, 
penginapan, kerangka mesin, 
blok mesin, abah-abah kuda) 
2 PERUMAHAN   A8/73 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/74 
6 See about this Searching for the meaning of 
“housing” in CALD3 
 A8/75 
(CALD3 shows housing: - 
buildings for people to live in  
There's a shortage of cheap 
housing in the region.  
- a group of people who join 
together so that they can build or 
buy houses or apartments at low 
cost  
- in the UK, money paid by the 
government to help people who 
are poor pay for a place to live in  
- an area containing a large 
number of houses or apartments 
built close together at the same 
time  
They live on/in a housing estate.  
-a group of houses or apartments, 
usually provided by the 
government for families who 
have low incomes) 
20   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/76 




3 Purpose-built built for a 
particular purpose. okay 
  A8/78 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A8/79 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/80 
3 PERUMAHAN BERTUJUAN 
KHUSUS 
  S8/23 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/81 
1 BAGI LANSIA   S8/24 
19 PERUMAHAN BERTUJUAN 
KHUSUS BAGI PARA 
LANSIA SAAT INI 
Typing “perumahan bertujuan 
khusus bagi para lansia saat 
ini” 
 S8/25 
3 Cur- current must be must be 
SAAT INI 
  A8/82 
2 current Searching for the meaning of 
“current” in Kamus2 
 A8/83 
(Kamus2 shows current: kb. 
arus.  -ks. 1 (zaman) sekarang , 
mutakhir. a) Elec.:  alat/neraca 





pengukur arus listrik. b) Fin.:  
jumlah uang yang ada di bank 
sekarang.  2 (sekarang) ini. the 
bill for the c. month  rekening 
untuk bulan ini. 3 sedang 
beredar.) 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/84 
2 SEKARANG INI Changing “saat” into 
“sekarang” 
 S8/26 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/85 
4 Bukan PERUMAHAN berarti. 
assisted living facilities 
  A8/86 
9  Opening CALD3 and typing 
“living f” 
 A8/87 
2 no Deleting “iving f”  A8/88 
1 We will find it here Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A8/89 
3  Closing the sixth tab  A8/90 
2  Moving to the fourth tab  A8/91 
4 living facility Searching for “living facility” in 
Google 
 A8/92 




1  (The results: 
- Assisted living – Wikipedia, 
the free encyclopedia 
- Assisted Living Facilities 
(ALF) – Virginia Department 
of ... 
- What is Assisted Living? – A 
Place for Mom 
- Assisted Living Homes | 
Assisted Living Centers ... 
- Assisted Living & Senior 
Living | Assisted Living 
Facilities ...) 
 A8/94 
1  Moving to the third tab  A8/95 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/96 
1  Moving to the fourth tab  A8/97 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/98 
1  Clicking the link to open 
“Assisted living – Wikipedia, the 
free encyclopedia” in a new tab 
 A8/99 
11   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/100 
3  Searching for “living facility 
meaning” in Google 
 A8/101 
(The results: 
- Assisted living – Wikipedia, 
the free encyclopedia 
- Assisted living –Definition and 
More from the Free Merriam ... 
- Residential Care and Assisted 
Living Facilities – Depart ... 
- Residential Facilities Provider 
Type Definitions 
- CHAPTER 50-32 





3  Clicking the link to “Assisted 
living –Definition and More 
from the Free Merriam ...” 
 A8/102 
1  Moving to the fifth tab 
(“Assisted living – Wikipedia”) 
 A8/103 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/104 
1  Moving to the fourth tab (the 
page is still loading) 
 A8/105 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A8/106 
10   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/107 
2 SEPERTI Typing “, seperti”  S8/27 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/108 
2 YANG MISALNYA, SEPERTI   S8/28 
3 Such as SEPERTI Opening Kamus2  A8/109 
5 Such as Searching for the meaning of 
“such as” in Kamus2 
 A8/110 
(Kamus2 shows such as: - nor 
such as: ataupun yang 
- In such as; in such like: 
dalam, seperti 
- Such as those required in: 
seperti diperlukan dalam 
- Such as those which: seperti 
yang 
- Such as those in: seperti yang 
ada dalam) 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/111 
1 SEPERTI Moving to Mozilla Firefox (the 
fourth tab) 
 A8/112 
7  (Merriam Webster shows 
assisted living: n  
-a system that provides a place to 
live and medical care for people 
(such as elderly or disabled 
people) who need help with daily 
activities. 
- a system of housing and limited 
care that is designed for senior 
citizens who need some 
assistance with daily activities 
but do not require care in a 
nursing home-usually 
hyphenated when used 
attributively <an assisted-living 
facility>) 
Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/113 
3 Hm PANTI JOMPO   S8/29 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/114 
1 wait Moving to the third tab (Google 
Translate) 
 A8/115 
9 Let‟s say PANTI JOMPO Searching for the meaning of 
“panti jompo” in Google 
Translate 
 A8/116 
(Google Translate shows panti 
jompo: nursing homes) 
5 Hm nursing Searching for the meaning of 
“jompo” in Google Translate 
 A8/117 





2  (Google Translate shows jompo: 
adj decrepit, old, aged) 
 A8/118 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A8/119 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/120 
2 FASILITAS BAGI 
BERKEBUTUHAN KHUSUS 
  S8/30 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/121 
1 YANG ME   S8/31 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/122 
2 NUJU KEBUTUHAN    S8/32 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/123 
4 PAPAN DAN KESEHATAN 
healthcare 
  S8/33 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/124 
1 shelter   A8/125 
9 healthcare Searching for the meaning of 
“healthcare” in CALD3 
 A8/126 
(CALD3 shows healthcare: n the 
set of services provided by a 
country or an organization for the 
treatment of the physically and 
the mentally ill  
Healthcare workers are some of 
the lowest paid people in the 
country.) 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/127 
1 KESEHATAN   S8/34 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/128 
11  Typing “fasilitas bagi 
berkebutuhan khusus,” 
 S8/35 
3 SUDAH MENCA- Typing “suda”  S8/36 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/129 
1  Typing “h”  S8/37 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/130 
1  Typing “me”  S8/38 
2   Not looking at 
the screen 
A8/131 
3 Hm addressing address itu   A8/132 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/133 
1 He-em come on Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A8/134 
12  Searching for the meaning of 
“address” in Google Translate 
 A8/135 
(Google Translate shows 
address: n alamat, pidato, 
sapaan, amanat. V berbicara, 
menyapa, menyebut, memanggil, 
mengalamatkan, menujukan, 
menyampaikan pesan, menegur) 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/136 





1 address address   A8/137 
1   Going back to 
the worksheet 
A8/138 
4 Hm MENANGANI? no   A8/139 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/140 
2 Addressing their shelter   A8/141 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/142 
2 MENJAWAB   S8/39 
4 KEBUTUHAN Typing “njawab kebutuhan”  S8/40 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/143 
12 TEMPAT TINGGAL DAN 
LAYANAN KESEHATAN 
Typing “tempat tinggal dan 
layanan kesehatan.” 
 S8/41 
2  Moving to no. 9  R9/1 
2 STUDI INI DILAKUKAN 
MELALUI 
  R9/2 
3 DENGAN Changing “melalui” into 
“dengan” 
 R9/3 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/4 
2 Interview WAWANCARA   R9/5 
3  Changing “interview” into 
“wawancara” 
 R9/6 
4 KUALITATIF DI DALAM 
SELAMA ENAM PERTAMA 
  R9/7 
3 TAHUN DUA RIBU SEBELAS 
DI BELANDA 
Changing “pertana” into 
“pertama” 
 R9/8 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/9 
1  Moving to no. 10  A10/10 
2 STUDI INI   S10/10 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/11 
2 MENGADOPSI TEORI 
SOSIOLOGI  
  S10/11 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/12 
1 DENGAN BERFOKUS   S10/12 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/13 
5 PADA TEKS THE LION AND 
THE JEWEL DAN DEATH 
AND THE KING‟S 
HORSEMAN KARENA 
KEDUA TEKS 
  S10/13 
7 suit Searching for the meaning of 
“suit” in CALD3 
 A10/14 
(CALD3 shows suit: n set of 
clothes, legal problem, playing 
cards, person. v be right, be 
convenient.) 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/15 
1 suit   A10/16 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/17 
2 TEPAT, no   A10/18 
1  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  A10/19 





6 suit Searching for the meaning of 
“suit” in Google Translate 
 A10/20 
(Google Translate shows suit: v 
sesuai, cocok, menyesuaikan, 
serasi, memuaskan. n setelan, 
gugatan, warna, setel, 
permohonan. 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/21 
3 SESUAI right   A10/22 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A10/23 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/24 
2  Inserting “sesuai” between 
“teks” and “ini” 
 S10/14 
1  Deleting “sesuai”  S10/15 
11  Moving the cursor  S10/16 
7  Typing “sesuai untuk studi” in 
the end of the sentence 
 S10/17 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/25 
3  Moving to no. 8.  R8/1 
12   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/2 
5  Deleting “sudah”  R8/3 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/4 
1  Moving to Mozilla Firefox  R8/5 
2  Moving to the fifth tab 
(“Assisted living – Wikipedia”) 
 R8/6 
16  Scrolling the page  R8/7 
1  Going back to the worksheet  R8/8 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/9 
13 ADALAH PENTING BAGI 




KHUSUS BAGI PARA 
LANSIA SEKARANG INI 
SEPERTI FASILITAS BAGI 
BERKEBUTUHAN KHUSUS 
MENJAWAB KEBUTUHAN 
TEMPAT TINGGAL DAN 
LAYANAN KESEHATAN 
  R8/10 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/11 
3 BAGI BER no   R8/12 
3  Moving to no. 10  R10/1 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/2 
3  Moving to no. 7  R7/1 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/2 
1  Moving to no. 6  R6/1 
11   Still looking 
at the screen 
R6/2 
1 emm   R6/3 
3  Moving to no. 5  R5/1 





10   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/2 
1  Moving to no. 4  R4/1 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/2 
1 okay   R4/3 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/4 
9 This study investigates the 
importance of sustainable 
business practice in 
accommodation businesses in 
Vienna 
  R4/5 
2  Moving to no. 3  R3/1 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R3/2 
2 EKSPLORASI DARI   R3/3 
1  Typing “dari” after “eksplorasi”  R3/4 
10   Still looking 
at the screen 
R3/5 
1  Moving to no. 2  R2/1 
15   Still looking 
at the screen 
R2/2 






























Appendix 8:  






(Code) Computer Screen WebCam 
41   Scanning the 
whole text 
A1-10 
13  Searching for the meaning of 
“experiencing” in Kamus2 
 A1/1 
(Kamus2 shows experiencing: 
mengalami; mencoba.) 
2 (humming)   A1/2 





23 Eh, Diana. Eh, boleh sambil 
dengerin lagu gak? Boleh sambil 
dengerin lagu gak? Hahaha... 
Aku kalo lagi bete biasanya 
harus dengerin lagu baru bisa.Ya 
udah, ya udah. Gampang. 
Gampang. Hihihi. Okay. 
 Talking to the 
researcher 
O/1 
10   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/4 
1 Hah   A1/5 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/6 
3 baby boomer hehehehehe    A1/7 
4 apaan lha ini ihi baby boomer Searching for the meaning of 
boomer in Kamus2 
 A1/8 
(Kamus2 shows boomer: 
pendentum.) 
2 Hah   A1/9 
6 Baby boom... oh iyayaya   A1/10 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/11 
1 (coughing)   O/2 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/12 
12 The population in the United 
States is experiencing a 
dramatic increase in the 
number of older adults and this 
trends will continue with the 
aging of the baby boomer 
generation 
  A1/13 
5 Hah e-ee...   A1/14 
1 POPULASI POPULASI    S1/1 
9 population population 
POPULASI 
Searching for the meaning of 
population in Kamus2 
 A1/15 
(Kamus2 shows population kb. 
jumlah penduduk. What's the p. 
of Jakarta ? Berapa penduduk 
Jakarta ? p. explosion ledakan 
penduduk.) 
1 Hmmfffhh...   A1/16 
12   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/17 





1 Ck em   A1/18 
6  Typing “Pu”  S1/2 
1  Deleting “u”  S1/3 
7   Reading 
“SMS” 
O/3 
24 Haaaaaah... nyebelin ganti. Em 
ya udah. Pak Harris Pak Harris, 
Dona tu tabrakan sama introtulit 
e. He-eh dia bilang tadi. Aku 
ngomong Don, ada tambahan. 
Waduh aku tabrak tabrakan 
introtulit e  
 Talking to the 
lecturer 
O/4 
3 pie gitu. pie donk pak Typing “opulasi”  S1/4 
51 Ora nek aku sich gak pa pa nek 
sekarang cuman si Dona nya 
yang susah......sek...be-sok Sab... 
nanti itunya apa Pak. kuis apa 
materi... materi... kelasnya kan 
Senin Selasa Rabu toh Pak? Karo 
Kamis? ... Senin, Selasa, Rabu. 
Oke nanti tak ngomongin karo 
dia. Trus minggu depan ada 
tambahan lagi gak Pak?... Hah? 
.......... Ooooo... Jadi gitu toh 
sekarang tuh Rabu tuh. Oke. 
 Talking to the 
lecturer 
O/5 
30   Typing 
“SMS” 
O/6 
17 Pak, tak pikir tuh ini e... Karna 
hari Kamisnya ada yang libur toh 
jadi... maksudnya nutupin itu pak 
maksud maksudnya. Kan ini toh 
tang- tanggal... tanggal lima e 
tanggal lima belas sama dua 
sembilan kan? Cukup 
 Talking to the 
lecturer 
O/7 
11   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/19 
10 POPULASI DI... AS AMERIKA 
SERIKAT 
Typing “di Amerika Serikat”  S1/5 
3 (sneezing)   O/8 
9 JUMLAH PENDUDUK DUK Inserting “(jumlah penduduk)” 
between “Populasi” and “di” 
 S1/6 
11   Reading 
“SMS” 
O/9 
1 Hem   O/10 
14   Reading/ 
typing SMS 
O/11 
3 Kenapa jadi PENDUDUK DI 
AMERIKA SERIKATnya? 
  S1/7 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/20 
2 is experiencing dia 
MENGALAMI KENAIKAN 
  S1/8 
2 Experiencing em   A1/21 
10  Searching for the meaning of 
“experiencing” in Kamus2 
 A1/22 
(Kamus2 shows experiencing: 
mengalami; mencoba.) 
1 MENGALAMI   A1/23 
3 MENGALAMI Typing “mengalami”  S1/9 
5  Typing “kenaikan yang”  S1/10 





12 Ck YANG DRAMATISssssss Typing “dramatis”  S1/11 
3 PADA Typing “pada”  S1/12 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/24 
7 JUMLAH ek PADA JUMLAH Typing “jumlah”  S1/13 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/25 
1 Em   A1/26 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/27 
1 JUMLAH   S1/14 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/28 
3 older adults sounds that    A1/29 
1 DEWASA   S1/15 
14   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/30 
6 USIA DEWASA kali ya USIA 
DEWASA DAN 
Typing “usia dewasa dan”  S1/16 
5   Still looking 




Searching for the meaning of 
“trend” in Kamus2 
 A1/32 
(Kamus2 shows  trend: kb. 1 
kecenderungan. 2 jurusan, arah 
gejala, jalan. -kki. cenderung 
(towards kepada).) 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/33 
7 DAN GEJALA INI AKAN 
BERLANJUT 
Typing “gejala ini akan 
berlanjut” 
 S1/17 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/34 
3 SAMPAI Typing “sampai”  S1/18 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/35 
2 the aging of baby boomer   A1/36 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/37 
22 (coughing) Going to the first tab of Mozilla 
Firefox and typing  “the aging of 
the baby boomer 
generation.” in Google 
 A1/38 
(the results:   
- Aging Baby Boomers 
becoming the Roommate 
Generation 
- HowStuffWorks "How is an 
aging baby boomer 
generation ... 
- Baby boomers - Wikipedia, 
the free encyclopedia 
9   Scanning the 
results 
A1/39 
1  Clicking to open the link to 
“Baby boomers - Wikipedia, the 
free encyclopedia” in a new tab 
 A1/40 
1  Clicking to open the link to 
“Aging Baby Boomers 
becoming the Roommate 
 A1/41 





Generation” in another new tab 
6   Scanning 
again the 
results on the 
first tab 
A1/42 
1  Going to the second tab (but it is 
still loading) 
 A1/43 
1  Going to the third tab (but it is 
also still loading) 
 A1/44 
2  Going back to the worksheet  A1/45 
9   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/46 
2  Typing “masa”  S1/19 
10   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/47 
3  Deleting “dewasa”  S1/20 
2 USIA LANJUT Typing “lanjut” after “usia”  S1/21 
1 Nah   S1/22 
3 older adults USIA LANJUT   A1/48 
3  Going back to Mozilla Firefox  A1/49 
38  Going to the second tab (Baby 
boomers – Wikipedia) 
Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/50 
6 Haha. ehempfh Opening YouTube in a new tab  O/12 
2 Haha ssstt Going back to the second tab  A1/51 
6 Aduh tasku mana  Searching for 
her bag 
O/13 
16   Searching for 
her bag 
O/14 
1 Ah... jatuh   O/15 
18   Continues 
searching in 
her bag for 
something 
O/16 
6   Inserting a 
flash drive 
into the USB 
port of the 
computer 
O/17 
14   Looking at the 
screen 
A1/52 
1  Going to the third tab  A1/53 
4 baby boomers Ck   A1/54 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/55 
3  Going to the fourth tab 
(YouTube) 
 O/18 
1  Going back to the third tab  A1/56 
2 and the aging and the  Scanning the 
article 
A1/57 
1  Going to the first tab  A1/58 
3 o-o Going back to the worksheet  A1/59 
17 Eh sst sori ya lagi gak mau 
ngomong hahaha... yiiii... ntar 
kalo mau ngomong jadi marah-
marah. Ehek...hahaha... hahaha 
sori Diana. 
 Talking to the 
researcher 
O/19 
7 Eh... boleh nge-YouTube gak? 
Hehehe... boleh nge-YouTube 
ye. hehehe 
 Talking to the 
researcher 
O/20 
2 Boleh nge-YouTube yah. Opening Windows Explorer Talking to the O/21 






4 Iyayaya dua belas lima belas 
iyayaya iya 




Searching in Removable Disk for 
something 
 O/23 
2 Udah dech, dengerin yang biasa 
aja 
 O/24 
5   O/25 
1 Masuk gak tapi ni  O/26 
15   O/27 
3  Going back to the worksheet  A1/60 
1 Ssss   O/28 
5 Eh kamu rekamnya dari sini 
kan?....oh, ada dua. 






2   Looking at the 
screen 
A1/61 
2 Kalo itu keganggu yah  Talking to the 
researcher 
(still looking 
at the screen) 
A1/62 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/63 
3 Eeee... sebentar sebentar. Nanti 
deh ini dilewatin dulu 
  A1/64 
1  Moving to no. 2  A2/1 
9 Kalo aku nambahin software lagi 
keganggu yah? ... keganggu. 
Yahhh sayang banget. Padahal 
lagi gak enak 
 Talking to the 
researcher 
O/30 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/2 
13 Ek e hah eee oaa gak enak gak 
enaaaakk yiyihihi hmmm 
  O/31 
13 The aim of this study is to 
examine employee perceptions 
of flexible work arrangements 
with special emphasis on part-
time work, in light of the 
different contexts they find 
themselves in. 
  A2/3 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/4 
1 Sss... the aim    A2/5 
1 TUJUAAAN   S2/1 
3 the aim Opening Kamus2 application  A2/6 
1 o... sama aja   A2/7 
5  Searching for the meaning of 
“aim” in Kamus2 
 A2/8 
(Kamus2 shows aim kb. 1 
tujuan, maksud. 2 bidikan. --kkt. 
1 membidik. 2 mengarahkan. --
kki. 1 membidik. 2 berangan-
angan 3 Inf.: hendak, 
bermaksud.) 
1 Kan   A2/9 
5 TUJUAN Typing “tUJUAN”  S2/2 
2 Eh salah Deleting “tUJUAN”  S2/3 
6  Typing “Tujuan dari”  S2/4 





1 TUJUAN DARI   S2/5 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/10 
6 PEMBELAJARAN INI Typing “pembelajaran ini”  S2/6 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/11 
1 UNTUK Typing “untuk”  S2/7 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/12 
2 Examine examine examine Opening Kamus2 application  A2/13 
7 Examine examine examine Searching for the meaning of 
“examine” in Kamus2 
 A2/14 
(Kamus2 shows examine: kkt. 1 
memeriksa (a patient, baggage, 
witness, record). 2 menguji 
(student).) 
4 o..o-o UNTUK MENGUJI   S2/8 
3 UNTUK MENGUJI Typing “menguji”  S2/9 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/15 
2 PERSEPSI ituuu... CARA 
PANDANG 
  S2/10 
1 Perception Opening Kamus2 application  A2/16 
5 Perception Searching for the meaning of 
“perception” in Kamus2 
 A2/17 
(Kamus2 shows perception: kb. 




  A2/18 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/19 
1 Ya bener   A2/20 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/21 
1 MENGUJI   S2/11 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/22 
5 PEMAHAMAN Typing “pemahaman”  S2/12 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/23 
1 Flexible   A2/24 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/25 
2 Perception of flexible work   A2/26 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/27 
5 Flexible flexible ehe   A2/28 
3 Lha, Pak Harris mau ke mana? Searching for the meaning of 
“flexible” in  Kamus2 
 A2/29 
(Kamus2 shows flexible: ks. 1 
lunak, lemas, mudah dilenturkan. 
2 bisa ditukar-tukar, mudah 
disesuaikan.) 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/30 
1 Oh iya   A2/31 
13   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/32 
3 Perception of flexible work   A2/33 






3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/34 
18 Eh aku tadi diem yah? Aku tadi 
diem po sok yang pas ngerjain 
tadi di awal awal? Iya aku lagi 
bete sama Pak Harris bener deh. 
Gara gara tadi biarin. Emmm.. 
hehehe biarin aja maap ya Pak 
Harris yah bete bener 
 Talking to the 
researcher 
O/32 
7   Looking at the 
screen 
A2/35 
34 Katanya gak papa kerekam. Ehe 
hahahaha... maap ya Pak Harris. 
Yang penting yang penting 
bilang bete daripada benci e.. 
ehem hehehe. Bete banget 
sumpah ya ampun jan. Ehe. Oya 
habis cuman gara gara itu sih 
tambahan tadi itu lho. Ya 
udahlah. Ya udahlah ya udahlah. 
Hehe. Heeeee... aku capek. Uda 
ntar translate translate lagi. Oh 
my god... 
 Talking to the 
researcher 
(still looking 
at the screen) 
O/33 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/36 
24 Eh kalo misalnya nih besok 
Senennya eh kalo Minggu depan 
hari Senen mau gak? ... 
Jaaaaaaam sebelaslah kira kira. 
Ya jam sebelas jam... eh. Tapi 
gua ada makan ye. E-e. 
Maksudnya jaga jaga aja nih 
soalnya sekarang katanya tiap 
Rabu. Males banget 
 Talking to the 
researcher 
O/34 
5   Looking at the 
screen 
A2/37 
3 Flexible LUNAK LEMAS 
DILENTURKAN 
  A2/38 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/39 
1 Flexible work arrangement   A2/40 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/41 
2 Nanti deh itu ditulisin nanti dulu.    A2/42 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/43 
4 With special emphasis with 
special emphasis 
  A2/44 
3  Searching for the meaning of 
“emphasis” in Kamus2 
 A2/45 
(Kamus2 shows emphasis: kb. 1 
tekanan. to put e. (up) on 
memberi tekanan pada. 2 
perhatian. There is much e. on 
space Banyak sekali perhatian 
pada ruang angkasa.) 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/46 
5 oo... gini aja. Hee... TUJUAN 
DARI PEMBELAJARAN INI 
  S2/13 





4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/47 
9 Masa nganggo adalah sih? 





  S2/14 
4 ADALAH  Deleting “untuk menguji 
pemahaman” 
 S2/15 
6 UNTUK MENGUJI Typing “adalah untuk menguji”  S2/16 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/48 
3 FLEKSIBILITAS Typing “fleksibilatsi”  S2/17 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/49 
1 Arrangement   A2/50 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/51 
4 Arrangement kan AWAL eh 
ALAT kok ALAT sih ya ALAT 
  A2/52 
4 FLEKSIBILITAS Deleting “atsi” and typing “itas”  S2/18 
3 Heee... arrangements 
arrangements 
  A2/53 
5  Searching for the meaning of 
“arrangement” in Kamus2 
 A2/54 
(Kamus2 shows arrangement: 
kb. 1 rencana 2 susunan, 
rencana. 3 aransemen, susunan 
musik. 4 persiapan. 5 penetapan.) 
5 Em kan bener kan? ALAT. 
INSTRUMENT? 
  A2/55 
15   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/56 
1 perceptions of    A2/57 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/58 
2 flexible work arrangement   A2/59 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/60 
1 Eeeee   A2/61 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/62 
2 Ya udah dicoba coba dulu 
UNTUK MENGUJI 
  S2/19 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/63 
2 FLEKS FLEKSIBILITAS 
KERJA 
Typing “kerja”  S2/20 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/64 
2 DENGAN Typing “dengan”  S2/21 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/65 
5 Special special Searching for the meaning of 
“special” in Kamus2 
 A2/66 
(Kamus2 shows special: kb. 1 
Rest.; makanan istimewa. 2 RR.: 
kereta api istimewa. 3 suratkabar 
istimewa. 4 pertunjukan TV yang 





tunggal. -ks. 1 istimewa, khusus. 
2 luar biasa. -specially kk. 
khusus(nya).) 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/67 
12 TEKANAN YANG LUAR 
BIASA itu aja TEKANAN 
YANG LUAR BIASA PADA 
Typing “tekanan yang luar 
biasa pada” 
 S2/22 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/68 
6 KERJA PARUH WAKTU Typing “kerja paruh waktu,”  S2/23 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/69 
2 In the light of different 
contexts 
  A2/70 
6  Searching for the meaning of 
“light” in Kamus2 
 A2/71 
(Kamus2 shows light: kb. 1 
cahaya. 2  lampu. 3 api.  4 
keterangan. 5 tokoh. -ks. 1 ringan 
(weapon, industry, work, lunch, 
jail sentence). 2 terang. 3 muda. 
4 tipis. -kkt. (lighted atau lit). 1 
menyalakan (fire, cigarette). 2 
menyuluhi (the way). 3 
menerangi, menyoroti.) 
10   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/72 
1  Typing “pada”  S2/24 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/73 
4 KON DALAM KONTEKS 
YANG BERBEDA 
Deleting “pada”  S2/25 
5 DALAM KONTEKS YANG  Typing “dalam konteks yang”  S2/26 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/74 
6 YANG Typing “berbeda”  S2/27 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/75 
1 (coughing)   O/35 
5 Hmmmmm...ck itu nanti deh 
dilewatin deh nomor dua. nomor 
tiga 
  A2/76 
18 This thesis is an exploration of 
the concept of evil. It attempts 
to define what we mean. by this 
elusive concept its relevance to 
human behaviour 
  A3/1 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/2 
16 SKRIPSI INI ADALAH 
SEBUAH EKSPLORASI EKS-
PLORASI 
Typing “Skripsi ini adalah 
sebuah eksplorasi” 
 S3/1 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/3 
3 exploration exploration   A3/4 
4  Searching for the meaning of 
“exploration” in Kamus2 
 A3/5 
(Kamus2 shows exploration: kb. 
eksplorasi, penjelajahan.) 





7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/6 
1 KONSEP Typing “konsep”  S3/2 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/7 
1  Deleting “konsep”  S3/3 
5 DARI KONSEP Typing “dari konsep”  S3/4 
3 Con of evil evil kan JAHAT   A3/8 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/9 
1 oh pusing nih   A3/10 
4  Searching for the meaning of 
“evil” in Kamus2 
 A3/11 
(Kamus2 shows evil: kb. 
kejahatan. -ks. ks. 1 jahat. 2 
malang. e. -minded ks. 1 berhati 
busuk. 2 (berpikiran) jahat.) 
21   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/12 
10 BURUK atau JAHAT kali yah 
atau JELEK e-em 
Typing “buruk (jahat).”  S3/5 
6 Terus it attempts attempts 
attempts 
  A3/13 
9 it attempts Searching for the meaning of 
“attempts” in Kamus2 
 A3/14 
(Kamus2 shows attempt: kb. 
percobaan, usaha. He will 
succeed or perish in the a. Ia 
akan berhasil atau mati didalam 
percobaan. -kkt. mencoba. The 
plane attemped a landing Kapal 
terbang itu mencoba mendarat.) 
25   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/15 
11 CARANYA DENGAN 
MENDEFINISIKAN 
Typing “Caranya dengan 
mendifinisikan” 
 S3/6 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/16 
1 MAKSUD   S3/7 
4  Typing “maksud”  S3/8 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/17 
5 DARI KONSEP Typing “dari konsep”  S3/9 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/18 
4  Searching for the meaning of 
“elusive” in Kamus2 
 A3/19 
(Kamus2 shows elusive: ks. 1 
sukar untuk dipahami. e. reply 
jawaban yang sukar dipahami. 2 
sukar ditangkap. The fox was too 
e. for me Rubah itu bagiku 
terlalu sukar untuk ditangkap.) 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/20 
2 Eeee ssss   A3/21 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/22 
1 SUKAR DIPAHAMI   A3/23 
3   Still looking A3/24 





at the screen 
3 ELUSIF ajalah namanya Typing “elusi”  S3/10 
2 Jangan ELUSIF Deleting “elusi”  S3/11 
3 Eeeeee kbbi daring coba   A3/25 
5 e-e-e-e Going to the second tab of 
Mozilla Firefox 
 A3/26 
6 e-e-e-e-e. e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e Moving to the fourth tab of 
Mozilla Firefox and opening a 
new tab 
 A3/27 
7 e-e-e-e-e-e-e ck google   A3/28 
2  Going to Google  A3/29 
6 (singing)  Reading SMS O/36 
2 Yo tau ngerti ihihi   A3/30 
9 Ne-ne-ne-ne-ne-ne-ne-ne-ne-ne-
ne-ne apa sih 
  A3/31 
5 (humming) Searching for “KBBI Daring” in 
Google 
 A3/32 
7  (The page is still loading.)  A3/33 
3  Moving to the fourth tab 
(YouTube) 
 O/37 
2  Going back to the fifth tab  A3/34 
1  Clicking the link to KBBI Daring  A3/35 
6 (singing)   A3/36 
1  Going back to the fourth tab  A3/37 




5 Ha ooooo ini aja sek bentar tapi 
ada gak ya 
  A3/39 
1 ELUSIF Searching for the meaning of 
“ELUSIF” in KBBI Daring 
 A3/40 




1 ELUSIF   A3/42 
3  (KBBI Daring shows ELUSIF: 1. 





1 Yessss bisa   A3/44 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A3/45 
2 KONSEP MAKSUD DARI 
KONSEP 
  S3/12 
3 ELUSIF Typing “elusif”  S3/13 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/46 
2 DAN Typing “dan”  S3/14 
6 HUBUNGANNYA Searching for the meaning of 
“relevance” in Kamus2 
 A3/47 
(Kamus2 shows relevance: kb. 
perlunya, hubungan, pertalian, 
sangkut-pautnya.) 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/48 
5 KAITANNYA DENGAN Typing “kaitannya dengan”  S3/15 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/49 
2 Human behaviour kan 
TINGKAH LAKU MANUSIA 
  A3/50 
7 TINGKAH LAKU MANUSIA 
nah 
Typing “tingkah laku 
manusia.” 
 S3/16 





11   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/51 
2 Ee EKSPLORASI TERHADAP Deleting “dari”  S3/17 
3  Typing “terhadap” after 
“eksplorasi” 
 S3/18 
5 SKRIPSI This thesis is an 
exploration of the concept of 
evil.  
  A3/52 
4 SKRIPSI INI ADALAH 
SEBUAH EKSPLORASI 
TERHADAP 
  S3/19 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/53 
5 TERHADAP KONSEP 
TERHADAP SEBUAH 
KONSEP yah? Kok 
TERHADAP TERHADAP pake 
SEBUAH 
Typing “sebuah” after 
“terhadap” 
 S3/20 
3  Deleting “sebuah”  S3/21 
3 TERHADAP SUATU KONSEP Typing “suatu” after “terhadap”  S3/22 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/54 
2 Tapi bertele tele banget   S3/23 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/55 
3 SKRIPSI INI ADALAH 
SEBUAH EKSPLORASI 
TERHADAP 
  S3/24 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A3/56 
2 SUATU KONSEP BURUK ya 
coba aja dulu 
  S3/25 
2  Moving to no. 4  A4/1 
5 This study this study is 
investigates the importance of 
sustainable 
  A4/2 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/3 
4 PEMBELAJARAN INI Typing “Pembelajaran ini”  S4/1 
10 Investigate investigate Searching for the meaning of 
“investigates” in Kamus2 
 A4/4 
(Kamus2 shows investigate: kkt. 
menyelidiki, meneliti, mengusut, 




9   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/5 
6 MENELITI TENTANG Typing “meneliti tentang”  S4/2 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/6 
3 The importance selain 
KEPENTINGAN apa 
  A4/7 
5  Searching for the meaning of 
“importance” in Kamus2 
 A4/8 
(Kamus2 shows importance: kb. 
pentingnya, kepentingan.) 
5 PENTINGNYA TENTANG 
PENTINGNYA 
Typing “pentingnya”  S4/3 





2 Sustainable business copy 
sustainable 
  A4/9 
5  Searching for the meaning of 
“sustainable” in Kamus2 
 A4/10 
(Kamus2 shows sustainable: not 
found.) 
4 sustain sustain Searching for the meaning of 
“sustain” in Kamus2 
 A4/11 
(Kamus2 shows sustain: kkt. 1 
menopang (a roof, wall). 2 
menderita (a loss). 3 menyokong. 
4 membenarkan. 5 menahan. 6 
memungkinkan (life). 7 
memperpanjang (a musical note). 
8 meneruskan (tanpa henti-
hentinya) (an attack). -sustained 
ks. 1 terus-menerus. 2 berlarut-
larut.) 
20   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/12 
6 Sus-tainable Searching for the meaning of 
“sustainable” in CALD3 
 A4/13 
(CALD3 shows sustainable: 
adj. 1. able to continue over a 
period of time  
That sort of extreme diet is not 
sustainable over a long period.  
2. causing little or no damage to 
the environment and therefore 
able to continue for a long time  
A large international meeting 
was held with the aim of 
promoting sustainable 
development in all countries.) 
6 able to continue over a period 
time berarti 
  A4/14 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/15 
2 Yaaaaa BERLANJUT 
KELANJUTAN 
  S4/4 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/16 
4 PENTINGNYA KELANJUTAN Typing “kelanjutan”  S4/5 
12   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/17 
5 PRAKTEK BISNIS Typing “praktek bisnis”  S4/6 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/18 
3  Typing “pada”  S4/7 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A4/19 
7  Typing “bisnis akomodasi”  S4/8 
3 DI VIENNA Typing “di vienna”  S4/9 
1 Ck nanti kita lanjut lagi   A4/20 
4  Changing “v” into “V”  S4/10 
5  Going to no. 5  A5/1 
2 To increase creativity in 
interior 
  A5/2 
30 UN-UNTUK MENINGKAT 
UNTUK ME-NINGKATKAN 
Typing “untuk meningkatkan 
kreatifitas dalam desain 
 S5/1 






DESAIN INTERIOR, SANGAT 
DIANJURKAN 
interior, sangat di anjurkan” 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/3 
1 SANGAT DIANJURKAN    S5/2 
1 JIKA Typing “jika”  S5/3 
2 Eh SANGAT DIANJURKAN Deleting “jika”  S5/4 
7 PARA PENDIDIK HARUS Typing “para pendidik harus”  S5/5 
5 Eh SANGAT DIANJURKAN 
JIK, SANGAT DIANJURKAN 
Deleting “para pendidik harus”  S5/6 
14 JIKA PARA PENDIDIK 
HARUS MENYADARI DAN 
BERANI 
Typing “jika para pendidik 
harus menyadari dan berani” 
 S5/7 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/4 
3 o MENYADARI DAN 
MEMBERANIKAN DIRI 
Deleting “berani”  S5/8 
4  Typing “memberanikan diri”  S5/9 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/5 
2 Eee the importance visual 
imagery 
  A5/6 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/7 
1 imagery imagery   A5/8 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/9 
1 MEMBERANIKAN DIRI   S5/10 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/10 
5 BETAPA PENTINGNYA Typing “betapa pentingnya”  S5/11 
3  Deleting “betapa pentingnya”  S5/12 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/11 
2 PENTINGNYA Typing “pentingnya”  S5/13 
3 Visual imagery imagery   A5/12 
5  Searching for the meaning of 
“imagery” in Kamus2 
 A5/13 
(Kamus2 shows imagery: kb. (j. 
-ries) tamsil, perumpamaan, 
perbandingan.) 
15   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/14 
1  Typing “daya”  S5/14 
2 DAYA VISUAL aja deh   S5/15 
3  Typing “visual”  S5/16 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A5/15 
7 PADA KURIKULUM DESAIN Typing “pada kurikulum 
desain” 
 S5/17 
1 Nanti diliat lagi   A5/16 
2  Moving to no. 6  A6/1 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/2 
1 The thesis   A6/3 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/4 
1 Thesis   A6/5 
7 Thesis thesis Searching for the meaning of  A6/6 





“thesis” in Kamus2 
(Kamus2 shows thesis: kb. (j. 
theses) 1 Acod.: tesis, 
sasterakanta, disertasi. 2 tesis.) 
10   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/7 
3  Typing “s”, then deleting it. 
Typing “s” again, then deleting it 
again. 
 S6/1 
1 s-s-sss Typing ”s”  S6/2 
2 Aduh kok. Deleting “s”  S6/3 
2 SKRIP Typing “Skripsi”  S6/4 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/8 
4 The thesis then applies the 
operational definition of evil 
  A6/9 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/10 
7 SKRIPSI INI 
MENGAPLIKASIKAN 
Typing “ ini mengaplikasikan”  S6/5 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/11 
3 Operational operational   A6/12 
6 Operational Searching for the meaning of 
“operational” in Kamus2 
 A6/13 
(Kamus2 shows operational: ks. 
cara bekerja. o problem kesulitan 
cara kerjanya.That ordinance is 
o. Peraturan itu berlaku.) 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/14 
1 MEEE   S6/6 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/15 
1 CARA KERJA   S6/7 
10   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/16 
3 PERMASALAHAN po ya 
PERMASALAHAN 
Typing “permasalahan”  S6/8 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/17 
1 The operational definition   A6/18 
9   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/19 
2 PROBLEM Deleting “ermasalahan”  S6/9 
2  Typing “roblem”  S6/10 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/20 
1 Definition   A6/21 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/22 
2  Deleting “problem”  S6/11 
7 MASALAH DALAM 
PENGERTIAN. PENGERTIAN 
Typing “masalah dalam 
pengertian” 
 S6/12 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/23 
1 KATA Typing “kata”  S6/13 
1  Typing “ „ “  S6/14 
6 JAHAT ATAU BURUK aduh ini 
kok rada aneh 
Typing “Jahat/buruk‟”  S6/15 





1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/24 
7 KE DALAM STUDI KASUS 
DAN 
Typing “ke dalam studi kasus 
dan” 
 S6/16 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/25 
3 CARA MEMBAGI Typing “cara membagi”  S6/17 
4 CARA MEMBAGINYA Typing “nya”  S6/18 
9   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/26 
2 Ini nanti aja deh Moving to no. 7  A7/1 
3 Creativity relates to the ability   A7/2 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/3 
4 KREATIVITAS Typing “Kreatifitas”  S7/1 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/4 
6 BERKAITAN DENGAN 
KEMAMPUAN 
Typing “berkaitan dengan 
kemampusan” 
 S7/2 
2 aduh KEMAMPUAN Deleting “san” and typing “an”  S7/3 
8 UNTUK MEM-VISUALISASI Typing “untuk memvisualisasi”  S7/4 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/5 
3 INFORMASI Typing “informasi”  S7/5 
2 ATAU MENGGAMBARKAN   S7/6 








3 INFORMASI   S7/9 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/6 
3 AKAN TETAPI Typing “ ; akan tetapi”  S7/10 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/7 
1  Typing “ ; “  S7/11 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/8 
7 HANYA BEBERAPA 
BEBERAPA SUSUK SISWA 
Typing “hanya beberapa siswa”  S7/12 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/9 
1 YANG FOKUS Typing “yang”  S7/13 
4  Typing “fokus”  S7/14 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/10 
1 Em   A7/11 
1 PADA Typing “pada”  S7/15 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/12 
2 HUBUNGAN Typing “hubungan”  S7/16 
4 PED- PENAMPILAN. 
HUBUNGAN-BADAN 
Typing “pa”, then deleting it. 
Typing “p”. 
 S7/17 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/13 
3 POTENSIAL Typing “potensial”  S7/18 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A7/14 
1 PADA DESAIN Typing “pada”  S7/19 
1 DALAM DESAIN Deleting “pada”  S7/20 





4  Typing “dalam mendesain”  S7/21 
3  Moving to no. 8  A8/1 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/2 
3 SANGAT Typing “Sangat”  S8/1 
4 SANGAT PENTING Typing “penting”  S8/2 
2 DALAM Typing “dalam”  S8/3 
3 Eh SANGAT MENDESAIN Deleting “dalam”  S8/4 
1 Eh SANGAT PENTING BAGI   S8/5 
2 PARA Typing “bagi para”  S8/6 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/3 
2 PRAKTIS Typing “praktios”  S8/7 
2  Deleting “praktios”  S8/8 
3 DESAINER aja mending Typing “desainer”  S8/9 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/4 
1 NAN Typing “dan”  S8/10 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/5 
3 Researcher itu   A8/6 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/7 
1 Hh lho kok lupa ya   A8/8 
2 Padahal aku juga researcher   A8/9 
2  Opening Kamus2  A8/10 
3 Oo DAN RISET   S8/11 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/11 
7 AHLI RISET UNTUK Typing “ahli riset untuk”  S8/12 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/12 
1 MENGER Typing “men”  S8/13 
1 UNTUK MEMAHAMI Deleting “n”  S8/14 
1  Typing “mahami”  S8/15 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/13 
3 BAGAIMANA Typing “bagaimana”  S8/16 
2 MANA Deleting “bagaimana”  S8/17 
2 APAPUN dink Typing “apapun”  S8/18 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/14 
3 current purpose-built housing   A8/15 
18   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/16 
2  Deleting “apapun”  S8/19 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/17 
3 Whether-nya bisa gak GIMANA 
juga sih 
  A8/18 
9 Whether Searching for the meaning of 
“whether” in Kamus2 
 A8/19 
(Kamus2 shows whether: ksam. 
apa(kah). Do you know w. she's 
coming ? Tahukah engkau 
apakah ia akan datang atau 
tidak?) 
11   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/20 
2 BAGAIMANA Typing “bagaimana”  S8/20 





2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/21 
2 TUJUAN Typing “tujuan”  S8/21 
5   Still looking 




Typing “membangun rumah”  S8/22 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/23 
2 UNTUK Typing “untuk”  S8/23 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/24 
2 ORANG USIA LANJUT Typing “o”  S8/24 
3  Deleting “o” and “untuk”  S8/25 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/25 
1  Typing “bag”  S8/26 
1  Deleting “bag”  S8/27 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/26 
1  Typing “bagi”  S8/28 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/27 
1  Typing “orang”  S8/29 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/28 
1  Typing “dewasa”  S8/30 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/29 
1 SEPERTI Typing “sep”  S8/31 
2  Deleting “sep”  S8/32 
3 SEPERTI Typing “ , seperti”  S8/33 
3 assist living facilities assist 
assist 
  A8/30 
8  Searching for the meaning of 
“assisted” in Kamus2 
 A8/31 
(Kamus2 shows assisted: 
membantu) 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/32 
2  Typing “men”  S8/34 
1  Deleting “n”  S8/35 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/33 
3  Typing “mbantu”  S8/36 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/34 
2  Typing “menyediakan”  S8/37 
1 MEMBANTU 
MENYEDIAKAN 
  S8/38 
6 FASILITAS TEMPAT 
TINGGAL 
Typing “fasilitas tempat 
tinggal” 
 S8/39 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/35 
4 YANG DITUJUKAN Typing “yang ditujukan”  S8/40 
10   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/36 
1 Nanti deh   A8/37 
1  Moving to no. 9  A8/38 
2  Going back to no. 8  A8/39 





6 SEBAGAI TEMPAT 
BERLINDUNG 
Typing “sebagai tempat 
berlindun” 
 S8/41 
2 SEBAGAI Deleting “berlindun”  S8/42 
3  Deleting “tempat”  S8/43 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/40 
2 KEBUTUHAN Typing “kebutuhan”  S8/44 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A8/41 
7 BERTEMPAT TINGGAL DAN 
SARANA KESEHATAN 
Typing “bertempat tinggal dan 
sarana kesehatan” 
 S8/45 
3  Moving to no. 9  A9/1 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/2 
3 PEMBELAJARAN INI Typing “pembalajaran”  S9/1 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/3 
1  Typing “ini”  S9/2 
1 SUDAH Typing “sudah”  S9/3 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/4 
4 MELEWATI TIGA BELAS 
KALI 
Typing “melewati q3”  S9/4 
1  Deleting “q3”  S9/5 
2  Typing “13”  S9/6 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/5 
1  Typing “kali”  S9/7 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/6 
3 WAWANCARA Typing “wawancara”  S9/8 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/7 
4 KUALITATIF Typing “kualitatif”  S9/9 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/8 
2 YANG PERTAMA Typing “yan”  S9/10 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/9 
5  Typing “g pertama”  S9/11 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/10 
2 DI NETHERLAND Typing “di Ne”  S9/12 
1 DI BELANDA Deleting “Ne”  S9/13 
2  Typing “Belanda”  S9/14 
4 SELA-MA Typing “sel”  S9/15 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/11 
4 O Deleting “pertama di Belanda 
sel” 
 S9/16 
3 PADA BULAN PERTAMA Deleting “yang”  S9/17 
5 PADA BULAN PERTAMA 
TAHUN 
Typing “pada bulan pertama 
tahun” 
 S9/18 
2 PADA ENAM BULAN 
PERTAMA woi 
  S9/19 
2  Moving the cursor and placing it 
between “pada” and “bulan” 
 S9/20 
2 PADA   S9/21 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/12 





2 ENAM BULAN PERTAMA Inserting “enam” between 
“pada” and “bulan” 
 S9/22 
2 TA DI TAHUN DUA RIBU 
SEBELAS 
  S9/23 
2  Deleting “tahun”  S9/24 
2  Typing “di tahun”  S9/25 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A9/13 
1  Typing “2011”  S9/26 
2 DI NEGERI BELANDA  Typing “di ne”  S9/27 
4 DI BELANDA aje Deleting “ne” and typing 
“Belanda” 
 S9/28 
1 dah nanti itu lagi Moving to no. 10  A10/1 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/2 
5 This study has adopt the 
sociological theory focusing 
Soyinka te-texts 
  A10/3 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/4 
1 Study   A10/5 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/6 
6 STUDI INI DIADOP 
DIADAPTASI 
Typing “Studi ini diadaptasi”  S10/1 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/7 
1 DARI Typing “dari”  S10/2 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/8 
3 SOSss-SIALIS Typing “sosial”  S10/3 
2 eh Deleting “sosial”  S10/4 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/9 
1 ADAPTASI DARI   S10/5 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/10 
3 DARI TEORI Typing “teori”  S10/6 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/11 
2 SOSss-SIAL Typing “sosial”  S10/7 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/12 
6 YANG BERFOKUS PADA Typing “yg berfokus pda”  S10/8 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/13 
1 TEKS Typing “teks”  S10/9 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/14 
4 SOYINKA Typing “Soyinka”  S10/10 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/15 
4 Oh PADA KARYA Deleting “teks Soyinka”  S10/11 
5 KARYA SOYINKA Typing “karya Soyinka”  S10/12 
2   Looking at the 
keyboard 
A10/16 
1  Typing “ ; “  S10/13 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/17 
7 THE LION AND THE JEWEL Typing “The Lion and the jewel  S10/14 






1 Eh  Deleting “ad”  S10/15 
2 DAN Typing “dan”  S10/16 
9 DEATH AND THE KING 
HORSEMAN 
Typing “Death and the King‟s 
Horseman” 
 S10/17 
11  Changing “The Lion and the 
jewel” and “Death and the 
King‟s Horseman” into 
italicized words 
 S10/18 
19   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/18 
1 DIKARNAKAN Typing “s”  S10/19 
3 aduh Typing “dikarenakan”  S10/20 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/19 
1  Deleting “s”  S10/21 
8 SANGAT TEPAT UNTUK 
STUDI KAMI 
Typing “sangat tepat untuk 
studi kami” 
 S10/22 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A10/20 
2 Dah sekarang diperiksa   R10/1 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/2 
6 This study has adopted the 
sociological theory by focusing 
on Soyinka texts 
  R10/3 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/4 
2 STUDI INI   R10/5 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/6 
7 Ehh DIADOP DIADAPTASI oh 
jangan has adopted 
MENGADAPTASI 
  R10/7 
2  Deleting “diadaptasi”  R10/8 
4 MENGADAPTASI Inserting “mengadaptasi” 
between “ini” and “dari” 
 R10/9 
2 Has adopted yo ho-oh toh   R10/10 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/11 
1  Deleting “dari”  R10/12 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/13 
2 MENGADAPTASI ATAU   R10/14 
4 DIADAPTASI DI-ADAP-TA-SI Typing “/diadaptasi” after 
“mengadaptasi” 
 R10/15 
2 OLEH Typing “oleh”  R10/16 
2 ADAPTASI DARI Deleting “oleh”  R10/17 
1  Typing “dari”  R10/18 
4 TEORI SOSIAL YANG 
BERFOKUS PADA 
Inserting “a” between “p” and 
“da” 
 R10/19 
2 KARYA SAS-TRA   R10/20 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/21 
3  Typing “sastra” after “karya”  R10/22 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/23 
4 Nggak usah deh KARYA 
SOYINKA aja KARYA 
SOYINKA 
Deleting “karya”  R10/24 





4 THE LION AND THE JEWEL 
DAN DEATH AND THE 
KING‟S HORSEMAN 
  R10/25 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/26 
6 DIKARENAKAN SANGAT 
TEMPAT UN SANGAT TEPAT 
ATAU SANGAT COCOK sih 
bisa sih 
  R10/27 
3  Typing “/cocok” after “tepat”  R10/28 
2 UNTUK STUDI KAMI   R10/29 
11   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/30 
1  Moving to no. 9  R9/1 
3 Nomor sembilan this study was 
conducted 
  R9/2 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/3 
1 through   R9/4 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/5 
8 Thirteen qualitative interviews 
conducted in the first. six 
month of t-of two thousands 
and twelve in the Netherlands 
  R9/6 
2 conducted conducted itu apa sih   R9/7 
5 conducted Searching for the meaning of 
“conducted” in Kamus2 
 R9/8 
(Kamus2 shows conducted: 
menyelenggarakan) 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/9 
1 ah   R9/10 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/11 
2 oooo   R9/12 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/13 
5 The study was conducted 
through thirteen qualitative 
interviews conducted in 
  R9/14 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/15 
2 Oh PEMBELAJARAN INI 
SUDAH 
  R9/16 
5 DISELENGGARAKAN Typing “diselenggarakan” after 
“sudah” 
 R9/17 
2 DAH DISELENGGARAKAN 
sih 
  R9/18 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/19 
2 DAH DILAKUKAN aja 
SUDAH DI 
Deleting “selenggarakan”  R9/20 
2 LAKUKAN Typing “lakukam”  R9/21 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/22 
2 TIGA BELAS KALI Deleting “melewati”  R9/23 
2 TIGA BELAS KALI 
WAWANCARA 
  R9/24 
3   Still looking R9/25 





at the screen 
2 KUALITATIF kayanya bukan 
STUDI deh 
  R9/26 
3 Mendingan RISET aja Deleting “Pembelajaran”  R9/27 
1 RISET INI Typing “Riset”  R9/28 
4 SUDAH DILAKUKAN TIGA 
BELAS KALI 
Changing “m” in “dilakukam” 
into “n” 
 R9/29 
1  Moving to no. 10  R10/31 
2 Ada ni STUDI diganti aja RISET   R10/32 
2  Deleting “Studi”  R10/33 
3 RISET INI Typing “Riset”  R10/34 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R10/35 
5 RISET INI Deleting “Riset” and typing 
“Riset” 
 R10/36 
2 (coughing) Moving to no. 9  O/38 
2 TIGA BELAS KALI 
WAWANCARA KUALITATIF 
  R9/30 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/31 
2 YANG PERTAMA   R9/32 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/33 
2 PADA ENAM BULAN 
PERTAMA 
  R9/34 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/35 
7 DILAKUKAN DILAKUKAN 
PADA TAHUN 
Typing “lakukan pada” after 
“di” 
 R9/36 
2 DUA RIBU SEBELAS DI 
BELANDA 
  R9/37 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
R9/38 
1 Emm Moving to no. 8  R8/1 
2 Nomor lapan   R8/2 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/3 
15 It is important for design 
practitioners and researchers 
to understand whether current 
purpose-built housing for 
older-older adults, such as 
assisted living facilities, are 
addressing their shelter and 
healthcare needs.  
  R8/4 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/5 
3 SANGAT PENTING BAGI 
PARA 
  R8/6 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/7 
1 DESAINER   R8/8 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/9 
2 DESAINER BANGUNAN   R8/10 
2  Typing “bangunan” after 
“desainer” 
 R8/11 
3 Eh jangan Deleting “desainer bangunan”  R8/12 
3 ARSITEK Typing “arsitek”  R8/13 
2   Still looking R8/14 





at the screen 
2 Kan design practitioners sama 
aja sih kalo menurutku 
  R8/15 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/16 
3 ARSITEK DAN, AHLI RISET   R8/17 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/18 
2 UNTUK MEMAHAMI 
BAGAIMANA 
  R8/19 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/20 
3 Aaa TUJUAN, MEMBUAT, 
RUMAH 
  R8/21 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/22 
1 UNTUK Deleting “bagi”  R8/23 
1  Typing “untuk” after “rumah”  R8/24 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/25 
3 KAUM LANSIA gitu aja deh Deleting “orang dewasa”  R8/26 
3 Iya gak sih older ad-adults tu Typing “kaum lansia”  R8/27 
3 Setauku tu iya e older adults tu   R8/28 
3 Yuk mari kita liat di google biar 
cepat 
  R8/29 
6 iyah Going to the first tab of Mozilla 
Firefox 
 R8/30 
10  Searching for “older adults” in 
Google 
 R8/31 
(The results:  
-Older Adults –Healthy People 
- Old age-Wikipedia, the free 
encyclopedia 
-Images for older adults 
-Physical Activity for Everyone: 
Guidelines: Older Adults ...) 
3 Tuh kan dibilangin   R8/32 
1 LANSIA Going back to the worksheet  R8/33 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/34 
1 SEPERTI   R8/35 
1   Still looking 




  R8/37 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/38 
1 TEMPAT TINGGAL   R8/39 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R8/40 
7 YANG DITUJUKAN SEBAGAI 
KEBUTUHAN BERTEMPAT 
TINGGAL DAN SARANA 
KESEHATAN 
  R8/41 
7  Moving to no. 7  R7/1 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/2 
11 Creativity relates to the ability 
to visualize information; 
however, only a few studies 
  R7/3 





have focused on this potential 
connect-connection in design.  
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/4 
1 aaa   R7/5 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/6 
1 SEBUAH KE   R7/7 
3 SEBUAH KREATIVITAS Typing “Sebuah” in the 
beginning of the sentence 
 R7/8 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/9 
3  Changing “K” into “k”  R7/10 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/11 
2 SANGAT BERKAITAN Typing “sangat” before 
“berkaitan” 
 R7/12 
7   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/13 





  R7/14 
1  Typing “sebuah” before 
“informasi” 
 R7/15 
6 Ini lama lama tra- free translation 
deh ditambah tambahin AKAN 
TETAPI. HANYA BEBERAPA 
  R7/16 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/17 
1 SISWA   R7/18 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/19 
2 YANG FOKUS   R7/20 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/21 
1 DALAM   R7/22 
1  Deleting “pada”  R7/23 
2  Typing “dalam” after “fokus”  R7/24 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/25 
2 Potential itu kan bisa PENTING   R7/26 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/27 
1 Potential connection   R7/28 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/29 
2 Potential connection   R7/30 
5 Potential connection Going to the first tab of Mozilla 
Firefox 
 R7/31 
7  Searching for “potential 
connection” in Google 
 R7/32 
(the results: 
- NVG510 & Connection 
Problems-AT & T 
Community Support 
- Robert Chapman – And this is 
what I get: WARNING ... 
- IP diagnostic error NAD-





2902, Motorola NVG- 510, 
and Soultio... 
- AT & T PROBLEM: 
WARNING: Potential 
Connection issue (h... 
- Researchers Examine 
Potential Connection 
Between ...) 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/33 
6  Scrolling the page  R7/34 
(the other results: 
-A potential connection leak 
detected for connection pool 
-NAD-2902 on a Motorola 
NVG510 with AT & T Uverse IP 
DSL 
-Iowans Still Deserve Answers in 
Sorenson Ordeal – Potential 
-New message “A potential 
connection leak...-GlassFish 
-Potential connection problems- 
Kodak) 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/35 
5  Searching for “potential 
connection adalah” in Google 
 R7/36 
(the results: 
-Akses Internet putar-nomor- 
Wikipedia bahasa indonesia... 
-The Inequality Report 
-Excerpts from Adalah‟s and 
ACRI‟s petition challenging th... 
-Thabet Abu Rass of Adalah on 
Bedouin displacement in the ... 
-Redox Potentials ) 
8  Scrolling the page  R7/37 
(the oher results: 
-Adalah: Palestinians Have 
Found Their Voice. Will You 
Add ... 
-Makan Adalah‟s Journal for 
Land, Planning and Justice ... 
-Types of Broadband 
Connections – Broadband.gov 
-Pp Jailbreak Assistant Adalah l 
Tablet 
5  Going back to the worksheet  R7/38 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/39 
1 ih   R7/40 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/41 
1 aneh   R7/42 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R7/43 
3 Potential design tu apa coba Typing “ ,” after “mendesain”  R7/44 
2  Moving to no. 6  A6/27 
3 This thesis then applies   A6/28 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/29 





1 RISET INI aja deh   S6/19 
1  Deleting “skripsi  S6/20 
7 RISET ATAU STUDI Typing “Riset/studi”  S6/21 
3 INI MENGAPLIKASIKAN 
MASALAH 
  S6/22 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/30 
1 Nah ini   A6/31 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/32 
3 MASALAH DALAM 
PENGERTIAN KATA JAHAT 
ATAU BURUK 
  S6/23 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/33 
2 KE DALAM STUDI KASUS 
DAN  
  S6/24 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/34 
1 CARA MEMBAGINYA   S6/25 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/35 
2 That the acts of committee   A6/36 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/37 
1 committed   A6/38 
6  Searching for the meaning of 
“committed” in Kamus2 
 A6/39 
(Kamus2 shows committed: 
melakukan) 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/40 
2 YANG DAPAT Typing “yang dapat”  S6/26 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/41 
3 YANG TELAH DILAKUKAN Deleting “dapat”  S6/27 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/42 
3 LAKUKAN Typing “telah dilakukan”  S6/28 
2 OLEH Typing “oleh”  S6/29 
8 WAFFEN SS Typing “Waffen-SS”  S6/30 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/43 
4 SEBAGAI Typing “sebagai”  S6/31 
11   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/44 
4  Typing “sebuah fakta”  S6/32 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/45 
2 KEJAHATAN Typing “kejahatan”  S6/33 
3 Aduh ini kok rada aneh sih ni 
dua soal ni. hem 
  A6/46 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/47 
14 Sudahlah sebisanya aja. RISET 
STUDI INI MENGAPISI 
MENGAPLIKASIKAN 
MASALAH DALAM 
PENGERTIAN KATA JAHAT 
ATAU BURUK KE DALAM 
  S6/34 





STUDI KASUS heh DAN 
CARA MEMBAGI DAN CARA 
determines determines 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/48 
1 Ini lho   A6/49 
3 distinguish Searching for the meaning of 
“determines” in Kamus2 
 A6/50 
(Kamus2 shows determines: 
kkt. 1 menentukan. 2 
menetapkan. 3 memutuskan. -
kki. memutuskan. -determined 
ks. tekun.) 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/51 
1 Hah oh   A6/52 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/53 
2 Oh salah DAN CARA   S6/35 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/54 
1  Deleting “ya” in “membaginya”  S6/36 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/55 
4 DAN CARA 
MENENTUKANNYA 
Deleting “mbagin”  S6/37 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/56 
1  Typing “n” after “me”  S6/38 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/57 
4 MENENTUKANNYA Then, typing “entukannya”.  S6/39 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/58 
2 SEPERTI   S6/40 
3  Deleting “yang”  S6/41 
5  Typing “seperti yang” after 
“menentukannya” 
 S6/42 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A6/59 
5 YANG TELAH DILAKUKAN 
OLEH WAFFEN-SS 
SEBAGAI SEBUAH FAKTA 
KEJAHATAN gitulah gitu 
ajalah 
  S6/43 
1  Moving to no. 5  R5/1 
10 To increase creativity in 
interior design it is 
recommended that educators 
should consider and encourage 
the importance of visual 
imagery in the design 
curriculum 
  R5/2 
2 UNTUK MENINGKATKAN   R5/3 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/4 
1 KREATIVITAS   R5/5 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/6 
2 DALAM DESAIN INTERIOR   R5/7 






2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/8 
2 JIKA PARA   R5/9 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/10 
2 PENDIDIK   R5/11 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/12 
1 Hem Changing “di anjurkan” into 
“dianjurkan” 
 R5/13 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/14 
1 HARUS   R5/15 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/16 
2 Consider ini bisa MENYADARI 
juga lho  
  R5/17 
2 consider Searching for the meaning of 
“consider” in Kamus2 
 R5/18 
(Kamus2 shows consider: kkt. 1 
mempertimbangkan. 2 
menganggap. 3 memikirkan, 
mengingat. -considered ks. 
betul-betul dipertimbangkan. -
considering kd. mengingat.) 
5 Nah kan HARUS HARUS 
MEMPERTIMBANGKAN aja 
deh  
  R5/19 
1 biar gampang Deleting “nyadari”  R5/20 
6 MEM biar pas 
MEMPERTIMBANGKAN 
Typing “mpertimbangkan”  R5/21 
1 encourage   R5/22 
4  Searching for the meaning of 
“encourage” in Kamus2 
 R5/23 
(Kamus2 shows encourage: kkt. 
membesarkan hati, 
menganjurkan, mendorong.  He 
encouraged his son to continue 
his education Ia menganjurkan 
pada anak lelakinya supaya 
melanjutkan pelajarannya. -
encouraging ks. yang 
membesarkan hati/harapan, yang 
mendorong.) 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/24 
1 Nah DAN MENDORONG   R5/25 
5   Still looking 




  R5/27 
2  Deleting “memberanikan diri”  R5/28 
6 MENGANJURKAN 
SISWANYA 
Typing “menganjurkan sis”  R5/29 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/30 
1  Typing “wanya”  R5/31 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/32 





3 BETAPA PENTING-NYA Typing “betapa”  R5/33 
2 DAYA VISUAL   R5/34 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/35 
2 Visual imagery   R5/36 
3 Ada gak tuh Searching for the meaning of 
“visual imagery” in Kamus2 
 R5/37 
(Kamus2 shows visual imagery: 
not found) 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/38 
2 visual imagery visual imagery Going to the first tab of Mozilla 
Firefox 
 R5/39 
10  Searching for “visual imagery” 
in Google 
 R5/40 
1  Going back to the worksheet  R5/41 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/42 
3 BETAPA PENTINGNYA 
nenene PADA KURIKULUM 
DESAIN 
  R5/43 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/44 
3 Nanti dicari dulu deh. Visualnya 
apa 
Typing “ .” in the end of the 
sentence 
 R5/45 




-visual imagery – The Free 
Dictionary 
-Mental image – Wikipedia, the 
free encyclopedia 
-Visual imagery – Mind-Body-
Medicine.com 
-Visual Imagery | Reading 
Rockets 
-Images for visual imagery 
9   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/47 
3 Oh kan. flow of thoughts you can 
see 
  R5/48 
1 Ya bener Going back to the worksheet  R5/49 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R5/50 
3 DAYA VISUAL yo wes ngono 
wae 
  R5/51 
2  Moving to no. 4  R4/1 
1 Nah RISET INI   R4/2 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/3 
2 this study investigates   R4/4 
5 the importance of sustainable 
business practice in 
accommodation business in 
vienna 
Deleting “pembelajaran”  R4/5 
3 RISET INI Typing “Riset ini” in the 
beginning of the sentence 
 R4/6 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/7 
2  Deleting “ini”  R4/8 





5   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/9 
3 MENELITI TENTANG 
PENTINGNYA KELANJUTAN 
  R4/10 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/11 
5 practice kayanya PRAKTEK 
deh practice PRAKTEK BISNIS 
  R4/12 
4  Searching for the meaning of 
“practices” in Kamus2 
 R4/13 
(Kamus2 shows practices: kb. 1 
latihan. 2 praktek. 3 kebiasaan. 4 
perbuatan. -kkt. 1 berlatih (the 
violin). 2 berpraktek sebagai 
(medicine, law). 3 menjalankan, 
mengamalkan, mempraktekkan. 
4 berlatih, mempergunakan. 5 
mengerjakan. practiced ks. 
berpengalaman.) 
3 Nah kan PRAKTEK BISNIS   R4/14 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/15 
2 DALAM  Deleting “pada”  R4/16 
1  Typing “dalam”  R4/17 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/18 
7 KELANJUTAN PRAKTEK 




  R4/19 
2  Searching for the meaning of 
“accommodation” in Kamus2 
 R4/20 
(Kamus2 shows 
accommodation: kb. 1 
pertolongan, bantuan. 2 
penyesuaian diri.3 penggunaan.) 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/21 
1 Ooo   R4/22 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/23 
2 BISNIS AKOMODASI DI 
VIENNA 
  R4/24 
8   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/25 
1  Typing “ . “ in the end of the 
sentence 
 R4/26 
9   Still looking 
at the screen 
R4/27 
3 Lho tapi aneh ya kok BISNIS 
AKOMODASI 
  R4/28 
3 Hotel po haha Moving to no. 3  R4/29 
4 This thesis is an ex an 
exploration of the concept of  
  R3/1 
4 evil Deleting “Skripsi”  R3/2 
6 STUDI STUDI ATAU RISET 
RISET 
Typing “Studi/riset” in the 
beginning of the sentence 
 R3/3 
5 INI ADALAH SEBUAH 
EKSPLORASI TERHADAP 
  R3/4 





SUATU KONSEP BURUK 
ATAU JAHAT 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R3/5 
1 CARANYA   R3/6 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R3/7 
1 DENGAN   R3/8 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
R3/9 
1 DENGAN CARA   R3/10 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
R3/11 
3 DENGAN CARA Deleting “Caranya”  R3/12 
4  Changing “dengan” into 
“Dengan” 
 R3/13 
1 DENGAN   R3/14 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R3/15 
2 CARA Typing “cara” after “Dengan”  R3/16 
2 MENDEFINISIKAN MAKSUD 
DARI 
  R3/17 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R3/18 
1 DARI   R3/19 




2 Nggak (Answering the person) Typing “sebuah” before 
“konsep” 
Looking at the 
screen 
R3/20 
1 KONSEP ELUSIF   R3/21 
2 Nggak (Answering the person)  Still looking 
at the screen 
R3/22 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
R3/23 
6 KONSEP ELUSIF DAN 
KAITANNYA DENGAN 
TINGKAH LAKU MANUSIA 
  R3/24 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
R3/25 
1  Typing “.” in the end of the 
sentence 
 R3/26 
2  Moving to no. 2  A2/77 
2 Uda nih aku uda selesai tinggal 
periksa aja uda 
  A2/78 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/79 
12 The aim of this study is 
examine employee perception 
of flexible work arrangement 
with special emphasis on part-
time work in light of the 
different contexts they find 
them themselves in.  
  A2/80 
2 TUJUAN DARI 
PEMBELAJARAN TUJUAN 
DARI 
  S2/28 
4 RISET INI Deleting “pembelajaran”  S2/29 
2 RISET Typing “riset” after “dari”  S2/30 
8 INI ADALAH UNTUK   S2/31 






KERJA DENGAN TEKANAN 
YANG LUAR BIASA PADA 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/81 
2 PEKERJA Giving prefix “pe” to the word 
“kerja” 
 S2/32 
3 PARUH WAKTU DALAM 
KONTEKS YANG BERBEDA 
  S2/33 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/82 
9 SAAT MEREKA 
MENGALAMINYA 
Typing “saat mereka 
mengelaminya” 
 S2/34 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A2/83 
1  Typing “.” in the end of the 
setence 
 S2/35 
3 Jangan deh diganti SAATnya 
KETIKA deh 
  S2/36 
2  Changing “saat” with “ketika”  S2/37 
1 Nah   S2/38 
1  Moving to no. 1  A1/65 
16 The population in the United 
status States United States is 
experien experience 
experiencing a dramatic 
increase in the 
number of older adults and this 
trend will continue with the 
aging of the baby boomer 
generation.  
  A1/66 
15 POPULASI ATAU JUMLAH 
PENDUDUK DI AMERIKA 
SERIKAT. MENGALAMI 
KENAIKAN YANG 
DRAMATIS PADA JUMLAH 
USIA LANJUT. DAN GEJALA 
INI AKAN BERLANJUT 
SAMPAI MASA 
  S1/23 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/67 
4 Baby boomer generation ni apa 
ya na? 
  A1/68 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/69 
2 KEJAYAAN Typing “kejayaan”  S1/24 
9   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/70 
3 Baby boomer tu tadi dah uda 
ketemu tadi 
  A1/71 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/72 
2 Cuman tuh apa ya nanti 
dibilangnya ya 
  A1/73 
1  Going to the second tab of 
Mozilla Firefox (“Baby 
Boomers” – Wikipedia) 
 A1/74 
2 BAYI TUA?   A1/75 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/76 





1 Baby boomer   A1/77 
4   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/78 
1  Going to the third tab of Mozilla 
Forefox (“Aging Baby Boomers 
becoming the Roommate 
Generation”) 
 A1/79 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/80 
1  Going back to the second tab  A1/81 
1  Going to the first tab  A1/82 




- Baby boomers – Wikipedia, 
the free encyclopedia 
- Baby boom– Wikipedia, the 
free encyclopedia 
- Aging Baby Boomers 
Becoming the Roommate 
Generation 
- Payback time for the baby 
boomers 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/84 
1 image Clicking the link to see the 
images of “baby boomers” 
 A1/85 




14  (Google shows the results.) Looking at the 
screen 
A1/87 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A1/88 
14   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/89 
3 Masa‟ BAYI TUA e jelek banget 
dong 
  A1/90 
1  Going to the first tab of Mozilla 
Firefox (the images of “baby 
boomers”) 
 A1/91 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/92 
2 Baby boomers   A1/93 
2  Scrolling the page Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/94 
1 eeeee   A1/95 
3  Searching for “baby boomers 
adalah” in Google 
 A1/96 




1  (Google shows the results.)  A1/98 
1  Clicking the link to see the web  A1/99 




1  Going back to the worksheet  A1/101 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/102 
1  Going back to the first tab of  A1/103 










1  Moving to the second tab of 
Mozilla Firefox (“Baby 
Boomers – Wikipedia”) 
 A1/105 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/106 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A1/107 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/108 
2 Boomer LEDAKAN 
PENDUDUK yah 
Going back to Mozilla Firefox  A1/109 
1  Moving to the fifth tab (KBBI 
Daring) 
 A1/110 




- Pengertian atau definisi dari 
generasi baby boomers ... 
- Danang S. Nugroho: Baby 
Boomers) 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/112 
4  Clicking the link to open 
“Pengertian atau definisi dari 
generasi baby boomers ...” in a 
new tab 
 A1/113 
2 Baby boomers adalah Clicking the link to open 
“Danang S. Nugroho: Baby 
Boomers” in a new tab 
 A1/114 
2  (The other results: 
- Generasi Platinum | Sebuah 
Perjalanan 
- Memulai (Kembali) Generasi 
Baby Boomers | Universitas 
... 
- Generasi manakah yang anda 
inginkan: Senior, Baby ...) 
 A1/115 
4 Aaa GENERASI PLATINUM 
po? 
Scrolling the page 
(the other results: 
- Mengenal Siapa Itu Generasi 
Y? | PPM Manajemen 
- Ledakan kelahiran pasca Perang 
Dunia II – Wikipedia ... 
- Oh..!! baby boomers.. oh gen 
X oh gen Y...!! – trend seanter... 
- Siapa sih kaum baby boomers 
itu? – Yahoo Answers) 
 A1/116 
2  Scrolling the page 
(Another result: 
-Pendapat pribadi hamba.: 
BOOMERS, GENX, GENY, 
DARI ...) 
 A1/117 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/118 
3 Siapa sih kaum boomer itu Clicking the link to “Siapa sih 
kaum baby boomers itu? – 
Yahoo Answers” 
 A1/119 
1  Moving to the second tab  A1/120 





(“Pengertian atau definisi dari 
generasi baby boomers ...”) (the 
page is still loading) 
1  Moving to the third tab (“Danang 
S. Nugroho: Baby Boomers”) 
(the page is still loading) 
 A1/121 
3 Baby boomers Closing the seventh tab 
(YouTube) (the third tab‟s page is 
ready) 
 A1/122 
20   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/123 
2 LEDAKAN PENDUDUK Moving to the second tab  A1/124 
2 Kok LEDAKAN KELAHIRAN Moving to the third and, then, the 
fourth (the page is still loading) 
tabs  
 A1/125 
2  Moving to the sixth tab (“Aging 
Baby Boomers Becoming the 
Roommate Generation”) 
 A1/126 
5  Closing the sixth, seventh, and 
fifth tabs 
 A1/127 
2  Moving to the third and, then, 
second tabs 
 A1/128 
12   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/129 
2 Ih gak ceto deh yang ini 
jawabannya ni 
  A1/130 
3  Clicking the link to “1. 
Pengertian atau definisi dari 
generasi baby boomers adalah 
...” 
 A1/131 
1  Moving to third tab  A1/132 
5   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/133 
1  Going back to the worksheet  A1/134 
3   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/135 
10  Deleting “ampai masa 
kejayaan” 
 S1/25 
1  Typing “ampai”  S1/26 
6   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/136 
3  Typing “kejayaan”  S1/27 
2  Going to the Mozilla Firefox  A1/137 
1  Moving to the fourth tab (“Siapa 
sih kaum baby boomers itu?”) 
(the page is still loading) 
 A1/138 
4  Moving to the second tab  A1/139 
10   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/140 
2  Moving to the fourth tab (the 
page is still loading) 
 A1/141 
1  Closing the second tab  A1/142 
1  Moving to the second tab 
(“Danang S. Nugroho: Baby 
Boomers”) 
 A1/143 
20   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/144 
3 Ih apa sih ni baby boomer aku 
gak ngerti nih. 
  A1/145 
1   Still looking A1/146 





at the screen 
1 Banyak artinya e   A1/147 
2   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/148 
1  Moving to the third tab (“Siapa 
sih kaum baby boomers itu?”) 
 A1/149 
12   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/150 
3 Eeemm ya udah GOLONGAN 
TUA  
Going back to the worksheet  S1/28 
23 GOLONGAN TUA 
GOLONGAN TUA BABY 
BOOMER ORANG ORANG 
YANG LAHIR PADA MASA 
PERANG DUNIA 
Typing “golongan tua (baby 
boomer: orang2 yang lahir 
pada masa perang dunia” 
 S1/29 
7 KEJAYAAN GENERASI 
PLATINUM 
Changing “golongan tua” into 
“generasi platinum” 
 S1/30 
5 PERANG DUNIA KE DUA Typing “II” in the end of the 
sentence 
 S1/31 
3 Tahun berapa tadi? Going to the Mozilla Firefox  A1/151 
1   Still looking 
at the screen 
A1/152 
1 EMPAT ENAM ENAM EMPAT    A1/153 
1 oke Going back to the worksheet  S1/32 
9 SEMBILAN BELAS 
SEMBILAN BELAS EMPAT 
ENAM SEMBILAN BELAS 
ENAM EMPAT wess 



























Appendix 9: The Data for the Assessment 
 
Code ST Code TT 
1/ST/RT/1 The Jewish high priests 
and elders of the 
Sanhedrin accused Jesus 
of blasphemy, ...  
1/TT1/RT/1 Para imam tinggi Yahudi dan tetua 
Sanhedrin menuduh Yesus 
melakukan tindakan penghujatan, 
... 
1/TT2/RT/1 Para imam agung dan pemuka agama 
menghujat Yesus ... 
2/ST/RT/2 The inscription above his 
head tauntingly read, 
"The King of the Jews."  
 
2/TT1/RT/2 Di atas kepala-Nya tertulis ejekan, 
“Raja Orang Yahudi.” 
2/TT2/RT/2 Sebuah Kayu di atas kepalanya 
bertuliskan, “Inilah Raja orang 
Yahudi.”  
3/ST/RT/3 The inscription above his 
head tauntingly read, 
"The King of the Jews."  
3/TT1/RT/3 Di atas kepala-Nya tertulis ejekan, 
“Raja Orang Yahudi.” 
3/TT2/RT/3 Sebuah Kayu di atas kepalanya 
bertuliskan, “Inilah Raja orang 
Yahudi.”  
4/ST/RT/4 During that time, soldiers 
cast lots for Jesus' 
clothing, ...  
4/TT1/RT/4 Sementara itu, para prajurit 
melempar undian atas baju Yesus, 
... 
4/TT2/RT/4 Pada waktu, para prajurit membagi-
bagikan (membuang undi) Jubah 
Yesus, ...  
5/ST/RT/5 ..., while people passed by 
shouting insults and 
scoffing.  
5/TT1/RT/5 ..., dan orang-orang yang lewat 
meneriakkan ejekan dan cacian. 
5/TT2/RT/5 ..., sementara orang-orang yang 
lewat didepan - Nya mengejek dan 
menghina Dia.  
6/ST/RT/6 ..., while people passed by 
shouting insults and 
scoffing.  
6/TT1/RT/6 ..., dan orang-orang yang lewat 
meneriakkan ejekan dan cacian. 
6/TT2/RT/6 ..., sementara orang-orang yang 
lewat didepan - Nya mengejek dan 
menghina Dia.  
7/ST/RT/7 From the cross, Jesus 
spoke to his mother Mary 
and the disciple John.  
 
7/TT1/RT/7 Dari atas salib, Yesus berbicara 
kepada Maria, ibu-Nya, dan 
Yohanes, murid-Nya. 
7/TT2/RT/7 Dari atas Salib, Yesus berbicara 
kepada Ibu Maria dan murid-Nya 
Yohanes.   
8/ST/RT/8 ...The tombs broke open 
and the bodies of many 
holy people who had died 
were raised to life." 
8/TT1/RT/8 ... Makam-makam terbuka, dan 
orang-orang suci yang telah 
meninggal dibangkitkan. 
8/TT2/RT/8 ... Makan-makan pun terbuka lebar 
dan jasad orang-orang beriman yang 
telah meninggal mulai bangkit.”  
9/ST/RT/9 It was typical at 
crucifixions for Roman 
soldiers ...  
9/TT1/RT/9 Dalam penyaliban, adalah hal yang 
khas bagi para prajurit Roma ... 
9/TT2/RT/9 Sudah menjadi kekhasan 
(kebiasaan) prajurit romawi ...  
10/ST/RT/10 ..., for when the soldiers 
came to Jesus, they found 
him already dead. 
10/TT1/RT/10 ..., karena ketika mereka mendatangi 
Yesus, Dia telah tiada. Alih-alih, 
mereka menusuk badan-Nya. 





Instead, they pierced his 
side.  
10/TT2/RT/10 ..., ketika para prajurit datang ke 
tempat Yesus, mereka menemukan 
Dia telah mati ketika mereka 
menusuk lambungnya.  
11/ST/RT/11 It was typical at 
crucifixions for Roman 
soldiers to show mercy 
by breaking the criminal's 
legs, ...  
11/TT1/RT/11 Dalam penyaliban, adalah hal yang 
khas bagi para prajurit Roma untuk 
menunjukkan belaskasihan mereka 
dengan mematahkan kaki para 
terhukum, ...  
11/TT2/RT/11 Sudah menjadi kekhasan (kebiasaan) 
prajurit romawi untuk menunjukan 
belas kasihan dengan mematahkan 
kaki-kaki para penjahat, ...  
12/ST/RT/12 It was typical at 
crucifixions for Roman 
soldiers ...  
12/TT1/RT/12 Dalam penyaliban, adalah hal yang 
khas bagi para prajurit Roma ... 
12/TT2/RT/12 Sudah menjadi kekhasan (kebiasaan) 
prajurit romawi ... 
13/ST/RT/13 ... to show mercy by 
breaking the criminal's 
legs, thus causing death 
to come more quickly. ...  
13/TT1/RT/13 ... untuk menunjukkan belaskasihan 
mereka dengan mematahkan kaki 
para terhukum, sehingga kematian 
datang lebih cepat. ... 
13/TT2/RT/13 ... untuk menunjukan belas kasihan 
dengan mematahkan kaki-kaki para 
penjahat, dengan demikian hal 
tersebut dapat  mempercepat 
kematian. ...  
14/ST/AT/1 ... and this trend will 
continue with the aging 
of the baby boomer 
generation. 
14/TT1/AT/1 ..., dan tren peningkatan jumlah ini 
akan berlanjut seiring dengan 
pertambahan usia generasi 
ledakan kelahiran. 
14/TT2/AT/1 ... dan gejala ini akan berlanjut 
sampai kejayaan generasi platinum 
(baby boomer : orang2 yang lahir 
pada masa perang dunia II (1946-
1964). 
15/ST/AT/2 ... with special emphasis 
on part-time work, in 
light of the different 
contexts they find 
themselves in.  
 
15/TT1/AT/2 ... dengan penekanan khusus pada 
pekerjaan paruh waktu, dengan 
mempertimbangkan konteks 
masing-masing. 
15/TT2/AT/2 ... dengan tekanan yang luar biasa 
pada pekerja paruh waktu, dalam 
konteks yang berbeda ketika mereka 
mengelaminya. 
16/ST/AT/3 The aim of this study is to 
examine employee 
perceptions of flexible 
work arrangements ...  
16/TT1/AT/3 Tujuan dari studi ini adalah untuk 
meneliti persepsi karyawan tentang 
rencana kerja yang fleksibel ... 
16/TT2/AT/3 Tujuan dari riset ini adalah untuk 
menguji fleksibilitas kerja ... 
17/ST/AT/4 ... with special emphasis 
on part-time work, in 
light of the different 
contexts they find 
themselves in.  
 
17/TT1/AT/4 ... dengan penekanan khusus pada 
pekerjaan paruh waktu, dengan 
mempertimbangkan konteks 
masing-masing. 
17/TT2/AT/4 ... dengan tekanan yang luar biasa 
pada pekerja paruh waktu, dalam 
konteks yang berbeda ketika 






18/ST/AT/5 ... It attempts to define 
what we mean by this 
elusive concept ... 
18/TT1/AT/5 ... Tesis ini akan mencoba untuk 
mendefinisikan konsep yang sulit 
dipahami ini ... 
18/TT2/AT/5 ... Dengan cara mendifinisikan 
maksud dari sebuah konsep elusif ... 
19/ST/AT/6 This study investigates 
the importance of 
sustainable business 
practices ... 
19/TT1/AT/6 Studi ini menyelidiki pentingnya 
praktik bisnis berkelanjutan ... 
19/TT2/AT/6 Riset ini meneliti tentang pentingnya 
kelanjutan praktek bisnis ... 
20/ST/AT/7 This study investigates 
the importance of 
sustainable business 
practices ... 
20/TT1/AT/7 Studi ini menyelidiki pentingnya 
praktik bisnis berkelanjutan ... 
20/TT2/AT/7 Riset ini meneliti tentang 
pentingnya kelanjutan praktek 
bisnis ... 
21/ST/AT/8 ..., it is recommended that 
educators should 
consider and encourage 
the importance of ...  
 
21/TT1/AT/8 ..., tenaga pengajar disarankan untuk 
mempertimbangkan dan 
menganjurkan pentingnya  ... 
21/TT2/AT/8 ... , sangat dianjurkan jika para 
pendidik harus mempertimbangkan 
dan menganjurkan siswanya betapa 
pentingnya ...  
22/ST/AT/9 ..., it is recommended that 
educators should consider 
and encourage the 
importance of ...  
 
22/TT1/AT/9 ..., tenaga pengajar disarankan untuk 
mempertimbangkan dan 
menganjurkan pentingnya  ... 
22/TT2/AT/9 ..., sangat dianjurkan jika para 
pendidik harus mempertimbangkan 
dan menganjurkan siswanya betapa 
pentingnya ...  
23/ST/AT/10 The thesis then applies 
the operational definition 
of evil to the case study 
and determines that the 
acts committed by the 
Waffen-SS were in fact 
evil.  
 
23/TT1/AT/10 Lalu tesis ini mengaplikasikan 
definisi operasional tentang 
kejahatan ke dalam studi kasus, dan 
menentukan bahwa perbuatan-
perbuatan yang dilakukan oleh 
Waffen-SS sebenarnya adalah 
kejahatan. 
23/TT2/AT/10 Riset/ studi ini mengaplikasikan 
masalah dalam pengertian kata 
„Jahat/buruk‟ ke dalam studi kasus 
dan cara menentukannya seperti 
yang telah dilakukan oleh Waffen-
SS sebagai sebuah fakta kejahatan. 
  
 
PLAGIAT MERUPAKAN TINDAKAN TIDAK TERPUJIPLAGIAT MERUPAKAN TINDAKAN TIDAK TERPUJI
